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Two-photon polymerization (TPP) can be used for fabrication of 3D structures with resolution below
the diffraction limit. As TPP is a direct writing technique large area writing is therefore a time
consuming. We show that using a multi focus pattern created by insertion of a Diffractive Optical
Element (DOE) we are able to write with multiple voxels at the same time thereby reducing the
writing time but at the same time retain the complexity of the individual structure. Here we present
parallel written structures by a DOE creating 9 voxels with 50 µm separation. By designing the
individual unit which is written in parallel interconnecting structures can be fabricated. Fig 1 a) shows
an optical image of a single high aspect ratio wall written 9 times in a single field of view (FOV) with
the DOE. Fig 1. b) and d) shows SEM images of the same interconnected structure revealing the true
3D nature and interconnection of the fabricated structure. Fig 1 f) shows a blow up of the
interconnection between two structures, indicated by the arrow showing a sub-micrometer offset. In
Fig 1 c, d) and g, h) we demonstrate that the process can be upscaled to interconnect structures over
several FOV’s where the precise interconnection between the individual written structures are kept.
The 3D structures were fabricated in biocompatible photoresist doped with FDA approved fluorescent
dye, as shown in fluorescence images in Fig 1 g and h) to enable tissue fabrication and cell motility
studies. With the fluorescent scaffold 3D mapping of the scaffold can be done using optical
characterization without the need for additional gold deposition for SEM.

Figure 1. Examples of multi-voxel written 3D structures using DOE elements. a) Optical images of parallel
written structures with a DOE creating 9 spots. b), e) and f) SEM images of multi-beam written structures. Scale
bars 50 µm, except F where the scale bar is 5 µm. c) and g) show several rows of interconnected walls spanning
450 µm. Fig 1 d) and h) show towers interconnected by single lines in all 4 directions.c) and d) optical images
and g) and h) fluorescence images of large area interconnected structures, scale bar 100 µm.
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RNA investigation by near-field Raman spectroscopy
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DNA and RNA sequencing is still a hot topic since the established enzymatic sequencing techniques
are indirect and thus prone to biases introduced by amplification steps and cDNA synthesis for RNA
sequencing. Compared to the established procedures, TERS could become a promising and, more
importantly, a general sequencing technology. As a combination of intrinsically structure-sensitive
Raman spectroscopy and high lateral resolution near-field optics, TERS has the potential to address
and detect changing molecular structures on the nanometer scale.[1] Using plasmonic nanoparticles on
AFM tips, the electromagnetic field at the tip apex will be drastically enhanced, which enhances the
Raman signal of molecules directly underneath the tip by several orders of magnitude. TERS based
research on nucleic acids started more than 10 years ago.[2,3] Furthermore, the direct detection of base
to base transitions (distance ~0.4-0.6 nm) on single strand DNA is also feasible.[4-6] Here, we present
for the first time TERS results from a very short ‘CU’ RNA strand (120-mer). From Figure 1, it is
clear that C and U can be assigned seperately, which is a crucial step, as these two pyrimidine bases
are structurally very similar and most difficult to distinguish. With the advantages of non-invasive
detection, low base consumption, and high spatial resolution, TERS demonstrates its potential to be a
direct sequencing technology.
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Figure 1: Example TERS spectra recorded on 0.3 nm distant measuring points on a single RNA strand.
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A plasmonic tool for evaluating enzymatic activity:
monitoring acetylcholinesterase for environmental and
medical applications
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Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) is a powerful tool for identifying a minute
amount of certain chemical species, particularly those Raman-active species with a thiol group
that readily bind to a noble metal surface. We are interested in applying SERS to a study of
acetylcholinesterase. This enzyme plays an important role in neurotransmission by converting
acetylcholine into choline. Some poisons inhibit this process with the disastrous result, but
regulating this process can potentially lead to a novel cure of various diseases. If
acetylthiocholine is used as the substrate, the end-product of this process, thiocholine, is
Raman-active and possess a thiol group so that it is a good target for SERS analysis. The
traditional method is based on a colorimetric principle. Thiocholine is made to react with
DTNB; the colored product is monitored at 570 nm with the optical path length of 1 cm,
requiring 100 uL or so of the sample. We intend to reduce the sample volume to less than a
few uL or so. For SERS measurements, we prepared our own SERS substrate with the
following protocol. A glass substrate is treated with 1vol% aminopropyl trimethoxysilane
solution to promote binding of SiO2 nanospheres in the subsequent step. Exposure of the
substrate to nanosphere solution leads to formation of a silica nanosphere monolayer in less
than one minute. Vacuum evaporation of Ag or Au results in what we call random MFON,
metal film-on-nanosphere. The nanosphere diameter is normally 100 nm, and the deposition
thickness is 100 nm. Figure 1 shows a portion of a glass slide with AgFON. Of the nine spots,
with diameter of 3 mm, the four in the corners, whitish in appearance, are covered by AgFON.
We are currently working on two aspects of this system. One is concerned with an assay
protocol whereby the amount of thiocholine adsorbed on the sensor is to be optimized. The
other aspect has to do with controlling the hydrophobicity of the sensor in such a way to
concentrate the target molecule upon drying. As shown on the right hand side in Fig. 2, by
surrounding a SERS area with a superhydrophobic area, it is hoped that the sample can be
concentrated significantly.

Fig. 1: A photo of a SERS substrate

Fig. 2: A schematic diagram for use of a
superhydrophobic surface for concentration
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Gold Nanoparticles for Plasmonics and Medicine
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Gold nanoparticles (NPs) can behave as nanosources of light, heat and hot carriers.
They have a high potential as contrast agents for several bioimaging modalities such as
computed tomography, photoacoustic imaging, dark field scattering, multi-photon
luminescence, high frequency ultrasound, quantitative phase contrast. New therapies and
surgeries will develop because these NPs are able to generate Reactive Oxygen Species
(ROS).
Our research activities concentrate on the synthesis and assembly of
high quality gold NPs of various sizes and shapes to provide suitable
materials for research in the fields of plasmonics (1-7), plasmon-driven
chemistry, sensing and medicine. Some of them are very promising and
produced only in very few laboratories worldwide. For example: Perfect
spheres and cubes on top of an Au-film are used for different types of
microscopy within the gap. Triangular-NPs are sensitive biosensors and
promising for photoacoustic imaging. Plates (hexagonal, triangular or disklike) can spontaneously self-assemble in ordered 1D-columnar aggregates or
2D-metasurfaces. The large atomically flat facets of plates are promising for
(F.I.B.) fabrication of monocrystalline pattern, not otherwise accessible.
Hot-spots are prepared in our lab through spontaneous selfassembly. 3D-assembly is obtained by simply evaporating concentrated
solutions on non-patterned substrates. We are currently working on 2D
assembly.
In the future, we would like to extend the applications of these NPs
to medicine through collaborations with biochemists, biophysicists or
physicians. As a first step towards this objective, we produce Au@SiO2
core-shell with a thin silica coating while waiting for precise specifications.
Acknowledgements: this work is financially supported by Plan Cancer (HEPPROS project)
References (past and current collaborations):
1- Near-Field Localization of Single Au Cubes, a Predictive Group Theory Scheme. Mitiche et a.l J.Phys.Chem.C-2017
2- Fano Transparency in Rounded Nanocube Dimers Induced by Gap Plasmon Coupling. Pellarin et al. ACSnano-2016
3- Two-photon luminescence of single colloidal gold nanorods: revealing the origin of plasmon relaxation in small nanocrystals. Molinaro et al. JPCC-2016
4- Engineering the emission of light from a scanning tunneling microscope using the plasmonic modes of a nanoparticle. Le Moal et al. Phys.Rev.B-2016
5- An Electrically Excited Nanoscale Light Source with Active Angular Control of the Emitted Light. Le Moal et al. Nano Letters-2013
6- Mapping the Electromagnetic Near-Field Enhancements of Gold Nanocubes. Deeb et al. J.Phys.Chem.C-2012
7- Spatial Confinement of Electromagnetic Hot and Cold Spots in Gold Nanocubes. Haggui et al. ACS Nano-2012
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Removal of organophosphate pesticide dimethoate from water by
its adsorbtion onto gold nanospheres
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Dimethoate as one of the major organophosphate pesticides (OPs) is widely used in the fruit and field
crops to promote the development of agricultural production because of its low persistence and
biodegradation [1]. Still, extreme use of dimethoate could lead to excessive residues accumulating in
the environment and in human body through the food chain and could cause death [3, 4]. For these
reasons, there is the necessity of the efficient monitoring and removal of OPs in order to control the
levels of these compounds in food and the environment, especially drinking water resources.
Nowadays, application of nanoparticles (NPs) in environmental remediation such as water
purification by removal of OPs is significantly progressing because of nanomaterial chemistry
advantages with respect to conventional technologies [2]. Gold is not cheap material and still it
possesses properties as robustness and unique spectral characteristics. In this study the interaction
between dimethoate and gold nanospheres was characterized. Dimethoate was adsorbed onto gold
nanospheres (NSs) in aqueous solution using batch technique. Adsorption of dimethoate onto gold
nanoparticles was confirmed by UV-Vis spectrophotometry, zeta potential measurement, TEM, AFM,
and FTIR analysis. The adsorption of nanospheres was followed by nanoparticles aggregation and
eventually their stabilization. Nanoparticles adsorption features were characterized using Langmuir
and Freundlich isotherm models. Langmuir adsorption isotherm was found to have the best fit to the
experimental data with detected adsorption capacity of 456 mg/g. Nanospheres were further used for
dimethoate removal from spiked drinking water. Depending on adsorbent concentration used from 2
mg/L to 100 mg/L, removed dimethoate detected by UPLC technique was up to 80%. Since
concentration of unadsorbed dimethoate at dosage level of 200 mg/L could not be detected by UPLC,
it is evident that adsorption of dimethoate was between 80% and 100%. The results for dimethoate
removal are in concordance with maximum adsorption capacity values determined in this work 456
mg/g for NSs. Taking into account the maximum admissible quantities for individual and the total
amount of pesticides, in drinking water in the European Community countries [3], our results showed
that gold nanospheres could be used for efficient removal of dimethoate not only in environmental
waters but in drinking water as well. Also, the adsorption capacity of NSs enables their potential use
as sensor for dimethoate detection in aqueous solutions.
[1] Y. Lv, Z. Lin, W. Feng, X. Zhou, and T. Tan, Biochemical Engineering Journal 36, 221–229 (2007).
[2] M.S. Bootharaju and T. Pradeep, Langmuir 28, 2671–2679 (2012).
[3] J. F. Garcia-Reyes, B. Gilbert-Lopez, A. Molina-Diaz, and A.R. Fernandez-Alba, Analytical Chemistry 80, 8966−8974
(2008).
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The investigation of nanoscale variations on lipid membranes induced
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Candidalysin, a 31 amino acid long peptide, is the first recognized peptide from a commensal fungus Candida
albicans, which has been identified in 2016 by David L. Moyes et al [1]. During the invasion of Candida
albicans, Candidalysin is secreted, intercalates into the cell membrane and induces permeabilization. The
receptor of Candidalysin for cell membrane binding and the process of intercalation are yet unknown. To
elucidate the behavior of Candidalysin, we conduct Tip-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (TERS) and Atomic
Force Microscopy (AFM) experiments. TERS is a combination of Raman spectroscopy with a high specificity
and AFM with a high spatial resolution utilizing plasmonic nanoparticles coated on the AFM tip [2]. We
successfully localized deuterated Candidalysin around holes on the cell membrane by TERS under dry
conditions (Figure 1). However, it is still a big challenge to directly elucidate the behavior of a small peptide
on the comparatively a huge matrix as cell. Thus, to simplify the system, we further conduct our researches on
an artificial lipid membrane - DOPC/DPPC. In our time lapse AFM experiments we observed the destruction
of the DOPC/DPPC bilayer induced by Candidalysin injections, including pore formation observed on DOPC
domains in agreement with the work from Moyes’ [1] and our TERS experiment in air. For a better
understanding of the above mentioned phenomena, TERS measurement on DOPC/DPPC bilayer under liquid
conditions will be followed.

Figure 1: TERS spectra acquired on each colored point of selected region of an epithelial cells infected with
deuterated Candidalysin.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Periodic nanoparticle cluster arrays with sub-10nm gaps for
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Reliable and quick detection and quantification of bio-analytes at ultra-low concentrations is a basic
and routine need for biosensing. The specifications of such need are constantly evolving to meet
demanding requirements of emerging disciplines such as single cell assays, therapeutic drug
monitoring, miniaturized microarrays and early stage disease detection. The typical requirements
include the ability to sense biomolecular analytes at concentrations below nanomolar regime, in a
few minutes, from complex media, using techniques that can be reliably automated. In this
direction, surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) that works by electromagnetic (EM) field
enhancement of vibrational Raman signals of surface-bound molecules has strong promise, due to
detection limits down to few molecules and response times of few minutes.[1] The realization of this
promise has however been challenged by the ability to realize SERS substrates with high EM field
enhancements, at high homogeneity, high throughput, and low costs.

Figure 1 Periodic arrays of Au nanoparticle clusters obtained by electrostatic self-assembly of Au nanoparticles
(10nm) on to self-assembled polyelectrolyte templates on surface

In this direction, the talk would present our recent progress on fabrication and investigation of
reliable plasmonic interfaces based on well-defined and periodic self-assembled nanoparticle cluster
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arrays with high sensitivity for biomolecular sensing. Our investigation establishes a correlation
between the bulk and surface concentrations of target analytes to accurately arrive at enhancement
factor of the clusters. Besides optimizing the EM enhancements through the geometry of the
nanoparticle clusters,[2] the biomolecular immobilization conditions are optimized to achieve subnanomolar detection limits.[3] The impact of multiple process parameters pertaining to the
fabrication and surface functionalization on the biosensing outcome would be discussed via process
 structure  property correlations.
Funding by Fonds National de la Recherche (FNR) Luxembourg for project PLASENS
(C15/MS/10459961) is gratefully acknowledged.
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50, pp. 27661–27666, 2015.
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2070, 2012.
S. Dinda, F. L. Yap, V. Suresh, R. K. Gupta, D. Das, and S. Krishnamoorthy, “Quantitative detection with surfaceenhanced Raman scattering (SERS) using self-assembled gold nanoparticle cluster arrays,” Aust. J. Chem., vol. 66,
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This project aims to develop a new generation of biosensors based non-on a simple detection
of one molecule, but on the detection of bad health molecules. The concept of the sensor is both
novel and efficient. Usually, development of a new sensor for one specific molecule takes few
years and need founds for each molecule. And sometimes the time to develop the new sensor,
the molecule become prohibited and withdrawn from the market. Develop universal sensors
based on the effect of molecules is then a priority.
The pesticide toxicity is now acted. More and more molecules are suspected to be bio-toxic
even at very low concentration. Intercalation of these molecules into DNA creates mutation
and induces translocations. Pesticides are low weight molecules (maximum 500 Da). Detection
of low weight molecules is a challenge with standard microbalance sensors. Usual new
generation sensors are based on weight detection and are not selective enough. The specificity
of our sensor is the use of the DNA as transducer. It has been demonstrated than polycyclic and
flat molecules (thickness 0.3 nm) are able to intercalate between two base pairs of DNA.
Specific hydrogen bonds are then created between the scrounger molecule and the DNA strand.
We propose the development of an original optical nanosensor, based on DNA detection, for
personal pesticide detection: Home-care
The DNA transducer is probed by SPR/LSPR coupling using Kretschmann configuration in a
home-made phase sensitive SPR reader. The DNA used to hold one nanoparticle on a gold film
is used as an invisible structural bond but also for pesticides detection. Indeed, the presence of
molecules intercalated into this DNA strand changes its size. It is well known than the
SPR/LSPR coupling is directly linked to the distance between nanoparticles and the metallic
film. Low modification of this gap involves wide spectral modification. In our SPR setup we
are able to measure the phase, which is 100x more sensitive than the amplitude.
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Arrays of Plasmonic Dimers as Refractive Index Sensors and a
Compact Setup for Biosensing based on GRIN Lenses
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In metallic nanostructures, localized surface plasmon resonances can be excited by incident light. Due
to the dependence of the spectral position of these resonances on the refractive index (RI) of the
surrounding medium, such nanostructures are very suitable as RI sensors [1]. Since the adsorption of
molecules to nanostructures locally changes the effective RI, the presence of e.g. biomolecules can be
detected by a resonance shift. This makes plasmonic nanostructures a promising means for biosensing
applications [2].
In the presented work, vertical dimers, which are arranged in regular arrays, are investigated. They
consist of two stacked gold discs, which are separated by a dielectric spacer. Such dimers show
hybridized plasmonic modes, which are referred to as a symmetric and an antisymmetric mode. In
regular arrangements of nanostructures, the light, diffracted at the grating, causes a far field coupling.
This leads to a further resonance in the transmission spectra, which is called surface lattice resonance
(SLR). The sensitivity of the dimer modes and the SLR to RI changes have been evaluated by simulation
and measurement [3]. It was differentiated between a bulk change of the RI of the medium covering the
structures and a change of the RI in only a thin layer around the structures, as it would be caused by
biomolecule adsorption. A comparison of the sensitivities of the different modes will be shown.
For the practical usage of biosensors, it is preferable that they have a compact setup and are easy to
operate. As a step towards these demands, metallic nanostructures were combined with gradient index
(GRIN) lenses. These lenses can have planar surfaces, and their focal plane can be located directly at
those surfaces. Therefore, it is possible to use the lenses both as a substrate and as an imaging device
for nanostructures, which are fabricated directly on these planar surfaces [4]. The application of the
setup for biosensing will be shown, using the example of a testosterone immunoassay.
[1] J. J. Mock, D. R. Smith, and S. Schultz, Nano Letters 3, 485-491 (2003)
[2] J. N. Anker, W. P. Hall, O. Lyandres, N. C. Shah, J. Zhao, and R. P. Van Duyne, Nature Materials 7, 442–453 (2008)
[3] A. Horrer, K. Krieg, K. Freudenberger, S. Rau, L. Leidner, G. Gauglitz, D. P. Kern, and M. Fleischer, Analytical and
Bioanalytical Chemistry 407, 8225 (2015)
[4] A. Horrer, J. Haas, K. Freudenberger, G. Gauglitz, D. P. Kern, and M. Fleischer, Nanoscale 9, 17378-17386 (2017)
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Comparative study of plasmonic antennas:
EBL vs. FIB fabrication
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Plasmonic antennas are metelic nanostructures supporting localized surface plasmon resonances
(LSPR) often fabricated by electron beam lithography (EBL) or using focused ion beam (FIB). EBL
process consists of following steps: (i) resist coating, (ii) electron beam patterning and resist
developing, (iii) metal deposition, and (iv) lift-off and final cleaning. Contrariwise, FIB milling
consists just of two steps: (i) metal deposition and (ii) ion beam milling of the pattern. The choice of
preferred fabrication technique should also consider the time and potential risks of the fabrication
process. FIB preparation is simple and more straightforward as no chemistry is used. For individual
antennas or small series of antennas it is rather fast. EBL preparation provides generally antennas with
higher quality, but the lithographic process induces potential risks of damaging the sample as the wet
chemistry is used.
In our contribution, we present a comparative study of gold plasmonic disc-shaped antennas
fabricated by EBL and FIB. Fabricated antennas were characterized using the transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) including the chemical analysis by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
and the characterization of LSPR and thickness measurement by electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS), and using atomic force microscopy (AFM) to complement information about the morphology
of the structures. EELS measurements revealed LSPR in both EBL and FIB-fabricated antennas. The
energy of the LSP resonance is the same for both EBL and FIB antennas: 1.6 eV for 120-nm discs and
1.4 eV for 140-nm discs so it depended only on the diameter of the antennas and no difference (within
experimental error) between both antenna types was observed. However, the intensity of the response
(the peak magnitude) is higher for the EBL antennas, while the peak width is comparable. We
attribute this observation partly to better structural quality and partly to low surface contamination of
EBL antennas. Chemical composition of the antennas was characterized by EDS after the EELS
measurement and revealed only a weak hydrocarbon contamination for EBL antennas, while for FIB
antennas we observed strong hydrocarbon contamination (nearly 20-nm-thick layer has been formed)
and Ti and Ga residues of the milling process covering the area around antennas (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. HAADF micrographs and EDS elemental maps of 140-nm EBL and FIB antenna.

This work has been supported by the Czech Science Foundation (17-25799S), the MEYS CR under
the projects CEITEC Nano RI (LM2015041, 2016-2019) and CEITEC 2020 (LQ1601), and Brno
University of Technology (FSI/STI-J-17-4623).
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Recent progress in the exfoliation of layered materials and the nanofabrication of functional structures
has revived the interest in two-dimensional materials with properties complementing those of
graphene, in particular transition metal dichalcogenides such as MoS2.The absorption spectra of 2D
semiconductors are dominated by excitons with binding energy of up to several hundreds of meV.
Nevertheless, even single layers show an appreciable photovoltaic effect and can work as the active
material in high sensitivity photodetectors, thus indicating some degree of charge carrier
photogeneration. Using femtosecond optical pump-probe spectroscopy we show that in few-layer
MoS2, the hot electron-hole pairs created by photoexcitation relax and form free carriers with a time
scale of 700 fs [1]. In the monolayer, on the other hand, during this relaxation there is a branching into
excitons and free carrier pairs. Already a moderate in-plane electric field of a few kVcm-1, applied via
the source-drain voltage in a field-effect transistor, can significantly change the branching ratio in
favour of free carrier pairs [2].
The fate of photogenerated carriers is trapping at defects or, at higher fluencies, once the defects are
saturated, via non-geminate recombination. From the fluence dependent pump-probe signal on
different flake thicknesses we find that thicker flakes have a much higher defect content [3].
Due to the strong electron-electron interaction in 2d materials, many body effects become important
already at relatively low excitation densities. We find that the fs optical pump probe signal originates
mostly from a combination of band gap renormalization and screening of the exciton and trion
binding energy during the first few picoseconds, while at longer delays Pauli blocking is the dominant
signal origin [4].
[1] T. Borzda et al., Adv. Funct. Mater. 25, 3351 (2015).
[2] D. Vella et al., 2D Mater. 4, 035017 (2017).
[3] V. Vega-Mayoral et al., 2D Mater. 5, 015011 (2018).
[4] E. A. A. Pogna et al. in preparation.
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Over the past ten years, localized surface plasmons have been exploited for triggering and
controlling photochemical and photophysical reactions. Achieving hybrid nanosystems
coupling metal nanostructures with enhanced effect is a major challenge for applications in
nanophotonics, sensors or spectroscopy.
In our case, surface plasmon dipolar resonance of individual metal nanoparticles was used as
an optical near-field source to locally trigger free radical polymerization of an acrylic
monomer: metal nanoparticles embedded in a photopolymer sensitive at the resonance
wavelength are irradiated under the polymerization threshold but close enough to this
threshold to initiate the free-radical polymerization thanks to electromagnetic near-field
enhancement.
We will report on the physicochemical and optical parameters controlling the
photopolymerization process in near-field. Kinetic parameters were shown to be of
paramount importance to control the polymerization in highly confined space. Different
photopolymers were used in this context to finely tune the final properties of the
nanoparticles.

Figure 1. Experimental principle of the photopolymerization on the near-field of gold nanoparticles.

The authors thank the Agence Nationale de la Recherche (ANR), under Grant HAPPLE
(ANR 10BS1001602) for financial support.
1. Zhou, X.; Soppera, O.; Plain, J.; Jradi, S.; Sun, X. W.; Demir, H. V.; Yang, X.; Deeb, C.; Gray, S. K.; Wiederrecht, G.
P.; Bachelot, R., J Optics 2014, 16, 114002.
2. Zhou, X.; Deeb, C.; Vincent, R.; Lerond, T.; Adam, P.-M.; Plain, J.; Wiederrecht, G. P.; Charra, F.; Fiorini, C.; Colas
des Francs, G.; Soppera, O.; Bachelot, R., Applied Physics Letters 2014, 104 (2), 23114.
3. Deeb, C.; Ecoffet, C.; Bachelot, R.; Plain, J.; Bouhelier, A.; Soppera, O., Journal of the American Chemical Society
2011, 133 (27), 10535-10542.
4. Deeb, C.; Bachelot, R.; Plain, J.; Baudrion, A. L.; Jradi, S.; Bouhelier, A.; Soppera, O.; Jain, P. K.; Huang, L. B.;
Ecoffet, C.; Balan, L.; Royer, P., Acs Nano 2010, 4 (8), 4579-4586.
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Intelligent photonic principles and technologies, such as reinforcement learning in uncertain,
dynamically changing environment, have been intensively investigated. It has been demonstrated that
the multi-arm bandit problem can be physically resolved, for example by single photons [1], rather
than conventional computing algorithms in digital computers. In order to realize a truly autonomous,
artificially-constructed device for such functionalities, it is necessary to transcend the memorization
functions of the past events into unique physical processes. In our former study, we reported locally
induced nanoscale transparent path formation in diarylethene-type photochromic crystal by using a
top-to-bottom, double-probe scanning near-field optical microscope [2].
In this study, with a view to investigate dynamic memorization by photochromism, we observed
locally induced nanometer scale shape change and pattern formation on the surface of photochromic
crystal thanks to morphological changes and induced mechanical distortion via photochromic
reactions. The crystal sample used was a diarylethene single crystal exhibiting a large shape-change
due to photoisomerization [3]. Observations were conducted in a tapping mode of optically-assisted
atomic force microscopy (AFM). Laser light (: 670 nm) irradiated on the optical-lever wraped
around the cantilever and was enhanced at the probe tip; hence molecules localted in vicinity of the
probe tip were excited. The crystal sample was initially slightly colored by a UV light irradaiation
prior to AFM observations. Fig. 1(a) shows an AFM image after local optical excitation to a point on
the sample surface where a 30-nm-diameter concavity was successfully formed. By exploiting such
nanoscale geometry formation abilities on the surface of the photochromic crystal, we successfully
realized in establishing 2D characters of “UY” below the wavelength scale (Fig. 1(b)). Furthermore,
we observed dynamic evolutions of the 2D pattern by the local near-field excitation (Fig. 1(c)).
Whereas the characters “UY” indeed vanish as the time elapses, the dynamic evolution of 2D pattern
strongly depends on the initially-induced shape; that is, the dynamic history information is retained.
These results are, to the best of our knowledge, the first experimental demonstration of realizing
nanoscale, artififically-constructed pattern formation on the surface of photochromic crystal by means
of near-field light, and they controbute to the basic principle of dynamic memorization functions.

Figure 1. AFM image of local photochromism. a AFM observation of local photochromism. b Drawing “UY”.
c Erasing “UY”. The numbers under the image indicate the number of times the measurement was repeated.

This work was supported by JST CREST Grant Number JPMJCR17N2, JSPS KAKENHI Grant
Number JP26107012, JP17H01277, JP25286067.
[1] M. Naruse, M. Berthel, A. Drezet, S. Huant, M. Aono, H. Hori, and S. Kim, Sci. Rep. 5, 13253 (2015).
[2] R. Nakagomi, K. Uchiyama, S. Kubota, E. Hatano, K. Uchida, M. Naruse, and H. Hori, Appl. Phys. A, 144:10 (2018).
[3] E. Hatano, M. Morimoto, T. Imai, K. Hyodo, A. Fujimoto, R. Nishimura, A. Sekine, N. Yasuda, S. Yokojima,
S. Nakamura, and K. Uchida, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 56, 12576 (2017).
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The ability of plasmonic resonances to strongly localize and enhance electromagnetic fields at the sur face of metallic nanoparticles can be utilized to produce strong-field photoemitted electrons [1]. If two
plasmonic nanoparticles are separated by a small gap, the photoemitted electrons create femtosecond
currents between the nanoparticles, which can be controlled by varying the Carrier-Envelope Phase
(CEP) of a single optical-cycle light pulse [2]. Due to the strongly decaying electric near-fields around
plasmonic nanoparticles, in single particle configurations, photoemitted electrons follow a straight
trajectory and do not present quiver motion [3,4] however, a much richer electron dynamics is produced when the emission of electrons occurs in a plasmonic gap.
Using Time Dependent Density Functional Theory (TDDFT) we theoretically investigate the photoinduced currents across the gap between two cylindrical nanoparticles as a response to a single-cycle
optical pulse (see Fig. 1). Contrary to the single nanoparticle case, the electric field in the gap region
does not decay abruptly along the dimer axis. We demonstrate that in such scenario, the photoemitted
electrons experience quiver motion that responds to the complex structure of the fields induced in the
gap. This effect is compared to the case where no quiver motion is produced i.e., when the maximum
current occurs for a perfect cosine-like optical pulse (CEP=0). We find that the quiver motion results
in a shift of the CEP at which the maximum current is observed. Tracing and dissecting an ultrashort
photocurrent in a plasmonic nanogap as shown here is relevant for the proper design of integrated optoelectronic devices that operate in the single-electron regime.

Figure 1. (a) Sketch of the system under consideration. (b) Normalized total electric field on the x direction in
the center of the gap as a function of time. (c) Photoemitted electron current along the x-axis as a function time.
[1] M. Krüger, M. Schenk, P. Hommelhoff, Nature, 475, 78, (2011).
[2] T. Rybka, M. Ludwig, M.F. Schmalz, V. Knittel, D. Brida, A. Leitenstorfer, Nature Photonics, 10, 667 (2016).
[3] P. Dombi, A. Hörl, P. Rácz, I. Márton, A Trügler, J.R. Krenn, U. Hohenester, Nano letters, 13, 674-678 (2013).
[4] B. Piglosiewicz, S. Schmidt, D.J. Park, J. Vogelsang, P. Groß, C. Manzoni, P. Farinello, G. Cerullo, C. Lienau, Nature Photonics,
8, 37, (2014).
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Electrochemistry is a well-established branch of physical chemistry which gains information about the
analyzed species according to their ability to provide or accept electrons. Electrochemical analytical
methods deliver precise information about the presence and amount of an analyte and allow fast in
situ tracking of chemical pathways close to the electrode surface, while the instrumentation is kept
relatively cheap and straightforward [1]. Recently, similarly to other established fields of research,
electrochemistry has benefited from advances in nanotechnology. Examples include utilization of
metallic nanoparticles for a specific pathogen DNA detection, use of carbon nanotubes to enhance the
overall electrochemical signal or single nano-objects serving as nanoelectrodes. Very interesting
group of materials for electrochemistry are layered transition metal dichalcogenides, including MoS 2
and WS2 which have been shown to exhibit promising electrochemical and photoelectrochemical
activity [2]. To further enhance the light harvesting properties, adhered plasmonic nanoparticles can
be utilized due to their inherent ability to concentrate light. Additionally, as plasmons hosted by the
nanoparticles decay, so-called hot charge carriers can be generated with energy much higher than
those excited purely thermally according the Fermi distribution. Even though the lifetime of such
carriers within a nanoparticle is very short, they can be transferred to an adjacent semiconductor or
drive catalytic reactions of nearby molecules [3].
In this study we examine an unconventional hot carrier system consisting of semiconducting tungsten
disulphide (WS2) nanotubes decorated with chemically synthesized gold nanoparticles [4]. Growing
the gold nanoparticles directly on nanotubes’ surface ensures their perfect attachment with a welldefined interface as well as the control over their respective diameters. We have deposited such a
hybrid material on the conductive indium tin oxide to create a nanostructured electrode which enabled
us to study a possible illumination-induced hot carrier response by standard electrochemical methods
[5]. Firstly, we have verified the electrochemical activity of bare WS 2 nanotubes using cyclic
voltammetry. Upon increasing the amount of WS2 nanotubes on the electrode surface, charge transfer
rates were improved significantly. To observe the illumination-induced effects in a gold modified
WS2 nanotubes we performed chronoamperometry where the time-dependent current is measured at
constant electrode potential. By altering the illumination with dark intervals we observed a current
corresponding to optically-induced effects. This provides a way to explore the hot carrier pathways
and their role in the overall charge transfer mechanism within our hybrid system.
[1] J. Wang, Analytical electrochemistry, 3rd ed. Hoboken, N.J.: Wiley-VCH, 2006.
[2] M. Velicky, et al., Nano Letters 16, 2023-2032 (2016).
[3] M. L. Brongersma, N. J. Halas and P. Nordlander, Nature Nanotechnology 10, 25-34 (2015).
[4] A. Y. Polyakov, et al., J. Phys. Chem. C 118, 2161-2169 (2014).
[5] A. J. Bard and L. R. Faulkner, Electrochemical methods: fundamentals and applications, 2nd. ed, John Wiley & Sons,
2011.
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Metal nanoparticles have given rise to increasing interest because they can support localized
surface plasmons (LSP), which has many potential applications including optical light
confinement, enhanced spectroscopies, and nonlinear nano-optics. In particular, gold
nanocubes present many assets: easy preparation, good stability, size controllability and special
geometry that can support plasmonic hot spots when induced by illumination.
LSP-based photopolymerization is a promising way of studying nanocube plasmonic nearfield [1]. Different from single photon polymerization [2], two photon polymerization is more
complex because of nonlinear effects.
Our research is focused on single gold nanocubes with a length size of 127 nm that is
suitable to produce two–photon polymerization (TPP) in the near-infrared. Relying on single
cube’s symmetry, we control the plasmonic near-field by changing the direction of the incident
linear-polarization. The influence of the polarization direction has been studied. As a result, we
produced hybrid gold/polymer nanostructures (e.g. Fig. 1) whose precise characterization
provides both valuable information about the involved plasmonic near-field and an assessment
of the local TPP transformation rate. Additionally, the use of a photopolymerizable
formulations containing quantum emitters leads to hybrid nanostructures of controllable colors
[3].
Figure 1.

Left: SEM image of a gold nanocube

after plasmon based photopolymerization. The red
arrow represents the incident polarization. Right:
calculated involved plasmonic near-field.

[1] Zhou, X et al. Journal of Optics, 16, 114002 (2014).
[2] Deeb, C et al. J. Phys. Chem. C, 116, 24734 (2012).
[3] Zhou X, et al. Nano Letters 15, 7458 (2015).
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Optical interaction between luminescent semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) and nanostructures have drawn tremendous attention in photonic applications in the recent
decade. For this work, we intent to integrate single photons emitters at the end of a
nano-taper itself on top of an optical waveguide across the visible spectrum to obtain
high enhancement of the fluorescence of single-photon sources/nano-source (NS)
through the Purcell effect. We expect to have an efficient and integrated source of single
photons with this configuration [1,2]. We report on the fabrication of a nanocomposite
based on CdSe quantum dots mixed with commercial photoresist pentaerythritol
triacrylate (PETA) utilizing direct laser writing (DLW) based on two-photon
polymerization (TPP). SEM and AFM images show different diameters and height of
polymerized nanocomposites containing quantum dots that have been obtained by
controlling the input coupling power and exposure time. Photoluminescence
measurements show the emission of QDs for different size of polymerized
nanocomposites.
[1] Josslyn BELTRAN MADRIGAL, 2017.p.hd thesis
[2] Madrigal, Josslyn Beltran, et al. "Hybrid integrated optical waveguides in glass for enhanced visible
photoluminescence of nanoemitters." Applied optics 55.36 (2016): 10263-10268
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After decades of exploration and development, Scanning Near field Optical Microscopy (SNOM) has become a promising
solution for ultra-high resolution optical observation. By collecting near field optical signal, SNOM is able to break the diffraction
limit. In this sense, probe plays a crucial role. We aim at developing a new generation of SNOM probe, having active molecules on
its extremity. With such active molecules, near field signal can be generated by the probe itself at a wavelength that is different
from the incident one, permitting a decrease of the far-field background. Near field information can be collected when interaction
between probe and sample near field happens. Reciprocally, active probe could be used as a local photonic source for other
research purpose, like triggering photochemical reactions.
Currently we try to integrate nano quantum emitters on SNOM probes. Polymer tips are considered now. The main strategy
is to trap fluorescence light emitters around the extremity of nanotip by nanoscale photo-polymerization [1]. The process will be
precisely controlled, in order to fabricate different kinds of active probe for different needs. Also, several emitters will be tested,
from organic dye to QDs.

[1] X. Xuan et al. Nano Letters 5 (11), pp 7458–7466 (2015).
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The domain of plasmonics has been an area of interest for several years, especially the energy transfer
between emitters through surface plasmons (SP). Nanocrystals (NCs) are well-known as good
emitters [1] and their optical properties make them suitable candidates for light-emitting hybrid
plasmonic systems. The localization of NCs, however, has to be accurately controlled to obtain an
efficient coupling and energy transfer. The two-photon photopolymerization (TPP) of a photosensitive
material [2] allows one to position the NCs near the plasmonic system in a controlled way. A similar
trapping of NCs around metal nanoparticles has previously been demonstrated, using evanescent
fields to trigger the photopolymerization [3]. The idea of our work is to couple CdSe/ZnS NCs
emission to propagating SPs supported by silver nanowires (Ag-NWs), and observe their scattering at
the nanowire ends.
The main challenge is to couple the NCs emission to the nanowire SP. We make a TPP line
containing NCs across the Ag-NW as shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b). The line allows us to study the
energy transfer between NCs emission and Ag-NW SP. A confocal set-up with a 405 nm laser excites
the NCs at different places along the line. Fig. 1 (c) shows that when the laser spot is located at the
intersection between the NCs line and the Ag-NW, we obtain a quenching of NCs emission (blue
curve), indicating that the NCs emission is coupling to the Ag-NW SP.

Figure 1. (a) SEM image of a nanowire with two lines containing NCs. (b) Nanowire and NCs line scheme. The
circles of different colors account for the laser spot position on the NC line. (c) NCs emission for different
excitation locations along the NC line.

We realized a hybrid plasmonic system based on Ag-NW and NCs. We hope to excite NCs and detect
their emission through SPP launching, propagation and scattering at the end of our Ag-NW.
[1] D. J. Norris and M. G. Bawendi, Measurement and assignment of the size-dependent optical spectrum in
CdSe quantum dots, Phys. Rev. B, 53, 16338, 1996.
[2] J. Serbin, et al., Femtosecond Laser-Induced Two Photon Polymerization. Optics letters, 301, 2003.
[3] X. Zhou, et al., Two-Color Single Hybrid Plasmonic Nanoemitters with Real Time Switchable Dominant
Emission Wavelength, Nanoletters, 15, 7458-7466, 2015
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1D and 3D assembly of NPs into regular patterns on surfaces and interfaces generates new
nanostructures with new physical properties that differ from their individuals [2]. In particular, the
organization of metallic nanoparticles (MNPs) in a well-controlled manner is of great interest for
nanophotonics and nanoelectronics applications [3].
Several techniques were reported in the literature allow a 1D, 2D and 3D assembly [4-6]. However,
the assembly of NPs in organized and complex 3D microstructures remains a great challenge today. In
this context, we will present a highly versatile approach to control the assembly of NPs based on the
functionalization of a photopolymerizable mixture. By 2-photon polymerization of the functionalized
mixture and immersion of the resulting polymer microstructures in NPs colloid, NPs immobilize on
the polymer surface with high precision due to the high attraction towards the functionalized
structures (Figure 1). The fabricated 2D and 3D nanostructures are highly interesting for sensing
applications.

Figure 1. SEM images of PS of size ~ 800 nm immobilized on (A) 3D Woodpile and (B and C) lines; GNPs of
size ~ 50 nm immobilized on (D) Helices and (F ) 3D Woodpile; (E and G) are magnifications on D and F
respectively.
References
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

F. Hua, J. Shi, Y. Lvov, and T. Cui, “Patterning of Layer-by-Layer Self-Assembled Multiple Types of Nanoparticle Thin Films by Lithographic Technique,” Nano Lett., vol. 2, no.
11, pp. 1219–1222, 2002.
S. Kinge, M. Crego-Calama, and D. N. Reinhoudt, “Self-assembling nanoparticles at surfaces and interfaces,” ChemPhysChem, vol. 9, no. 1, pp. 20–42, 2008.
J. Sharma, R. Chhabra, C. S. Andersen, K. V. Gothelf, H. Yan, and Y. Liu, “Toward Reliable Gold Nanoparticle Patterning On Self-Assembled DNA Nanoscaffold,” J. Am. Chem.
Soc., vol. 130, no. 25, pp. 7820–7821, Jun. 2008.
B. Su, C. Zhang, S. Chen, X. Zhang, L. Chen, Y. Wu, Y. Nie, X. Kan, Y. Song, and L. Jiang, “A General Strategy for Assembling Nanoparticles in One Dimension,” Adv. Mater.,
vol. 26, no. 16, pp. 2501–2507, Apr. 2014.
T. Noriki, S. Abe, K. Kajikawa, and M. Shimojo, “Patterning technique for gold nanoparticles on substrates using a focused electron beam,” Beilstein J. Nanotechnol., vol. 6,
no. 1, pp. 1010–1015, Apr. 2015.
M. Khanafer, A. Issa, S. Akil, T. Hamieh, P. M. Adam, and S. Jradi, “A general strategy to incorporate a wide range of metallic salts into ring-like organized nanostructures via
polymer self assembly.” RSC Adv., vol. 6, no. 105, pp. 102843–102852, 2016.
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Additive Manufacturing refers to a group of technologies that build physical objects directly
from 3D Computer-Aided Design (CAD) data. In the field of nanotechnologies a the 2photons Direct Laser Writing is the most advanced optical technique for creating arbitrarily
complex 3D materials featuring details well below the diffraction limit, in organic resists.
The possibility to include metallic details or even to create metallic structures would pave the
way for the realisation of metallic/polymeric nanocomposites for advanced optics.
Here we report about the study on the physical features of gold nano-particles created by 2photons photo-reduction Direct Laser Writing in a polymeric or hydrogel matrix, doped with
a suitable metallic precursor.
Our experiments are performed in a free surface drop cast or cell segregated thin film onto a
glass substrate, in which we create 1D gratings made by stripes of GNPs with single or
multiple laser sweep. We also analyse the influence of the exposure time over the created
nano-particles size distribution and density and we show that by suitably adjusting the
exposure time it is possible to maximize the frequency of a given diameter.
Finally, we report about preliminary experimental results aimed to elucidate the involved
physical phenomena, beyond the bare photochemestry. In particular, we point out the key-role
of thermal and diffusive processes.
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Proposed earlier the concept of functionalized Raman probes [1] and their application as an internal
standard in TERS [2] demand the understanding how equivalent are enhancement conditions at the
apex of the tip and at the contacted surface. In spite of the proximity of those two points they are not
equivalent.
Simple dipole model is proposed for the analysis of the ratio of fields generated at the apex of the tip
and at the contacted surface. In spite of the modeling of the tip as one dipole interacting with own
image in the surface is rather rough for the calculation of fields in such a system because omits the
contribution of multipoles, it is much more robust for the calculation of the ratio of fields at close
points. More over, more precise calculations with the consideration of multiple sequential imaging of
dipoles and charges what mimics the influence of multipoles demonstrate the same qualitative
behavior of the ratio of fields for the tip approaching the surface.
Such a modeling demonstrates the existence of the diapason of distances between the tip and the
surface where the ratio of fields practically does not depend on the separation. Such a behavior
happens on metallic surfaces and is explained by the interaction of external dipole with surface
plasmon. This diapason is situated close to the surface just in the range of the separation at STM
feedback (about 1nm).
Inclusion of the roughness on the surface made in the frame of similar dipole model changes the value
of the fields ratio making two points more different, but keeps the presence of the diapason of
separations where that ratio is insensitive to the separation.
Modeling was made for two different cases: tip-source and external illumination of the system. It is
shown that these two cases have principal difference. At external illumination the local exciting field
at the surface of good metal is strongly damped what changes the dependence of the fields ratio on the
tip-surface separation. Just such a behavior of local field at the surface is the reason that gold surface
may be better for TERS measurements with external illumination than silver, which has much less
loses.
[1] E. G. Bortchagovsky and U. C. Fischer, Nanoscale 4, 885-889 (2012)..
[2] E. Bortchagovsky, T. Schmid and R. Zenobi, Appl. Phys. Lett. 103, 043111 (2013).
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Coupled-mode theory and Fano approximation
for asymmetric surface plasmon resonances
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Planar plasmonic structures are known to support surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) propagating
along metal-dielectric interfaces. SPPs are coupled modes of collective oscillation of free electrons in
metal and electromagnetic (EM) evanescent field. The SPP modes can be excited using high-index
prisms in the Otto [1] and Kretchmann [2] configurations under attenuated total reflection (ATR)
conditions. Although ATR dips due to the SPP excitation commonly show asymmetric line shape,
they have long been interpreted as Lorentzian. Recently, a general theory for Fano resonances in
plasmonic nanostructures and metamaterials has been proposed [3]. Based on the EM and coupledmode (CM) theories, we analyzed the asymmetric resonances in ATR spectra in the Otto and
Kretchmann configurations and examine their correspondence to Fano line shapes.
We started from exact EM expressions of the reflectivity
coefficient. The approximate expressions were obtained in the
vicinity of the SPP resonance. We numerically demonstrated that
the approximate expressions reproduce well the spectra calculated
by the exact expression as demonstrated on Fig. 1. Furthermore, we
demonstrated that our approximate expressions coincide with the
Fano line shape function indicating that the SPP resonance can be
regarded as the Fano resonance. To find the origins of the Fano
interference, we developed a model in the CM theory that describes
the physical processes of the field transfer and their impact on the
resonance line shape. Using the CM model, a general analytical
Fano expression is obtained for the coupling between the external
field and the SPP mode. The structures exhibit a non-resonant
component and a resonant component arising from the SPP
excitation. The resonant component is affected by self-coupling of
the SPP mode that results in the shift of SPP propagation constant
from the intrinsic values. We revealed the shifts of the SPP
resonances in opposite directions for the Kretschmann and Otto
configurations that are caused by the opposite signs of the
resonance components at the metal-dielectric interface. The CM
formulations allow us to gain insight into the physical origins of
Fano line shapes in SPP resonance spectra and characteristic
behaviors of the resonance dips. The results demonstrated here may
open a new avenue in studies on material properties of metals.
Figure 1. Fano approximations for
This work was supported by the Federal Agency of Scientific
Organizations (agreement 007-ГЗ/Ч3363/26) in part of EM model
and by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research
(project #18-07-00613) in part of CM model.
[1] A. Otto, Z. Phys. A 216, 398 (1968).
[2] E. Kretschmann and H. Raether, Z. Naturforsch. 23a, 2135 (1968).
[3] B. Gallinet and O. J. F. Martin, Phys. Rev. B 83, 235427 (2011).
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Tunable frequency conversion with coupled time-modulated resonances
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We present a new way to achieve selective frequency conversion exploiting time-modulation with
judiciously coupled modes. We design a system of bright and dark resonances, with the resonance
frequencies modulated in time. The frequency conversion can be very asymmetric and maximized at
specific coupling values. The latter situation is desirable for targeted frequency applications. Apart from
the numerical coupled-mode model, we derive a simplified analytical model, which highlights the
interference effects at play for the various comb shapes.
To describe this setup we use coupled mode equations [1]. The dark mode with amplitude 𝑎𝑎(𝑡𝑡) has a
resonance at 𝜔𝜔1 and is excited by a source 𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡). The bright mode with amplitude 𝑏𝑏(𝑡𝑡) has a resonance
frequency that is periodic in time and centered around 𝜔𝜔2 . Both modes are coupled through the
coefficient 𝜅𝜅. Since 𝑏𝑏(𝑡𝑡) is a bright mode, it has a decay rate 𝛾𝛾. In the end the coupled equations are
[2]:

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡)
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡)
= 𝑖𝑖𝜔𝜔1 𝑎𝑎(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑠𝑠(𝑡𝑡),
= 𝑖𝑖[𝜔𝜔2 + 𝛿𝛿 sin Ω𝑡𝑡]𝑏𝑏(𝑡𝑡) − 𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎(𝑡𝑡)
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
Solving these equations numerically with a nearly monochromatic source at frequency 𝜔𝜔0 , we obtain a
radiated output that contains multiple evenly spaced frequency components. By tuning the parameters,
it is possible to selectively enhance some frequency components, see Fig 1a (a symmetric comb) and
1b (a highly asymmetric comb).

An example of a potential physical setup is shown in Fig 1c. A multi-component array of graphene
ribbons can support various modes (dark and bright) that couple to each other. These ribbons create
plasmonic resonances, but the same analysis can be carried out for any physical multi-modal system,
leading to selective frequency conversion for a wide range of applications.
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Figure 1. (a) Bright mode amplitude in a nearly symmetric case and (b) for a selective enhancement of the
frequency 𝜔𝜔0 + Ω. (c) Graphene ribbons of different widths can support dark and bright coupled modes.

This work was supported by the “Fonds pour la Formation à la Recherche dans l'Industrie et dans
l'Agriculture” (FRIA) in Belgium.
[1] S. Fan, W. Suh, and J. D. Joannopoulos, Journal of the Optical Society of America A, vol. 20, no. 3, p. 569 (2003).
[2] A. Pick, Z. Lin, W. Jin, and A. W. Rodriguez, Physical Review B, vol. 96, 224303 (2017).
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Origin of asymmetric plasmon-enhanced fluorescence from
molecular exciton-polaritons within the theory of open-quantum
systems
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When placed into optical (plasmonic) cavities, excitons in organic molecules can strongly interact
with the cavity modes forming new mixed exciton-photon (plasmon) excitations, so-called excitonpolaritons [1,2]. We address the problem of inelastic light emission from coherently driven polariton
systems [3,4] and calculate the polariton emission and excitation (action) spectra. Starting with the
microscopic Hamiltonian that commonly yields the pure dephasing of isolated molecules, we show
that under strong-coupling conditions the dephasing reservoir gives rise to transfer of energy between
the newly formed polariton branches. Based on the theory of open-quantum systems we show that the
transitions from the upper to the lower polariton branch induced by the dephasing reservoir are
favored and lead to dominant population of the lower polariton branch when the system is pumped
coherently. As a result, the inelastic light emission originates mainly from the lower polariton state,
regardless of the pumping laser frequency, as has been reported experimentally [5,6]. Furthermore,
we find that when excitons of many molecules couple with the plasmonic cavity mode, their emission
spectra can contain a "dark" peak appearing approximately at the frequency of the decoupled
molecules due to the symmetry-breaking interactions among the excitons of the individual molecules.

Figure 1. Schematics of the molecule-cavity system (left) and description of the decay processes involved in
polaritonic systems under strong coupling conditions (right). The interaction of the polaritons with the
dephasing reservoir triggers dominantly transitions among the polariton states from the states of higher energy
towards the states of lower energy, +-.
[1] Hobson, P. A. et al., Applied Physics Letters, 81, 3519-3521 (2002),
[2] Ditinger, J. et al., Physical Review B, 71, 035424 (2005),
[3] Melnikau, D. et al., The Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters, 7, 354-362 (2016),
[4] Herrera, F. et al., Physical Review Letters, 118, 223601 (2017),
[5] George, J. et al., Faraday Discussions, 178, 281-294 (2015),
[6] Wersäll, M. et al., Nano Letters, 17, 551-558 (2017).
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First principles calculations for wave vector excitations of silicon
induced by optical near fields
Masashi Noda1*, Maiku Yamaguchi1, Kenji Iida1 and Katsuyuki Nobusada1
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Silicon semiconductors have drawbacks originating from their indirect band gap structures in the
sense that a visible light hardly causes interband transitions between different wave vectors because of
its small wave vectors. Although phonon-assisted interband transitions are generally utilized, their
excitation probabilities are very low. We here demonstrate that an optical near field (ONF) directly
excites the interband transitions between different wave vectors. The physical mechanism underlying
our idea of the excitation is due to the fact the ONF has three or more orders of magnitudes larger
wave vectors than those of an incident visible light. This is natural consequence of a spatially
localized ONF in a nanostructure, according to the uncertainty principle. We have previously showed
that the direct wave vector excitation actually occurs in a physically analytical model [1]. In the
present study, we perform the first-principles calculations of the direct wave vector excitation in a
realistic silicon semiconductor system and verify the realization of optically highly functional material
made of silicon.
Calculations based on real-time, real-space time-dependent density functional theory are carried out
with the program package SALMON (Scalable Ab-initio Light-Matter simulator for Optics and
Nanoscience) developed by us [2]. Due to the simple algorism suitable for massively parallel
calculations, this program package enables us to calculate large systems accompanied with the wave
vector excitation. The computed system is three Si bilayers with a Si(111) surface terminated by
hydrogen atoms. We found that the absorption edge for the optical response is around 2.4 eV, while
the edge for the ONF excitation is around 1.6 eV. The dominant absorption by the ONF excitation is
attributed to direct interband transitions between the different wave vectors (Fig. 1). The reason why
transitions between same wave vectors do not occur is explained by analysis of transition matrix
elements. From the above results, we verify the wave vector excitation in the realistic system.

Figure 1. The absorption originated from transitions between same wave vectors and the one between different
wave vectors under the ONF.
[1] M. Yamaguchi and K. Nobusada, Phys. Rev. B 93, 195111 (2016).
[2] http://salmon-tddft.jp; M. Noda, K. Ishimura, K. Nobusada, K. Yabana, and T. Boku, J. Comput. Phys., 265, 145 (2014);
M. Noda, M. Yamaguchi, and K. Nobusada, J. Phys. Chem. C 121, 11687 (2017); K. Iida, M. Noda, and K. Nobusada, J.
Chem. Phys. 146, 084706 (2017).
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On Photon Spin and the Electrodynamic Origin of the Charge of the
Electron
Ulrich C. Fischer
Goerdelerweg, Göttingen, Germany
e-mail: fischeu@wwu.de

A photon is considered as a propagating hemispherical solitary electromagnetic wave front of finite
energy hf which carries an angular momentum with a frequency f and Planck’s constant h.This
model has, far reaching consequences of fundamental relevance and guides us to an explanation of the
electrodynamic origin of the quantized charge of an electron and to an outline of a unified theory of
electromagnetism and gravitation, quantumelectromechanics, in terms of B. Riemanns general theory
of a physical space.

Linear polarization
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Fig. 1 Schematic view of radiation emitted by an electric or a magnetic dipole transition propagating
in the longitudinal direction. The radiation propagates in the longitudinal direction at a speed of
and carries a spin. The emission in the transverse directions is linearly polarized. The emission in
the longitudinal direction is circularly polarized.
[1] Bernhard Riemann. “Fragmente philosophischen Inhalts.” In: Bernhard Riemann’s gesammelte mathematische Werke
und wissenschaftlicher Nachlass, Weber, H., Dedekind (Eds.) Teubner: Leipzig (1876), 475-506.
[2] U.C. Fischer,arXiv:1509.06447 [physics.gen-ph] (2016), revised and extended version to be published.
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Universal Analytical Modeling of Plasmonic Nanoparticles
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Control over the optical response of metal nanoparticles and their associated plasmons is currently
enabling many promising applications in areas as diverse as biosensing and photocatalysis. In this
context, experiments based upon colloid synthesis and nanofabricated structures are assisted by
numerical electromagnetic modeling, which supplies predictive simulations, but not the kind of
physical intuition needed for exploration of new ideas, such as one finds when simple mathematical
expressions can describe a problem. Our study presents and extends a simple analytical simulation
method that allows us to accurately describe the optical response of metal nanoparticles, including
retardation effects, without the requirement of large computational resources. More precisely,
plasmonic extinction spectra and near-field enhancement are described through a small set of real
numbers for each nanoparticle shape, which we tabulate for a wide selection of common
morphologies. Remarkably, these numbers are independent of size, composition and environment. We
further present a compilation of nanoplasmonic experimental data that are excellently described by
the simple mathematical expressions here introduced [1,2].
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Figure 1. Analytical description of retardation in plasmonic nanoparticles. Extinction spectra of two gold
bipyramids of pentagonal cross-section, with the same aspect ratio but different size lengths L, as calculated
either with our analytical model (solid curves) or from a fully numerical solution of Maxwell’s equations
(broken curves). Distributions of the intensity (left, thermal-color-scale plots) and instantaneous component
along the long axis (right, red-blue scale for positive–negative values) of the electric field are shown for each
extinction peak. The particles are assumed to be surrounded by water.
[1] F. Ouyang, et al., "Surface plasmon excitation of objects with arbitrary shape and dielectric constant", Philos. Mag. B 60,
481-492, (1989).
[2] R. Yu, et al., "Universal analytical modeling of plasmonic nanoparticles", Chem. Soc. Rev. 46, 6710-6724, (2017).
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Feasibility of efficient room-temperature solid-state sources of indistinguishable single
photons
Stephen Wein,1 Nikolai Lauk,1 Roohollah Ghobadi,1 and Christoph Simon1
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(Dated: March 19, 2018)

Highly efficient sources of indistinguishable single photons that can operate at room temperature
would be very beneficial for many applications in quantum technology. We show that the implementation of such sources is a realistic goal using solid-state emitters and ultra-small mode volume
cavities. We derive and analyze an expression for photon indistinguishability that accounts for relevant detrimental effects, such as plasmon-induced quenching and pure-dephasing. We then discuss
the general cavity and emitter conditions required to achieve efficient indistinguishable photon emission. Using these conditions, we propose that a nanodiamond negatively-charged silicon-vacancy
center combined with a plasmonic-Fabry-Perot hybrid cavity is an excellent candidate system.
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A canonical approach for quantum plasmons in nanostructures
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With the recent development of plasmonics along with the progress in the control of single photons,
several attempts have been made to extend the classical theory of light interacting with dissipative
structures to the quantum regime. Several authors have tried (see e.g. [1,2,3]), giving only partial
results, based on some assumptions valid only in bulk medium (i.e., of infinite size), which is difficult
to justify when we describe nanoparticles or plasmonic circuits.
The limitations of the standard bulk approach have been pointed out in [4], but more complete results
have not yet been exactly derived from a diagonalization of a microscopic model for the
electromagnetic field coupled to the medium.
In this talk, we present a formulation of quantum plasmonics geared for the description of systems
involving nanoparticles or finite size structures. It is based on a classical Hamiltonian compatible with
the macroscopic Maxwell equations. We transform this Hamiltonian through canonical
transformations in a way that simplifies the procedure of diagonalization.
We show that the classical model can be diagonalized using the Lippmann-Schwinger equation, a
procedure which exhibits properties of unitarity, therefore pointing out the missing degrees of
freedom in the standard bulk approach.
We finally quantize the theory and define bosonic plasmon states. We express the electric field
observable and show how measurable quantities such as the rate of spontaneous emission of plasmons
from quantum emitters (Purcell effect) can be calculated in our theory. We discuss the main
divergences between our results and the usual expressions based on a Green function. [5]
[1] Huttner, B., Barnett, S. M., Physical Review A 46, 4306 (1992)
[2] Suttorp, L.G., van Wonderen, A. J., Europhysics Letters 70, 766 (2004)
[3] Philbin, T. G., New Journal of Physics 12, 123008 (2010)
[4] Drezet, A., Physical Review A 95, 023831 (2017)
[5] Novotny, L., Hecht, B., Principles of nano-optics. Cambridge university press (2012)
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“pyGDM” – a python toolkit for nano-photonic simulations and its application on
optical information storage and retrieval via machine learning
Authors: P. R. Wiecha, C. Girard, A. Lecestre, N. Mallet, G. Larrieu
Full-field electro-dynamical simulations are used in nano-optics to predict the optical response of small (often
sub-wavelength) particles by rigorously solving Maxwell’s equations [1]. We present pyGDM, a python toolkit for
electro-dynamical simulations of individual photonic nanostructures. It implements a volume integral approach based
on field susceptibilities, the “Green Dyadic Method” (GDM) [2]. Making use of a generalized propagator, pyGDM
allows a very efficient treatment of problems with varying illumination conditions like rasterscan simulations [3]. We
demonstrate some of the key features of the toolkit. First, we present the numerical simulation of optical scattering by
individual nanostructures and of their photonic local density of states. Furthermore, pyGDM contains several routines
for the processing and analysis of the simulation results, including near-field and far-field patterns or effects like
localized heat generation and two-photon photoluminescence. Finally, pyGDM contains a toolkit for the evolutionary
optimization of photonic nanostructure geometries.
Owing to the flexibility that comes with python, it is very easy to run hundreds to thousands of systematic
simulations in short time. In this context, we use pyGDM to assess the feasibility of optical information encoding
in the geometry of a sub-wavelength small dielectric nanostructure. We encode multiple bits of information in a sub
diffraction-limit small array of silicon nano-blocks. Through the optical scattering from the nano-array, the encoded
digital information can be then accessed via far-field measurements. However, the correct retrieval of the information
depends on a reliable classification of the according structures by their experimentally measured (hence noisy) spectra
and it is further complicated by inevitable structural defects. To solve this problem, we propose a machine learning
based approach to accurately identify nano-structures (and hence the information they encode) via their scattering
spectra. We demonstrate that despite considerable noise and distortion of the optical spectra, 9 bit (512 geometries)
of information can be encoded in structures of diffraction-limited size and retrieved with an error rate below 0.1%.
We finally demonstrate the feasibility of the concept on an experimental set of 5000 silicon nanostructures, encoding
4 bit of information, and fabricated by electron-beam lithography. We use the measured scattering spectra for the
training of a digital information retrieving deep neural network, which then accurately identifies structures not seen
during training.

(a) binary number encoding in Si nanostructure
example:

"1001"

(b) training:

(c) read-out operation:

measured DF spectrum
"1"

"1"

"0"

illumination polarized
along X

corresponding digit

forward
propagation

x

"0"

SGD error backpropagation

z y

measured DF spectrum

predicted digit

FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of silicon nanostructure, encoding 4 bit of information (“1001” in the shown example). The information is
accessed via the structure’s scattering spectra, measured by confocal dark-field microscopy. To reliably attribute each spectrum
to the according nano-structure, we train a deep artificial neural network on a large set of experimental data using error backpropagation by stochastic gradient descent (SDG) (b). The network is then capable to retrieve the encoded information with
very high accuracy (c).

[1] Novotny, L. and Hecht, B. ”Principles of nano-optics”. Cambridge University Press (2006).
[2] Wiecha, P. R. ”pyGDM – A python toolkit for full-field electro-dynamical simulations and evolutionary optimization of nanostructures”. arXiv:1802.04071 (2018).
[3] Martin, O. J. F., Girard, C. and Dereux, A. ”Generalized Field Propagator for Electromagnetic Scattering and
Light Confinement”. Phys. Rev. Lett. 74, 526–529 (1995).
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Plasmonic structure integrated superconducting nanowire singlephoton detectors optimized to read out quantum information
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Applications of superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors (SNSPD) require to read out
specific encoded quantum information polarization independently and selectively [1, 2]. In our
previous studies we have shown that devices optimized to maximize the absorptance (A-SNSPDs)
and polarization contrast (P-SNSPDs) are distinctly different and the achievable absorptance and
polarization contrast values are always compromised [3, 4].
In present work the product of the absorptance and polarization contrast was the figure of merit
(FOM), and the optimization was performed with (APC-SNSPDs) and without (AP-SNSPDs) a
criterion regarding the absorptance that have to be parallel met. Wavelength-scaled periodic patterns
of nanocavity (NCAI-), nanocavity-deflector- (NCDAI-), nanocavity-double-deflector- (NCDDAI-)
and nanocavity-trench- (NCTAI-) array integrated APC/AP-SNSPDs exhibit significantly different
absorptance and contrast modifications with respect to their A- and P-SNSPD counterparts, which
determines the relation to the FOM of P-SNSPDs. In case of NCAI-APC&AP-SNSPD the decreased
absorptance and the reduced polarization contrast allows smaller FOM, then in NCAI-P-SNSPD.
Larger absorptance decrease is accompanied by 10-8-fold decrease (slight increase) in polarization
contrast of NCDAI-APC(AP)-SNSPD, which exhibits significantly smaller (slightly improved) FOM.
In NCDDAI-APC-SNSPD small absorptance decrease is accompanied a 10-3-fold decreased
polarization contrast, resulting in decreased FOM. In NCDDAI-AP-SNSPD the absorptance is
significantly decreased, while the slightly enhanced polarization contrast allows reaching the same
FOM, proving that the NCDDAI-P-SNSPD possesses the highest possible contrast. In NCTAI-APCSNSPD the small absorptance decrease is accompanied by ~5 times smaller contrast, resulting in
similarly reduced FOM, while in NCTAI-AP-SNSPD ~102-fold enhanced contrast is achieved via
large ~60% absorptance decrease. In NCAI-/NCDAI-/NCDDAI- APC&AP-SNSPDs the absorptance
and polarization contrast maxima are reached at similar tilting corresponding to grating coupling
phenomenon and to the plasmonic Brewster angle. The NCTAI-APC&AP-SNSPD are exceptional,
since they exhibit the absorptance and polarization contrast maximum at perpendicular incidence.

Figure 1. Polar angle dependent (a) absorptance and (b) polarization contrast of A- (solid), APC- (dashed) and
AP- (dot) SNSPDs, (c) near-field at absorptance (top) and contrast (bottom) maxima.

The authors acknowledge the financial support from NKFIH K116362 and EFOP-3.6.2-16-2017.
[1] L. Redaelli, V. Zwiller, E Monroy, and J. M. Gérard, Superconductor Science and Technology 30, 035005 (2017).
[2] R. Xu, F. Zheng, D. Qin, X. Yan, G. Zhu, L. Kang, L. Zhang, X. Jia, X. Tu, B. Jin, W. Xu, J. Chen, P. Wu, Journal of
Lightwave Technology 35, 4707 (2017).
[3] M. Csete, A. Szenes, D. Maráczi, B. Bánhelyi, T. Csendes, and G. Szabó, IEEE Photonics Journal 9/2, 4900211 (2017).
[4] M. Csete, G. Szekeres, A. Szenes, B. Bánhelyi, T. Csendes, G. Szabó, PIER B 65, 81-108 (2016).
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Quantum technologies and most specifically quantum simulation, are seen to be within reach
for ripe applications with recent developments in quantum optics and photonics resulting into
better control of quantum systems. Many platforms, such as photonic crystals and cavities
involving complex fabrications, have been proposed towards the collection of light from
single nanoscale emitters. We will report our strategy to realise efficient light-matter
interaction at the single photon/single emitter level using metamaterials [1,2]. Figure 1
presents the typical set-up used for coupling single photons and entangled photons to
metamaterials.

Figure 1. Single-photon experiment on perfect coherent absorption [1].

Our recent work on coupling quantum states of light with metamaterials [2,3] presents
potentials for efficient quantum plasmonics applications.
[1]
Coherent perfect absorption in deeply subwavelength lms in the single photon regime. T. Roger, S. Vezzoli, E.
Bolduc, J. Valente, J. J. F. Heitz, J. Jeffers, C. Soci, J. Leach, C. Couteau, N. Zheludev and D. Faccio. Nature
Communications 6,7031 (2015).
[2]
Coherent Perfect Absorption in Metamaterials with Entangled Photons. C. Altuzarra, S. Vezzoli, J. Valente, W.B.
Gao, C. Soci, D. Faccio, C. Couteau. ACS Photonics 4, 2124-2128 (2017).
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Due to the high surface to volume ratio, nanowire based components benefit from new
properties typical of the nanoscale. ZnO nanowires have already proved their usefulness in the
realization of multiple electronic components, such as FET transistors, gas detectors, photodetectors,
LEDs or even solar cells.
ZnO nanowires have also shown themselves to be very promising UV detectors thanks to their
significant photoconductive gain, as high as G =108 [1]. This makes them suitable for single photon
detection, or at least detection of very dim light. The main current drawback is the recovery time
(minimum time between 2 detections) which we develop last hours.
The device we developed is a good candidate for opto-electronic applications. Our device is a
photodetector with ohmic contact and it behaves like a transistor. Our experiments stress out the
importance of surface effect on the electrical by taking measurements in different atmospheres
(oxygen, air, vacuum and argon). These surface states are the reason for the existence of a
photoconductive gain, we obtain a maximum gain of G =5.106. In counterpart of this great gain, the
persistence of the photocurrent (which can last up to several hours) prevents the device from operating
at high frequency. We propose a method to reduce this time by applying a gate voltage.

[Left] Scheme of the photodetector with the electrical bias. [Right] Temporal dynamics of
return to the initial state after illumination, in the oxygen and at room temperature. The
persistence of the photocurrent can be shunted by changing the gate voltage.

REFERENCES
[1] C. Soci , A. Zhang, B. Xiang, S. A. Dayeh, D. P. R. Aplin, J. Park, X. Y. Bao, Y. H. Lo, and D.
Wang, Nano Lett. 7, 1003 (2007).
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In Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) the strongly-confined plasmonic fields of a
metallic particle interact with the vibrations of a nearby molecule, leading to a very strong
enhancement of the Raman signal that contains chemical information about the molecule. In offresonant Raman scattering, the electronic levels of the molecule do not need to be taken explicitly into
account, and it is possible to describe the process with a Hamiltonian equivalent to that of quantumoptomechanics. This framework is able to explain, for example, non-linearities (with respect to the
intensity of the excitation laser) due to phenomena such as phonon-stimulated emission and the
emergence of parametric instability [1-4].
Here we extend the optomechanical model to resonant SERS, where the laser excites resonantly an
electronic transition of the molecule. The interactions between the molecular excitons, the molecular
vibrations and the plasmons (Fig 1a) give rise to a significant range of coherent phenomena, which we
explore using a combination of full numerical calculations of the Quantum Electrodynamics (QED)
Hamiltonian [5,6] and simplified analytical models. We discuss [7] the use of very intense lasers to
reach the strong coupling regime between the excitons and the vibrations, which would be manifested
in the inelastic emission spectra by an anti-crossing between the side-lines of the molecule's Mollow
triplet and the Raman lines (Fig 1b).
Furthermore, by controlling the incident laser intensity and/or frequency, we show that it is possible
to selectively populate different vibrational modes of molecules. A good control of vibrational states
shows a route for controlling chemical reactivity optically [8,9]

Figure 1. (a) Energy level schematics for a resonant Raman process of a molecule (left) in a plasmonic cavity
(right). (b) Inelastic emission spectra as a function of incident laser intensity and detuning, showing anticrossing between the Raman lines and the Mollow Triplet.
[1] E. C. Le Ru and P. G. Etchegoin, Faraday Discuss. 132, 63 (2006)
[2] P. Roelli et al. Nature nanotechnology 11, 164 (2016)
[3] M. K. Schmidt et al. Faraday Discuss. 205, 31 (2017)
[4] F. Benz et al. Science 354, 726 (2016)
[5] P. Johansson et al., Physical Review B 72, 035427 (2005)
[6] J. del Pino et al. Phys. Chem. C, 119 29132 (2015)
[7] T. Neuman et al. In preparation
[8] T. Komeda, Prog. Surf. Sci. 78, 41 (2005)
[9] T. W. Ebbesen Acc. Chem. Res. 49, 2403 (2016)
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We report on the coupling of single quantum emitters to arrays of optical antennas. Plasmon resonant
arrays or meta-surfaces shape both the incoming optical field and the local density of states for
emission processes. They provide large regions of enhanced emission from emitters and greater
design flexibility than single nanoantennas. To study the coupling of a single quantum emitter to such
a meta-surface one requires knowledge of the position of the emitter within the unit cell with
nanometer precision. Here we investigate coupling of single self-assembled semiconductor quantum
dots (QD) to arrays of plasmonic antennas. We study the influence of the position of the emitters in
the lattice and of the detuning of the plasmon resonance of the array from the emission energy of the
QDs. As shown in Fig. 1a, the position of our QDs can be determined with ~10 nm accuracy using
scanning electron microscopy [1]. This enables us to investigate the coupling as a function of position
of the emitter in the unit cell of the structure (Fig. 1b).

Figure 1. a) Position of a QD is determined from scanning electron micrographs. b) Polarization properties of
the PL as a function of position for single QDs in the unit cell of the array. c) Full field simulations reproduce
the observations and explain the influence of the antenna resonance on position dependent interactions.

In full field simulations, we reproduce the observed interactions (Fig. 1c). The resonant and nonresonant contributions to the QD-array interaction are attributed to the emitter being located in
different regions of the unit cell of the array. We observe the resonant enhancement due to emitterarray coupling in the far-field regime [2]. Our work shows that nanoantenna arrays are an alternative
to single optical antennas to enhance and control the emission of single quantum emitters.
[1] M. Pfeiffer, K. Lindfors, P. Atkinson, A. Rastelli, O. G. Schmidt, H. Giessen, and M. Lippitz, Nano Letters 14, 197-201 (2014).
[2] M. Pfeiffer, P. Atkinson, A. Rastelli, O. G. Schmidt, H. Giessen, M. Lippitz, and K. Lindfors, Sci. Rep. 8, 3415 (2018).
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Over the past two decades, significant efforts have been devoted to the research and development
of reliable solid-state single-photon sources [1], which are crucial to most applications in photonic
quantum technologies and nanophotonics. Solid-state single quantum systems, such as organic
molecules, semiconductor quantum dots and color centers in diamond, are controllable single-photon
emitters because single quantum-mechanical two-level system cannot emit two photons simultaneously,
as each excitation and emission cycle requires a finite time. Single organic molecules in solids are
excellent alternative systems to quantum dots and color centers in diamond particularly due to their
easy of fabrication (e.g. solution processibility) and the integration to nanophotonic structures [2].
However, there are still grand challenges to obtain ideal solid-state single quantum systems, which,
for example, should have excellent photostability, lifetime-limited linewidth at cryogenic temperature
and can be flexibly controlled via coupling to nanophotonic structures.
To tackle these chanllenges, we have carried out systematic studies on single dibenzoterrylene
(DBT) molecules embedded in anthracene microcrystals as single quantum emitters. In this presentation,
we will show that single DBT molecules in microcrystals are photostable and ultrapure single-photon
emitters even at room temperature. In addituon, we will demonstrate that the microcrystal can be
manipulated and assembled into photonic structures for highly directional emission [3]. Moreover, we
explore the possibility of integrating these microcrystals into photonic chip for novel single-photon
devices.

Figure 1. a) Microscope image of an Anthracene microcrystal (100 nm thick) containing single DBT
molecules; b) Confocal scan fluorescence image of the microcrystal; c) Second order photon correlation
measurement of fluorescence from one molecule at room temperature: antibunching dip ~1%.
The authors acknowledge the financial support from Natural National Science Foundation of China
(NSFC) (11474114, 11604109), the Thousand-Young-Talent Program of China and Huazhong
University of Science and Technology.
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antenna for directional single-photon emission and near-unity collection efficiency, Nature Photonics 5, 166 (2011).
[3] S. Wei, P. Ren, Y. He, P. Zhang, X.-W. Chen, manuscript in preparation (2018).
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Control of the spontaneous emission dynamics of a single quantum emitter has been a subject of
intense studies in many different fields of sciences in general and in the near-field optics in particular.
Previously, we had experimentally shown the fluorescence lifetime reduction by a factor of 22 using a
gold nanosphere antenna [1]. Theoretical studies suggest enhancement of the order of 104 together
with high quantum efficiency using nanocone antenna for antenna-emitter distances of the order of a
few nanometers [2, 3]. We present our experimental realization of this concept and experimental
strategies to further increase the spontaneous emission enhancement factor.
The gold nanocones were fabricated by focused ion beam milling of a thin gold film on glass. We
used CdSe-CdS core-shell quantum dots (qdots) as emitters. The qdots were attached to a tapered
fiber tip and their position was scanned in 3D about the apex of the nanocone with nanometer
precision using a shear force microscope. We measured the decay curves of the qdots when it was
placed on the bare glass substrate and on a nanocone [Fig. 1]. By varying the excitation power, we
were able to decompose the total decay rate into the radiative and the non-radiative decay rates. We
achieved more than 100-fold enhancement in the radiative decay rate together with more than 60%
quantum efficiency [4].

Fig. 1: Fluorescence decay curves of the same quantum dot on glass (left) and on a nanocone (right).
Our next goal is to obtain even higher spontaneous emission enhancement factors experimentally. In
our current experiments, the size of the qdots is about 20 nm which obscures the access up to the very
short emitter-antenna distances required for the enhancement of the order of 104. We intend to use
smaller emitters i.e. single molecules and different nanoantenna geometries to achieve our goal.
[1] S. Kühn, U. Håkanson, L. Rogobete and V. Sandoghdar, Phys. Rev. Lett. 97, 017402 (2006).
[2] A. Mohammadi, F. Kaminski, V. Sandoghdar and M. Agio, J. Phys. Chem. C 114, 7372 (2010).
[3] X.-W. Chen, M. Agio and V. Sandoghdar, Phys Rev. Lett., 108, 233001 (2012).
[4] K. Matsuzaki, S. Vassant, H.-W. Liu, A. Dutschke, B. Hoffmann, X.-W. Chen, S. Christiansen, M. R. Buck, J. A.
Hollingsworth, S. Götzinger, and V. Sandoghdar, Sci. Rep. 7, 42307 (2017).
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The negatively charged silicon-vacancy (SiV-) centers in diamonds have emerged as a very
promising candidate for quantum emitter (QE) due to their narrow emission line. Modifying the
emission properties and enhancing the interaction strength of such QE coupled to nanophotonic
structures, based on dielectric waveguide, is a challenge for integrated quantum photonic.
This work aims to study and compare optical properties of SiV centers in nanodiamonds prepared
under the same HPHT conditions but treated by two different methods (vacuum treatment and
hydrogen-treatment) and its coupling with a waveguide in glass. We first present the effect of Htreatment on the isolation of SiV per ND and verify the feasibility of SiV as single photon source.
Using a confocal microscope incorporated into a Hanbury Brown and Twiss (HBT) setup, the
antibunched nature of the fluorescence light emitted by this source is revealed. Moreover, we present
the evolution of the autocorrelation curves as function of the power of excitation.
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Figure 1. PL spectra of SiV in nanodiamond exhibit a narrow emission line.
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Single atomic defects in hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) have recently emerged as promising candidates for novel robust single
photon sources. They are particularly interesting due to their stability of emission, mainly the absence of blinking and bleaching
behaviours, even at high temperatures of operation [1][2]. Because of these properties the defects in hBN are promising for
the development of robust integrated single photon sources in future devices.
On the other hand, since their brightness is approximately two orders of magnitude lower than single molecules and quantum
dots, an effective strategy is required in order to enhance their rate of photon emission.
A promising solution is the coupling of the hBN defects to optical nanoantennas, which modifies the local density of optical
states increasing the rate of emission of the defects. The fluorescence enhancement strongly depends on the strength of the
coupling between the defect and the antenna, and the emitter has to be located in the antenna near-field. Since this near-field
decays exponentially in approximately 20 nm, the study of the antenna-defect coupling finalized to the maximization of photon
emission requires a precise nanomanipulation tool with nanometer control.
A few attempts have been reported, coupling hBN defect to nanoantennas, demonstrating a fluorescence enhancement of
300% [3][4].
Unfortunately, in these recent attempts to study the optical properties of hBN defects coupled to nanoantennas, the control on
the relative positioning of the two has been relatively limited.
Our setup is a near-field microscope working in scattering configuration, where we fabricate a single dipolar nanoantenna as a
near-field probe that we can independently scan over hBN defects controlling the coupling and the fluorescence enhancement
with nanometer resolution.
This allows us to map the optical properties of these novel emitters for efficient coupling to dipolar nanoantennas as bright and
stable single photon sources.
We have studied the interaction of the defects with a dipolar nanoantenna, mapping the fluorescence enhancement with
nanometer precision. We report on the possibility of enhance or decrease the fluorescence of the emitter depending on the
coupling conditions between the emitter and the antenna.
Finally we have studied the lifetime shortening of the hBN defects excited state due to the coupling with the nanoantenna. The
results show the possibility to couple the hBN single atomic vacancies to dipolar nanoantennas, and manipulate their optical
properties.

[1] T. Tran et al., Nature Nanotechnology, 11, 37-41 (2016)
[2] M. Kianinia et al., ACS Photonics, 4, 4, 768-773 (2017)
[3] T. Tran et al., Nano Lett., 17, 2634-2639 (2017)
[4] M. Nguyen et al., Nanoscale, 10, 2267-2274 (2018)
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Nanoplatelets have great potential for applications such as LEDs, bioimaging labels, photovoltaics,
lasers, and photo- detection. In order to optimize their optical properties and enhance their
emission, deterministic coupling of nanoemitters to photonic nanostructures offer promising
possibilities, which are then strongly dependent on the dipole orientation of the emitters. In
particular, having an information on the dipole orientation is a key step for efficient plasmonic
coupling. However, control of the orientation of a nano-object remains a challenge. Orientation
measurement of a single nano-emitter is complicated by the possible presence of several dipoles
(typically two: “2D dipole”) contributing to the emission.
We have developed an elaborate characterization protocol for the fluorescence microscopic study
of an individual nano emitter in both polarization analysis 1 and Fourier plane analysis which gives
access to the emission angular distribution, in order to determine the emitter orientation and
reveal the nature of the dipole (1D or 2D).
We applied this analysis protocol to the characterization of the cubic-shaped nanoplatelets with a
thin CdSe core sandwiched in a thick CdS shell. The results show that each single platelet behaves
with excellent precision as a 2D dipole (sum of 2 orthogonal incoherent dipoles) and having only
two possible orientations: either they lie horizontally on the substrate or they stand vertically on
the edge 2. The cubic shape allows some platelets to deposit vertically so that they present a
deterministic vertical dipole component, which could allow enhanced plasmonic coupling.
Apart from many promising applications, nanoplatelets are good candidates for fundamental study
of the emission mechanisms. We have analyzed the influence of the nanoplatelets shape
(elongated rectangular and square). It was shown that for rectangular nanoplatelets, the emission
is polarized and the emission patterns are anisotropic, whereas they remain nonpolarized and
isotropic for square nanoplatelets. This can be appropriately described theoretically by the
dielectric antenna effect induced by the elongated shape of the rectangular platelet3.
Currently, our work is focused on CdSe/CdS core-crown structure nanoplatelets in order to analysis
the influence of confined optical antenna effects on radiation properties.
1 Lethiec C, Laverdant J, Vallon H, et al. Measurement of three-dimensional dipole orientation of a
single fluorescent nanoemitter by emission polarization analysis[J]. Physical Review X, 2014, 4(2):
021037.
2 Feng F, NGuyen L T, Nasilowski M, et al. Probing the Fluorescence Dipoles of Single Cubic
CdSe/CdS Nanoplatelets with Vertical or Horizontal Orientations[J]. ACS photonics, 2018.
3 Feng F, NGuyen L T, Nasilowski M, et al. Consequence of shape elongation on emission asymmetry
for colloidal CdSe/CdS nanoplatelets[J]. Nano Research, 1-10.
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The technique of k-space optical microscopy, i.e. the imaging of the back focal plane of a microscope
objective, is increasingly used in all fields of photonics, from biosensing to photonic crystals,
plasmonics and single-molecule studies. However, the performance of k-space optical microscopy
under various illumination conditions and the inherent artifacts and the ways to overcome or even
benefit from these artifacts have been virtually unaddressed in the literature. In this paper, we give a
detailed description of the possibilities and artifacts of k-space optical microscopy, with the aim of
exploiting the full potential of this technique and fostering the development of related applications.
We describe four different illumination configurations, using transmitted/reflected,
collimated/focused, coherent/incoherent light beams, and their use in the geometrical and
spectroscopic characterization of plasmonic nanostructure arrays. The advantages of using k-space
optical microscopy to map the optical band structure of plasmonic arrays and to perform surface
plasmon resonance experiments are demonstrated. Finally, we apply this technique to lateral and axial
sample positioning and focusing with deep-subwavelength accuracy in an optical microscope. [1]

Figure 1. (a) Scanning electron microscopy image of a 400×400nm periodic array of cylindrical gold nanodots,
30 nm in height and 200 nm in diameter, nanolithographied on a 85 nm-thick ITO layer. (b-e) Fourier-space
optical microscopy images of this nanodot array, obtained in a transmitted light illumination configuration
using a collimated white light beam with normal incidence. Bandpass filters are used in (c) and (d) (see
wavelength and bandwidth in the bottom right-hand corner of the image). In (e), measurements are carried out
on an area without nanostructures.

We acknowledge technical support from the micro-nanotechnology platform of the C2N in Orsay, and
financial support from the Région Ile-de-France in the framework of DIM Nano-K.
1. J.-F. Bryche, G. Barbillon, B. Bartenlian, G. Dujardin, E. Boer-Duchemin and E. Le Moal, submitted to J. Appl. Phys.
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Many fundamental processes, e.g. colossal magnetoresistance, high-temperature superconductivity,
phase transitions in transition metal oxides and others more, possess fascinating THz properties and,
moreover, may appear in nanoscale structures [1]. As far-field experiments are incapable to track
these underlying fundamental processes, any technique capable of investigating THz properties at nm
length scales is more than welcome. Here, we present our approaches of how to access the low-THz
wavelength range by employing scattering-type scanning near-field infrared microscopy (s-SNIM) in
combination with both accelerator-based and table-top IR laser light sources.
Firstly, we combine s-SNIM with the accelerator-based FELBE narrow-band laser-light source at the
Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR) that provides wavelengths broadly tunable from 4 –
250 µm. We successfully demonstrate this approach for both near-field imaging and simultaneous
spectroscopic examination in the spectral range from 8.5 to 1.3 THz on various gold nano-structures
[2] and for graphene FETs. Note that it is the high peak power and the 13-MHz repetition rate at
FELBE that uniquely enables us to perform such a nanospectroscopic analysis with a superb optical
resolution of λ / 4600 at a 1.3 THz wavelength.
Secondly, the range of wavelength tuning at HZDR has recently been extended to frequencies as low
as 100 GHz, thanks to the super-radiant facility TELBE. Clearly, nanoscopy in that low-THz regime
constitutes a very interesting and challenging research field in physics. Although there has been
tremendous development in the research field of such low-energy excitations, many mechanisms are
still not understood. Therefore, our TELBE s-SNIM constitutes a versatile tool to explore a manifold
of scientific questions in the magnonic and polaritonic research world. Here, we present the first nearfield data obtained with TELBE.
Figure 1:
Nanoscale time-domain
spectroscopy.
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#
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Left: THz near-field pulse
scattered off a gold sample.
Right: Near-field response
of a Si-SiO2 nanostructure.
The lateral resolution
measures ~ 100 nm.

Thirdly, we combine our near-field microscope with time-domain spectroscopy. Here, we employ
broadband excitation (centered at 1 THz) provided by a photo-conductive antenna to our nano-probe,
and map the scattered electric field with sub-cycle resolution. This allows for investigating dynamics
in solid state physics at the nanometer length scale, and extracting chemical fingerprints of
nanostructures within seconds. We present our first measurements of a Si-SiO2 nanostructure with a
lateral resolution of ~ 100 nm (see Fig. 1).
[1]
[2]

E. Dagotto, Science 309, 257 (2005).
F. Kuschewski et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 108, 113102 (2016).
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Lasing of bright modes in plasmonic distributed feedback laser
due to phase synchronization of ones
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In the last years, substantial progress has been achieved in creating of two-dimensional plasmonic
distributed feedback (DFB) lasers [1-5]. These lasers consist of either metallic films perforated by
holes [1, 3, 5] or two-dimensional arrays of plasmonic nanoparticles [2, 4] and an active medium, e.g.
a quantum well [1] or an organic laser dye [2-5]. The interaction between the Bloch modes of the
periodical plasmonic structure and the active medium leads to stimulated transitions, and at a
sufficiently high rate of pump to lasing. Owing to its small size the plasmonic DFB lasers are very
promising for a wide range of applications, from spectroscopy [5] to optoelectronics [2]. At the same
time, a number of problems with the plasmonic DFB lasers remain unresolved [6].
A correct description of the plasmon DFB lasers requires consideration of the spontaneous emission
of the atoms of the active medium, a light propagation over the active medium and a nonlinear
interaction between the Bloch modes of the plasmonic structure via the active medium [7, 8]. We
develop a multimode theory of the plasmonic DFB laser that takes into account all these effects [9].
Based on it we demonstrate that the nonlinear interaction between the Bloch modes via the active
medium leads to a phase synchronization of such modes [8]. The synchronized modes stronger
interact with the active medium and so have a less lasing threshold than the non-synchronized modes.
As a result, the synchronized modes suppress of lasing in other modes. We demonstrate that in the
plasmonic DFB laser due to the phase synchronization of the bright modes such modes have less
lasing threshold than the dark modes at the edge of the band gap. Therefore, the lasing in the
plasmonic DFB laser occurs at the bright modes [8] that lie in the allow band. At this reason, the
radiation pattern is wider than follows from the standard theory of the plasmonic DFB laser [10] that
has been observed in recent experiment [6]. Thus, our theory [8] eliminates the existing discrepancies
between theoretical [10] and experimental [6] results.
[1] F. van Beijnum, P.J. van Veldhoven, E.J. Geluk, M.J.A. de Dood, G.W.’t Hooft, and M.P. van Exter, Physical Review
Letters 110, 206802 (2013).
[2] W. Zhou, M. Dridi, J.Y. Suh, C.H. Kim, D.T. Co, M.R. Wasielewski, G.C. Schatz, and T.W. Odom, Nature
Nanotechnology 8, 506 (2013).
[3] X. Meng, J. Liu, A.V. Kildishev, and V.M. Shalaev, Laser and Photonics Reviews 8, 896 (2014).
[4] A.H. Schokker and A.F. Koenderink, Physical Review B 90, 155452 (2014).
[5] P. Melentiev, A. Kalmykov, A. Gritchenko, et al., Applied Physics Letters 111, 213104 (2017).
[6] V.T. Tenner, M.J.A. de Dood, and M.P. van Exter, ACS Photonics 3, 942946 (2016).
[7] A.A. Zyablovsky, I.A. Nechepurenko, E.S. Andrianov, A.V. Dorofeenko, A.A. Pukhov, A.P. Vinogradov, and A.A.
Lisyansky, Physical Review B 95, 205417 (2017).
[8] N. E. Nefedkin, A.A. Zyablovsky, E.S. Andrianov, A.A. Pukhov, A.P. Vinogradov, arXiv:1712.09906 (2017).
[9] A.A. Zyablovsky, E.S. Andrianov, I.A. Nechepurenko, A.V. Dorofeenko, A.A. Pukhov, and A.P. Vinogradov, Physical
Review A 95, 053835 (2017).
[10] H. Kogelnik, and C. Shank, Journal of Applied Physics 43, 2327 (1972).
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UV Hyperbolic Metacavity LED and LD
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Recently, hyperbolic metamaterial (HMM) with multiple metal–dielectric interfaces using nanorod
arrays or multiple layers were presented for which the principal components of the uniaxial permittivity
tensor have opposite sign. This results in an anomalous dispersion with an indefinite hyperbolic
isofrequency contour (IFC). The hyperbolic dispersion leads to a high photonic density of state (PDOS)
which enhances the spontaneous emission rate of light emitters through the Purcell effect [1]. It supports
the propagation of a broad range of wavevectors, confirming that the plasmonic modes are confined at
a deep-subwavelength scale in all three dimensions [2]. This hyperbolic curve also predicts the behavior
of energy propagated inside HMM. The tailoring light effect of HMM was demonstrated on a specific
polarized gain medium [3]. In this report, we design a nanoscale HMM cavity structure, named
hyperbolic metacavity, on a specific polarized-light deep-UV AlGaN emitter (emission wavelength:
289-320 nm) to demonstrate the enhancement in emission efficiency and light directivity. Through the
integration of AlGaN and hyperbolic metacavity, the radiative emission rate of AlGaN emitter is
significantly increased, which suppresses emission being consumed by nonradiative processes. Also,
the emitter’s emission direction is efficiently directed to increase light extraction and avoid energy
wasting in emitter structure. Furthermore, as the wave vector and metacavity size satisfy the round-trip
phase condition ki2Li = mi2π, where Li is the metacavity size in i direction, mi is the mode order, and i
is the index for x, y, z directions. (i.e., the possible resonant modes of metacavity marked on the k-space
along with the IFC curve), a clear sign of lasing operation of the AlGaN emitter with metacavity is
therefore observed [4]. The results show that the specifically designed metacavity can merge all
plasmon resonant modes within the cavity and provide a unique resonant radiation feedback to AlGaN
emitter. This unique plasmon field allows the dipoles of AlGaN with various orientations into radiative
emission, achieving enhancement of spontaneous emission rate and quantum efficiency, which is
beneficial for coherent laser action. The use of the metacavity shows a promising candidate for the
desired deep-UV ligthing applications and the metacavity effect can be extended to many other material
systems.

Figure. Hyperbolic metacavity for (a) nanolaser and (b) light-emitting diode
[1] A. Poddubny, I. Iorsh, P. Belov, and Y. Kivshar, Nature Photonics 7, 948 (2013).
[2] X. Yang, J. Yao, J. Rho, X. Yin, and X. Zhang, Nature Photonics 6, 450–454 (2012).
[3] K. C. Shen, C. Hsieh, Y. J. Cheng, and D. P. Tsai, Nano Energy 45, 353– 358 (2018).
[4] K. C. Shen, C. T. Ku, C. Hsieh, H. C. Kuo, Y. J. Cheng, and D. P. Tsai, Advanced Materials (2018). DOI:10.1002/
adma.201706918.
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Design and Fabrication of LED chips based on novel quantum dot and perovskite
materials
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Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) are revolutionary low energy consumption light sources that entered our
everyday life, as they are capable of reducing world’s lighting energy requirements by more than 75%.
Additionally they trigger new devices and applications, ranging from transparent displays,1 to optical
communication and computing with integrated photonic devices. LED technology can further be improved by
engineering its spectral and efficiency properties. Here we present several state-of-the-art nanotechnology
and photonics-based approaches that we employ in the framework of functionalization of LEDs with optical
active nanomaterials such as Perovskites and Quantum Dots (QDs).2 Furthermore, surface structuring techniques
for enhanced out-coupling of radiation3 shall be employed using available advanced 3D nanostructuring
techniques, such as femtosecond laser ablation, two-photon polymerization or nanoimprinting. The improved
integration via miniaturization at the nanoscale shall ultimately increase the LED versatility and empower new
applications.
In this work we perform structural and optical characterization of synthetized colloidal CsPbBr3 perovskites and
commercial colloidal PbSe/ZnS QDs for a deep understanding of the light-emitting mechanisms of such active
nanomaterials. We test the photoluminescence stability of these materials embedded in layer matrices such as
pure toluene, and PMMA and HMDS polymers diluted in toluene. Following, we design LED architectures
with different layer parameters e.g. materials for optimized bandgap alignment, thickness, polymer passivation
etc. and fabricate LED chips using wet and dry thin film deposition techniques. We optimize the fabrication
processes for better stability of the active nanomaterials and characterize the electro-optical properties of the
fabricated devices under Alternated Current (AC) excitation.

Figure 1. Graphical design of our Quantum-dot LED chip

REFERENCES
1. Choi, M. K. et al. Extremely Vivid, Highly Transparent, and Ultrathin Quantum Dot Light-Emitting Diodes.
Adv. Mater. 1703279, 1703279 (2017).
2. Song, J. et al. Quantum Dot Light-Emitting Diodes Based on Inorganic Perovskite Cesium Lead
Halides (CsPbX3). Adv. Mater. 27, 7162–7167 (2015).
3. Gong, Z. et al. InGaN micro-pixellated light-emitting diodes with nano-textured surfaces and modified
emission profiles. Appl. Phys. A Mater. Sci. Process. 103, 389–393 (2011).
4. Fu, Y. et al. Hexamethyldisilazane-mediated, full-solution-processed inverted quantum dot-light-emitting
diodes. J. Mater. Chem. C 5, 522–526 (2017).
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Amplification in light energy conversion at TiO2 inverse opals
sensitized with CdTe quantum dots and modified in selenide
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Light trapping in photonic crystals and disordered media can be exploited to enhance solar energy
conversion at nanostructured films by increasing the pathlength of light. Quantum dots, and
particularly type II quantum dots, offer attractive properties to enhance the efficiency of solar energy
conversion in third generation solar cells. In this study, light energy conversion at titania photonic
crystals sensitized with CdTe quantum dots (Q-CdTe) or Q-CdTe/CdSe was studied in comparison to
similarly sensitized unstructured nanocrystalline TiO2 (nc-TiO2) films, in selenide electrolyte. The
effects of using an inverse opal structure and of modification with selenide were investigated using
photoelectrochemical and spectroscopic measurements.
TiO2 inverse opals (i-TiO2-o) with stop bands centered at ca. 540-570 nm and (nc-TiO2) films were
sensitized with (Q-CdTe) of three sizes, green-emitting dots of ca. 2.3 nm diameter, yellow-emitting
dots of ca. 3 nm diameter, and red-emitting dots of ca. 4 nm diameter, with absorbance edges and
peaks to the blue, within, and to the red of the top band. The quantum dots were deposited via
successive solvent casting followed by annealing under argon. The photoelectrochemical behavior of
Q-CdTe sensitized films was studied in inert alkaline selenide electrolyte, since it was found to
stabilize Q-CdTe relative to sulfide electrolyte by scavenging the photohole fast before it attacks the
lattice. Significant gains in light energy conversion were observed at Q-CdTe-sensitized inverse opals
relative to Q-CdTe/nc-TiO2 to the blue and red edges of the stop band, reaching for example 4-fold
for green-emitting Q-CdTe/i-TiO2-o to the blue of the stop band. The gain is attributed to light
trapping in this photonic crystal structure. In addition, photoelectrochmical and spectroscopic studies
were conducted at Q-CdTe films modified by dipping in selenide followed by annealing, resulting in
characteristics of type-II Q-CdTe/CdSe structures. EDX spectra revealed incorporation of Se and
fluorescence spectroscopy showed quenching of the emission of the Se-treated Q-CdTe-sensitized
films, along with enhanced absorbance to the red, which indicated the formation of type-II QCdTe/CdSe core/shell dots. A significant enhancement in the incident photon-to-current-conversionefficiency (%IPCE) was observed as a result of Se treatment and annealing, at both inverse opal and
nc-TiO2, over a wide range in the visible region, attributed to the type II particle formation. For
instance, the %IPCE reached 26.983% ± 5.787% at 600 nm for 560-TiO2-o sensitized with greenemitting Q-CdTe after the treatment in selenide and annealing, and 7.892% ±0.193% at 600 nm for
similarly sensitized nc-TiO2, compared to 1.305%± 0.001% at 600 nm for 560-TiO2-o sensitized with
green-emitting Q-CdTe, and 0.502% ±0.065% at 600 nm for similarly sensitized nc-TiO2 respectively
before Se-treatment/annealing.
We thank Dr, Safi Jradi for his useful discussion in this work and the Munib and Angela Masri
Institute of Energy and Natural Resources (2013-2015) and (2015-2017) and the University Research
Board of AUB (2011-2013) for financial support of this work.
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Monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) have giant second-order nonlinearity attributed to the
broken inversion symmetry in 2D structure, but the sub-nm light-matter interaction length greatly limits their
nonlinear conversion efficiency. Typically, plasmonic enhancement in nanostructured metasurfaces is preferred
in SHG from 2D materials owing to the strong localization of electromagnetic field in near-field region. Here,
we incorporate the monolayer (ML) tungsten disulfide (WS2) onto a 2D metasurfaces comprised of V-shape
nanogrooves on atomically smooth, single-crystalline Ag plates [1]. A giant enhancement of the SHG is
achieved when the resonance wavelength of Ag grating is in resonance with the excitonic excitation of
monolayer WS2 (C exciton).
For this work, WS2 monolayers were grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and transferred on the top of
the silver nanogroove grating covered by a 5-nm Al2O3 layer, which forms a metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS)
structure. The plasmonic resonance wavelengths of gratings are adjusted by the groove width (fixed at ~60 nm)
and depth (70–200 nm) (Figure 1a), while the groove pitches are controlled to excite nonradiative surface
plasmonic modes. The SHG of samples were excited at 860 nm (on-resonance) or 890 nm (near-resonance) by a
80 MHz, 150 fs Ti:sapphire laser. Figure 1b shows the reflectance spectra of WS2 ML on unpatterned Ag
substrate, on- and near-resonance grating, respectively. The resonance wavelengths of the on- and nearresonance grating are adjusted to be at 430 nm and 445 nm, coinciding with or near the C exciton absorption of
monolayer WS2. A large SHG enhancement resulting from both plasmonic and excitonic contributions, for
which the electric field distribution has a large in-plane component inside the nanogroove and the strongly
enhanced electric field is localized near the opening of each nanogroove that cause the plasmon–exciton
interaction more efficient from the monolayer WS2. Figure 1c exhibits the excitation power dependence of SHG
intensity for the ML WS2. The polarization of plasmonic mode is parallel to the armchair direction of WS2. The
double-logarithmic plot of each case shows the linear relation with the slope of ~2. The plasmonic enhancement
effect is obvious for the monolayer WS2 coupled with Ag nanogroove grating. The enhancement factor
calculated from the SH intensity ratio between WS2 on Ag grating and WS2 on Ag plate is as high as ~400 for
on-resonance excitation. It is much higher than ~100 measured for WS2 on near-resonance grating. We also
estimated the SHG conversion efficiency to be ~2×10-5, which is the best result reported for monolayer TMDCs.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of 2D TMDC MOS structure. (b) Reflectance measured from the nanogroove grating with the input
laser polarization aligned perpendicular to the nanogrooves. (c) SHG intensity plot vs. pump laser power for the monolayer
WS2 on Ag grating and unpatterned Ag plate excited by on-resonance (860 nm) and near-resonance (890 nm) laser pulses.

[1] Wang, C. Y. H.-Y. Chen, L.Sun, W.-L. Chen, Y.-M. Chang, H. Ahn, X. Li, & S. Gwo, Nat. Commun. 6,
7734 (2015).
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In recent years, many experiments have been performed using the spin-orbit coupling of light. Here
the spin angular momentum of light influences its intensity or path. One method of achieving spinorbit coupling is by exploiting the evanescent field of a waveguide.
We couple the transverse spin angular moment of light in a nanophotonic structure to the valley
pseudospin of a 2-dimentional transition metal dichalcogenides (TMD’s) material to achieve valleypath locking [1]. We show how this system is able to marry valleytronics and nanophotonics. We use
a silver nanowire, where the evanescent field of its plasmonic guided mode yields a longitudinal field
component that is 90 degrees out of phase with the propagating mode, resulting into a transverse spin
angular momentum. The light in the nanowire exhibits spin-orbit interaction: the handedness of the
spin angular momentum is locked with the propagation direction.
We combine this with WS2, a 2D TMD’s material. The direct bandgap of monolayer TMD’s has
two valleys at K and K’, which have a valley pseudospin that can be addressed optically by circularly
polarized light from a laser.
Our samples consist of a few layers of WS2 with a silver nanowire on top. When we address
either one of the valley pseudospins with circularly polarized laser light, the emission of the resulting
exciton is coupled to the guided mode of the silver nanowire, propagating to one of the ends of the
wire. Coupling the valley pseudospin of WS2 to the transverse spin angular momentum of the
nanowire-mode results into high directionality: depending on the valley and the position of the
exciton relative to the wire, the emitted light propagates to only one particular direction [1].
The amount of directionality that we can measure is currently limited by the diffraction limit of
our excitation laser spot. However, our simulations show that a much higher directionality is present
very close to the silver nanowire. With time-correlated single-photon counting, we take important
steps to improve upon this diffraction limited
valley-photon directionality.
For this, we take a closer look at the
lifetime of WS2 excitons. When any emitter is
situated close to a nanophotonic structure, its
lifetime will be affected by its LDOS
modification. Thus, the lifetime of our
excitons excited very close to our nanowire
will be shorter than that of excitons excited
further away. Time correlating the light that
comes out of the ends of the wire, we should
be able to extract information about excitons
at different distances from the nanowire.
In conclusion, by using the lifetime
information of WS2 excitons coupled to a
silver nanowire, we take important steps
Figure 1: Excitons from one valley of 2D WS2 emit into the
towards measuring time-resolved
guided mode of a silver nanowire in only one direction.
directionality.
[1] Gong, S.H., Alpeggiani, F., Sciacca, B., Garnett, E.C., Kuipers, L. Nanoscale chiral valley-photon interface through
optical spin-orbit coupling, Science 359, 6374 pp.443-447 (2018)
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Advances in nanofabrication increase the need for high-quality single-crystalline gold substrates that
combine large lateral extension enabling lithographic methods with extremely low thicknesses needed
for nanostructures. Here we present a wet-chemical method for synthesizing high aspect-ratio singlecrystalline gold platelets with lateral dimensions of up to 0.2 mm edge length and below 20 nm
thickness [1].
We just use three common ingredients – ethylene glycol, chloroauric acid and water – and employ an
optical method to statistically analyze a large number of platelets in order to obtain robust results.
After an initial optimization we study the influence of temperature, chemical composition and time on
the growth velocities of the top and side facets. We find that by varying the chemical environment
during growth the ratio between the growth velocities can be adjusted. Hence, we are able to show
that the thickness and lateral size can be tuned independently.
The resulting very large but ultrathin single-crystalline gold platelets represent an important starting
material for top-down nanofabrication and may also find applications as transparent conducting
substrates, ultrathin layered structures or substrates for high-end scanning probe and electron
microscopy.

Figure 1. A Platelets height vs. time for conventional growth (black line and dots) and a constantly chemically
altered environment (red line and dots). Scanning electron microscope (B) and optical transmission image (C)
with indicated thicknesses of three gold platelets.
[1] E. Krauss, R. Kullock, X. Wu, P. Geisler, N. Lundt, M. Kamp, and B. Hecht, Crystal Growth & Design 18, 1297–1302
(2018).
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Atomically thin two dimensional (2D) transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) with the chemical
formula MX2 (M = Mo, W; X = S, Se, Te) have triggered a great scientific interest in recent years from
the viewpoints of both fundamental Physics and applications. A deep understanding and control of
excitons in such materials is of upmost importance for the design 2D optoelectronic devices. In this
poster contribution, we will discuss the optical properties of excitons in exfoliated WS2 monolayers.
This investigation has been carried out with different optical spectroscopies, including microscope
transmission measurements, micro-photoluminescence (PL) mapping and confocal-fluorescence
lifetime imaging. The oscillator strength of excitonic transitions in WS2 flakes was analyzed by fitting
the transmission spectrum using the transfer matrix method and a multi-Lorentzian model. The
photoluminescence quantum yield of WS2 monolayers and bilayers was characterized by comparison
with a calibrated target. The effective radiative rate of excitons was calculated by combining the value
of the quantum yield and the PL lifetime. The relative slow radiative rate of WS2 monolayers at room
temperature indicates that long lived dark excitonic states dominate the exciton dynamics. Exciton
transport was measured with time- and spatially-resolved PL spectroscopy, using confocal fluorescence
lifetime imaging (FLIM). By decoupling the diffraction limited excitation spot on the sample from the
detection spot, we obtain the exciton diffusion constant and diffusion length in the WS2 monolayer.
These results provide broad guidelines for the design of 2D semiconductor based devices in which
exciton transport is important.
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Scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) has been applied to study different materials such as
plasmonic materials, transition metal dichalcogenide (TMDC) [1, 2], and polymers [3, 4]. We used
aperture SNOM to investigate the correlation between local PL and topography of both poly(3hexylthiophene) (P3HT) nanowires and TMDC materials (e.g. WS2). We found both crystalline and
amouphous areas were formed in single P3HT nanowire after self-assembling of P3HT molecules. It
is critical to understand these properties for future application such as plastic solar cells. From our
SNOM results, we were able to distinguish differences between crystalline and amouphous areas
within single nanowire. Next, for TMDC materials, the defects within single materials or junction
between two materials can be observed in our SNOM setup. Finally, we addressed the issues of
applying SNOM to polymer research. Polymers are soft materials and are easily damaged by strong
forces. Therefore, carefully controlling the interaction force between tip and sample is the key to
SNOM measurements. In contrast to soft polymer, TMDC materials are hard, and we do not need to
concern about sample destruction when performing SNOM experiments.

Figure 1.(a) Schematic illustration of the aperture SNOM setup. (b) Two examples of our SNOM results of both
polymer and TMDC materials.
[1] Bao, W. et al. Nat. Commun 6 7993 (2015).
[2] Y. Lee, S. J. Yun, Y. Kim, M. S. Kim, G. H. Han, A. K. Sood, and J. Kim, Nanoscale, 9, 2272, (2017)
[3] X. Wang, D. Zhang, K. Braun, H. Egelhaaf, C. J. Brabec, and A. J. Meixner, Adv. Funct. Mater. 20, 492-499 (2010)
[4] T.-Q. Nguyen, B. J. Schwartz, R. D. Schaller, J. C. Johnson, L. F. Lee, L. H. Haber, and R. J. Saykally, J. Phys. Chem.
B. 105, (22), 5153-5160 (2001).
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Graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) have attracted a lot of interest in recent years due to their remarkable
electronic and optical properties. They can be grown on large scale and their properties tailored with
atomic precision. Semiconducting GNRs could find useful applications in organic optoelectronics.
We have recently shown, that pristine seven atom wide armchair-edge GNRs show very low
photoluminescence (PL) but that they can be made brighter by optically induced defects [1]. Here we
present how GNRs can be made even brighter by using optical antenna arrays. We demonstrate an
enhancement of three order of magnitude in the hot-spots of plasmonic structures, which is
manifested in a spatially averaged enhancement factor of more than an order of magnitude (Fig. 1a).
We further make use of the plasmonic resonance to boost off-resonant Raman scattering for photon
energies below the lowest excitonic state. Here we observe a side-band of the radial breathing like
mode (RBLM) indicating a broadening of the GNRs (see Fig. 1 b).

Figure 1. a) The PL of graphene nanoribbons is increased when they are transferred on plasmonic antenna
arrays. b) The resonant arrays enhance off-resonant Raman scattering. We observe a sideband of the RBLM (*)
due to an increase of the GNR width. c) In the spectral enhancement we observe a suppression of the
enhancement for Raman scattering compared to the PL enhancement. This is attributed to their different
coherence properties.

For the enhancement spectrum on a larger spectral range we observe a difference in the enhancement
factors for Raman scattering and PL, which we attribute to different coherence properties of the two.
Using full-field simulations to obtain the optical fields in the unit cell of the plasmonic array we are
able to estimate a phonon correlation length of approximately 15 nm [2].
Our results demonstrate a significant enhancement of the fluorescence quantum efficiency of GNRs.
Combining plasmonic arrays with GNRs may allow realizing photovoltaic or light emitting devices.
Finally, the steep field gradients present near plasmonic nanostructures allow us to probe the phonon
correlation length.
[1] B. V. Senkovskiy, M. Pfeiffer, S. K. Alavi et al., Nano Letters, 17, 4029-4037 (2017).
[2] M. Pfeiffer et al., ArXiv, 1712.08233 (2017).
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Graphene oxide (GO) offers excellent possibilities that are recently demonstrated in many
applications ranging from biological sensors to optoelectronic devices [1]. The process of thermal
annealing aids in removing the oxygen-containing groups in GO, making this material more
graphene-like, or the so-called reduced graphene oxide (rGO). Thermal reduction can also be
achieved by intense light [2]. Here, we demonstrate a scalable, inexpensive, and environmentally
friendly method to pattern graphene oxide films beyond the diffraction limit of light using a
conventional laser. We show that contrary to previous reports [3], non-linear effects that occur under
high intensity conditions of laser irradiation allow the fabrication of highly conductive carbon
nanowires with dimensions much smaller than the laser spot size. The potential of this method is
illustrated by the fabrication of several devices on flexible and transparent substrates, including hybrid
plasmonic/rGO sensors.
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Figure 1: (a) Schematics of the laser reduction of graphene oxide in patterned lines and the I-V characterization
(b) Raman spectra from the main three regions of interest around a laser-reduced spot. The changes in intensity
ratios between different peaks and the peak widths demonstrate the effects of reduction. The inset shows the
optical microscopy image of the single laser irradiated spot on a GO film deposited on Au. (c) Raman intensity
map for the G peak at 1590 cm-1. The blue region at the middle of the spot shows no presence of GO or rGO
film as also shown in the spectrum in (b).

This research is carried out at Tomsk Polytechnic University within the framework of Tomsk
Polytechnic University Competitiveness Enhancement Program.
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The two-dimensionality of graphene and other layered materials can be exploited to simplify the
theoretical description of their plasmonic and polaritonic modes. We present an analytical theory that
allows us to simulate these excitations in laterally patterned structures in terms of plasmon wave
functions (PWFs). Closed-form expressions are offered for their associated extinction spectra,
involving only two real parameters for each plasmon mode and graphene morphology, which we
calculate and tabulate once and for all. Classical and quantum-mechanical formulations of this PWF
formalism are introduced, in excellent mutual agreement for armchaired islands with >10 nm
characteristic size. Examples of application are presented to predict both plasmon-induced
transparency in interacting nanoribbons and excellent sensing capabilities through the response to the
dielectric environment. We argue that the PWF formalism has general applicability and allows us to
analytically describe a wide range of 2D polaritonic behavior, thus providing a convenient tool for the
design of actual devices [1,2].
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Figure 1. Analytical description of plasmons in graphene islands of different morphology. We present the
extinction cross-section for (a) disks, (b) triangles, (c) ribbons, (d) hexagons, and (e) squares. In each figure,
analytical results obtained using the plasmon wave function (PWF) of the lowest-order dipolar mode (solid
curves) are compared with numerical simulations (symbols) for different combinations of characteristic size D,
graphene Fermi energy EF, and surrounding dielectric permittivity 𝜖 (see color-coded legend). In all
calculations we describe the graphene surface conductivity using the Drude model, adopting a
phenomenological inelastic damping energy ħτ−1 = 20 meV (i.e., τ ≈ 33 fs) and considering normally impinging
light polarized in the direction indicated in the inset of panel (a).
[1] F. J. García de Abajo, "Graphene plasmonics: Challenges and opportunities", ACS Photon. 1, 135-152, (2014).
[2] R. Yu, et al., "Analytical Modeling of Graphene Plasmons", ACS Photon., 4, 3106-3114, (2017).
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s-SNOM is a microscopy technique based on atomic force microscopy (AFM), which allows for nanoimaging of
material properties by recording the light scattered at a metallic tip. The near-field tip–sample interaction contains
local information about the sample, and the spatial resolution is determined by the tip radius. Nanoscale imaging can
be achieved with light from visible to THz spectral range [1]. Amplitude and phase resolved imaging can be
achieved by various methods, of which synthetic optical holography (SOH) excels by it simplicity and broadband
applicability. In SOH s-SNOM the tip scattered light is superposed with a reference wave of constantly varying
phase, yielding hologram like near-field images from which amplitude and phase can be obtained by standard digital
holography processing [2]. SOH s-SNOM has been successfully demonstrated at visible and IR frequencies. Here
we combine, for the first time, SOH and THz s-SNOM.

Fig. 2: Left: Optical near-field signal amplitude of the upper GB at 2.54 THz.
Fig. 1: THz detection setup.

Middle: Optical near-field signal at IR frequency (λ =10.5µm). Right: Optical
near-filed signal amplitude at 2.54 THz of the lower GB.

Setup
Our setup (Fig. 1) consists of a commercial s-SNOM (Neaspec GmbH, Germany) where the tip is illuminated with a
2.54 THz (λ = 118 µm) beam from a gas laser (SIFIR-50 FPL, Coherent Inc., USA). While the sample is scanned, we
record the tip scattered light interfering with reference beam, which is reflected at a constantly moving reference
mirror. The interference is recorded with a Schottky diode (WR-0.4ZBD, Virginia Diodes, Inc. USA) operating at
room temperature. The holograms are processed by digital holography yielding amplitude and phase resolved images
at 2.54 THz.

Results
Graphene has outstanding physical properties, but to realize its potential in practical applications the production of
large-scale graphene has to be mastered. So far, the large-scale synthetic graphene films produced are typically
polycrystalline, consisting of single-crystalline grains, which form the grain boundaries (GBs) when they coalesce
with various mismatch angles. It is broadly believed that the GBs (which, by definition, are defective) in CVD
graphene are responsible for significant reduction of the electrical conductivity [3,4] and thus limit the applications
of graphene in electronic devices. In this study, we investigate GBs on CVD grown graphene (Graphenea, Spain)
with THz s-SNOM to observe their conductivity contribution.
First we apply IR s-SNOM to find GBs based on plasmon interferometry [5]. IR amplitude image is shown in Fig. 2
(middle), where grain boundaries are dressed by interference fringes parallel to the grain boundary. The same grain
boundary is then imaged with THz SOH s-SNOM. Surprisingly, the GBs observed in IR frequency are not visible in
near-field images taken at THz frequency (Fig. 2 left and right). In this work we will discuss this observation and
conduct further studies on gated CVD graphene.

Conclusions
We combined SOH and THz s-SNOM. The novel tool allows for fast and robust THz amplitude and phase resolved imaging
with a spatial resolution better than 50 nm. [2]. M. Schnell et al., Nature Communications, 5, 3499 (2014)

References
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[1]. A. J. Huber et al., Nano Lett., 8,3766–3770 (2008) [4] O. V. Yazyev & S. G. Louie, Nature Materials. 9, 806–809 (2010)
[5] Z. Fei et al., Nature Nanotech., 8, 821–825 (2013)
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Abstract—Phonon-polaritons are being studied under a broad
range of aspects including slow light, hyperbolic materials response, and localized resonances. Here, we show the use of
phonon-resonance based conductance to engineering split ring
resonators (SRRs) with high qualtiy factors, designed to operate
in the reststrahlen band around 1400 cm−1 . SRRs have proven
to be a useful tool in the fields of metamaterials, light matter interaction, and non-linear optics. An important limitation in these
applications are the ohmic losses in gold and other metals. In
contrast, transvers optical phonons have large oscillator strength
and low scattering rates. We present near-field point spectra
and monochromatic near-field images of phononic SRRs which
reveal narrow-band localized resonances. We find that these
localized modes can be described as hybridized surface modes,
and propose the use of a lumped element model to describe the
LC-resonance for the strongly dispersive AC-conductance found
in polar materials.

For our experiment, 20 nm thin flakes of enriched hexagonal
10
BN [1] were exfoliated onto a CaF2 substrate. The SRR
structures were patterned with reactive ion etching using
a gold mask defined by electron beam lithography. Point
spectra recorded using a NanoFTIR setup show a series
of characteristic narrow resonance peaks. Subsequent phase
resolved imaging using a scattering scanning near-field optical
microscope (s-SNOM) with monochromatic illumination with
a MirCAT quantum cascade laser reveal well mode patterns
for up to 10 modes (the near-field scattering amplitude of the
third excited mode is shown in the inset in figure 1).
The dispersion of these modes can be well described by the
hybridization of the surface modes [2], [3] which propagate
on the inner and outer bend surfaces of the LC-structure.
Simulated dispersion relations for uncoupled modes are shown
as function of angular momentum in figure 1. For a given
angular momentum (i.e. same number of nodes along a ring),
their frequencies do not match due to the actual different
linear length of the inner and outer ring surface (i.e. l ∝ r).
Since the ring structure is narrower (≈ 50 nm) than the decay
length of the surface phonon-polariton, the surface modes
hybridize, forming a symmetric and antisymmetric mode. Only
the former is confined to the h-BN structure and leads to the
observed discrete resonances of the SRR. Treating the reactive
response of the phonon-resonance in the framework of kinetic
inductance, we propose a lumped element circuit model which
allows to capture both, geometrical and dispersive aspects of
the strongly subwavelength resonant structures.
The description of phononic nano-structures using the
lumped elements circuit model may trigger a more engineering
kind of approach to phonon-polariton-devices. Thanks to their
low intrinsic scattering losses compared to gold, phononic
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Fig. 1. Dots are measured resonance frequencies for SRR with radius
of 160 nm plotted versus angular momentum. Uncoupled edge modes are
calculated for a straight waveguide using the 2D-mode solver in Comsol. The
purple line which follows the measured resonance frequencies results when
considering hybridization of the uncoupled edge modes. The upper left inset
shows the scattering signal of the SRR measured at 1409 cm−1 . Lower left
inset is an SEM image of the SRR structure (scale bar is 100 nm). The upper
momentum axis was calculated for an effective ring radius of 160 nm.

materials can enable new applications at the modest cost of a
narrow frequency band of operation for any polar material.
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Self-assembly processes, as autonomous driven constructions, allow designing and creating complex
nanostructures using molecules as building blocks and surfaces as scaffolds. Here we use the highly
localized light-to-chemical energy conversion of plasmonic materials to spatially cleave Au−S bonds
on predetermined locations within a single nanoparticle, enabling a high degree of control over this
archetypal system for molecular self-assembly[1]. This method offers nanoscale precision and highthroughput light-induced tailoring of the surface chemistry of individual and packed nanosized
metallic structures by simply varying wavelength and polarization of the incident light. We
demonstrate that plasmon- induced photodesorption enables subdiffraction and even subparticle
multiplexing. Assisted by single-molecule super-resolution fluorescence microscopy, we image,
quantify, and shed light onto the plasmon-induced desorption mechanism. Our results point toward
localized distribution of hot electrons, contrary to uniformly distributed lattice heating, as the
mechanism inducing Au−S bond breaking.
Furthermore, we investigate spatially-resolved absorption maps of gold Fano nanostructures[2],
providing the contribution of each element of the nanoantenna in the hot-electron driven process and
their interplay in exciting a dark plasmon mode. Plasmon-mode engineering enables us to control of
nanoscale reactivity and offers a route to further enhance and manipulate hot-electron driven chemical
reactions and energy-conversion and transfer at the nanoscale. Finally, we explore possible routes to
further exploit these concepts for the selective positioning of nanomaterials and the sorting and
purification of colloidal nanoparticles.

Figure 1. Average super-resolved m-PAINT images of molecule residuals (in red) on Au nanotrimers after
irradiation and refunctionalization with a second type of thiol-reactive docking strand (in blue).
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Plasmonic hot carriers provide new opportunities for nanoelectronic and nanophotonic applications,such as energy conversion,
spectroscopy and sensing. In particular, when illuminating metal nanostructures with femtosecond laser pulses, the out-ofequilibrium hot carriers induced by ultrafast plasmon decay may carry enough energy to drive chemical reactions, produce
electrical currents or induce phase transitions [1]. However, the use of these out-of-equilibrium hot carriers is limited by their
relaxation, which happens in a few picoseconds. So far, out-of-equilibrium plasmonic hot carrier dynamics has been measured
mostly in metallic nanoparticles [2]. Measurements on actual plamonic devices are thus still needed.
We used pump probe femtosecond pump-probe thermoreflectance [3] to carry out measurements of the out-of-equilibrium hot
carrier dynamics within two emblematic plasmon waveguides: gold thin films with sub-wavelength gratings and gold tapered
waveguides. This allowed us to investigate the effect of the nanoscale energy confinement induced by adiabatic plasmon focusing
[4]. At the apex of tapered waveguides, we measured unexpected long signal rise times that strongly depend on the excitation
power. These results are in strong deviation with our other measurements on thin films and previous studies of gold nanoparticles
(Fig. 1). We also observed a strong dependency of the signal rise time also as the plasmon propagates in the tapered waveguide
[5].
Thanks to classical electrodynamics calculations coupled to ultrafast thermal modeling, we attributed these observations to carrier
diffusion from the hot spot at the apex.

Figure 1: Power dependence of the plasmon-induced thermoreflectance signal measured at the apex of a tapered gold
waveguide (left) and on a gold thin film (right). The rise time is much longer in the tapered waveguide and strongly
increases with power.
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Many terahertz (THz) applications require strong THz field concentrations, for example highresolution THz imaging or THz sensing of small amounts of matter [1]. While far-field optics is only
able to focus radiation on length scales of the wavelength, near fields at the nanometer-sized apex of
metal tips, or in sub-wavelength apertures or slits, can be concentrated to deep sub-wavelength length
scale [2].
Here we report the development of THz-resonant scanning near-field probes, yielding strongly
enhanced and nanoscale confined THz near fields at their very tip apex. We employ focused ion beam
(FIB) machining to fabricate sharp platinum/iridium tips of a length in the order of the THz
wavelength, and attach them to standard atomic force microscopy (AFM) cantilevers (SEM image,
Fig. 1a). The tips are illuminated with THz radiation from a gas laser. A graphene based near-field
detector is used to measure the near-field intensity directly at the tip apex of differently long probes,
all of them exhibiting an apex diameter of 50 nm (inset of Fig. 1a). Measurements at 3.11 THz reveal
their first and second antenna resonances for probes of 33 and 78 µm length (Fig. 1c), which provide
up to one order of magnitude enhanced near-field intensity at the tip apex compared to tips that have a
length of 17 µm (standard AFM tip length). The results are corroborated by numerical simulations
(electric filed plot Fig. 1b, solid line in Fig. 1c), which predict remarkable field intensity
enhancements of about 107 relative to the incident field. We envision exciting future applications,
including scattering-type THz near-field nanoscopy [3] and THz photocurrent nano-imaging [4] with
enhanced sensitivity, nanoscale nonlinear THz imaging or nanoscale control and manipulation of
matter employing ultrastrong and ultrashort THz pulses [5].
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Figure 1: a) False color SEM image of a FIB fabricated THz antenna tip showing Si cantilever (green), FIB
deposited Pt (purple) and the Pt/Ir antenna tip (yellow). b) Electric near-field distribution (logarithm of the
electric field enhancement) of a L = 35 long tip, showing the first antenna resonance. c) Measured photocurrent
ΔIPC,max as a function of antenna length (blue dots) compared to numerical simulation of the near-field intensity
enhancement at the tip apex (blue solid line).
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We have fabricated a three-dimensional concave grating on a plastic substrate through a two-step
thermal-embossing method (Figure 1a). The concave grating combines the concave curvature and the
blaze angle on a single element. This eliminates extra optics for light focusing in a spectroscopic
system. It thus lowers the system complexity for optical alignment and shrinks the whole system
volume. The blazed grating feature also increases light diffraction efficiencies at the first order
direction. Therefore, by using a white light source and an image sensor, a compact imaging
spectrometer can be achieved. In this work, this compact imaging spectrometer is demonstrated in
plasmonic spectral sensing. The imaging detection capability enables the potential of high-throughput
sensing [1]. The system setup is shown in Figure 1b. Gold nanoslit arrays with slit period 500 nm, slit
width 50nm, and gold thickness 50 nm are fabricated on a plastic substrate through thermalembossing method as a plasmonic sensor chip [2]. The sensor chip is further assembled in a fluidic
chamber as a microfluidic device for liquid sensing. Glycerin solutions of concentrations 0, 5, 10, 15,
and 20% (v/v) are prepared. The corresponding refractive index values range from 1.33 to 1.36. As
indicated in Figure 1a, light path transmits normally through the sensor and passes through a slit
before reaching the concave grating. The grating diffracts spectral signals to different spatial positions
and they are captured by the image sensor. The spectral position on the image sensor is first calibrated
with monochromatic light sources. Figure 1c shows stacked images captured by the image sensor of
white light passing through the sensor chip under various glycerin solutions, where G0 represents
concentration 0%, and so on. The spatial pixel coordinates of the images are then converted into
spectral positions. Figure 1d shows the measured response of the plasmonic resonance wavelength to
the environmental refractive index. With a linear fit, the wavelength sensitivity is estimated as 399
nm/RIU. Both the measured resonance wavelength and the wavelength sensitivity of the plasmonic
sensor chip are in good accordance with theoretical prediction. Multiplexed sensing in a compact
spectroscopic system combing with a smartphone will be developed in future applications.

Figure 1. (a)Fabricated concave grating. (b) System setup of the compact imaging spectrometer for plasmonic
sensing. (c) Stacked images of the plasmonic sensor under various glycerin solutions detected by the image
sensor. (d) Measured resonance wavelength to index response and its linear fit.

The authors acknowledge the financial support from Ministry of Science and Technology, Taiwan
under Grant MOST 106-2221-E-260-015.
[1] A. E. Cetin, A. F. Coskun, B. C. Galarreta, M. Huang, D. Herman, A. Ozcan, H. Altug, Light Sci. Appl. 3, e122 (2014).
[2] K.-L. Lee, P.-W. Chen, S.-H. Wu, J.-B. Huang, S.-Y. Yang, and P.-K. Wei, ACS Nano 6, 2931-2939 (2012).
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Vortices make Circles: C points in 2D random light
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From vortices in superconductors to topological defects in nematics, the study and characterization of
the singularities of complex fields is a wide ranging topic. These dislocations provoke fascination for
their singular nature, as well as they intrigue for their capability of fingerprinting for the global
properties of the system in which they are found [1]. In light, singularities occur also in a field simply
made up of randomly interfering plane waves. In particular, a multitude of singular points of circular
polarization (C points) can be observed in such a random wave field [Fig. 1(a)] [2]. It turns out that
the spatial distribution of these C points exhibits a clear correlation, reminiscent of that of particles in
a simple liquid [Fig. 1(b)]. Interestingly, such distribution can be related back to the correlated
structure of phase singularities arising in the single vector component of the same optical field [3,4].
However, as specific field constellations result in specific relations between the field vector
components, this might alter the spatial distribution of the C points.
With near-field experiments we map the polarization state of a 2D random optical vector field and
observe and localize its C points. We demonstrate that the distribution of these C points differs greatly
from those in a 2D projection of a far-field, paraxial field constellation and is strongly affected by
correlations – intrinsic in a 2D transverse field – between the vector components. Our findings are
described with a new model for a true 2D random vector field.

Figure 1. C points in 2D random light and their spatial distribution. (a) False-color map for the orientation of
the polarization ellipse in random light field. C points are highlighted by white circles (charge = 1/2) and black
triangles (charge = -1/2). (b) Pair and charge correlation functions, describing the spatial distribution of C
points in 2D random light. The errorbars are the results of our near-field experiments, the gray lines are a
previous model for paraxial random waves [3], purple and orange lines are our new model for 2D.
References
[1] T. B. Saw, et al., Nature 544, 212 (2017).
[2] F. Flossman, K. O’Holleran, M.R. Dennis, and M.J. Padgett, Physical Review Letters 100, 203902 (2008).
[3] M.R. Dennis, Optics Communications 213, 201 (2002).
[4] L. De Angelis, F. Alpeggiani, A. Di Falco, and L. Kuipers, Physical Review Letters 117, 093901 (2016).
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Enhancing near-field optical contrast in s-SNOM by employing ultra-sharp
metal tips
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Scattering-type near-field optical microscopy (s-SNOM) [1] enables infrared imaging with
nanoscale spatial resolution. This is achieved by illuminating a metalized atomic force microscopy
(AFM) tip by an infrared laser source. The local field enhancement at the tip apex interacts with a
sample in close proximity and the backscattered light is detected, containing information about the
local optical properties of the sample. Here, the spatial resolution depends solely on the tip
diameter, which is typically on the order of a few tens of nanometers for commonly used
commercial tips [2]. It has been shown experimentally and theoretically that highly reflecting or
polariton-resonant substrates strongly enhance the near-field optical particle contrast [3] enabling
the detection of sub-10nm particles. The optical contrasts of nanoparticles in this case depends on
both the dielectric properties and size of the nanoparticles [4]. However, many open questions
still remain concerning the spectral near-field contrast and how it can be improved and to which
extent.
In this work, the behavior of near-field absorption and phase signals of sub-10nm organic
structures are studied as a function of tip diameter to provide insight into the contrast mechanism
in s-SNOM. The experimental studies are performed on protein complexes and fibrils, or DNA.
The infrared near-field optical probes of varying tip diameters are fabricated using focused ion
beam (FIB) milling. The experiments will be accompanied by theoretical and numerical studies of
the near-field contrast and sensitivity.

[1] Keilmann, F.; Hillenbrand, R. In Nano-optics and Near-Field Optical Microscopy. Richards, D.; Zayas, A., Eds.;
Artech House: Boston/London, 2009.
[2] Huth, F.; Govyadinov, A.; Amarie, S.; Nuansing, W.; Keilmann, F.; Hillenbrand, R. Nano-FTIR absorption
spectroscopy of molecular fingerprints at 20 nm spatial resolution. Nano Letters 12, 3973-3978 (2012).
[3] Cvitkovic, A.; Ocelic, N.; Aizpurua, J.; Guckenberger, R.;Hillenbrand, R., Infrared imaging of single nanoparticles
via strong field enhancement in a scanning nanogap. Physical review letters 97, 060801 (2006).
[4] Cvitkovic, A., Ocelic, N. and Hillenbrand, R. Material-specific infrared recognition of single sub-10 nm particles
by substrate-enhanced scattering-type near-field microscopy. Nano letters 7, 3177-3181 (2007).
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Near-field imaging and nanospectroscopy of resonating
hyperbolic polaritons in nanorod antennas made of boron nitride
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The properties of polaritons in 2D crystals, such as van der Waals (vdW) materials, differ
fundamentally from that of polaritons in conventional isotropic materials. Due to the layered structure
of the materials, polaritons present hyperbolic dispersion, enabling unusual optical phenomena such as
subdiffraction imaging and spontaneous emission engineering. Here, we present the first near-field
study of Fabry-Perot resonances in linear antennas made of a hyperbolic material. Specifically, we
study hyperbolic phonon polaritons in rectangular waveguide antennas made of hexagonal boron
nitride (h-BN) [1,2].
Through nanoimaging and spectroscopy experiments we reveal spectrally sharp resonances (Q ≈
100) in the mid-IR, exhibiting atypical modal near-field patterns that have no analogue in conventional
linear antennas, such as the puzzling near-field oscillations across the h-BN rods as observed in Fig. 1.
We will discuss a detailed experimental and theoretical analysis of the sharp resonances and near-field
patterns, showing that the oscillations can be attributed to a single waveguide mode resonating along
the longitudinal axis of the antenna. We will also discuss its physical origin [3,4].
Our work establishes a solid experimental and theoretical basis for the understanding of
propagating and resonating hyperbolic polaritons in waveguides, which will lead to the development
of novel, ultra-compact photonic devices, such as sensors based on phonon-enhanced molecular
vibrational spectroscopy [5] and metasurfaces [6].
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

Dai, S. et al. Science 343, (2014) 1125-1129
Caldwell, J.D. et al., Nat Commun 5 (2014), 5221
Li, P. et al., Nano Letters , (2017), 17 (1), pp 228–235
Alfaro-Mozaz, F. J. et al. Nat. Commun. 8 (2017) 15624
Autore, M. et al., Light: Science & Applications 7 (2018), e17172; doi: 10.1038/lsa.2017.172.
Li, P. Dolado, I. et al Science 359 (2018) 6378, 892-896.

Figures

Figure 1: s-SNOM images of a set of linear h-BN
antennas of different length L. Imaging frequency ω =
1432 cm-1. From top to bottom, L= 746 nm, L= 1327
nm, L= 1713 nm and L= 2210 nm. The nominal width
and thickness of each antenna is 230 nm and 64 nm ,
respectively.
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The increasing complexity of composite materials structured on the nanometer scale
requires highly sensitive analytical tools for nanoscale chemical identification, ideally in
three dimensions. While infrared near-field spectroscopy provides high chemical sensitivity
and nanoscopic spatial resolution in two dimensions [1-2], the chemical identification of
buried components in three-dimensionally structured samples is not widely used yet. We
develop novel methods for subsurface and depth-resolved infrared nanoimaging and
spectroscopy based on s-SNOM and nano-FTIR, and provide their experimental
demonstration on phase-separated polymer nanocomposites. This is accomplished by taking
advantage of the near-field data recorded at multiple harmonics of the oscillation frequency
of the near-field probe. In continuation of previously published results [3], our work aims at
extracting model-independent information about the vertical composition of phaseseparated polymer nanocomposites. Results of this work can be applied to optical study of
e.g. thin films, coatings, and functionalization layers, as well as the structural analysis of
multiphase materials, among others.

Fig. 1. Schematics of the s-SNOM experiment and the conceptual representation of the procedure
that yields the sample structure. By scanning the sample surface, a set of near-field spectra is
recorded and normalized to the signal on a reference area with known optical properties. As
demonstrated in [3], by accounting for signals recorded at multiple harmonics of the tip oscillation
frequency Ω, depth-resolved information can be obtained. The sample structure can be obtained, i.e.,
depths and chemical identities (represented by fill color) of the components.

[1] I. Amenabar et.al., Nature Communications, 8, 14402 (2017)
[2] B. Pollard et.al., Nature Communications, 5, 1, (2014)
[3] A. Govyadinov et.al., ACS Nano, 8 (7), pp 6911–6921 (2014)
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Fresnel zone plate (FZP) is suitable for many applications such as atomic optics, confocal imaging,
and X-ray nanoscopy. It is known that a low-numerical-aperture (NA) FZP can produce multi-focus,
however, there is one single main focus for a relatively high-NA FZP. So far, super-focusing and
nano-imaging of high-NA FZP have been widely studied [1-2]. Recently, we found that when a highNA FZP is selectively blocked, it will produce some novel focusing properties. The central
obstruction can be effectively used to realize sub-diffraction focusing while dramatically extending
the depth of focus; when the standard high-NA FZP remains only two discrete transparent annuli and
all the others are blocked, multi-focus phenomenon occurs. Multi-focus might be used to create multitraps, or to be used in simultaneously micromachining of single dot array. In addtion, optical needle
can be probed in combination with central obstruction and dispersion effect. The results have been
shown in Fig. 1. Numerical calculations are based on vectorial angular spectrum theory and have been
rigorously validated by the three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method.
In fig. 1(a), a high-NA FZP in air is used to explore the influence of the central obstruction on the
focal intensity distribution. The parameters are λ0=633nm, f=20μm, N=100, and NA=0.922, where λ0
is the illumination wavelength, f is the focal length, N is the total annulus number of the FZP. ε
denotes the normalized obstruction factor. ε = rM/rN with M being the total annulus number for the
central opaque circle. It can be found that with the central obstruction factor increasing, the axial spot
size of the focus increases along the axial direction.

Figure 1. (a) Central obstruction property of a high-NA FZP. (b) and (c) show multi-focus and optical needle
focusing intensity distributions calculated by FDTD, respectively.

In fig. 1(b), the parameters of the high-NA FZP in air are λ0=633nm, f=5 μm, N=20, and NA=0.9, the
total number of transparent annuli is 10. The second and eighth transparent annuli remain and the
others are blocked. Finally, the multi-focus can be chieved.
In fig. 1 (c), the parameters of the high-NA FZP in air are λ0=633nm, f=4μm, N=40, and NA=0.971.
The center of the FZP is blocked (the normalized obstruction factor is 0.2) and the wavelength is
shifted by -200nm (i.e. 433nm). Finally, a light needle with a length of ~5.5um is formed.
The authors would like to thank the supports by National Key R&D Program of China (No.
2017YFB1104700), National Science Fund for Excellent Young Scholars (No. 51722509), National
Natural Science Foundation of China (No. 51575440), Shaanxi Industrial Science and Technology
Key Project (No. 2016GY-011), and the 13th Five-Year Equipment Pre-research Development
Project (No. 61404140203).
[1] R. G. Mote, S. F. Yu, W. Zhou, and X. F. Li, Applied Physics Letters 95, 191113 (2009).
[2] T. Liu, J. Tan, J. Liu, and H. Wang, Optics Letters 38, 2742–2745 (2013).
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Polaritons in van der Waals materials can exhibit a hyperbolic dispersion in the frequency regions
where the in-plane and out-of-plane permittivities have opposite sign. Among many applications,
these so-called hyperbolic polaritons can be used in subdiffractional focusing and waveguiding,
sensing and spontaneous emission engineering [1-5]. Fundamental to their application are their
unusual large lifetimes (low damping) and ultraslow group velocities [2].
We used scanning near-field optical microscopy for real-space infrared nanoimaging of hyperbolic
phonon polariton modes in hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) waveguides (Figure 1A), observing both
surface and volume modes. We studied their evolution as a function of frequency, width (Figures 1B
and C) and thickness of the waveguide. By spectroscopic imaging, we analyzed the dispersion,
propagation lengths and lifetimes of the polaritons and corroborate the experimental data with
numerical simulations.
Our experimental and theoretical data establish a solid basis for the understanding of hyperbolic
polaritons confined in waveguides, paving the way towards the development of high-efficient
photonic devices based on hyperbolic materials.

Figure 1. (A) Topography image of the h-BN waveguides. (B) Near-field optical image at ω=1390 cm-1. (C)
Near-field optical image at ω =1440 cm-1.
[1] S. Dai et al., Science 343, 1125 (2014); S. Dai et al., Nature Comm. 6, 6963 (2015); P. Li et al., Nature Comm. 6, 7507
(2015); J. D. Caldwell et al., Nature Comm. 5, 5221 (2014).
[2] E. Yoxall et al., Nature Photon. 9, 674 (2015).
[3] E. E. Narimanov and A. V. Kildishev, Nature Photon. 9, 214 (2015).
[4] D. Lu et al., Nature Nanotech. 9, 48 (2014).
[5] A. Poddubny et al., Nature Photon. 7, 948 (2013).
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A finite quantum system exposed to an intense laser field reforms itself as new quantum states
referred to as dressed states in which matter and light are strongly coupled. The dressed states have
new energy levels and spatial distributions that differ from those before exposing light. The resultant
electron dynamics in the system is described by superposing the dressed states. Previous theoretical
studies dealing with the dressed states have taken into account the interaction between quantum
systems and spatially uniform laser fields [1]. Recently, in contrast, the interaction caused by a nonuniform electromagnetic filed in a nanoscale region has been intensively studied [2]. An optical near
filed (ONF) has such spatial nonuniformity and is generated in the vicinity of a nanostructure
irradiated with a laser field. Several studies have represented both experimentally and theoretically
that the nonuniformity of the ONF induces distinct phenomena from uniform fields, such as an
electric quadrupole allowed transition and a second harmonic generation with high efficiency [3,4].
In the present study, the dressed states interacted with the ONF are investigated by using a model
system confining a single electron into a quasi-one-dimensional potential well. By assuming timeperiodicity of the ONF, this model system allows to derive the dressed states in the Floquet picture.
The two types of the ONFs are examined: spatially symmetric- and asymmetric-fields. We show that
the spatial distributions of the resultant dressed states are affected to a large degree by the symmetry
and the asymmetry, leading to different optical responses as shown in Figure 1. The figure shows that
the asymmetric ONF generates the additional peaks at around 0.25 eV and 7 eV.

Figure 1. The spectrum distributions of the induced dipole moment with the normalized amplitudes.

Acknowledgements
This work was supported by JST CREST Grant Number JPMJCR16N5, Japan.
[1] J. Dalibard and C. Cohen-Tannoudji, J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 2, 1707 (1985).
[2] A. Lewis and K. Lieberman, Nature 354, 214 (1991).
[3] S. Tojo, M. Hasuo, and T. Fujimoto, Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 053001 (2004).
[4] M. Yamaguchi and K. Nobusada, J. Phys. Chem. C 120, 23748 (2016).
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We have carried out scattering-type scanning-near-field optical spectroscopy and microscopy
(sSNOM or SINS) on ABA- and ABC-stacked trilayer graphene (TLG) on flat SiO2-substrate, near
the frequencies of transverse-optical (TO) and longitudinal optical (LO) phonon (~1000 cm-1and
1280 cm-1) of SiO2. We observe that presence of TLG significantly modifies the phonon spectra
(sSNOM intensity and phase) of the substrate. Such modification arises from the coupling of IRplasmon of TLG and phonons of SiO2, which is enabled by the large in-plane momentum component
(q) of the confined field around sSNOM-probe. Interestingly, we also find that the spectra of ABATLG / SiO2 and ABC-TLG / SiO2 show notable differences. We claim that the difference arise from
stacking-specific intra-band conductivities of finitely doped TLG, leading to stacking-specific
dispersion relations for TLG / SiO2. The claim is validated through a model calculation that is based
on tight-binding band-structure theory and point-dipole tip-sample coupling model.

Figure. (a) s-SNOM measurement of TLG / SiO2 (b) Stacking-domains of TLG (c) s-SNOM intensity (|s2|) and phase (φ2) spectra of TLG /
SiO2 (left), and the results of model calculation (right). Shaded area in the spectra point to the TO- and LO-resonace positions of SiO2.
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Gold nanostructures such as nanowires can strongly enhance and confine optical fields while
also providing excellent electronic contacts to functional elements.[1]
Thin films of single-crystalline gold also ensure well-defined experimental conditions for
precision metrology and sensing.[2] In all these cases the electronic properties of gold either
affect the functionality or the interpretation of experimental findings.

Figure 1. Thickness dependence oft the two-photon photoluminescence. . a, Atomic force
micrograph of a terraced microplatelet. b, Two-photon photoluminescence scan image of the same platelet as in
a. c, Comparison between the height profile marked in a and the intensity profile from b.

Here, we report notable changes in the electronic structure of gold occurring already for film
thicknesses of 30 nm by studying atomically flat 2D single-crystal gold platelets of variable
thickness. When the gold thickness reduces below 30 nm deviations from bulk electronic
properties reveal themselves in a 100-fold increase of the nonlinear two-photon
photoluminescence signal.
Our findings are supported by density functional theory calculations and also allow us to
optically resolve single-unit-cell steps.
[1] J. Kern et al., Nature Photonics 9, 9 (2015)
[2] E. Krauss et al, Crystal Growth & Design 18, 1297-1302 (2018).
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In Scanning Near-field Optical Microscopy, the most popular probes are made of sharpened glass
optical fiber attached to a quartz tuning fork (TF) and exploiting the shear force–based feedback. Such
an approach has certain drawbacks: crosstalk between optical and topographical images, high and quite
destructive forces between the tip and sample, relatively high price, extreme fragility and the fabrication
process which is difficult, hard to control and in many cases a hazardous one. We believe that many of
these deficiencies can be avoided by using plastic optical fiber (POF) – made probes, and/or tapping
mode probes made from bent optical glass fiber.
Detailed analysis of fiber vibration modes shows that realization of true tapping mode of the probe
dithering requires extreme caution. Otherwise, the shear force character of the dithering persists [1].
Probes having these characteristics (figure 1a) were prepared by irradiation of a tapered etched glass
fiber with a CW CO2 laser. After the coating of the fiber with 150 nm aluminum layer, subwavelength
size aperture onto probes apex was formed by using Focused Ion Beam milling. POF probes, which are
much easier to realize, also were studied. The sharp tips were prepared by chemical etching of the fibers
in dichloromethane - ethyl acetate solution and then metalized via shadow coating procedure [2], see
figure 1c. Both types of probes were attached to the TF in double resonance conditions, which enables
to achieve significant quality factor (4000 – 6000) of the TF + probe system [3].
An excellent performance of these probes in both topographical and optical channels has been
demonstrated, see figure 1b, 1d as examples.

Figure 1. a) SEM image of a bent probe capable of tapping mode; b) Topography of close-packed ΦX 174
DNA. Image size: 0.7 µm x 0.7 µm. The image is obtained in constant Q-factor mode; c) SEM image of the
etched POF tip coated by the classical shadow evaporation technique; d) The near-field optical image of the
SNG01 (NT-MDT, Zelenograd, Russia) calibrating grating. Scan size 6x6 μm.
[1] A. Smirnov, V. M. Yasinskii, D. V. Filimonenko, et al., Scanning, in press (2018).
[2] E. J. K. T. D. J. S. R. L Betzig and J.K. Trautman, Science 251, 1468-1470 (1991).
[3] D. V. Serebryakov, S. K. Sekatskii, A. P. Cherkun et al., J. Microsc. 229, Pt. 2, 287 (2008).
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Excitation channels for surface plasmon polaritons in scatteringtype near-field optical nanoscopy
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Scattering-type Scanning Near-field Optical Microscopy (s-SNOM) is a powerful tool to investigate
the optical properties of samples on the nanoscale as well as to study surface waves such as Surface
Plasmon Polaritons (SPPs). Polaritons on the sample interfere coherently with each other and with the
incident laser radiation, and a standing wave pattern is formed and mapped by the s-SNOM in the
acquired images. Care has to be taken, though, with the role played by the s-SNOM’s probe tip which
can actively generate SPPs [1]. In this contribution, we identify and investigate three different
excitation pathways of SPPs, two of them being tip-related.

a)

Figure 1. (a) The s-SNOM image (2Ω signal recorded with the power-detection scheme) of a window in a Au
layer on ITO substrate reveals the superposition of the different contributions as illustrated in (b)-(e).

Here, we measured SPPs on gold in the near-infrared regime (λ=850 nm) using the s-SNOM in the
power-detection mode. The sample is a Au layer (thickness ~100 nm) on top of an ITO substrate. The
Au film contains a square window (see Fig. 1(a)) which permits the excitation of SPPs at all four
edges of the window and a comparison of the SPP excitation and propagation effects encountered
there. The laser radiation impinges from the top left side in Fig. 1(a). At three of the edges, the observed standing wave patterns can be explained by the interference of the incoming light (illustrated in
Fig. 1(b)) with the edge-launched SPPs (Fig. 1(c)). On the fourth edge (bottom right), however, one
finds two additional contributions: interference with tip-launched SPPs (Fig. 1(d)) and with SPPs
which are excited by laser light reflected off the tip and hitting the edge (Fig. 1(e)). The tip-launched
SPPs are not emitted symmetrically from the tip due to its lack of rotational symmetry.
The results are important for a suitable choice of tips and for data interpretation of s-SNOM
experiments at near-infrared and visible regions [2].
M.M.W. is thankful for the support of his PhD research by the “Adolf Messer Stiftung”.
[1] Chen et al. Nature 487, 77-81 (2012).
[2] Walla, F., Wiecha, M., Mecklenbeck, N., et al. Nanophotonics, 7(1), pp. 269-276, (2017).
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Near-field mapping of THz transient photoconductivity
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Terahertz time domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) is widely used for the non-invasive study of
semiconductors, ionic crystals, and molecules. However, the spatial resolution confines the study to
large area homogeneous samples, since details below the diffraction limit will be washed out. Photoexcited samples require homogeneous injection of excited carriers adding an additional layer of
complexity. Numerous near-field techniques have been developed to circumvent the diffraction limit,
but near-field transient photoconductivity remains largely unexplored [1]. In this work we use a
micro-structured photoconductive antenna to measure the spatial and temporal dependence of photoexcited carriers in semiconductors. As proof-of-concept, a thin film (3 µm) of GaAs on quartz is
photo-excited with 100 fs pulses of 780 nm and probed at the surface. However, the near-field
antenna is easily influenced by the large pump fluences necessary for photo-exciting carriers in the
semiconductor. We have developed a new system capable of measuring directly at the photo-excited
area, achieving a spatial resolution of 60 µm over the full spectral window with sub-picosecond
temporal dynamics. The dynamics can be measured by probing the THz transmittance, i.e., the ratio
of intensity between the photo-excited and steady state sample. The intensity changes due to free
carrier absorption of THz radiation. The carrier dynamics can be recorded by changing time between
the pump beam and THz probe pulse at the sample (Pump delay time). Figure 1 shows a
measurement, where the probe moves from the GaAs film to the substrate at X≈600 µm (grey dasheddotted line). The carrier dynamics show a sub-diffraction spatial dependence. The longest (220 ps,
blue curve) and shortest (130 ps, red curve) carrier recombination times measured during this scan are
shown. This difference can be attributed to large defects. The standard deviation of the measurement
with respect to the fit corresponds to a signal to noise of 1000.

Figure 1. (top) Time-resolved transmittance measurements at the THz peak along a line from GaAs to the bare
quartz substrate. (bottom) Two time-resolved transmittance measurements showing changes in the decay time
on sub-diffraction length scales, fitted with an exponential to determine the carrier recombination time (dots).

The proof-of-concept measurement discussed here shows the potential of this novel technique. The
capability of non-invasive measurements of small changes in transmittance by photo-excitation at
small length scales can be applied in the investigation of novel materials and devices, e.g., perovskites
and 2D semiconductors, which have received great interest in their conductive properties.
This research was financially supported by the Nederlandse Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk
Onderzoek (NWO) (grant nr 680-47-628) and through an Industrial Partnership Program with Philips
Lighting.
[1] M. Eisele, T. L. Cocker, M. A. Huber, M. Plankl, L. Viti, D. Ercolani, L. Sorba, M. S. Vitiello, and R. Huber. “Ultrafast
multi-terahertz nano-spectroscopy with sub-cycle temporal resolution”, Nature Photonics, 8(11), pp. 841–845, 2014.
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In this study, we try to develop simultaneous high topographic resolution atomic force
microscopy (AFM) in addition to the establishment of a-SNOM (aperture scanning near-field
optical microscopy) instrumentation. We designed and built a new AFM-SNOM system
aiming at ultrastable AFM operation to characterize soft materials in the ambient. So far,
most of the commercial AFM-SNOM systems are based on an AFM scanner attached to a
commercial optical microscope. This way simplifies the optical alignment but is not the
optimized design for AFM itself. To improve the stability of AFM, we designed a low profile
AFM that is mechanically stable and only 8 cm height from the table top. The performance of
AFM topographic scanning is greatly improved. Our target is to achieve 5-10 nm AFM
topographic resolution and meanwhile, 60-80 nm resolution for simultaneous SNOM.
Furthermore, we applied these techniques to investigate the nanostructures of conjugation
polymers as well as the phase separation of lipid bilayers.

Figure 1. The photo of home made AFM-SNOM system.
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Superfocusing of surface plasmon polaritons on a gold wedge
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In this study, we demonstrate experimentally the superfocusing of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs)
on a gold wedge structure that is shown in Inset 1 in Figure 1a. When the proper mode of SPPs is
excited on a metal wedge and propagates toward the tip, the propagation constant of the SPPs
increases with the decreasing height of the wedge (red curve in Figure 1a). [1] This results in
shrinking of the effective wavelength of the SPPs and consequently confining the electromagnetic
(EM) wave longitudinally along the propagation direction. This phenomenon is called superfocusing
of SPPs, and such effect is highly pronounced below the gold wedge height of 20 nm for a vacuum
wavelength of 633 nm. As Inset 2 in Figure 1a shows, the metal wedge structure also supports the
even (blue curve in Figure 1a) mode besides the superfocusing odd (red curve in Figure 1a) mode.
The superfocusing effect only occurs for the odd mode because the in-phase electron cloud oscillation
in the metal constructively interferes and further enhances the SPP field. In the experiment, we excite
and measure both even and odd modes individually by using the pseudo-heterodyne scattering
scanning near-field optical microscopy (s-SNOM) setup that is shown in Figure 1b. Here, we measure
the absolute amplitude and the phase that not only contain the near-field contribution that is SPPs but
also the far-field contribution that is the reflected light from the gold wedge and the PtIr tip shaft. To
reduce the far-field contribution, we use the 3rd order harmonic signals from the lock-amplified
detectors. Furthermore, the SPP field amplitude is extracted numerically by further eliminating the
remaining far-field contribution. Due to increasing propagation loss toward the tip of the wedge and
the strong scattering from the wedge’s tall edge, the numerical extraction procedure is not accurate at
these two regions (short and tall edges). Despite, we showed that the effective wavelength of the odd
SPP mode indeed shrinks along the propagation through the wedge in Figure 1c that shows the
extracted SPP field amplitude from the raw measurement data depending on the propagation distance
from the wedge edge and the wedge height. Details of the even and odd SPP modes and their
excitation and extraction procedures will be discussed in the talk.

Figure 1. (a) Normalized propagation constants of SPPs on a gold wedge depending on the wedge height.
Inset 1 shows the gold wedge structure, and Inset 2 shows the real part of the normalized magnetic field for the
even (blue) and the odd (red) modes. (b) Pseudo-heterodyne s-SNOM setup (NEASPEC) for measuring the
near-field on the gold wedge. (c) Extracted SPP field amplitude of the odd SPP mode and the fitted curve.

The authors acknowledge the financial support from Carl Zeiss Foundation, DFG NanoGuide PE
1524/5-2, and German Academic Exchange Service 57142071.
1.
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The plasmonic tip is a tapered and fully metal-coated vortex fiber that has double ring cores to guide
safely the radially polarized (RP) mode. The tip relies on the resonant coupling between the RP
photonic mode in the fiber core and the RP plasmonic mode at the outer metallic layer. During the
propagation toward the apex, the propagation constant and the field amplitude of the plasmonic mode
increase due to the decreasing waveguide structure and the in-phase field oscillation. Combination of
these two effects results in the plasmonic superfocusing effect. The near-field detection and excitation
process with the plasmonic tip, thus, can be further enhanced owing to the superfocusing effect when
the tip apex size is below about 50 nm. Hence, a sharp tip not only ensures a good topographic
resolution but also good contrast and optical resolution. In our experimental study, we explore the
excitation and detection characteristics of the plasmonic tip in the far- and near-fields. The field at the
apex is longitudinally polarized, and thus, the tip always detects the longitudinal field by scanning the
plasmonic tip over focused beams. By performing fluorescence near-field measurements, we found
that the plasmonic tip enhances the excitation of the fluorescent beads that is more efficient than the
far-field excitation.

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1. (a) Plasmonic tip and the fiber and the plasmonic modes guided in the tip. (b) Schematics of a
plasmonic tip detecting the fluorescent near-fields of fluorescent beads. (c) Measured topography of the
fluorescent beads PFP00570 with sizes of A: 64 nm, B: 44 nm, C: 36 nm. (c) Transmitted fluorescent signals
detected with a plamsonic tip with a gold coating thickness of ~ 50 nm and a tip apex size of ~170 nm.

The authors acknowledge the financial support from Carl Zeiss Foundation, DFG NanoGuide PE
1524/5-2, and German Academic Exchange Service 57142071.
[1] B. N. Tugchin, N. Janunts, A. E. Klein, M. Steinert, S. Fasold, S. Diziain, M. Sison, E.-B. Kley, A. Tunnermann, and T.
Pertsch: Plasmonic Tip Based on Excitation of Radially Polarized Conical Surface Plasmon Polariton for Detecting
Longitudinal and Transversal Fields. ACS Photonics, 2015, 2, 1468–1475.
[2] B. N. Tugchin, N. Janunts, M. Steinert, K. Dietrich, D. Sivun, S. Ramachandran, K. V. Nerkararyan, A. Tunnermann,
and T. Pertsch: Controlling the excitation of radially polarized conical plasmons in plasmonic tips in liquids. RCS Advances,
2016, 6, 53273.
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Near-field scanning optical microscopy has been developed for the last quarter century and applied to
practical sciences such as optical imaging and spectroscopy [1]. The optical probe has been
researched to improve the spatial resolution, repeatability of the imaging, sensitivity of the
spectroscopy, and reduction of measurement time. The hot topic in recent years is expanding the
spectrum range available with a single optical probe [2]. We developed a plasmonic optical probe
equiped a thin film silicon wedge waveguide, which covered over 200-nm spectral range around near
infrared region [3]. In this study, we theoretically investigated the possibility of two-octave-spanning
hot spot generation usgin a probe compatible with conventional atomic force microscope.
We analysed the excitation condition of surface plasmons using a thin film wedge of silicon
dioxide coated with aluminum of thickness 20 nm [4,5]. Analysis derived the relationship between the
apex angle of silicon dioxide wedge and the incident angle on the surface of the silica wedge, which
satisfy the resonant excitation of the surface plasmons (Fig. 1). Figure 1 shows that the wedge of its
apex angle 7° allows resonant excitation of the surface plasmons in the wavelength range of 250 nm
to 1600 nm with the incident angle of excitation beam on the wedge surface within the practical range.
We examined the spatio-temporal evolution of the electric field of light using the COMSOL
Multiphysics® software. Figure 2 shows that the excitation beam of wavelength 400 nm irradiated
from upper above generated a hot spot at the end of the waveguide (Fig.2 inset).
Theoretical studies show that the wedge waveguide of silicon dioxide coated with aluminum film
of thickness 20 nm has a possibility to generate hot-spot in the range of 250 nm to 1600 nm. This
implies that our probe will establish the broadband optical measurments with the apparatus
compatible to a conventional atomic force microscopes.

Figure 1. Relationship between the apex
angle and incident angle on the surface of
several wavelength.
[1] X. Wang et al., Chemical Society Reviews 46, 4020 (2017).
[2] A. Koshelev et al., Optics Letters 42, 4339 (2017).
[3] K. Zhang et al., NFO14 Tu-9P-74 (2016).
[4] K. M. McPeak et al., ACS Photonics 2, 326 (2015).
[5] M. W. Knight, et al., ACS Nano 8, 834 (2014).
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In the past few years, silicon nitride planar waveguides have become a reference platform for
nonlinear nanophotonics, especially for Kerr frequency comb generation but also for spectral
broadening and supercontinuum generation. In this work, we present several spectral broadenings
using waveguides with different group velocity dispersion, some of them reaching a full octave span.
In order to fully characterize the evolution of the spectrum during the propagation in the waveguide,
we image the sample using an hyperspectral near-field microscopy technique.
Optical near-field microscopy allows the mapping of the electromagnetic field with a resolution down
to a few tens of nanometers, below the diffraction limit. Such a resolution is achieved by collecting
the evanescent and propagative fields using a dielectric probe made out of a tapered optical fiber
whose extremity has a 50-nm diameter. While this technique has traditionally been used in linear
optics with only one or a few wavelengths, it has recently been extended to the mapping of the optical
spectrum using a spectrometer and a fast camera. In this work, we use both a visible CCD camera and
an InGaAs camera for infrared measurements around the pump wavelength at 1550 nm. The pump
laser is a 100-fs pulsed laser source with a peak power of about 30 kW.

Figure 1. On-chip silicon nitride waveguide being excited by a pulsed 1550-nm laser, allowing for
supercontinuum and third harmonic generation. The near-field probe can be seen collecting the evanescent field
of the waveguide.

A hyperspectral measurement consists in recording the optical intensity for each position (x,y) on the
sample and for each wavelength: a 3D matrix P(x,y,λ) is therefore obtained. From this raw data,
several representations can be made. The spectra can be compared from point to point, when
following the waveguide, allowing to better understand the nonlinear processes at stake during the
supercontinuum generation. In particular, we show that depending on the width of the waveguide, the
spectral broadening is qualitatively different owing to the different regimes of dispersion. Our setup
allowed us to measure the spectrum evolution on 1 cm of propagation, leading to an octave-spanning
spectrum in the case of an anomalous-dispersion waveguide. In this case, spectral feature such as
dispersive waves, third-harmonic generation and self-phase modulation give very clear and obvious
signatures.
Hyperspectral near-field imaging also allows to image the multi-mode propagation within larger
waveguides. In the case of spectral broadening in such waveguides, different spatial modes participate
to the propagation and are differently visible depending on the wavelength. Clear interference patterns
can be visualized using false-color imaging representations.
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Nanoantennas are widely used in nanophotonics for their ability to spatially and spectrally manipulate
light at the nanoscale. While nanoantennas are generally disposed in extended arrays, collective
modes may arise, affecting the overall optical response. To retrieve the intrinsic response of single
nanoantennas, both a high resolution and sufficient detection sensitivity are required, which remain an
experimental challenge. In the mid-infrared, Mie resonances of a single rod antenna with
subwavelength diameter were observed with far-field emission spectroscopy [1].
Here, we show that using the thermal radiation of a single subwavelength nanoantenna, we can
achieve its super-resolution imaging in the near field and we propose a newly developed scheme to
measure its spectrum in the far field.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of a square-shaped MIM nanoantenna (b) Near-field distribution at the MIM
nanoantenna surface. (c) Normalized emission spectra of single MIM nanoantennas of various widths w.

We investigate the spatial and spectral characteristics of a single Metal/Insulator/Metal (MIM)
nanoantenna (Fig. 1a) which constitutes a plasmonic resonator with subwavelength dimensions [2].
We demonstrate experimentally imaging of thermally excited fields related to the local density of
states at the nanoantenna surface using thermal radiation scanning tunneling microscopy [3]. A
subwavelength probe scans the heated sample and scatters evanescent waves into the far field. The
resulting image is shown in Fig. 1b, highlighting the ability to resolve subwavelength hot spots at the
resonator surface. To measure the spectrum of a single nanoantenna, we use a modified scheme of
spatial modulation spectroscopy [4,5] relying on the sample thermal radiation. Spectra for varying
MIM widths are depicted in Fig. 1c, showing the expected resonances supported by the nanoantenna
in the mid-infrared and the red-shift induced by the increased nanoantenna size. These results pave the
way for full characterization of single nanostructures and open new opportunities for the design of
nanoantennas near-field and far-field patterns.
[1] J.A. Schuller, T. Taubner and M.L. Brongersma, Nature Photonics 3, 658 (2009)
[2] P. Bouchon, C. Koechlin, F. Pardo, R. Haïdar and J.-L. Pelouard, Optics Letters 37, 1038 (2012).
[3] Y. De Wilde, F. Formanek, R. Carminati, B. Gralak, P.-A. Lemoine, K. Joulain, J.-P. Mulet, Y. Chen and J.-J. Greffet,
Nature 444, 740 (2006).
[4] A. Arbouet, D. Christofilos, N. Del Fatti, F. Vallée, J.R. Huntzinger, L. Arnaud, P. Billaud and M. Broyer, Physical
Review Letters 93, 127401 (2004).
[5] M. Husnik, S. Linden, R. Diehl, J. Niegemann, K. Busch and M. Wegener, Physical Review Letters 109, 233902 (2012)
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Nanoscopy in the deep THz regime is particularly interesting as the interactions leading to THz
resonances, absorption or emission (i.e. interactions of spins, lattice, and charge carriers) are
occurring on a much smaller length scale as compared to the wavelengths of the corresponding
electro-magnetic fields. In addition, investigations with low-frequency terahertz (THz) sources is
highly attractive since it allows for both excitation and control of material properties, while avoiding
excessive and unwanted energy transfer to the system. As the tool of choice, scattering-type scanning
near field optical microscopy (s-SNOM) at THz wavelengths was demonstrated [1,2,3] and also
combined with broadband THz light sources, providing a superb spatial resolution of 25 nm when
operated in the time domain.
In this talk, I report on the implementation of s-SNOM for time-domain-spectroscopy and
nano¬imaging close to or even below the Nyquist-Shannon sampling limit, using pulsed THz-light
sources operating at the few 100 kHz repetition rate [6]. Operation in this regime is of great
importance for a variety of pump-probe experiments that require THz probing at a few 100 kHz or
even lower, since the typical recovery time after excitation in such materials may be as long as a few
µs [4]. Moreover, such a set-up offers unique possibilities for studying for instance strong THz
interactions or nonlinear processes that occur in nanoscale materials and requires large signal-to-noise
ratio. Nanospectroscopy in this sampling regime becomes possible when correlating the recorded
near-field signal as function of the SNOM tip-oscillation phase [5]. We demonstrate this pulseresolved near-field measuring scheme with a unique accelerator-based narrow-band THz-light source
with high peak power and high repetition rates (100 – 200 kHz), allowing us to reduce the s-SNOM
data acquisition times by two orders of magnitude as compared to table-top THz sources with similar
peak power densities [6].

[1] K. Moon, H. Park, J. Kim, Y. Do, S. Lee, G. Lee, H. Kang, and H. Han, Nano Letters 15, 549 (2015).
[2] A. J. Huber, F. Keilmann, J. Wittborn, J. Aizpuru and R. Hillenbrand, Nano Letters 8, 3766 (2008).
[3] F. Kuschewski, H.-G. von Ribbeck1 J. Döring, S. Winnerl, L. M. Eng, and S. C. Kehr, Applied Physics Letters 108,
113102 (2016).
[4] E. Dagotto, Science 309, 257 (2005).
[5] H. Wang, L. Wang, and X. G. Xu, Nature Communications 7, 13212 (2016).
[6] B. Green, S. Kovalev, V. Asgekar, G. Geloni, U. Lehnert, T. Golz, M. Kuntzsch, C. Bauer, J. Hauser, J. Voigtlaender, B.
Wustmann, I. Koesterke, M. Schwarz, M. Freitag, A. Arnold, J. Teichert, M. Justus, W. Seidel, C. Ilgner, N. Awari, D.
Nicoletti, S. Kaiser, Y. Laplace, S. Rajasekaran, L. Zhang, S. Winnerl, H. Schneider, G. Schay, I. Lorincz, A. A.
Rauscher, I. Radu, S. Mährlein, T. H. Kim, J. S. Lee, T. Kampfrath, S. Wall, J. Heberle, A. Malnasi-Csizmadia, A.
Steiger, A. S. Müller, M. Helm, U. Schramm, T. Cowan, P. Michel, A. Cavalleri, A. S. Fisher, N. Stojanovic, and M.
Gensch, Scientific Reports 6, 22256 (2016).
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Scattering-type scanning near-field optical microscopy (s-SNOM) is a powerful optical technique for
nondestructive spectroscopic imaging with deep subwavelength resolution [1]. In s-SNOM, images are
recorded by scanning a sharp illuminated probe-tip along the sample surface and detecting the
backscattering. This scattering depends on the near-field interaction between the probe and the sample,
thus revealing the sample structure in the image contrast. However, the recovery of sample structure in
3D, and even the very interpretation of measured contrasts for vertically inhomogeneous samples has
proved elusive due to complicated nature of near-field interactions and inapplicability of standard
tomographic procedures.
In this work we open the door to the tomographic reconstruction in near-field microscopy by introducing
a method for performing a rapid recovery of the thickness and permittivity of vertically inhomogeneous
samples made of weak oscillators (polymers, soft matter, and other typical dielectrics). Our method is
based on a novel nonlinear invertible model for the near-field scattering and utilizes the near-field data
recorded at multiple harmonics of the tip oscillation frequency (easily available in s-SNOM as the
consequence of the background suppression scheme). We provide the experimental demonstration by
recovering the permittivity and the subsurface extent of a wedged oxide layer (see Fig. 1) and simple
polymer nanostructures [2].
Our work enables the quantitative nondestructive nanoscale-resolved optical studies of thin films,
coatings and functionalization layers, as well as the structural analysis of multiphase materials and other
samples in which the topography does not correlate with the chemical or optical properties. It opens new
frontiers for chemometrics, materials and bio sciences and represents a major step towards general
tomographic reconstruction of samples from near-field data.

Figure 1. (a) s-SNOM naturally acquires data at multiple harmonics of the tip tapping frequency with each
harmonic probing different volume below the tip. (b) Measured scattered signal (normalized to the Si
reference) as the tip scans along the SiO2 wedge depicted in panel a. (c) Recovered sample structure in 3D:
the fake color shows the dielectric permittivity as a function of depth below the sample surface (blue).

This research was was funded by ERC Starting Grant No. 258461 (TERATOMO).
[1] T. Taubner, R. Hillenbrand, and F. Keilmann, Appl. Phys. Lett. 85, 5064 (2004),
[2] A. Govyadinov, S. Mastel, F. Golmar et al, ACS Nano 8, 6911 (2014)
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The constant advances of the nanophotonics field have recently led to the development of optical
structures allowing to manipulate the emission of fluorescent emitters [1]. However, these underlying
interactions between light and matter have been so far considered to be mediated only by the electric
side of the light. In fact, most of the past studies have been focused on the modification of the properties
of ED transitions solely [2]. Nevertheless, it was recently demonstrated that magnetic dipole could also
be found in a certain class of materials, such as rare earth ions. Moreover, it was shown that by
manipulating the magnetic LDOS sensed by those ions, the fluorescent emission of the magnetic dipolar
transitions could be modified with respect to their electric counterpart [3]. Here, we experimentally and
theoretically demonstrate the manipulation of the magnetic and electric dipolar transitions by means of
plasmonic cavities. Using a near-field scanning optical microscope (NSOM), we bring in close
proximity to plasmonic cavities made of aluminum, a nanoparticle doped with trivalent europium
(figure 1a), and we show an increase, as well as a decrease, of the electric and magnetic signal from the
emitter (figure 1b), according to the particle position inside the cavities. Furthermore, by scanning the
particle over the nanostructures, we also retrieve the spatial distribution of both the electric and
magnetic radiative LDOS at the surface of the cavities (figure 1c). We believe that this work opens the
way to the development of nanostructures able to increase the magnetic light and matter interactions.

Figure 1. a, Illustration of the NSOM experimental setup. b, Experimental branching ratio associated with
electric (red) and magnetic (green) dipolar transitions of the Eu3+, according to the particle position inside the
cavity. c, 2D experimental maps of the radiative magnetic LDOS along the cavity.
[1] P. Anger, P. Bharadwaj, L. Novotny. Physical Review Letters 96, 113002 (2006).
[2] S. Kühn, U. Håkanson, L. Rogobete, V. Sandoghdar. Physical Review Letters 97, 017402 (2006).
[3] L. Aigouy, A. Cazé, P. Gredin, M. Mortier,R. Carminati. Physical Review Letters 113, 076101 (2014).
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Spectral control of disorder photonic modes
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Optical localization in strongly disordered photonic media is an attractive topic for proposing novel
cavity-like structures [1,2]. In fact, disordered photonic materials are less sensitive to fabrication
errors or defects, offering a more robust design platform [3]. Moreover, for optoelectronics and
quantum sources the large density of photonics modes in these systems represents an important
advantage since it weakens the constraint of spatial matching with randomly distributed emitters.
However, due to fact that the spatial and spectral positions of random modes is unpredictable, the
ability to fine-tuning the spectral resonance of random modes without affecting their spatial intensity
distribution is of the utmost relevance for cavity-like quantum electrodynamics experiments.
We investigated two-dimensional disordered photonic systems made either by a single GaAs
membrane or by two parallel GaAs membranes. Both systems are patterned with randomly distributed
circular air scattering centers. We pursued two different approach to spectrally control the random
modes. By applying a post-fabrication method based on laser assisted nano-oxidation of the single
GaAs membrane system, performed by near-field illumination, the resonance of a given random mode
can be gently blue-shifted to a desired target wavelength [4]. In order to develop a reversible tuning
method we exploited the double membrane system [5]: by mechanically varying the air distance
between the two membranes, controlling the force exerted by the near-field tip on the upper
membrane, we induce either red or blue shift, depending on the spatial parity of the modes [6]. We
reached a spectral shift larger than 40 nm without affecting the spatial distribution of the modes. Our
results allows to efficiently tailor the light-matter interaction in disordered systems, facilitating the
exploitation of random localization both for the development of new optoelectronic devices and for
quantum electrodynamics experiments.

Figure 1. Left: Top view SEM image of the single GaAs slab of random air holes with superimposed a SNOM
photoluminescence optical map at 1293 nm, where different colors are used for different random modes. Inset:
cross section of the single GaAs slab. The scale bars are 1 μm. Right: schematics of the two tuning approaches,
(upper panel) local and irreversible tuning via photo-induced oxidation; (lower panel) reversible and global
tuning via mechanical actuation of the double membrane system.
[1] L. Sapienza, H. Thyrrestrup, S. Stobbe, P.D. Garcia, S. Smolka, P. Lodahl, Science 327, 1352 (2010)
[2] F. Riboli, N. Caselli, S. Vignolini, F. Intonti, K. Vynck, P. Barthelemy, A. Gerardino, et al., Nature Materials 13, 720 (2014)
[3] D. S. Wiersma, Nat. Photonics 7, 188 (2013).
[4] N. Caselli, F. Riboli, F. Intonti, F. La China, F. Biccari, A. Gerardino, M. Gurioli APL Photonics 1, 041301 (2016)
[5] M. Petruzzella, T. Xia, F. Pagliano, S. Birindelli, L. Midolo, Z. Zobenica, L.H. Li, E.H. Linfield, A. Fiore1 APL 107, 141109 (2015)
[6] D. Balestri, S. Checcucci , F. Intonti, N. Caselli, F. Sgrignuoli, M. Petruzzella, A. Fiore, M. Gurioli, in preparation
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Generalized Fano lineshapes reveal exceptional
points in photonic molecules
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The optical behavior of coupled systems is drawing increasing attention to address the physics of the
exceptional point singularity. For coupled systems made of two almost resonant building blocks, two
different regimes emerge: the weak-coupling regime, where the normal modes have equal frequencies
but different losses, and the strong coupling regime, where the normal modes show different
frequencies but identical losses. At the transition between the two regimes exists a singularity,
denominated exceptional point (EP), where the two normal states coalesce into a single one. EPs lead
to counter-intuitive phenomena such as electromagnetic induced transparency and non-reciprocal
wave propagation in coupled waveguides and unidirectional transmission or reflection [1,2].
Owing to the fact that the EP it is quite elusive to be detected, we employ resonant scattering (RS) in
scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) to reveal EPs. RS experiments on photonic cavities
exhibits Fano-like resonances, due to the interference between a resonant mode and a spectrally wide
background. Investigating a photonic system where the modes of two coupled nanocavities are
tailored close to the EP by a post-fabrication control, we observe lineshapes quite different from
standard Fano profiles (Fig. 1). These spectra are well reproduced by an analytical model, showing
that these lineshapes arise from the interference of two resonances with the flat non-resonant
background, thus showing a physical origin strictly related to standard Fano profiles. Therefore, we
denominate them as generalized Fano lineshapes. We demonstrated the ability of the near-field setup,
via the detection of generalized Fano lineshapes, to evidence the transition across the exceptional
point [3]. This approach refers to any coupled systems in the proximity of the EP and it could be
applicable to excitons in nanostructures and mesoscopic/plasmonic materials.

Figure 1. (A): RS amplitude map of the coupled nanocavities tailored close to the EP. (B)-(E) RS and
photoluminescence(PL) spectra collected in different position of the system as indicated in Fig. 1(A). The blue
lines are Lorentzian fits of the PL data, and the red lines are generalized Fano profile fits of the RS data.
[1] C.E. Rüter, K.G. Makris, R. El-Ganainy, D.N. Christodoulides, M. Segev, D. Kip [3] D. S. Wiersma, Nat. Physics. 6, 192 (2010)
[2] B.Peng, Ş.K. Özdemir, W. Chen, F. Nori, L. Yang Nat. Commun. 5, 5082 (2014)
[3] N. Caselli, F. Intonti, F. La China, Biccari, F. Riboli, A. Gerardino, L. Li, E.H. Linfield, F. Pagliano, A. Fiore, M. Gurioli Nat.
Commun. 9, 396 (2018)
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Near-field imaging of surface phonon polaritons on SiC with
various incident wave vectors
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Active control of surface phonon polaritons (SPhPs) in nanoscale is motivated for the miniaturization
of electronic devices, the reduction of heat resistance of power devices, and precise control of
thermal-assisted data storage. SPhPs are an electromagnetic surface waves formed by a strong
coupling between infrared light and optical phonons in polar crystal such as silicon carbide (SiC) [1].
SPhPs exhibit low optical loss and inherently excited by mid-infrared light to terahertz regions [2, 3].
Therefore SPhPs are expected to be employed in photonic applications. In advanced research, the
evanescent field excited at the edge of metal couples with the lattice vibrations, and the coupled
photon energy propagates as surface phonons on SiC [1-4]. In this research, we analyzed the
characteristics of propagation of SPhPs by investigating the relationship between incident wave vector
and polar axis of SiC.
Propagation of SPhPs was visualized by scattering-type scanning near field optical microscopy (sSNOM) combined with an external cavity quantum cascade laser (EC-QCL) [2]. Figures 1(a)-1(c)
show the near-field optical images of SiC obtained with different incident vector via metal edge. The
incident wavelength is 10.65 μm. Each image is constructed of the amplitude of electric field.
Patterned gold thin film is evaporated for the coupling between incident photons and SPhPs at the
edge. The propagation direction of SPhPs is perpendicular to the edge surface independing the
incident wave. The propagation wavelength of SPhPs elongates from 14.6 μm to 17.3 μm by incident
wave vector from 0 to 30 degrees as shown in Fig. 1(d) which is the line profile in the vertical
direction from the edge of gold thin film. Further discussion about the difference of propagation
component of incident wave vector and characteristics of propagation wavelength of SPhPs would be
presented.

Fig. 1: (a) s-SNOM amplitude image with the incident light of 10.65μm by rotation of the sample 0 degree.
(b) 30degrees. (c) 45degrees. (d) Line profile of AA’ in SNOM image in fig. 1(a) – 1(c).
[1] R.Hillenbrand, T. Taubner , and F. Keilmann, Nature 418, 159-161 (2002).
[2] T. Dougakiuchi, Y. Kawada, and G. Takebe, Applied Physics Express 11, 032001 (2018).
[3] J. D. Caldwell, L. Lindsay, V. Giannini, I. Vurgaftman, T. L. Reinecke, S. A. Maier, and O. J. Glembocki,
Nanophotonics 4, 44 (2015).
[4] A. J. Huber, B. Deutsch, L. Novotny, and R. Hillenbrand, Applied Physics Letters 92, 203104 (2008).
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Fully Automated Dual-Probe SNOM for Near-Field Excitation
and Characterization of Nanodiscs Arrays
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*
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To extend the capabilities of scanning near-field optical microscope, (SNOM) to investigate the
localized near-field effects, the dual-probe SNOM was introduced [1]. In dual-probe SNOM two
probes are used to locally excite and detect the light-matter interaction in subwavelength structures.
The realization of a robust dual-probe SNOM is challenging [2]. We have developed a fully
automated and robust dual-probe SNOM technique to provide a novel approach to study the localized
near-field optics.

In fully automated dual-probe SNOM the point-like excitation aperture probe remains
stationary while the detection probe scans the sample and collects the optical signal
surrounding the excitation probe. Each probe consists of a tuning fork with an attached
aperture fiber tip, which is driven at its fundamental resonance frequency. As the probes
approach the proximity of each other, shear forces between the fiber tips lead to mechanical
interaction, which is monitored as an increase in the output signal of the lock-in amplifier.
The increase in the output signal is an indicator for the detection probe to stop the scanning to
prevent the collision with the excitation probe. We used this technique to analyze light
scattering in arrays of coupled nanodiscs. Fig. 1 (a) is the transmission spectrum of the
nanodisc arrays, made from Si discs of 304 nm radius and a height of 218 nm, which has the
electric dipole resonance at 1600 nm [3]. Fig. 1 (b) and (c) are the intensity measurements by
dual-probe SNOM at 1600 and 1500 nm excitation wavelengths. Fig. 1(b) demonstrates the
strong near-field enhancement due to the resonantly excited nanodiscs, whereas (c) indicates
a decrease in the mapped intensity due to the diffraction.

Figure 1. (a) The transmission spectrum of the nanodisc array. (b) Mapped intensity by dual-probe SNOM at
electric dipole resonance 1600 nm corresponding to the dashed line in (a). (c) The near-field intensity
distribution at excitation wavelength 1500 nm. The dark blue parabolic region is not accessible due to the
excitation probe presence.
[1] Dallapiccola, R., Dubois, C., Gopinath, A., Stellacci, F., & Dal Negro, L. Applied Physics Letters 94, 24, (2009):
[2] Kaneta, A., Fujimoto, R., Hashimoto, T., Nishimura, K., Funato, M., & Kawakami, Y. Review of Scientific Instruments
83. 8, (2012)
[3] Staude, Isabelle, and Jörg Schilling., Nature Photonics 11, 5 , (2017).
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Conventional spontaneous Raman spectroscopy is known to suffer from low efficiency and
sensitivity, as it relies on the highly inefficient process of inelastic light scattering. Tip-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy (TERS) combines spontaneous Raman spectroscopy with the local field
enhancement capability of metallized scanning probe microscopy (SPM) tip to amplify the signal by 3
to 4 orders of magnitude [1]. Stimulated Raman spectroscopy (SRS) is another advanced type of
Raman spectroscopy that relies on nonlinear coherent Raman scattering [2]. The most important
property of SRS is the enormous gain in the photon emission rate over spontaneous Raman scattering
enabled when the frequency difference between the pump field ωp and Stokes field ωs matches a
molecular vibration.
An enhancement factor of 9 orders of magnitude was recently reported in SRS aided by TERS [3].
The local field enhancement, enabled by TERS, made it possible to achieve conditions for stimulated
Raman experiments with CW lasers. Still, the SRS experiments required two (pump and Stokes)
lasers for excitation and lock-in amplified detection.
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Figure 1. Measured TERS spectrum from an GaSb sample at 640 nm excitation.

Here we report on first observation of stimulated TERS signal (Fig. 1) in a standard TERS experiment
with only pump laser and detection. We explain this result by a special design and geometry of the tip
that enabled conditions for stimulated Raman scattering. The approach has great potential for higher
orders-of-magnitude enhancement in TERS.
This work was performed, in part, at the Center for Integrated Nanotechnologies, an Office of Science
User Facility operated for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Science by Los Alamos
National Laboratory (Contract DE-AC52-06NA25396) and Sandia National Laboratories (Contract
DE-NA-0003525).
[1] T. Deckert-Gaudig, A. Taguchi, S. Kawata, V. Deckert, Chemical Society Reviews 46, 4077-4110 (2017).
[2] R. C. Prince, R. R. Frontiera, and E. O. Potma, Chemical Reviews 117, 5070-5094 (2017).
[3] H. K. Wickramasinghe, M. Chaigneau, R. Yasukuni, G. Picardi, R. Ossikovski, ACS NANO 8, 3421-3426 (2014).
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Plasmon-induced Photocatalysis: New Insights from SERS and
TERS Imaging at the Single-particle Level
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Understanding the fundamental processes that occur in hybrid photonic systems made by organic
molecules and plasmonic nanostructures is a key to different applications from energy conversion to
localized nano-systems for cancer treatment. In this context, surface- and tip-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy (SERS and TERS) can provide new insights that are not readily available by other
means. In this contribution, we will discuss the role of electric field amplification and localized
temperature in several plasmonic/organic systems. The Raman probe molecules are deposited on
plasmonic and non-plasmonic substrates with different levels of electric field enhancement and with
plasmon resonances on different spectral ranges spanning the visible and near-infrared. By varying
the nature of the substrate and the excitation energy, we could isolate various contributions to the
temperature evaluation of SERS [1]. The Raman spectral changes observed with TERS imaging at the
single hotspot level provide direct evidence that plasmonic excitation and high electric field
enhancement are not enough to trigger a photocatalytic reaction. We found that contrary to previous
reports, the localized temperature contribution to plasmon-induced reactions is a crucial universal
contributor that must be considered in these kinds of reactions.

Figure 1. (a) Sketch of SERS and
TERS involving plasmonic
nanorods and an Au tip. (b) The
SERS Raman spectrum provides
a clear indication of the
plasmon-induced photocatalytic
reaction. (c) Topography and (d)
TERS maps of Ag nanocubes.
(d) TERS spectra from molecules
on Si and on Ag nanocubes.

The authors acknowledge the financial support from the DFG Research Unit SMINT FOR1317, the
Cluster of Excellence “Center for Advancing Electronics Dresden” (cfaed), and the Tomsk
Polytechnic University Competitiveness Enhancement Program grant. This work was performed in
the context of the European COST Action MP1302 Nanospectroscopy.
[1] A. A. Golubev, B. N. Khlebtsov, R. D. Rodriguez, Y. Chen and D. R. T. Zahn,
The Journal of Physical Chemistry C In Press (2018). DOI: 10.1021/acs.jpcc.7b12101
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A major goal of Tip Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (TERS) is to combine the high spatial resolution
of Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) with the capability of Raman spectroscopy to acquire chemical
information. Since its development in 2000 [1], TERS has been frequently used to study biological
samples. So far, TERS was mainly used in air, which is generally considered as a not relevant
environment for bio samples. Consequently the development of TERS experiments in liquid
environment [2-3] opens a way to better understand of the surface reactions involved in biological
samples under realistic conditions. As a nice side effect, working in a liquid environment is not only
relevant for the biological sample integrity but essentially should provide a better control of the
tip/sample interaction [4].
In this contribution, we investigate TERS in a liquid environment on various biological specimen. As
a model system serve insulin amyloid fibrils which have been extensively studied by TERS in dry
conditions [5] and whose spectral patterns are consequently well known. We are also presenting
TERS in liquids on more complex systems e.g. identification of the phase separation in lipid bilayers
or peptide localization in cell membraned by isotopic labelling [6].

Figure 1. TERS spectra and AFM image of insulin amyloid fibrils measured in liquid environment.

The authors acknowledge the financial support from the Leibniz ScienceCampus InfectoOptics SAS2015-HKI-LWC and the German Science Foundation (DFG) under CRC/TR 166 project
“ReceptorLight”
[1] Stöckle, R.M.; Suh, Y.D.; Deckert, V; Zenobi, R, J. Raman Spectrosc, 318 (1-3), 131–136 (2000). Anderson M.S.,
Applied Physics Letters 76 3130-3132 (2000). N. Hayazawa, et al., Optics Communications 183, 333-336(2000).
[2] Schmid, T.; Yeo, B.-S.; Leong, G.; Stadler, J.; Zenobi, R., J. Raman Spectrosc., 40 (10), 1392–1399 (2009).
[3] Kumar, N.; Su, W.; Vesely, M.; Weckhuysen, B. M.; Pollard, A. J.; Wain A. J., Nanoscale, 10, 1815-1824 (2018).
[4] Müller, D. J.; Fotiadis, D.; Scheuring, S.; Müller, S. A.; Engel, A., Biophys. J., 76 (2), 1101–1111 (1999).
[5] Deckert-Gaudig, T.; Kurouski, D.; Hedegaard, M.A.B.; Singh, P.; Lednev, I. K.; Deckert, V., Sci Rep, 6, 33575 (2016)
[6] Moyes D.L.; Wilson D.; Richardson J.P.; Mogavero, S., Nature, 532, 64-68 (2016)
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Tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) allows nanoscale structural analysis in several branches of
organic, inorganic, and biological chemistry.[1,2] Due to its instrumental arrangement, which
combines atomic force microscopy (AFM) with Raman spectroscopy, morphological and chemical
characterization can be achieved simultaneously with equally high spatial resolution. Recently,
experiments achieving a surprising sub-nanometer resolution were published and critically
discussed.[3-5]
Perylene dyes are particularly attractive candidates as chromophores and have received significant
attention in organic photovoltaics due to their exceptional thermal, oxidative and photochemical
stability, as well as high molar extinction coefficients, tunable redox potentials and relatively long
excited state lifetimes.[6-8] In this contribution, we employed perylene monoimide functionalized
with two sulfur atoms and a long alkyl chain at the imide group. This new design introducing a sulfur
group, opens the possibility to arrange the chromophore as a single layer and at the same time making
them transferrable to metal surfaces. Consequently, the attachment of the chromophore on ultraflat
gold-nanoplates [9] by applying conventional preparation of Langmuir-Blodgett films becomes
straightforward. This new approach enables the entire spectroscopic investigation of the chromophore
by means of SERS and TERS, respectively. Especially TERS, probing the molecular composition at
the nanoscale, shows impressively that the new dye design, as well as its preparation via LangmuirBlodgett films is successful and pioneers towards fundamental studies of the chromophore.
The authors thank Maximilian Hupfer for preparing the Langmuir-Blodgett films within the working
group of Dr. Martin Presselt “Semiconductor Nanostructures”. We gratefully acknowledge financial
support from the Thuringian State Government within its ProExcellence initiative (APC2020) and the
Deutsche Forschungs Gemeinschaft DFG through support via the CRC’s 166 ReceptorLight (Project
A2) and 1278 Polytarget (Project B4).
[1] T. Deckert-Gaudig, A. Taguchi, S. Kawata, and V. Deckert, Chem. Soc. Rev. 46, 4077–4110 (2017).
[2] A. B. Zrimsek, N. Chiang, M. Mattei, S. Zaleski, M. O. McAnally, C. T. Chapman, A.-I. Henry, G. C. Schatz, and R. P.
Van Duyne, Chem. Rev. 117, 7583–7613 (2017).
[3] R. Zhang, Y. Zhang, Z. C. Dong, S. Jiang, C. Zhang, L. G. Chen, L. Zhang, Y. Liao, J. Aizpurua, Y. Luo, J. L. Yang, and
J. G. Hou, Nature 498, 82–86 (2013).
[4] X. Lin, T. Deckert-Gaudig, P. Singh, M. Siegmann, S. Kupfer, Z. Zhang, S. Gräfe, and V. Deckert, arXiv:1604.06598
(2016).
[5] M. Richard-Lacroix, Y. Zhang, Z. Dong, and V. Deckert, Chem. Soc. Rev. 46, 3922–3944 (2017).
[6] C. Li and H. Wonneberger, Adv. Mater. 24, 613–636 (2012).
[7] T. Weil, T. Vosch, J. Hofkens, K. Peneva, and K. Müllen, Angew. Chemie - Int. Ed. 49, 9068–9093 (2010).
[8] S. Kaloyanova, Y. Zagranyarski, S. Ritz, M. Hanulová, K. Koynov, A. Vonderheit, K. Müllen, and K. Peneva, J. Am.
Chem. Soc. 138, 2881–2884 (2016).
[9] T. Deckert-Gaudig and V. Deckert, Small 5, 432–436 (2009).
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Studying Cobalt Phthalocyanines (CoPc) on Gold nanostructures by
Tip-enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (TERS)
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Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) is a technique enhancing Raman signals up to several
orders of magnitude of molecules attached to the rough metallic surfaces or nanostructures. Tip-enhanced
Raman Spectroscopy (TERS) [1] greatly enhances both the Raman signals and the optical spatial
resolution by scanning an optically excited metallic tip of a few tens of nanometer in diameter in close
proximity over the sample surface. The probe-sample distance is carefully adjusted to a few nanometers
and the scanning probe techniques utilize electron tunneling or shear-force interactions as feedback
mechanism.
Here we employ shear-force feedback based TERS to study gold nanostructures on a gold substrate
coated by an ultra-thin layer of CoPc. SERS and TERS features are presented that are measured by a
home-built microscope with a parabolic mirror as focusing element and higher-order mode laser beams
for excitation. For optical signal collection, the parabolic mirror has the advantage of providing a high NA
(~0.998) [2] without chromatic aberration. Higher-order laser modes like radial polarized doughnut
modes and azimuthal polarized doughnut modes enable us to investigate the orientation of the molecules.
[3, 4]
To begin with, we show confocal images of the sample on the flat and nanostructured areas as well as the
corresponding spectra. In the confocal measurement, SERS enhancement factors of 60 ~ 1000 could be
determined. But different peaks have different intensities, which we attribute to SERS selection rules [5].
In addition, topography and optical images are obtained by TERS with a gold tip of a few tens of
nanometers in radius, which resolves the morphology of the nanostructures. Compared with the confocal
point spread function (PSF) of about 300 nm, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the optical
features in the near-field optical images is 50-80 nm. The spectra with smaller probe-sample distance
show higher enhancement. We are aiming at understanding the orientation of CoPc on gold film and
compare it with other metal-Pc on gold film.
[1] Wang, X., Broch, K., Scholz, R., Schreiber, F., Meixner, A. J., & Zhang, D. The journal of physical chemistry letters, 5 (7)
1048-1054 (2014).
[2] Lieb, M. A., & Meixner, A. J. Optics express, 8(7) 458-474. (2001).
[3] Züchner, T., Failla, A. V., & Meixner, A. J. Angewandte Chemie International Edition, 50 (23) 5274-5293.(2011).
[4] Wang, X., Broch, K., Schreiber, F., Meixner, A. J., & Zhang, D. Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics, 18 (23) 15919-15926
(2016).
[5] Grabhorn, H., & Otto, A. Vacuum, 41(1-3), 473-475. (1990).
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Fabrication and optical spectroscopy of tilted nanocones
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Fleischer1
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Near-field enhancement and confinement of the electric field of electromagnetic waves are promising
features in plasmonics and nanophotonics. Therefore specially designed optical antennas are needed,
which have broad applications, for example in surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy or single
molecule detection [1, 2]. Nanocones are well-suited for such applications as they can easily be
fabricated and have a very sharp tip with a radius smaller than 10 nm [3]. For an efficient plasmon
excitation along the vertical axis the electric field vector of the exciting external electromagnetic wave
should have a significant component parallel to the vertical axis [4]. This is only the case for certain
laser modes or the illumination of the cones from the side. Therefore the excitation of many cone tips
at once under perpendicular incidence is not possible. But for many potential applications it would be
beneficial if the electric field of the light was enhanced at the tips of many cones simultaneously.
As a solution for this problem we have introduced a tilt of the cone axis. The asymmetric geometry
supports the transformation of a transversal (parallel to the substrate) electric far-field to a
longitudinal (perpendicular to the substrate) plasmonic excitation.
The antenna characteristics and the fabrication process will be presented. Spectra obtained by
transmission spectroscopy and corresponding simulations will be shown. Furthermore second
harmonic generation microscopy of tilted cones with vector beams will be presented [5].

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Tilted nanocone, (a) Electron microscopy image,
(b) Simulation showing the electric near field

This work was performed in the context of the COST Action MP1302 Nanospectroscopy.
[1] A. M. Kern, D. Zhang, M. Brecht, A. I. Chizhik, A. V. Failla, F. Wackenhut, A. J. Meixner, Chemical Society Reviews
43, 1263-1286 (2014).
[2] D. Nie, S. R. Emory, Science 275, 1102-1106 (1997).
[3] M. Fleischer, C. Stanciu, F. Stade, J. Stadler, K. Braun, A. Heeren, M. Häffner, D. P. Kern, A. J. Meixner, Applied
Physics Letters 93, 111114-111114 (2008).
[4] C. Schäfer, D. A. Gollmer, A. Horrer, J. Fulmes, A. Weber-Bargioni, S. Cabrini, P. J. Schuck, D. P. Kern, M. Fleischer,
Nanoscale 5, 7861-7866 (2013).
[5] C. Dreser, D. A. Gollmer, G. Bautista, X. Zang, D. P. Kern, M. Kauranen, M. Fleischer, in preparation (2018).
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Back-Ground-Free Tip-Enhanced Raman Imaging
by a Probe with Plasmon-Resonance Thin-Film Waveguide
Kaifeng Zhang1*, Takehiro Tachizaki2, Shin-ichi Taniguchi 1, and Takuya Kambayashi1
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Tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) is a powerful technique for analyzing nano-level advanced
materials and advanced medical care, because it can provide a strong enhancement of Raman signal
from the tiny amount of a measured object [1]. There are growing needs for TERS as nondestructive in
situ inspection. For these needs, back-ground-free TERS, in which background fluorescence could be
removed without direct illumination of a far-ﬁeld excitation light to the object, is strongly required [2].
However, it is still hard to get a strong TERS signal and a high throughput TERS imaging without the
direct illumination. In our previous study, a novel probe with a plasmon-resonance thin-film optical
waveguide has been developed and applied to a plasmon-excitation scanning near-field optical
microscope [3]. In this study, we improved the design of our probe, and demonstrated it for a high
throughput TERS imaging without the direct illumination.
A far-ﬁeld excitation light was focused on the rear flat part of gold-coated silicon tip with a specific
angle to generated surface plasmons on the gold surface resonantly. Surface plasmons carried the energy
of excitation light to the apex of the tip. An enhanced near-field spot generated on the apex of the tip
can excite a back-ground-free strong Raman signal. The Raman spectrometer in our system has two
detection units, one CCD and one photomultiplier tube (PMT). Raman spectra at the spot of the surface
can be measured with the CCD, and a Raman imaging of the sample can be obtained with the PMT.
Figure 1 (a) shows the TERS spectra of an organic film, 4’-(pyridin-4-yl)-biphenyl-4-yl) methanethiol
(4-PBT), on an Au (111) substrate as a model sample [4, 5]. TERS spectra of the organic film (4-PBT)
was observed only when the tip was engaged. A topographic image of surface of the organic film is
shown in Figure 1 (b). A TERS image at the wave number of 1600 cm-1 originated from aromatic ring
(Py ring and two-benzene-ring) symmetric v8a mode was obtained with the PMT unit as a line scan rate
of 0.1 Hz. The image size is 5 × 5 m2 with 256 × 256 pixels (Figure 1 (c)). Furthermore, a spatial
resolution of below 10nm can be obtained with a narrow range TERS image (0.5 × 0.5 m2 with 256
× 256 pixels). We will show the detail information in the presentation.
(a)

(b)
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Figure 1. Measurement Results of our TERS system; (a) TERS spectra of the organic film (4-PBT),
(b) a topographic imaging, (c) a TERS imaging (1600 cm-1).
[1] S. Kawata, Y. Inouye, and P. Verma, Nature Photonics 3, 399 (2009).
[2] S. Berweger, J. M. Atkin, R. L. Olmon, and M. B. Raschke, Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters 1, 3427 (2010).
[3] K. Zhang T. Tachizaki, T. Nakata, I. Yamakawa, and S. Taniguchi, NFO14 Tu-9P-74, p.243 (2016).
[4] B. Schupbach and A. Terfort, Organic & Biomolecular Chemistry 8, 3552 (2010).
[5] X. Wang, J. Zhong, M. Zhang, Z. Liu, D. Wu, and B. Ren, Analytical Chemistry 88, 915 (2016).
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Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) Based on Resonant
Gap Modes of Vertical Metal-Insulator-Metal (MIM) Structures
Fang Dai1,2, Andreas Horrer 2, Thomas Maurer 1, Monika Fleischer2*,
Pierre Michel Adam 1*
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The excitation of surface plasmons on the surface of noble metal nanostructuresprovides access to
high confinement and enhancement of electromagnetic fields, which have been intensely investigated
in the fields of surface enhanced fluorescence (SEF), high resolution imaging, biosensing and surface
enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [1]. Resonant gap modes that appear when metal nanostructures
are fabricated at nanometric distances to form metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structures [2,3] can
provide even higher enhancement factors as the gap distance decreases than isolated single
nanostructures. Here we investigate a vertical MIM structure with gold disc arrays on gold films
separated by thin SiO2 insulator discs with diameters smaller than those of the gold discs, as shown in
Figure 1(a).MIM cavities with varying disc diameters, grating constants and gap distances, have been
studied in order to understand the fundamental physics in these coupled structures, as well as the
influence they have on the enhancement factor (EF).Inthis MIM structure, the intense electric fields of
the gap modes are accessible to the surrounding environment, as shown in Figure 1(b), which means
the resonant gap modes will be very sensitive to the surrounding refractive index, and also Raman
probes will benefit from the strong localized electromagnetic field.

(a)

(c)

[b1]

(b)

Figure 1. (a) Schematic for vertical MIM cavity structure with undercut, (b) field map of foundamental gap
modes in MIM cavity with undercut, (c) Raman spectra of 4-MBA recorded on different SERS substrates, the
diameter of gold discs is 260 nm and grating constant is 350 nm for both MIM cavities with or wothout
undercut.

The structures were fabricated by standard electron beam lithography and subsequentlyunderetched
by diluted hydrofluoric acid. The gap modes show a blue-shift as the diameter of the insulator discs
decreases. We investigate the possibility of benefiting from the intense electric field of the gap modes
by obtaining one order of magnitude higher SERS signal with 4-MBA compared to films of 5nm gold
nano-islands as well as to the MIM structures without etching, i.e. with non-accessible hot spots, as
shown in Figure 1(c).
[1] Graeme McNay, David Eustace, W. Ewen Smith, Karen Faulds, and Duncan Graham,Applied Spectroscopy65, 825-837
(2011)
[2] Hideki T. Miyazaki ant Yoichi Kurokawa, Appl. Phys. Lett. 89, 211126 (2006)
[3] Fred Minkowski, Feng Wang, Ayan Chakrabarty, and Qi-Huo Wei, Appl. Phys. Lett. 104, 021111 (2014)
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Silver nanostructures formed from base metal nanoparticles:
Optimization of the growth condition for SERS applications
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Recently, we have been examining new nanostructures for surface-enhanced Raman scattering. While a
wide variety of preparation methods have been reported, we are interested in a single protocol whereby
varying related parameters can give rise to nanostructures with different morphologies. One such approach
can be based on displacement reaction involving silver salt. Silver nanostructures, formed by displacement
reaction of a base metal in silver nitrate, have been used for SERS before, but unlike most previous
workers, we start with nano-sized base metal nanoparticles rather than a macroscopic chunk. We have
found out that silver nanostructures with various morphologies can be prepared by changing the
nanoparticle size, metal species, and reaction temperature. In particular we can prepare an unlimited
variety of nano-sized base metal nanoparticles by simply depositing a metal onto a single layer of
monodisperse silica nanoparticle adsorbed on a substrate surface [1], making this a powerful approach.
Some of silver nanostructures we have obtained are dendrite, filament, and sheet [2], which are suitable for
SERS measurements. For optimization of the SERS effect, we systematically formed many base metal
nanoparticles with the following combinations of the parameters; nanosphere diameter (100, 400, and 700
nm), metal species (Cu andAl), and thickness (10, 30, 60 nm). These nanoparticles were immersed in 0.1
mM AgNO3 aqueous solution for 15 min at different temperatures (4, 20, 50 ℃) for the final displacement
reaction.
The SEM images in Fig. 1 show representative silver nanostructures formed under different growth
conditions. The figures in the parentheses correspond to the diameter of the silica nanosphere, base metal
deposition thickness, and reaction temperature. They are all formed with Cu. Figure 2 shows an example
of SERS measurement results. The intensity corresponds to the height of the 615cm-1 peak when 0.1 mM
R6G was measured with different silver nanostructures. The sphere diameter is 700 nm and the irradiation
wavelength is 633 nm.
In our poster, we will show complete data covering the entire combination of the experimental parameters.
We will also show results from FDTD simulations as well as SERS measurements of chemical species
other than R6G.
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Fig. 1: Examples of silver nanostructures.
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Fig. 2: SERS intensity of 0.1 mM R6G
obtained with different nanostructures.

[1] H. Takei, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, 17, 1906 (1999)
[2] R. Liu and A. Sen, Chem. Mater., 24, 48 (2012)
We gratefully acknowledge financial support via JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number 16K05823 and valuable
contributions from Miss K. Asaka, Mr. T. Fuse, Mr. K. Ide, Mr. Y. Kusaba, Mr. K. Soma, Mr. D. Suzuki,
and Mr. H. Watanabe.
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Investigating native membrane proteins by Tip Enhanced Raman
Scattering
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Transmembrane proteins as receptors and ion channels play fundamental roles in many regulatory
processes and a detailed knowledge of their structure is of vital importance for a better understanding
of their function. Membrane proteins can be studied after heterologous overexpression in mammalian
cell lines. Cells, expressing the protein of interest, were incubated overnight in hypertonic or
hypotonic solutions to cause osmotic stress, which provoked the formation of blebs budding from the
plasma membrane [1]. These vesicles were finally spread on a mica surface, in order to form
supported lipid bilayers with either the intra- or the extracellular side exposed to the solution. The
only technique able to recognize the presence of the protein of interest on the native membrane is a
structurally sensitive high resolution technique like TERS. TERS permits to acquire Raman spectra
with a nanometer precision consequently allowing to study single protein conformational changes [2,
3]. We should even be able to discriminate by TERS between the membranes showing the intra- or
the extracellular side. Therefore, we propose herein an approach to use TERS as a label-free
technique to collect protein-specific structural information with high spatial resolution.

Figure 1. Native membrane proteins observed in supported lipid bilayers using AFM. Lipid bilayers were
obtained from plasma membrane-derived vesicles.

The authors acknowledge the financial support the German Science Foundation (DFG) under
CRC/TR 166 project “ReceptorLight” (Projects A2 and B7)
[1] Cox C. et al., Nature Communications 2016, 7, 10366
[2] see for instance T. Deckert-Gaudig, et al., Chem. Soc. Rev 2017, 46, 4077 or M. Richard-Lacroix, et al., Chem. Soc. Rev
2017, 46, 3922
[3] R. Bohme,et al., Chem. Comm. 2011, 47, 11453
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Tip-enhanced mid-infrared absorption spectroscopy of lightinduced conformational changes of bacteriorhodopsin at the
nanoscale
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Standard vibrational mid-infrared (mid-IR) spectroscopy is widely applied to transmembrane
protein receptors in order to gain insights on the dynamics and conformational changes that are at the
base of their function as ion pump or channel. Here we apply for the first time mid-IR tip-enhanced
absorption spectroscopy to the investigation of functional conformational changes of
bacteriorhodopsin (BR), a transmembrane protein acting as proton pump across the cell membrane of
Halobacteria. We used a photo-thermal induced mechanical resonance platform equipped with a midIR quantum cascade laser coupled to an atomic force microscope (AFM-IR) [1]. The samples are
flakes of purple membranes, i.e. cell membranes densely filled with BR. We performed differential
nanospectroscopy by acquiring AFM-IR spectra under green (565 nm) and blue (420 nm)
illumination. The green light activates the BR photo-cycle, while the illumination in the blue brings
the proteins back to a resting state. The feasibility of detecting the light-induced protein
conformational change with the AFM-IR technique is confirmed in Figure 1a where we benchmark
the difference spectrum A (green-blue) normalized by the absorption A obtained on a 1 m-thick
film of purple membranes to that obtained by standard Fourier transform IR spectroscopy (FTIR). In
Figure 1b we report the results obtained for a membrane bilayer, i.e. two overlapping membrane
flakes of less than 1 m2 area (see Figure1c). The main spectral features related to the light-induced
proton pump process (see vertical dashed lines), are both clearly seen in the A/A spectrum. The use
of a nanospectroscopy platform enabled us to dramatic increase of sensitivity compared with standard
mid-IR spectroscopy [2], including surface-enhanced mid-IR spectroscopy [3].

Figure 1: (a) AFM-IR absorption A and corresponding A/A obtained on a 1 m-thick sample of purple
membranes. (b) Same as (a) but for 10 nm-thick membrane bilayer deposited on ultraflat gold substrate. The
dashed curves represent the FTIR A/A obtained on a thick sample of purple membranes. A smoothing
algorithm and a baseline correction have been applied to obtain the final AFM-IR A/A spectra. (c) AFM
topography map of two overlapping membrane flakes.
[1] V. Giliberti et al., Small, 13, 1701181 (2017)
[2] E. Ritter et al., Front Mol Biosci. 2, (2015)
[3] K. Atake et al., Biochim. Biophys. Acta 1828, 2283 (2013)
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Reaching Angstrom lateral resolution under ambient condition
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Ångström lateral resolution is a demand in many scientific fields. Most popular methods are STM, HRTEM and molecular AFM [1-3]. Primarily for such resolution a high vacuum and/or cryogenic
temperature is required, particularly to overcome sample drift. In this study, we present a TERS-based
method that achieves Ångström lateral resolution under ambient conditions. For this purpose, the
integrated Raman-signal rather than the full spectrum is detected, synchronously with the AFM scan.
Subject of investigation are coronene molecules immobilized on a mica surface. The setup allows to
simultaneously recording integrated TERS and AFM-images within only a few milliseconds per pixel on
the non-conductive substrate. Obviously, the TERS maps do not contain specific spectral information;
hence, density function theory calculations of an entire scan were used for comparison. In particular, the
Raman response was calculated for a 3-dimensional map consisting of a coronene molecule and a single
silver atom, mimicking the plasmonic tip.
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Spatially controlled plasmon-induced polymerization with use of
tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy
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Tip enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) is a technique that enables coupling the rich
structural information available in vibrational spectroscopy with the spatial resolution and imaging
capabilities of an atomic force microscope, thanks to the electric field enhancement caused by the
formation of a localized plasmon at the tip apex. The plasmons generated have also shown their
ability to induce the so-called “hot electrons” that catalyze various types of chemical reactions. In
particular, the coupling of nitro- and amino-terminal phenol molecules into diazo have been shown to
be efficiently plasmon-catalyzed in conditions where the reaction is otherwise impossible.[1] One of
the interesting aspects of plasmon-induced chemical reactivity is the application towards locally
designed material production. Here, we investigate the potential of this technique for producing
polymer materials in a highly spatially controlled matter. As proof-of-concept example, we use
surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) and TERS to investigate the 2D in-plane
polymerization of dibenzo-1,2-dithiine-3,8diamine (D3ATP), a bifunctional molecule that can react
from both side, in the plane of the substrate. D3ATP molecules are first self-assembled as monolayers
on silver particles (that act as a SERS substrate) and ultra-flat gold plates (enabling takin advantage of
the gap mode in TERS). Time-dependent SERS measurements are first used as reference in order to
confirm the occurrence of the reaction under plasmonic conditions and to evaluate its kinetic. By
monitoring the intensity of a band characteristic of the diazo bond with respect to a reference, it is
concluded that the dimerization reaction is extremely fast and completed within the first seconds of
the experiment. A deeper band analysis lead to the hypothesis that the reaction happens through a
two-step process: first with the above mentioned rapid formation of the diazo bond and second, with
the slower formation of a longer polymer chain. Interestingly, time-dependent TERS at a single point
also revealed the occurrence of a two step process, and thus, to the formation of a longer chain. This
process is associated with the thermal drift of the tip. [2] A third strategy is finally used to produce the
polymer and gain deeper understanding of its formation. Taking advantage of the scanning
possibilities of the AFM head on which the tip is mounted, linear scanning under constant laser
illumination has been done. Single point measurements following this scanning confirm the presence
of features in the spectra associated with linear polymerization in addition to the dimerization of the
molecules.
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Large area SERS imaging substrate and its optical properties
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Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) is a promising technology as a label-free,
high sensitivity fingerprint analysis. One of the major challenges of SERS is to achieve
uniformity over a wide area with high sensitivity. To this end, we developed original SERS
substrates utilized boehmite nanostructures [1][2]. When a thin layer of aluminum (Al) film
on a glass substrate is boiled in hot water, flat Al film changes into the leaf-like boehmite
nanostructures. By depositing gold (Au) on this surface, Au nanoparticles formed on the top
ledges of the boehmite are uniformly dispersed over the entire of the substrate surface, and
this structure functions as a uniform SERS substrate in a wide area. Using this substrate, we
have succeeded in imaging intermolecular vibration modes of many metabolites in cancerbearing tissue slices.
We found that the substrate fabricated by oblique Au deposition has a higher sensitivity
than that fabricated by the upright Au deposition [2]. In case of the oblique deposition, the
shape of gold nanoparticles formed on the boehmite surface are flat and anisotropic as shown
in Fig.1, which were named gold-nanofève (GNF) after the horse bean-shaped Aunanoparticles [2]. The FDTD (Finite differential time domain) simulation shows that such a
flat structure has stronger Raman enhancement characteristics than spherical structure formed
by the upright Au deposition [1]. Furthermore, FDTD simulation shows that SERS occurs at
the apex portions of individual Au nano-particles when they are flat, while SERS occurs at
the gap between two adjacent Au nano-particles when they are spherical. These results
suggest that anisotropy of Au nano-particules accounts for a crucial determinant of the
sensitivity
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Fig.1 SEM images of SERS substrate of GNF (a) the top view (b) the side view.
[1] S. Yamazoe et. al., , ACS Nano 14, 5517-5523 (2014).
[2] M. Shiota et. al., Nature Communications (2018) accepted for publication.
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High-performance micro/nanofabricated AFM-TERS probes based on a
metallic nanocone/nanodisk integrated on a silicon cantilever.
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We present modelling, fabrication and characterization of atomic force microscopy/tip
enhanced Raman spectroscopy (AFM/TERS) probes which demonstrate a very high electromagnetic
(EM) enhancement due to a novel metallic nanocone/nanodisk combination at the tip apex – (fig. A).
By employing finite element methods (FEM), we demonstrate the advantages of an isolated
specifically-designed metallic nanoparticle at the apex - rather than a metal tip [1] - having a shape
which greatly improves the EM enhancement with a precise control of the spectral position of the
optical response as a function of dimensions, shape and material composition (patent [2]). Dark-field
microscopy combined with a total internal reflection excitation is used to characterize optical
properties of several nano-antennas on a glass substrate in order to compare with the predictions of the
calculations [3] - (fig. B). The same device is coupled with an AFM microscope with the goal to
collect an optical scattering response of industrial and homemade AFM-TERS probes. The cantileverbased probes were fabricated using lithography micro/nanotechnology [4] to enable reliable,
reproducible batch production - (fig. C). Compatible with a standard AFM cantilever mounting, the
TERS nano-antenna integrated onto microfabricated probes are novel high-performance optical nearfield elements that will enable a powerful optical analysis and imaging technique for high resolution
Raman microscopy.

Figure. A – FEM simulation of the EM enhancement factor 1 nm below a 100nm height gold nanocone, as a function of incidence angle and
at indicated plasmon resonance: in air (black curve), on glass (blue), on silicon (green), on gold (red) substrate, or combine with a 50nm
tick gold nanodisk with 200nm (dashed yellow), 300nm (dashed brown) and 400nm (dashed red) diameter on a silicon substrate. B – Single
gold nanodisk (B1, as a function of diameter) and nanocone (B2, for both polarizations) on glass characterization based on total internal
reflexion and dark field scattering and comparison with FEM simulations. Insert: far-field scattering imaged by a CMOS camera.
C – Micro/Nano-fabrication based E-beam lithography, metal deposition and dry-etching processes: integration of gold nanoparticle on
silicon mesa (C1), integrated on silicon cantilever (C2), linked to an AFM chip holder (C3) and made from a three-inch silicon wafer for
batch production (C4).
[1] I. Maouli; A. Taguchi et al, "Optical antennas for tunable enhancement in tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy imaging" Applied Physics
Express, 8(3), 032401. (2015)
[2] Patent FR3050033 - 2017-10-13 (BOPI 2017-41). Co-inventeurs: D. Eschimèse, G. Lévêque, J. Schreiber, P. De Bettignies, S. Arscott,
T. Mélin, “Sonde pour appareil de mesure d'interaction entre un échantillon, une pointe de dispositif à champ proche et un faisceau
électromagnétique d'excitation et appareil de mesure comprenant une telle sonde.” Horiba Jobin Yvon SAS, CNRS, Université Lille 1.
[3] B. Hoffmann, S. Vassant et al. "Fabrication and characterization of plasmonic nanocone antennas for strong spontaneous emission
enhancement. " Nanotechnology, 26(40), 404001. (2015)
[4] J. Marzouk; S. Arscott et al, "MEMS probes for on-wafer RF microwave characterization of future microelectronics: design, fabrication
and characterization." Journal of Micromechanics and Microengineering, 25(7), 075024. (2015)
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Surface Enhanced Resonant Raman Scattering and
Photoluminescence of ZnO nanocrystals with Al nanoparticles
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The continued interest in ZnO-based materials in the low dimensional regime is based on the highly
sought-after properties in optoelectronics such as wide bandgap of 3.37 eV, large excitonic binding
energy of 60 meV and size dependent optical and electronic properties. One of the developing area
during the last few years is the improving of the near band gap emission of ZnO with a use of
different plasmonic materials, at the beginning coinage metals [1], and then aluminum, which is more
convenient for commercialization [2]. Raman scattering also attracts attention because it characterizes
the internal properties of material, phonon modes, and electron-phonon interactions. The studies of
the resonant Raman enhancement of ZnO are limited due to the high energy of the interband
electronic transitions, which implies the excitation in the UV region. Aluminum has a favorable
dielectric constant value to sustain localized surface plasmon resonances in deep-UV-vis region. In
this work, we report on enhancement of the photoluminescence and resonant Raman scattering of
light in ZnO nanocrystals coupled with aluminum nanostructures.
Arrays of aluminum nanocylinders were made using electron beam lithography. The ZnO
nanocrystals were prepared according to the technology described elsewhere [3]. It was then
deposited on the Al patterns by spin coating technique. Raman scattering experiments were performed
in back-scattering geometry with excitation at 325 nm. Resonant Raman spectrum of the ZnO
nanocrystals on Al features an intense peak at 570 cm-1, which corresponds to the optical phonon A1
(LO), and repeating peaks at 1140 cm-1, then 1710 cm-1 (Fig.1 (a)), which are the number of overtones
of the mode. The photoluminescence spectra of ZnO feature the peak at 385 nm which corresponds to
the near band emission of ZnO. In the presence of Al nanoparticles, the photoluminescence increases
up to 9 times compared to the bare ZnO nanostructures (Fig.1 (b)).

Figure 1. (a) Raman spectra of ZnO on Al nanocylinders and on reference glass substrate. (b)
Photoluminescence spectra of ZnO on Al nanocylinders and on reference glass substrate
[1] C. W. Lai, J. An, and H. C. Ong, Appl. Phys. Lett. 86(25), 251105 (2005).
[2] J. Lu, J. Li, C. Xu, Y. Li, J. Dai, Y. Wang, Y. Lin, and S. Wang, ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces, 6(20), 18301. (2014).
[3] A. Gokarna, A. Gwiazda, H. Kadiri, A.Rumyantseva, K. Nomenyo, R. Aad, and G. Lerondel, physica status solidi (c), 13
(7‐9), 421 (2016).
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Dual-modal SERS/fluorescence AuNP probe for mitochondrial
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The increased potential of mitochondria in cancerous cells makes them excellent targets for
molecular imaging of cancer,[1] and a probe that can accumulate there will lead to a tumor-targeting
agent. Recently gold nanoparticles (AuNP) have been validated as nanocarriers for imaging
agents,[2] and the large strong field enhancements they provide can greatly increase Raman signals of
nearby molecules, resulting in Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS).[3] Combining both
optical and SERS imaging provides key complimentary information on the local chemical
environment in vivo. Rhodamine derivatives have received attention as fluorescence sensors due to
their excellent photo physical properties.[4] Herein we show the first multimodal SERS/fluorescent
probe based on AuNPs and thiol rhodamine derivatives that localise within mitochondria.[5] AuNPs
of 12 nm have been synthesised and modified with rhodamine thiols to obtain the multimodal
probe. The physical properties have been characterised by fluorescence, Raman, TGA and TEM.
Confocal microscopy in HEK293, A2780 and Min6 cells have been undertaken.
Using DFT calculations it has been shown that the orientation of the rhodamine B fluorescent
dipole, in relation to the gold nanoparticle, can be controlled by the pH. The normal pH dependant
acidic fluorescence of the rhodamine is quenched at low pH and enhanced at high pH due to the
change in dipole orientation. This provides an inverse pH response when attached to the nanoparticle
compared to Rhodamine B.
The authors acknowledge the financial support from the University of Hull.
[1] M. R. Duchen et.al., Mol. Aspects Med., 2004, 25, 365-451
[2] S. Sung, et.al., Inorganic Chem., 2014, 53, 1989-2005
[3] K. M. Mayer, et.al., Chem. Rev., 2011, 111, 3828-3857
[4] M. S. T. Gonҫalves, et.al., Chem. Rev. 2009, 109, 190-212
[5] C. J. Eling, et.al., ChemPlusChem, 2017, 82, 674-680
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Tip-Enhanced Raman Scattering Investigation of Local
Heterogeneities in Monolayer MoS2 with the Aid of Plasmonic Substrate
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Abstract
We present the results on a gap-plasmon tip-enhanced Raman scattering (TERS) study of MoS2 monolayers deposited on a periodic
array of Au nanocylinders on a silicon substrate thus forming a two dimensional (2D) crystal / plasmonic heterostructure. The
plasmonic structures are prepared by electron beam writing of Au nanocylinders of a diameter of 110 nm and height of 50 nm.
Monolayer MoS2 is deposited onto the plasmonic substrate using mechanical exfoliation. TERS imaging is performed at 785 nm
excitation, well below the band gap of monolayer MoS2, allowing, therefore, investigation of local heterogeneities such as heating and
doping due to extrinsic influences. We observe a giant Raman enhancement of the phonon modes of the MoS2 monolayer located in a
plasmonic gap between Au tip apex and Au nanocylinders. TERS mapping allowed us to probe the gap-plasmon field distribution near
the hot spots. These hot spots provide an unprecedented giant Raman enhancement of up to approximately 6 · 108 and a spatial
resolution as small as 2.3 nm at ambient conditions. We also perform finite element method simulation to explain the TERS mechanism
in our experiments. Moreover, due to strong hot electron doping in the order of 2.0 · 1013 cm- 2, we observe a structural change of
MoS2 from the 2H to the 1T phase. Thanks to the very good spatial resolution, we are able to resolve spatially these doping sites. To
the best our knowledge this is the first report of such phenomenon with nm spatial resolution. The experimental configuration presented
provides a superior TERS sensitivity that can be useful not only for the investigation of many other 2D materials but also for designing
highly efficient TERS experiments for other materials.

References
1. Alexander G. Milekhin, Mahfujur Rahaman, Ekaterina E. Rodyakina, Alexander V. Latyshev, Volodymyr M. Dzhagan,
and Dietrich R.T. Zahn; Giant Gap-Plasmon Tip-Enhanced Raman Scattering of MoS2 Monolayers on Au
Nanoclusters Arrays; Nanoscale 2018, 10, 2755
2. Mahfujur Rahaman, Raul D. Rodriguez, Gerd Plechinger, Stefan Moras, Christian Schϋller, Tobias Korn, and Dietrich
R.T. Zahn; Highly Localized Strain in a MoS2/Au Heterostructure Revealed by Tip-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy;
Nanoletters 2017, 10, 6027
3. Mahfujur Rahaman, Alexander G. Milekhin, Ashutosh Mukherjee, Ekaterina E. Rodyakina, Alexander V. Latyshev,
Volodymyr M. Dzhagan, and Dietrich R.T. Zahn; Tip-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy: Bridging the Gap between the
Experiments and Theory; Submitted to Applied Surface Science
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Reproducible Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy
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Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) is one of the most sensitive analytical
techniques to identify the unique fingerprints of molecules. Even though the SERS signal can
be amplified enormously when the analytic molecules are coupled with certain metal
nanostructure hot spots, their Raman signal intensity can be spatially nonuniform. A
uniformly enhanced SERS signal can enable the qualitative detection of molecules at singlemolecule level. Here we demonstrate a reliable SERS substrate constructed by using large
silver colloidal crystals (Ag microflakes) with a nanopatterned plasmonic metasurface
structure. We synthesized Ag microflakes using a simple chemical polyol reduction method.
Nanogroove structures were fabricated on the silver flakes by focused-ion-beam (FIB)
milling. The plasmonic resonance(s) of the nanogroove structures are highly dependent on
their structural parameters (width, depth, and geometric shape). Therefore, the parameters of
the nanogrooves were carefully engineered to match the excitation laser wavelength (532
nm). We collected the SERS signals from the same monolayer of transition metal
dichalcogenide (TMDC) deposited on both bare and the nanogrooved silver regions in order
to unambiguously determine the SERS enhancement factor (EF) over a large area. In addition
to TMDC monolayers, this plasmonic structure can also be applied as a uniform SERS
platform for quantitative detection of different analytes.

Keywords: Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS), Silver Flakes, Transition Metal
Dichalcogenide (TMDC) Monolayer, SERS Substrate
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Three SERS platforms for detection of target molecules in
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Our society is undergoing rapid transformations as more and more data about ourselves and our surroundings
are collected and stored for further analysis. Enormous amounts of typed-in messages, audio information and
images exchanged around the world constitute big data. One can imagine that the type of information will
proliferate in the future as new types of sensors become available and affordable. Chemical information is one
possibility. Currently chemical species can be identified by technologies such mass spectroscopy, infrared
spectroscopy, NMR, immunoassays, just to name a few. While they all have an important role to play, they are
far from ideal due to complexity, relatively low throughput and high costs of operation and maintenance. One
candidate for making a breakthrough as an inexpensive, ubiquitous system is surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy. In combination with requisite noble metal nanostructures, a relatively inexpensive spectrometer
can be made to collect a vast amount of chemical information.
To make it into a prolific collector of data, one hurdle is reduction in the costs of nanostructures. While the
past ten years have seen advent of companies selling SERS substrates, they are still rather expensive and of
single use. It is necessary to make them significantly less expensive, and applicable to various real-life situations.
Currently we are exploring three different types of platforms, examples of which are shown in Fig. 1 where
detection spots are indicated by a broken circle. (a) depicts a TLC-SERS whereby a SERS layer is overlaid with
a separation gel layer to detection of a target molecule in a mixture. It can be used to detect melamine added to
skim milk, for example. [1] (b) shows an inexpensive structure for incorporation into a flow system. The groove
of a screw whose surface is coated with a SERS layer can be turned into an inexpensive flow cell by snugly
inserting the screw inside a silicone tube. (c) shows a pin to which an adhesive tape coated with SERS structures
is attached. Named FlexiSERS, it can be pressed onto a solid surface for sampling of surface-adsorbed chemical
species such as residual pesticides on agricultural produces.
For SERS nanostructure on be used with the above platforms, Fig. 2 shows two types; the one on the left is a
derivative of metal film-on-nanosphere, MFON. whereby a random monolayer of monodisperse silica nanosphere is coated with silver or gold by vacuum evaporation. [2] The nanostructure on the right is formed by
galvanic displacement reaction. Various base metal nanoparticles formed with the first approach are immersed
in silver nitrate solution. By manipulating relevant parameters, a wide variety of nanostructures can be formed.

Fig. 1: Three platforms

Fig. 2: Two types of silver nanostructures

References
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Inelastic electron tunneling between a metallic sample and a sharp tip can provide a spectrally broad
nanosource of light and surface plasmon polaritons (SPP). We investigate the possibility of using this
nanosource as an electrical probe of the optical band structure in a plasmonic multilayer stack. We
report on theoretical and experimental results obtained on metal-insulator-metal (MIM) systems
consisting of a silica layer (70 to 310 nm in thickness) sandwiched between two 30-nm thick gold
films. A model is developed to calculate the energy-momentum dispersion relation of the optical
modes supported by the MIM structure and their coupling to the excitation nanosource and to
photonic modes in free space. The tip of a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) is used to
electrically generate the light and SPP nanosource. The resulting light is collected in transmission
using a microscope objective and the optical band structure of the sample is retrieved from the
angularly resolved optical spectrum. This method is compared with reflectivity measurements made
using a focused laser beam. We show that the electrical probe leads to an accurate and broadband,
"one-shot" characterization of hybrid plasmonic-photonic TM modes [1].
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Figure 1. Experimental optical band structures measured upon STM excitation of an Au-SiO2-Au metalinsulator-metal system with 30nm-thick Au layers and (a) a 70nm, (b) 190nm or (c) 310nm-thick SiO2 layer.
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Optical metamaterials are composed of sub-wavelength structures and exhibit unusual
electromagnetic properties. These materials can enable applications with sub-wavelength imaging,
negative refraction and nanoscale light confinement. One class of them, hyperbolic metamaterials
(HMM), are highly anisotropic media with opposing signs of permittivity tensor components in
different directions. As such, the motion of free electrons is confined in one or two spatial
dimensions, and the dispersion relation of HMMs is hyperbolic [1]. One way to realize these is to
deposit alternating metal and dielectric layers. In addition to surface plasmon polaritons, HMMs can
support bulk Bloch plasmon polaritons (BPPs) localized inside the multilayer structure that are
essentially coupled modes of plasmon oscillations on interfaces inside the material.
These polariton modes can be excited optically with the help of gratings, but excitation with electrons
[2] can provide nanoscale resolution, produce additional resonances and separate the effect of the
grating from the BPP modes. We have used electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) in a scanning
transmission electron microscope (STEM) to characterize plasmon resonances of HMM structures
produced with focused ion beam milling. Aloof beam measurements close to the nanostructures reveal
low-energy resonances dependent on excitation location in relation to the multilayer (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. (a) EELS spectra from a HMM Au-Al2O3 multilayer structure at areas marked in the (b) STEM EELS
map of energy loss at 1.75-1.85 eV. (c) STEM HAADF image with the EELS image area marked. (d) Scanning
electron micrograph of the multilayer edge at a 52° angle.

[1] A.N. Poddubny, I. Iorsh, P. Belov, and Y. Kivshar, Nature Photonics 7, 948–957 (2013).
[2] S. Raza, M. Esfandyarpour, A.L. Koh, N.A. Mortensen, M.L. Brongersma, and S.I. Bozhevolnyi, Nature
Communications 7, 13790 (2016).
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The optical properties of noble metal nanoparticles are dominated by the surface plasmons (SPs),
which are collective oscillations of the free electrons confined at the surface. For sizes between ten
nanometers to a few hundreds, the plasmon resonance is very well described within purely classical
models. On the other hand, a cluster of a few tens of atoms behaves as a quantum system where
specific effects must be taken into account (electron spill-out, d-band transition screening, non-local
effects, and discrete atomic/molecular transitions). Nowadays, the transition between the purely
plasmonic regime and a quantum regime is of great interest [1] and several controversies have been
found in the literature [2]. Furthermore, the immediate environment of the cluster (substrate, matrix,
oxidation) can modify the energy position of the surface plasmon and its role on the quantum regime
is not so clear at the moment.
In this work we have approached this problem using the electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) in
a scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) in order to measure in parallel, the optical and
structural properties of individual physical prepared silver nanoparticles (from 9 to 1.7 nm diameter)
with a high spatial and spectral resolution (see figure 1a). The silver nanoparticles showed very clear
surface plasmon resonances as presented in figure 1 for 6.5 and 2 nm silver nanoparticles embedded
in silica. Clearly visible are the strong dipolar surface‐plasmon peak at the particle surface as well as
blue shifts between the spectra. In order to evaluate the relevance of the STEM-EELS measurements,
optical absorption measurements have been performed on samples prepared by the same conditions.
The comparison of the STEM-EELS and optical results, as well as the use of a theoretical model
which take into account classical and quantum effects, allowed us to find the compatibility of both
techniques and understand the controversies found in literature.

Figure 1. Scheme of the STEM-EELS technique performed in a silver nanoparticle embedded in silica. b)
STEM-HAADF image of a 6.5 nm particle embedded in silica and the EEL spectrum associated to the surface.
c) STEM-HAADF image of a 2.0 nm particle embedded in silica and their EEL spectrum associated to the
surface.
[1] Scholl, J. A., Koh, A. L., and Dionne, J. A. Nature 483, 421 (2012).
[2] Haberland, H. Nature 494, E1 (2013).
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The optical properties of metallic nanoparticles are dominated by the surface plasmons (SPs), which
are collective electron oscillations. Recently, a detailed analysis of surface plasmons in flat structures
[1] proposed to classify surface plasmon modes into two families. The first one corresponds to the socalled edge modes, which are localized at the periphery of two-dimensional nanoobjects. These edge
modes are well-known in the literature and have been reported for several geometries. On the other
hand, the second group of modes corresponds to the so-called radial breathing modes (RBMs), which
are localized inside the two-dimensional nanoobjects. Such modes have been reported experimentally
for silver nanodisks [1, 2], silver nanosquares, and silver nanotriangles. Moreover, although a large
number of studies have been performed on 2D plasmonic objects, only the plasmonics disks received
a comprehensive description [1, 2]. In contrast, the widely studied case of triangular prisms could not
be comprehensively described, each study leading to a partial understanding of the mode structure. In
this work we extend the comprehension of edge modes and RBMs in triangular nanocavities.
In order to carry out this study, equilateral aluminum nanotriangles (125 to 700 nm side length and 40
nm thickness) have been characterized by electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) coupled with a
transmission scanning electron microscope (STEM) which allowed us to obtain spatial and spectral
information at the same time. STEM-EELS intensity maps of aluminum nanotriangles (figure 1)
present two kinds of modes, the edge modes and the pseudo-RBMs. The symmetry of these modes
and their dispersion relations have been theoretically calculated by EELS-GDM simulations [3] and
analytical models. It has been proven that edge modes in Al nanotriangles can be related to Al
nanoantenna modes. On the other hand, the RBMs have been related to the dispersion relation of
quasistatic stationary short-range surface plasmons (SRSPs) in Al thin film, as in the case of disk
RBMs [1, 2].

Figure 1. (a) EEL spectra acquired at different locations (color boxes in the inset) on a single Al nanotriangle
with 604 nm side length. The labels E and RBM stand for the edge and pseudoradial breathing modes observed
in the nanotriangle. Inset: corresponding HAADF image. (b) EELS intensity maps of the plasmon resonances
sustained by the Al nanotriangle at the energy of the resonances evidenced in a.
[1] Schmidt, F.-P.; Ditlbacher, H.; Hohenester, U.; Hohenau, A.; Hofer, F.; Krenn, J. R. Nat. Commun. 5, 3604 (2014)
[2] Schmidt, F.-P.; Ditlbacher, H.; Hohenester, U.; Hohenau, A.; Hofer, F.; Krenn, J. R. Nano Lett. 12, 5780–5783 (2012)
[3] Arbouet, A.; Mlayah, A.; Girard, C.; des Francs, G. C. New J. Phys. 16, 113012 (2014)
[4] Campos, A.; Arbouet, A.; Martin, J.; Gérard, D.; Proust, J.; Plain, J.; Kociak, M. ACS Photonics 4, 1257−1263 (2017)
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Synchrotron infrared nano-spectroscopy (SINS) combines the broad bandwidth, high brightness, and
spatial coherence of synchrotron infrared light with scattering type, scanning near-field optical
microscopy (s-SNOM) to enable sensitive vibrational spectroscopy, spanning the entire mid-and farinfrared regions with nanometer spatial resolution [1]. The Advanced Light Source (ALS) at
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory operates two infrared beamlines with SINS instruments that
are available to subject matter experts, who have broadly applied the technique to a variety of soft and
hard matter systems, including proteins, organic semi-conductors, catalysts, 2D materials, and phasechange materials [1-5]. Here, we highlight biological and environmental science applications
demonstrating the full power of hyperspectral nano-imaging and multivariate analysis while
uncovering the nanoscale heterogeneity in these natural materials (Fig 1).

Figure 1. (Top) Experimental schematic of a SINS instrument at the ALS. (Bottom, left) AFM topography of a
biofilm. (bottom, center) Hierarchical cluster analysis from spectral map acquired in boxed area indicated in
topography image. (bottom, right) Single point spectra corresponding to indicated points in topographical and
cluster map.

This research used resources of the Advanced Light Source, which is a DOE Office of Science User
Facility under contract no. DE-AC02-05CH11231.
[1] H.A. Bechtel, E.A. Muller, R.L. Olmon, M.C. Martin, M.B. Raschke, PNAS 111, 7191–7196 (2014).
[2] E. A. Muller, B. Pollard, H. A. Bechtel, P. van Blerkom, M. B. Raschke. Science Advances, 2 (10), e1601006 (2016).
[3] C. Y. Wu, W. J. Wolf, Y. Levartovsky, H. A. Bechtel, M. C. Martin, F. D. Toste, Nature, 541 (7638), 511 (2017).
[4] S. N. Gilbert Corder, et al. Nature Communications, 8, 2262 (2017).
[5] Z. Hao, H. A. Bechtel, T. Kneafsey, B. Gilbert, P. S. Nico, Scientific Reports, 8, 2552 (2018).
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Nanoscale Tunnel Junctions – A Unique Forum for
Plasmonic Cross-talk between Electrons and Photons
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Biased tunnel junctions (TJs) have been demonstrated to not only to act as emitters and
detectors of visible (VIS) to infrared (IR) electromagnetic radiation, but also as photon counters.
The emission process can be understood to originate from inelastic quantum transport across
the barrier and light-matter interactions therein, and is well modelled by applying a modified
fluctuation dissipation theorem to a driven TJ[1]. It envisages the dc tunnel current (IT ) (and
its bias dependence) as the sole entity that quantifies the associated dynamics; optical frequency
fluctuations that are intrinsic and ubiquitous to all TJs, manifest through their power spectral
density. Interestingly, experimental results show that the quantum efficiency of VIS-IR photon
emission is significant only in the context of plasmonically active TJs, which sustain junction
plasmons. On the other hand a TJ relies on its inherently non-linear transport to operate as a
detector of incident radiation [2], which is also enhanced by plasmonic activity of the junction.
Here, we present a coherent palette of experimental, analytical and simulation results of
light-matter interaction in scanning tunnelling microscope junctions. Three junctions, Au-Au,
Au-indium tin oxide and Pt-graphite with progressively weakening plasmonic coupling are investigated to study (i) bias and energy dependence of light emission (fig.1a) and (ii) role of
junction plasmons in enhancement of IT (fig.1b,c) in the presence of VIS-IR excitation and ensuing photon detection. Based on our results, we argue that the photon absorption process can

Figure 1: Experimentally detected (a)light emission intensity variation with bias and energy (Au-Au junction),
(b) ln(excess IT ) from Pt-graphite junction with 632 nm incident excitation (c) Electrical response of Au-Au and
Au-ITO junctions in dark and with 632 nm excitation (d) E − k diagram and electronic transitions associated
with tunnelling and the photon absorption and emission processes.

be physically understood as an equivalent and opposite inelastic process to that of photon emission. Both processes are mediated by a combined density of states of the tunnelling electrons,
plasmons and photons; thus artificially populating the photon density at a particular frequency
(monochromatic excitation) having polarisation commensurate with the symmetry of the TJ,
coupled with the non-linear transport of the TJ is shown to result in an effective dc response, i.e.
excess IT . Further, plasmonic activity of the TJ is shown to strongly assist both photon emission
and intra-band absorption by providing the necessary gamut of difference wavevectors (∆k),
corresponding to excitation/decay of junction plasmons (fig.1d). Plasmons significantly increase
coupled electronic excitations between the tip and sample, thereby increasing the efficiency of
light coupling in and out of the TJ.
The ultrafast timescale of the tunnelling process (≤ 10−15 s) vis-a-vis other timescales of the
system emerges as the key to observation of either phenomena and serves as the upper limit to
highest frequencies evidenced by a tunnel device.
[1] V. Kalathingal, P. Dawson, and J. Mitra, Sci. Rep. 7, 3530 (2017).
[2] D. R. Ward, et al., Nat. Nanotechnol. 5, 732 (2010).
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Cathodoluminescence microscopy of near-field coupling in
plasmonic nanoantennas
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The optical properties of plasmonic nanostructures are strongly dependent on their dielectric
environment. As the plasmonic near field extends by only 10-20 nm, it is an extremely sensitive probe
of the environment at the nanoscale. Here, we use angle-resolved cathodoluminescence (CL)
spectroscopy of plasmonic resonances to investigate the coupling between Ag nanoparticles and
organic ligands and the coupling within plasmonic dimers. In CL, a 30 keV electron beam is scanned
over the nanostructures and the emitted light is collected. The electron beam serves as a localized
coherent broadband optical excitation source that excites the plasmonic modes at the nanometer scale.
We study chemically synthesized single-crystalline Ag nanocubes with a size of 75 nm and determine
spatial excitation maps of the plasmonic dipole and quadrupole resonances with a spatial resolution of
15 nm. We find the resonance energy and linewidth are strongly dependent on the ligands used. For
example, Fig. 1 shows CL spectra for nanocubes with and without PVP surface ligands. We make a
systematic comparison of CL spectra for cubes covered with multiple ligands in order to study the
dependence of Landau damping on the energy difference between the LUMO state and the hot
electron energy. The latter is given by the localized surface plasmon energy, which is varied by
studying different nanoantennas made of single-crystalline Ag nanocubes.
In parallel, we investigate the coupling between single-crystalline silver nanocubes separated by just a
single molecular layer, for which electronic tunneling can take place. Angle-resolved CL provides a
strong measure of the degree of coupling between the plasmonic nanoantennas.

Figure 1. SEM image of a silver nanocube and cathodoluminescence spectra for 30 keV electrons incident at
the corner of 75-nm-sized single-crystalline silver nanocubes (with and without PVP ligands). Green dashed
curves are Lorentzians used to fit (red) the data (blue).
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Self-hybridization within non-Hermitian plasmonic systems
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In any situation described by a Hermitian equation (mechanics, acoustics, quantum mechanics,
electromagnetism), the usual approach in linear physics is to apply the concept of eigenmodes.
However, many systems of importance are not Hermitian, but nevertheless can be advantageously
described in terms of eigenmodes. A first class consists in open systems, for which energy is
dissipated at infinity e.g. lasers cavities or propagating surface plasmons. A second class is
represented by LSPs. In this case, the structure of the constituting equation is non-symmetric.
Nevertheless, a complete basis of eigenmodes can be deduced by using the concept of quasi-normal
modes (QNM). For these two classes of problems, the price to pay to get an eigen-decomposition is
that the basis is bi-orthogonal instead of being orthogonal. Bi-orthogonality has a few famous and
exciting consequences, including the existence of "exceptional points" (EP) where both the energy
and wavefunctions coalesce. However, as we will see further, LSPs present non-Hermiticity beyond
any dissipation consideration. They therefore constitute an ideal platform to explore this recently
booming field of research.
Interestingly, bi-orthogonality enables eigenmodes of different orders within a single particle to
interact. This phenomenon of self-hybridization is particularly non-intuitive because eigenmodes of a
system are usually not overlapping and therefore unable to interact. It would correspond for example
to the hybridization between s and p orbitals within a single atom, and not between two atoms. In a
recent paper [1] and using e-beam lithography combined with electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS), we experimentally demonstrated self-hybridization within a silver cross when the length of
one arm is tuned (see figure 1).
In this conference, we will theoretically and numerically describe the physics of plasmonic biorthogonality. We will show that one can draw an analogy between the plasmonic eigenproblem and
the physics of open quantum systems. We will detail the conditions to achieve a plasmonic selfhybridization and give experimental examples.

Figure 1. (a) EELS spectra for different
crosses (see dark field image in inset,
scale bar is 200 nm) taken at positions
indicated by blue and red squares. (b)
Experimental and simulated energy of the
modes in a) as a function of the arm
length L. Experimental energies have been
deduced by Gaussian fit. (c-d) EELS
filtered maps measured at energies
corresponding to an uncoupled case for
L= 100 nm. (e-f) EELS fitted maps for the
coupled case at L = 250 nm

[1] Lourenco-Martins, Das, Tizei, Weil and Kociak, Nature Physics 89 (2018)
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Virtual absorption in Hermitian systems and enhanced power
transfer via coherent light manipulation
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Recent studies have shown that absorption and propagation of electromagnetic waves may be
manipulated via coherent spatial and temporal modulation of the incident electromagnetic field. For
instance, a coherent perfect absorber is a linear electromagnetic system, in which perfect absorption of
radiation is achieved with two or more incident coherent waves, creating constructive interference
inside an absorbing structure [1]. Similar principles enable engineering linear logic gates and
recognition setups.
For perfect absorption of a harmonic incident wave the structure must exhibit some Joule losses,
otherwise the system conserves energy and any incident radiation is scattered. On the other hand,
even lossless systems have scattering zeros in the complex frequency plane that mathematically
correspond to “absorbing” solutions with no scattered fields.
We generalize the notion of perfect absorption to lossless (Hermitian) structures and show that it is
possible to achieve virtual absorption in a transparent system with the use of a complex scattering
zero [2]. Instead of adding absorption to the system, we tailor the temporal profile of the incident
field, such that it matches the exponentially growing time dependence associated with the complex
scattering zero. Remarkably, during this transient excitation the scattering form the structure totally
vanishes, as if the system was perfectly absorbing despite the absence of actual dissipation. Instead,
all incident energy is getting locked inside the cavity as long as the exponentially growing incident
field is sustained.
As another example of a coherently assisted effect, we introduce the concept of coherently enhanced
wireless power transfer (WPT). For an efficient WPT, a receiving antenna must be resonant and has to
have an equal coupling with free space and the load, which is known as the critical coupling.
However, this condition is not always easily implemented. To overcome this difficulty and achieve
efficient operation with an antenna that is not critically coupled, we develop an approach that relies on
coherent excitation of the receiving antenna with a backward propagating wave [3]. Given a correct
amplitude and phase of this coherent wave, it induces a proper interference pattern in the system,
which in turn restores the critical coupling condition and results in a largely increased amount of
transferred energy.
The two effects reported here suggest that coherent manipulation of light with light may lead to
counter-intuitive electromagnetic effects even in rather simple systems and may be used to improve
performance of energy harvesting devices.
[1] D. G. Baranov, A. Krasnok, T. Shegai, A. Alu, Y. D. Chong, Nat. Rev. Mater. 2, 17064 (2017)
[2] D. G. Baranov, A. Krasnok, A. Alu, Optica 4, 1457 (2017).
[3] A. Krasnok, D. G. Baranov, S. Li, A. Generalov, A. Alu, Phys. Rev. Lett. to be published (2018).
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Plasmonic antennas have been widely used to couple localized fields to far-field radiation and vice
versa in the visible and IR regime, as a counterpart to classical antennas for radio-frequencies. A way
to improve the antenna’s directivity is to implement a Yagi-Uda design which has already been
demonstrated for visible wavelengths using optical driving [1]. Our goal is to combine the directional
light emission with electrical driving via contact wires and inelastic electron tunneling [2,3] as the
resulting devices are promising for on-chip data communication.
Here we show how to optimize the geometry of the Yagi-Uda antennas for a high directionality using
an analytic dipole interaction model and numerical simulations (FDTD, BEM). We classify the
possible geometries, introduce different Front-to-Back ratios as figures of merit, tune the dimensions
of the passive elements and show that well-designed electric contact wires can even push the
directivity of the device while preserving the resonance of the feed element.
s

Figure 1. Left: Far-field radiation pattern of an optical Yagi-Uda Antenna on a glass substrate, with electric
contact wires attached to the feed element. The emitted light features a high forward directivity. Right: Frontto-Back ratio of the Yagi-Uda Antenna where the length of the three directors is altered (red lines). Along the
resonance peak (green dashed line), either a uniform directivity or a directional switching is observed.
s

Furthermore, depending on the directors’ design, the far-field response can change dramatically from
high-bandwidth directional emission to an inversion of the Front-to-Back ratio near the resonance (c.f.
Figure 1). In this sense, optical Yagi-Uda antennas can also be used to convert spectral information
into spatial information, making them attractive for biosensing applications.

[1] A. G. Curto, G. Volpe, T. H. Taminiau, M. P. Kreuzer, R. Quidant, and N. F. van Hulst, Science 329, 930 (2010).
[2] J. C. Prangsma, J. Kern, A. G. Knapp, S. Grossmann, M. Emmerling, M. Kamp, and B. Hecht, Nano Letters 12, 3915
(2012).
[3] J. Kern, R. Kullock, J. C. Prangsma, M. Emmerling, M. Kamp, and B. Hecht, Nature Photonics 9, 582 (2015).
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Visible light scattering by silicon nanoparticles
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Directional light scattering by silicon nanoparticles in the visible spectral range is experimentally
demonstrated. These unique optical properties arise because of simultaneous excitation and mutual
interference of magnetic and electric dipole resonances inside a group of nanospheres. Optical properties and very low losses compared with plasmonic nanoparticles make silicon nanoparticles perfect
candidates for the design of high-performance nanoantenna’s, low-loss metamaterials and other nanophotonic devices. Si nanoparticles of various sizes were commercially bought in American Elements.
We experimentally demonstrate that the cluster of silicon nanoparticles consist of spherical nanoparticles with sizes in the range from 50 nm to 200 nm have strong magnetic and electric dipole response
in the visible spectral range (figure 1). The strong magnetic response with low loss in silicon nanospheres is crucial for their nanophotonics applications. The magnetic dipole resonance is quite strong
in a silicon nanosphere, the electric dipole and higher order contributions are relatively weak and narrow, so these electric modes cannot couple effectively with the magnetic mode. However, some optical phenomena such as Fano resonance, negative refraction and cloaking require a strong interaction
between the electric and magnetic modes. Fortunately, a strong interaction such as this can be observed in nearly touching silicon oligomers, wherein the junction between the two proximal spheres
can generate a strong and broad electric field enhancement that can interfere with the magnetic mode.

a

b

Figure 1. a) Experimentally measured forward and backward scattering spectra. b) SEM image of silicon nanoparticles collected on the glass substrate with ITO. The scale bar in the SEM images is 500 nm. ED and MD
represent the electric and magnetic dipole responses, respectively.

The spherical Si clusters have the first two low-frequency Mie resonances in the visible spectral
range. These resonances correspond to the excitation of magnetic and electric dipole modes. In this
case, the scattered EM fields produced by Si nanoparticles can be described as being generated by
magnetic and electric dipolar (point-like) scatterers with polarizabilities given by the Mie theory. The
optically induced magnetic properties of Si nanoparticles demonstrated in this work have important
implications for the realization of isotropic optical metamaterials in the visible spectral range.
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Room temperature dynamics of nanoparticle adatom
fluctuations observed with SERS
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We use extreme nano-optic confinement to track the movement of gold atoms at the nano-surfaces
at room temperature under ambient conditions, and show new types of metastable architectures.

Noble metal nanostructures support surface plasmon polaritons and therefore can be used to confine
optical fields to sub-wavelength volumes, thus breaking the diffraction limit. By self-assembling a
dimer “nanoparticle-on-mirror” system consisting of an individual gold nanoparticle spaced above a
flat gold surface by a self-assembled monolayer, we reliably and reproducibly form rigid gaps of <1nm
[1,2]. This ultrasmall gap leads to field confinement volumes <30nm3. Due to the large field
enhancements, these small gaps are incredibly sensitive to small fluctuations in surface atom
movement, with adatoms forming “picocavities” with cavity volumes <1nm3 [3]. These atomic
fluctuations can be used to study Raman vibrations (SERS) of one single bond within a molecule, giving
rise to the field of molecular optomechanics. Picocavity formation can be driven by light and stabilised
by cryogenic temperatures.
We show here that at room temperature these picocavities also exist transiently but are not stable for
longer than fractions of a second, making their study challenging. We present new experimental
results using high speed kinetic SERS to resolve these rapidly appearing events seen at room
temperature and ambient conditions. Besides observation of such transient modes, we collect
statistics from thousands of such nanostructures, which identify new metastable architectures not
accessible by electron microscopy. This research opens up novel methods to manipulate single bonds
within organic molecules through use of optical fields, and allows the study of cooperative interactions
between Au atoms and single molecules in nanoscale environments.

[1] J.Phys.Chem.Lett 7, 2264 (2015) SERS of Individual NPoM: Size Does Matter, but so Does Shape
[2] Faraday Discussions 178, 185 (2015) Unfolding the contents of sub-nm plasmonic gaps
[3] Science 354, 726 (2016) Single-molecule optomechanics in “picocavities”
[4] Room temperature picocavity dynamics, submitted (2018)
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Plasmon-exciton polaritons are hybrid quasiparticles combining plasmonic and excitonic excitations.
These polaritons are formed when the Rabi splitting of the coupled system surpasses any decoherence
processes of respective components. Typical realizations of strongly coupled systems involve
saturation of cavity mode volume with emitters and employment of emitters with high transition
dipole moments, imposing constraints in their realization. Transition Metal Dichalgenides (TMDCs)
have emerged as promising excitonic materials due to their large excitonic binding energy, high
oscillator strength, formation of trions and valley degree of freedom. Here we show that A-excitons in
WS2 monolayers can be strongly coupled to plasmons in Ag nanoprisms at room temperature, while at
low temperatures (4K), trions (charged excitons) are intermixed in the coupling [1]. The emergence of
three bright intermixed plasmon-exciton-trion polariton states open the possibility of studying charged
polaritons at single nanoparticle level.

Figure 1. Hybrid WS2 monolayer - Ag nanoprism system showing plasmon-exciton couplting at room
temperature and plasmon-exciton-trion coupling at 6K.

Typically these materials usually end up in the intermediate coupling regime just at the border
between strong and weak coupling, with Rabi splitting typically not exceeding ~100 meV. We will
present our recent work regarding introduction of 2D monolayer inside a resonant Fabry-Pérot
microcavity. We investigate the coupled system by performing Photoluminescence measurements,
which show emission from the lower polariton branch, proving participation of excitons in the
coupling process and involvement of polaritons in the excitonic relaxation pathways [2]. With the
charged exciton involved into this interaction, strong coupling can potentially affect charge and
exciton transport in these hybrid nanophotonic structures. While introduction of dispersion opens up
avenues for realization of condensation of polaritons and polariton lasing.

[1] J. Cuadra et al, Nano Lett. 18(3), 1777-1785 (2018).
[2] A. Bisht et al, (in preparation).
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Plasmon-exciton polaritons are hybrid quasiparticles combining plasmonic and excitonic excitations. These polaritons
are formed when the Rabi splitting of the coupled system surpasses any decoherence processes of respective
components. Typical realizations of strongly coupled systems involve saturation of cavity mode volume with emitters
and employment of emitters with high transition dipole moments, imposing constraints in their realization. Transition
Metal Dichalgenides (TMDCs) have emerged as promising excitonic materials due to their large excitonic binding
energy, high oscillator strength, formation of trions and valley degree of freedom. These materials usually end up in
the intermediate coupling regime just at the border between strong and weak coupling, with Rabi splitting typically
not exceeding 100 meV. Here, we realize such a system by excitons in WS2 monolayer inside a resonant Fabry-Pérot
microcavity. We investigate the coupled system by performing Photoluminescence measurements, which show
emission from the lower polariton branch, proving participation of excitons in the coupling process and involvement
of polaritons in the excitonic relaxation pathways. With the charged exciton involved into this interaction, strong
coupling can potentially affect charge and exciton transport in these hybrid nanophotonic structures.
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Strong-coupling of emitters and plasmonic modes is a widely applied phenomenon in e.g. sensing
[1,2]. The strength and effect of interaction is fundamentally different in case of localized and
propagating modes. Grating coupled modes offer a unique possibility to tailor this interaction.
In our previous studies we have shown that the rotated grating coupling phenomenon on multilayers
consisting of a wavelength scaled polymer grating on a bimetal film results in grating coupled modes,
which manifest themselves in split branches on the dispersion curve [3]. The lower branch
corresponds to a short range mode, while the upper branch originates from a long-range mode with a
unique two-fold anti-symmetric longitudinal E-field component. As a result two minimum appears,
when the reflectance is monitored at a frequency intersecting the gap, e.g at 3.5*1015 Hz.
In present study the interaction of dipolar emitters and the modes on the lower and upper branches
was inspected, by embedding Lorentz oscillators into the polymer grating with 3.2*1015 Hz. and
3.8*1015 Hz frequency. The interaction of the 3.2*1015 (3.8*1015) Hz oscillators with the lower
(upper) branch results in a well defined splitting. As a result two minima appear on the wavelength
dependent reflectance taken at 54° (74°) tilting, while the upper (lower) branch is only shifted.
Although, three minima are observable on the wavelength dependent reflectance taken at 74° (54°) as
well, the minima at the intermediate wavelength correspond to the modes, which are strongly coupled
at smaller (larger) tilting. In contrast, the minima appearing at smaller and larger wavelength
correspond to the shifted lower and upper branches. Even if the oscillator strength is the same, the
splitting is larger on the lower branch. The coupled modes might become two-fold anti-symmetric on
the lower branch as well, on the upper branch the lower mode preserves the two-fold anti-symmetry,
while the upper branch characteristics is more significantly modified.

Figure 1. Dispersion of (a) bare grating, in presence of (b) 3.8 1015 Hz and(c) 3.2 1015 Hz oscillator, (d)
reflectance and near-field distribution at extrema for (e-f) 3.8 1015 Hz and (g-h) 3.2 1015 Hz oscillator.

The authors acknowledge the financial support from NKFIH K116362 and EFOP-3.6.2-16-2017.
[1] P. Torma and W. L. Barnes, Rep. Prog. Phys. 78 1 (2015).
[2] R. Chikkaraddy et al, Nature 535 127 (2016).
[3] E. Tóth et al, Optical Materials Express 7/9 3181 (2017).
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We use kinesin-1 motor proteins and microtubules—the biomolecular machinery responsible
for cargo transport inside living cells—to scan quantum dots (QDs) over nanostructured gold
surfaces. This approach offers a multi-probe method for parallel mapping of optical near-fields
using individual dipole emitters in a virtually artefact-free fashion. To perform the experiment
the sample of interest is decorated with kinesin-1 motor proteins (Fig. 1). When fueled with
adenosine triphosphate (ATP), the surface-bound motors transport QD-labelled microtubules
across the substrate at controlled uniform velocity, an assay well-established in the field of
motor protein biophysics and bio-nanotechnology. The deterministic motion of the quantum
dots allows for the interpolation of their tracked positions, resulting in an increased spatial
resolution and a suppression of localization artefacts. We apply this method to map the nearfield distribution of nanoslits engraved into gold layers and find an excellent agreement with
finite-difference time-domain simulations. Our technique can be readily applied to a variety of
surfaces for scalable, nanometer-resolved and artefact-free near-field mapping using
conventional wide-field microscopes.

Figure 1. Artistic view of quantum dots attached to microtubuli running over a nanostructured surface where they
probe optical near fields.
[1] H. Groß et al., Nature Nanotechnology (2018) accepted.
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We experimentally demonstrate strong coupling between self-assembled PTCDI-C7 organic
molecules and the electromagnetic mode generated by surface plasmon polaritons [1].
The system consists of a dense self-assembly of ordered molecules evaporated directly on a thin gold
film, which stack perpendicularly to the metal surface to form H-aggregates, without a host matrix.
Experimental wavevector-resolved reflectance spectra show the formation of hybrid states that
display a clear anticrossing, attesting the strong coupling regime with a Rabi splitting energy of
ΩR≃102 meV at room temperature. We demonstrate that the strength of the observed strong
coupling regime derives from the high degree of organization of the dense layers of self-assembled
molecules at
the nanoscale that results in the concentration of the oscillator strength in a charge-transfer Frenkel
exciton, with a dipole moment parallel to the direction of the maximum electric field. We compare
our results to numerical simulations of a transfer matrix model and reach good qualitative agreement
with the experimental findings. In our nanophotonic system, the use of self-assembled molecules
opens interesting prospects in the context of strong coupling regimes with molecular systems.

Figure 1: Experimental dispersion relation of a PTCDI-C7 molecules self-assembled on a gold thin-film. Measurement is made
by leakage radiation microscopy in reflectivity (blue: low reflectivity, red: high reflectivity)

[1] J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 8, 6626-6632 (2017)
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Surface lattice resonances to enhance the
luminescence from single quantum emitter
Frédéric Laux1, Nicolas Bonod2, Davy Gérard1
1. Université de Technologie de Troyes, Institut Charles Delaunay, L2n, Troyes, France
2. Aix-Marseille Univ, CNRS, Centrale Marseille, Institut Fresnel, Marseille, France

Silicon nanocrystals are made from abundant and non-toxic material but their intrinsic
photoluminescence is too low for applications. It is possible to couple them with plasmonic nanoantennas to enhance their emission properties by tailoring the excitation rate, spontaneous emission
and radiative pattern. We previously demonstrated a five-fold enhancement of the luminescence of
silicon nanoscrystals [1] using gold nanoparticles with a plasmonic resonance matching the
emission wavelength. To reach higher enhancement values, structures resonating both at emission
and excitation wavelengths are required.
We modeled and fabricated lattices of gold nanodisks exhibiting different periods. In order
to better understand the coupling between the Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR) and
the diffraction orders of the lattice, we measured the dispersion curves of the lattices and evidenced
the presence of surface lattice resonances (SLR) [2]. Such resonances can be used to obtain
extremely large electric field intensities in the vicinity of the antennas, hence increasing the
transition rate of the silicon nanocrystals.
Using FDTD simulations, we calculated the excitation rate enhancement, the quantum yield
enhancement and the directivity of a single emitter located inside a finite size array of various kinds
of antennas: nanodisks, dimers, nanobowties. Our results indicate a very small influence of the
grating on the quantum yield enhancement. On the contrary, the directivity is strongly influenced by
the lattice period. Finally, it is possible to achieve a very good beaming effect to increase the
collection efficiency of the emitted fluorescence [3].
The challenge is to enhance both excitation and emission with the same design. In this
communication, we propose such designs allowing to enhance the fluorescence of any large Stokesshift emitter. Numerically, we optimized a rectangle lattice of double bowtie antennas. A single
emitter is in the middle of the central antenna. Each antenna is composed of two perpendicular
bowties: an aluminum bowtie along X to enhance the excitation rate of the emitter and a gold
bowtie along Y to enhance the emission rate. First of all, the emission wavelength is set with the
geometry of the gold bowtie, the emission enhancement factor is then fixed. Then, the excitation
wavelength is set with the geometry of the aluminum bowtie and the period along Y to maximize
the excitation enhancement factor. Finally, the period along X can be set to maximize the collection
efficiency. To sum up, we showed that excitation, emission and directivity can be optimized
separately.
References
[1] J. Goffard, D. Gérard, P. Miska, A-L. Baudrion, R. Deturche, J. Plain, "Plasmonic engineering of spontaneous emission from silicon nanocrystals",
Scientific reports 3, 2672–1, Nature Publishing Group, 2013.
[2] D. Khlopin, F. Laux, W. P. Wardley, J. Martin, G. A. Wurtz, J. Plain, N. Bonod, A. V. Zayats, D. Gérard, "Lattice modes and plasmonic linewidth
engineering in gold and aluminum nanoparticle arrays", Journal of the Optical Society of America B 34(3), 691–700, OSA, 2017.
[3] F. Laux, N. Bonod, D. Gérard, "Single emitter fluorescence enhancement with surface lattice resonances", The Journal of Physical Chemistry C
121(24), 13280–13289, ACS, 2017.
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Fig. 1 Schematic of a double bowtie antenna or “nanoclover”. The bowtie antenna along the X-axis is made of aluminum and the
bowtie antenna along the Y-axis is made of gold.

Fig. 2 Spatial extension of the hot spot in the middle of a “nanoclover”. Hx=Hy=40 nm, Dx=Dy=20 nm, L x=40 nm (Al) and Ly=70
nm (Au). (a) Normalized electric field modulus in the OXY plan (upper part) and in the OXZ plan (lower part). The white arrow
denotes the incident polarization. (b) Quantum yield enhancement factor in the OXY plan (left part) and in the OYZ plan (right
part). The initial quantum yield of the emitter is η(0)=1% and the emitter is supposed to be isotropic. The “nanoclover” is embedded
in a homogeneous medium with refractive index n=1.5.
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Far- and near-field Raman spectroscopic studies on explosive
nanodiamond precursors
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Nanodiamonds can be synthesized efficiently by detonation. For instance a mixture of TNT (2,4,6trinitrotoluene) and RDX (hexahydro-1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-triazine) commonly known as hexolite
generates extremely small diamonds with a diameter < 5 nm if crystallized via the Spray Flash
Evaporation (SFE) method.[1,2] A thorough far- and near-field Raman spectroscopic analysis of two
different hexolite species was performed. In hexolite-1 TNT and RDX was crystallized separately in a
SFE chamber and only mixed afterwards. In hexolite-2 TNT and RDX were mixed prior the
crystallization process. Averaged information from the respective bulk samples was obtained with
standard Raman spectroscopy. For a detailed characterization of single hexolite nanoparticles tipenhanced Raman scattering (TERS) was used. In TERS Raman spectroscopy is combined with
scanning probe microscopy and the surface of a sample is probed with a spatial resolution down to the
nanometer regime.[3,4] Intrinsically, only those molecules contribute to a TERS signal, which are
directly located underneath the tip. Consequently, a single experiment enables the topographic and
chemical characterization of a sample. We will show that the standard Raman spectroscopic results of
the bulk hexolite-2 sample clearly differ from the TERS results on single nanoparticles. Although the
molecular structure of TNT and RDX appears similar (see Figure 1) they can be clearly differentiated
by characteristic signals, which is the νNO2 for TNT and the ring breathing for RDX. While the farfield Raman spectra of hexolite-2 aggregates could be assigned either to RDX alone or to a TNTRDX mixture, in TERS 80-100 % of the spectra collected on nanoparticle surfaces contained merely
TNT information. It was concluded that the particles had a core-shell structure as sketched in Figure 1
where a RDX core is surrounded by a TNT shell.[5] These results evidently differ from those
obtained from the hexolite-1 sample.
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Figure 1. Sketched core-shell structure of a hexolite-2 nanoparticle composed of a RDX core with a TNT shell.
[1] Risse B., Spitzer D., Hassler D., Preparation of nanoparticles by flash evaporation. Patent, 2013; WO 2013/11767 A1.
[2] Pichot V., Risse B., Schnell F., Mary J., Spitzer D., Sci. Rep. 3, (2013), 1-6.
[3] T. Deckert-Gaudig, A. Taguchi, S. Kawata, V. Deckert, Chem. Soc. Rev. 2017; 46: 4077-4110.
[4] M. Richard-Lacroix, Y. Zhang, Z. Dong, V. Deckert, Chem. Soc. Rev. 2017; 46:3922-3944.
[5] T. Deckert-Gaudig, V. Pichot, D. Spitzer, V. Deckert, Chem. Phys. Chem. 18, (2017), 175-178.
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On theory of Riesz projections for light-matter
interaction in dispersive nanoresonators
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For the investigation and optimization of novel photonic devices, e.g., single photon sources [1] in quantum
technology, theoretical models of light-matter interaction are required. The resonant states of nanostructures,
so-called quasinormal modes (QNMs), can be instructive and an expansion of the electromagnetic field using
these QNMs is a common approach [2]. In presence of general dispersive media, current challenges are the
derivation of orthogonality relations for QNM expansion [3] and the precise quantification of the coupling
of an emitter to a background. To overcome limitations of state-of-the-art methods, we have introduced a
new expansion approach [4] for analyzing light-matter interaction in dispersive nanoresonators. The theory
is based on Riesz projections which do not rely on the explicit knowledge of eigenmodes and allow for the
precise quantification of the background coupling.
In this contribution, we present the Riesz projection based theory and its numerical realization including
convergence studies. We review the application of the Riesz projection expansion to a highly topical example:
a nitrogen-vacancy (N-V) center in a diamond nanostructure, see Figure 1(a,b). It represents a candidate for
a stable solid-state emitter as single photon source. This structure supports several weakly localized modes
with low quality factors and a significant coupling to the background. We compute Riesz projections for
this setup yielding modal and background decay rates as shown in Figure 1(c) and we apply our approach
to further nanooptical systems.
(a)

Dipole Emitter

(c)

Diamond
Nanoantenna

(b)

arb. u.

Figure 1. (a) Sketch of the implementation in [4]: N-V center (dipole emitter) in a diamond nanostructure.
(b) Log plot of the electric field intensity resulting from an emitter radiating at frequency ω0 = 2πc/455 nm.
(c) Γ: Decay rates for the dipole scattering solution (quasiexact). Γm : Modal decay rates computed with
Riesz projections for the complex eigenfrequencies ωm with smallest imaginary parts. Γnr : Background decay
rates for the nonresonant components of the Riesz projection expansion.
We acknowledge support by the Einstein Foundation Berlin through ECMath within subproject OT9.
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Bridging integrated waveguides with single photon
emitters
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2 Laboratoire

Abstract: The goal of this project is to study and optimize the integration of single photon
emitters with an ion-exchange glass waveguide (IEW). The coupling with the IEW will be
done in both directions. The study of NV-centers on nanodiamonds will give a robust single
photon source to be used in this platform.

In the last years, the interest on quantum technologies by the scientific community and the industries has increased. Theoretical studies show that the peculiar characteristics of quantum mechanics could be used to simulate other quantum systems, to safely encrypt communications and efficiently compute problems that requires an exponential computation time for a classical Turing machine.
Different types of implementations have been proposed as
a practical implementation for a quantum bit as trapped
atoms, ions and single photons. In particular single photons have the peculiarity to be intrinsically quantum and
easy to manipulate.
Integrated optics offers an easier and robust way to create fixed and compact quantum circuits. In this context, the
coupling between waveguides and single photon emitters
is critical.
The goal of my project is to efficiently couple two single
photon emitters with a waveguide, proving the cross talk
between them. To achieve this goal, it is possible to use
some plasmonic structure to increase the light collected
throw the fiber (as shown in Figure 1) or to develop different fabrication techniques to insert the emitters directly
inside the guide.
Fig. 1: Example of a possible realisation of integration of
In the poster I will present a fast overview of the state of two photon emitters on a waveguide
the art in this topic, my Ph.D. project and the preliminary
results I obtained.
References
1. Josslyn Beltran Madrigal. Integration of a single photon source on a planar dielectric waveguide. Phd thesis,
Universitè De Technologie De Troyes, 2017.
2. Wei Geng, Mathieu Manceau, Nancy Rahbany, Vincent Sallet, Massimo De Vittorio, Luigi Carbone, Quentin
Glorieux, Alberto Bramati, and Christophe Couteau. Localised excitation of a single photon source by a
nanowaveguide. Scientific reports, 6, 2016.
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HA Atikian, C Meuwly, et al. An integrated diamond nanophotonics platform for quantum-optical networks.
Science, 354(6314):847–850, 2016.
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Reciprocity theorem and Babinet’s principle applied to enhance the electric
and magnetic LDOS in plasmonics nanostructures on silicon photonics
Avril A. Meza-Olivo1,2, Karina Garay-Palmett2, Sylvain Blaize1, and Rafael Salas-Montiel1*
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We present a set of on-chip, non-resonant plasmonic structures vertically integrated on Si waveguides
that exhibit enhancement of electric dipole (ED) and magnetic dipole (MD) transitions, emitting in the
NIR frequency range and thus, suitable for developing quantum communications technologies. The
design and performance of the structures proposed here are based on the fundamental concepts of
reciprocity of electromagnetism and Babinet's principle.
This project builds on a device capable to confine light to an extremely tight spot of 0.05% of the
diffraction limit [1]. Here, we used reciprocity of electromagnetism to demonstrate that this device
can reciprocally exhibit electric Purcell effect [2] when the source and the detection are interchanged,
using an ED as the reciprocal source. Then, through Babinet’s principle, we designed a
complementary nanostructure, to demonstrate the magnetic Purcell effect when a MD is used instead
of an ED.
Performing 3D finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations, we demonstrated that the
combination of the reciprocity property and Babinet’s principle provides a powerful tool to develop
efficient nanophotonic devices to modify ED and MD transitions. In the case of our group, this work
represents the first step towards implementing efficient on-chip single-photon sources vertically
integrated on a Si waveguide, emitting in the NIR frequency range, at a wavelength of 1550 nm for
the development of integrated quantum communications networks.

Acknowledgments: We thank CONACYT (scholarship No. 233924) for partial financial support. This work was conducted
in part with the resources of the HPC Center ROMEO, French region Grand Est.
[1] Luo, et al., Nano Lett., 15(2), 849–56 (2015).
[2] Purcell, E. M., Phys. Rev. Lett., 69, 674–674 (1946).
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Rigorous Analysis and Engineering of Radiation Pattern of Single
Emitters in Anisotropic Planar Structure via Coupling to
Nanoantenna
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Solid-state single quantum emitters are the key component of several emerging fields, such as
quantum nanophotonics, super-resolution imaging, and advanced light emitting devices. The ultimate
success of these research fields and applications relies on the emission properties of single emitters,
for instance, the emission rate and radiation pattern. Solid-state emitters are necessarily supported in
thin film or stratified media, which on one hand provides great opportunies for nanophotonic
engineering and on the other hand complicates their emission behavior. While the coupling of single
emitters with isotropic nanophotonic structures has been well studied, there are few studies on the
emission properties (esp. radiation pattern) of single emitter coupled to anisotropic media. In fact,
anisotropic optical environment generally occurs for solid-state quantum emitters [1], such as single
organic molecules in single-crystalline matrices (e.g. dibenzoterrylene, DBT, in anthracene) and
single defects in hexagnal boron nitride.
In this study, we rigorously examine the influence of anisotropy on the radiation pattern of single
emitters and control their emission via coupling to nanoantennas in Anisotropic Planar Structure [2].
To this end, we developed a near-to-far field transformation package for anisotropic and stratified
nanophotonic platforms. The stratified system under consideration (Figure 1(a)) consists of
multilayers of anisotropic media sandwiched between isotropic cladding and substrate. Quantum
emitters and optical antennas are embedded in or situated on the multilayers. The near field from the
emitters is first calculated with numerical techniques like finite element method. Then we extract the
near field on the boundaries of a box enclosing all the inhomogeneities, and transform them to the far
field using a theoretical formulation based on reciprocity theorem [3]. The procedure allows us to
predict the influence of anistropy on the far field behavior for a specific DBT in anthracene system as
shown in Figure 1(b), where anthracene crystal is biaxially anisotropic [4]. Anthracene has been taken
to be either anisotropic or istropic when calculating the back focal plane images (Figure 1(b)). The
anisotropy clearly introduces new features in the image, calling for further experimental corroboration.

Fig 1. (a) Anisotropic and stratified system; (b) A single DBT molecule embedded in anthracene matrix, and the
back focal plane images calculated when anthracene is taken anisotropic or isotropic.

The authors acknowledge financial support from the National Natural Science Foundation of China
(grant 11474114, 11604109).
[1] J. A. Schuller, S. Karaveli, T. Schiros, K. He, S. Yang, I. Kymissis, J. Shan, and R. Zia, Nat. Nanotechnol. 8, 271 (2013).
[2] P. Zhang, P. Ren, Q. Zhou, and X.-W. Chen, manuscript in preparation.
[3] J. Yang, J.-P. Hugonin, and P. Lalanne, ACS Photonics 3, 395 (2016).
[4] M. I. Alonso and M. Garriga, Thin Solid Films 455, 124 (2004).
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In this article, we report on enhancement of photoluminescence (PL) of silicon quantum
dots by metallic nanoantennas. The silicon quantum dots embedded in silicon-rich oxynitride (SRON)
thin films are formed via high temperature annealing (900 °C) of these films and they exhibit PL with
a broad peak centered approximately at 730 nm. Arrays of rectangular nanoantennas from gold and
aluminium were fabricated by electron beam lithography on top of the 20 nm thin film containing
the optically active silicon quantum dots. The length of the antennas varied between 60 and 200 nm
with a fixed width of 80 nm. The PL was excited by green laser at 514 nm and measured for two
polarizations of the excitation light: parallel and perpendicular to the antennas longitudinal axis.
Furthermore, the PL signal was collected using a polarizer in the perpendicular and parallel
polarization direction (with respect to the antennas), and also without a polarizer. The results show
PL enhancement up to 15x for aluminium antennas and 6x for gold antennas. The measurements are
also supported by finite-difference time-domain calculations (Lumerical FDTD Solutions).
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Tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) has gained increasing attention in the recent years due to
the combined advantages of nanometer spatial resolution, single-molecule sensitivity, and flexibility in
probing different regions of the sample [1-4]. Unlike the extremely large Raman enhancement in TERS,
enhancement in fluorescence signal in tip-enhanced fluorescence (TEF) [5-6] is significantly smaller as
a result of the competition between enhancement in local electromagnetic fields and fluorescence
quenching via nonradiative energy transfer [7]. Since the high specificity of fluorescence spectroscopy
can reveal information complementary to that of Raman spectroscopy, it is desirable to optimize TERS
setups for efficient measurement of Raman and fluorescence signal in the same experiment [8]. In this
study, we use finite element method simulations to study the effect of different tip materials and varying
tip-substrate distances on fluorescence enhancement and quenching in a TEF setup.
A silver conical tip with an apex angle of 30° and a radius of curvature of 20 nm is positioned above a
glass substrate as shown in Fig. 1a). A single molecule with its dipole moment along the z-axis is
situated 0.5 nm above the surface of the substrate. Linearly polarized light with a wavelength of 532
nm is incident from the side with an angle of incidence 40° and polarization in the plane of incidence.
Fluorescence emitted by the molecule is then studied as a function of the distance between the tip end
and the substrate surface.
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Figure 1. (a) A schematic illustration of the tip-enhanced fluorescence (TEF) setup. (b) Fluorescence
enhancement factor as a function of the tip-substrate distance z.

We have found fluorescence enhancement factor reaches a maximum of ~1500 at a tip-substrate
distance of 2.2 nm as shown in Fig. 1b) as a result of competition between field enhancement near the
tip apex and quenching due to nonradiative energy transfer to the silver metal. Fluorescence
enhancement and quenching for other tip materials is also studied and the implication of these results
for TEF experiments will be discussed.
[1] R. Zhang et al., Nature 498, 82-86 (2013).
[2] Z. Zhang, S. Sheng, R. Wang, and M. Sun, Anal. Chem. 88, 9328-9346 (2016).
[3] X. Shi, N. Coca-López, J. Janik, and A. Hartschuh, Chem. Rev. 117, 4945-4960 (2017).
[4] E.A. Pozzi et al., Chem. Rev. 117, 4961-4982 (2017).
[5] J.M. Gerton et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 180801 (2004).
[6] Z.Y. Ma, J.M. Gerton, L.A. Wade, and S.R. Quake, Phys. Rev. Lett. 97, 260801 (2006).
[7] P. Anger, P. Bharadwaj, and L. Novotny, Phys. Rev. Lett. 96, 113002 (2006).
[8] L. Meng, M. Sun, J. Chen, and Z. Yang, Sci. Rep. 6, 19558 (2016).
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Active optical control of a plasmon – emitter coupled system by
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In this study, we used the Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy (FLIM) [1] to record quantum
dots (QDs) photoluminescence lifetime and intensity. We fabricated silver nanoparticles arrays
protected by a 5 nm-thick-SiO layer and spin-coated by a solution of QDs and photochromic
molecules diluted in a PMMA matrix. Due to their high refractive index change [2], the photochromic
molecules we chose were spiropyran molecules (Spy), which absorb UV light to become merocyanine
molecules (MC). The QDs photoluminescence lifetime and intensity have then been explored before
and after the photochromic transition, above and nearby the MNPs arrays. The Figure 1 summarizes
the results obtained for silver nanostructures coupled to QDs embedded with PM in a polymer film.
The images represent the photoluminescence (PL) intensity when the nanoparticles are in presence of
QDs before (in Spy) and after (in MC) the photochromic transition. The nanoparticles arrays are
easily located in these images by the squares. Before the photochromic transition (Figure 1a), the
photoluminescence of the QDs is quenched above all the arrays regardless of the nanoparticles size.
After the photochromic transition (Figure 1b), the PL is enhanced on the arrays with a maximum of
enhancement for the 70 nm-diameter MNPs.
2

Figure 1 – PL intensity images recorded on the silver nanoparticles ensembles (the diameters are written
nearby the square arrays) covered with QDs and photochromic molecules before (a) and after (b) the
photochromic transition.

From fluorescence lifetime measurements, we conclude that we are able to optically control the
desexcitation pathway of the MNP – QDs coupled system thanks to the photochromic transition
between Spy and MC.
[1] Munster, Erik B. van, and Theodorus W. J. Gadella. « Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy (FLIM) ». In
Microscopy Techniques, edited by Jens Rietdorf, 143 75. Berlin, Heidelberg: Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2005.
https://doi.org/10.1007/b102213.
[2] Reversible strong coupling in silver nanoparticle arrays using photochromic molecules, A.-L. Baudrion et al., Nano Lett.
13, p. 282−286 (2013).
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Graphene/hBN-based nanomodulator on silicon photonics
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Electro-optic modulators (EOMs) link the electric and optical binary signals in on-chip optical
communication networks. Graphene has been proposed as alternative material to conventional
3D electro-optic materials for the fabrication of optical modulators due to its higher electrooptical absorption and its one-atom thickness. Furthermore, the integration of graphene on
silicon waveguides increases light-graphene interaction with absorption of up to 0.1 dB/µm.
Higher modulation depth and shorter modulators can be achieved by the using of plasmonic
crystals with strong in-plane electric field components.
In this contribution, we propose an integrated graphene/hBN-based EO nanomodulator on
silicon photonics at communication wavelengths (Figure 1). Here, the increase of the absorption
of graphene by strong in-plane electric field is presented. The modal properties of the EO
nanomodulator are analyzed and the electric field density and confinement ratio calculated.
Numerical analyses show that the EO nanomodulator presents a modulation depth as high as 4
dB/µm at non-resonant wavelength of 1.65 µm, with a transmission loss of 2.5 dB. Due to the
ultra-small footprint of the proposed EO nanomodulator (i.e. 0.5 m2), the modulation speed is
up to 865 GHz, and the energy consumption is as low as 12 fJ/bit. These results are above the
standard requirements for optical communication optoelectronic integrated circuits.

Figure 1. (a) Three-dimensional schematic illustration of the nanophotonic device. (b) Electric field
distributions at On and Off state at 1.65µm

Acknowledgement: We thank Campus France (PHC Star project No. 34316PG), the French
Région Grand-Est (HPC Center ROMEO) and the CSC scholarship (file No. 201504490062)
for partial financial support. We also thank M. Fevrier for fruitful discussion on this work.
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Mechanically controlled break junctions (MCBJ) are one way to obtain mechanically controllable
small gaps between two metal contacts [1]. MCBJs are mainly used for tunnel effect experiments [2],
single-molecule measurements [3] and recently for Raman spectroscopy experiments [4].
In this contribution e-beam lithography (EBL) is used to produce a variety of mechanically controlled
break junctions where a bow tie shaped plasmonic nanostructure is located at the predetermined
breaking point of the junction. By bending the substrate, it is possible to generate tunable gap sizes
from sub-1nm to several nanometers between the nanostructures forming the bow tie. The control of
the gap size in the ultra-narrow regime is done by monitoring the tunneling current. A homemade and
compact bending device that fits on an inverse confocal microscope was used to simultaneously
perform optical and electrical measurements while the sample is bent.
To excite localized plasmonic resonances the plasmonic nanoparticles must be decoupled from the
conductive paths leading to them. Several different geometries are developed to achieve this. One
example is shown in Fig. 1 a). Incisions in the conductive path form a back-contacted hourglass
shaped nanostructure, see Fig. 1 b). By bending the sample, the junction breaks at the narrowest point
resulting in a bow tie shaped dimer where both arms are individually contacted forming a tunneling
junction.

Figure 1. a) SEM image of one plasmonic break junction; top view. b) SEM image of the nanostructure at the
designated breaking point. c) Confocal scattering image of an intact junction. d) Confocal luminescence image
of an intact junction.

Optical measurements of intact junctions are carried out, see Fig 1. c) and d). Electrical measurements
of break junctions in the tunneling regime as well as first combined electrical and optical
measurements will be shown.
This experiment promises to give insights into the plasmonic behavior of sub 1-nm gap antennas, and
the effect of light and plasmonics on the tunneling effect can be investigated.
[1] J. Moreland and J. W. Ekin, Journal of Applied Physics 58, 3888 (1985).
[2] J. Frenkel, Physical Review 36, 1604 (1930).
[3] C. A. Martin, D. Ding, H. S. J. van der Zant and J. M. van Ruitenbeek, New Journal of APhysics 10, 065008 (2008).
[4] Z. Zhao, R. Liu, D. Mayer, M. Coppola, L. Sun, Y. Kim, C. Wang, L. Ni, X. Chen, M. Wang, Z. Li, T. Lee and D.
Xiang, small, 1703815 (2018).
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Optoelectronic Detection of Photons by Strongly Confined Transfer of
Photon Spin to Electron Orbital Angular Momentum
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An MSM (metal-semiconductor-metal) optoelectronic slit detector was fabricated from a wedgeshaped fragment of a silicon wafer according to H. Danzebrink [1]. The sides of the wedge are coated
with aluminum with a nano-slit the at the apex. A focussed Gaussian beam normally incident onto the
slit leads to an electric current from the left to the right side of the wedge. The current depends on the
polarization of the incident beam. For a wavelength of 655 nm the voltage saturates with light
intensity to a limiting electromotive force of about 30 mV independent of polarization. With a
classical electromagnetic model of a photon [2] of an energy h and spin angular momentum h/2π the
signals can be explained by a transfer of photon spin to electron orbital angular momentum of a cyclic
electron flow in the conductive silicon gap between the two electrodes. If the angular momentum of
the photon of a wavelength of 655 nm and an energy of 1.89 eV is converted to electron orbital
angular momentum, the ponderomotive force (torque)
of the photon acts on the
electron. This ponderomotive force is in a similar experiment of. H. Danzebrink [1] balanced by the
electromotive force of 0.3 eV for the case of no current flow.
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Experimental scheme and experimental results on the photocurrent as function of beam position, light intensity
and polarization of the incident beam relative to the slit. The units correspond to the voltages of the I/V
converter to measure the current and to adjust the intensity of an intensity modulated laser
1. H.U. Danzebrink „Optoelectronic detector probes for scanning near-field optical microscopy“,. Journal of Microscopy
176, 276 (1994)
2. U.C. Fischer. “On Photon Spin and the Electromagnetic Origin of the Charge of the Electron.arXiv:1606.02251v2
[physics.gen-ph]. (2016) revised and extended version in preparation.
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Laser-induced thermoelectric effects in electrically-biased
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The recent development of nanoscale light-harvesting metal devices has provided an interesting venue
for carrier generation and extraction. Our study shows that an optical laser excitation of a generic
nanostructure such as a nanoscale gold constriction photo-induced currents may be produced by the
thermal properties of the device. We confirm a recent report showing that even for a constriction
made of the same material, thermo-currents are generated when heat is asymmetrically deposited on
the device by a focused laser beam. A computational model of the thermo-electric effect reproduces
the experimental results with a good agreement, supporting both the absorption characteristics of the
metal structure and the thermo-electrical origin of the measured currents. Furthermore, we
demonstrate that an external bias voltage applied to the constriction considerably modifies the laserdriven thermal response. The results show how the drifted charge carriers set in motion by the
temperature gradient respond to the external bias by moving in average preferentially towards the
drain electrode of the constriction. We have found a value for the biasing voltage that cancels out the
thermal current when the laser illuminates the source electrode. The observed experimental results
have been modeled and simulated with good agreement. The results described in this paper open the
way for a better understanding of the thermo-electric signals generated on nanostructures illuminated
by tightly focused light. The response of the device under the experimental conditions shown in this
paper, explains how an external voltage may drive thermo-currents vanishing or enhancing selectively
the spatial responsivity of the device.

Figure 1: Modulus and phase of the thermo-currents produced by a Au constriction when a thermal gradient is
generated by laterally scanning a focused laser beam through the device.

This work has been supported by the European Research Council under the European Community’s
Seventh Framework Program FP7/ 2007-2013 Grant Agreement No. 306772. Device fabrication was
performed in the technological platform ARCEN Carnot with the support of the Région de
Bourgogne.
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Peak Force Infrared Microscopy with Sub 10 nm Spatial Resolution
Xiaoji Xu1 and Le Wang1
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Nondestructive chemical and mechanical measurement of materials with sub 10 nm spatial
resolution together with topography provide rich information of the compositions and
organizations of heterogeneous materials and nanoscale objects. However, multimodal
nanoscale correlations are difficult to achieve, due to the limitation on spatial resolution of
optical microscopy and constraints from instrumental complexities. Here, we report a novel noninvasive spectroscopic scanning probe microscopy method: peak force infrared (PFIR)
microscopy that allows chemical imaging, collection of broadband infrared spectra, and
mechanical mapping at a spatial resolution better than 10 nm. In our technique, chemical
absorption information is directly encoded in the withdraw curve of the peak force tapping cycle
after illumination with synchronized infrared laser pulses in a simple apparatus (Figure 1a).
Nanoscale phase separation in block copolymers (Figure 1b), structures of peptides, and
inhomogeneity in urban aerosols are studied with PFIR microscopy. The detection limit of PFIR
is found to be about as high as a thousand of vibrational bonds. PFIR microscopy will provide a
powerful analytical tool for explorations at the nanoscale across wide disciplines and
complimentary to the current popular near-field imaging microscopies.

Figure 1. (a) Working principle of PFIR. (b) PFIR imaging on block copolymer of PS-b-PMMA
at respective infrared resonance. The inset shows the spatial resolution at 6 nm.
Reference
1.
Wang L, Wang H, Wagner M, Yan Y, Jakob DS, Xu XG. Nanoscale simultaneous
chemical and mechanical imaging via peak force infrared microscopy. Science advances.
2017;3(6):e1700255.
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Modes Interplay in the Second Harmonic Generation Dynamics
of Plasmonic Nanoparticles
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The generation of second harmonic (SH) light by plasmonic nanostructures is an ongoing topic of
research in nano-optics. A lot of work has been done by studying linear and nonlinear responses of
metallic nanoparticles. However, most of these theoretical works rely on continuous excitation,
obstructing the dynamical interplay between linear and nonlinear processes occurring for short pulse
excitations. On the other hand, experimental works often rely on ultra-short pulse excitations, although
the information obtainable at the femtosecond time scale is limited and usually restricted to pump-probe
experiments.
In this presentation, using a full-wave surface integral equation method, we study numerically the linear
and SH responses of plasmonic nanoparticles in the time domain for ultrashort excitations, i.e. <100fs
pulse duration. We use a far-field multipolar decomposition to analyze the temporal response at both
linear and nonlinear stages, revealing complex dynamical evolutions of these responses as well as
interferences between different eigenmodes. For specific pulse durations and central wavelengths, only
one eigenmode is excited and the corresponding field evolutions are extremely well reproduced by a
damped harmonic oscillator model based on the eigenmodes central wavelength and spectral width,
Fig. 1. For a pulse centered at a resonance, one can observe the typical 90° phase difference between
the driving force and the response of the system, Fig. 1(b). On the other hand, when the excitation
vanishes, the excited eigenmode evolves freely according to a damped harmonic oscillator model, Fig.
1(c). This dynamical behavior is observed for both the linear and SH fields, each process allowing
observing different modes. These results provide new insights into the dynamics of the SHG and can
help in the design of plasmonic systems for ultrafast optical signal processing.

Figure 1. (a) Electric far-field linear response (blue curve) of a silver nanorod for a femtosecond pulse (black
curve) centered at the dipolar plasmon resonance. (b) Forced part of the dynamics where the response has a
phase of 90° compared to the excitation. (c) Free part of the dynamics, where the dipolar eigenmode evolves
freely. A damped harmonic oscillator model is fitted to the curve with the dipolar eigenmode parameters and
shown as circles and dotted line.
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Surface plasmon microscopy of refractive index distribution
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Surface plasmons are quanta of charge density wave propagating on a metallic surface. Since the
propagating constant of the surface plasmon strongly depends on the refractive index in the optical nearfield of the metallic surface, the surface plasmon is intensively studied for applying to high-sensitive
measurements of the refractive index on the metallic surface. By using a technique to focus surface
plasmons in a microscopic region, high spatial resolution microscopy of transparent objects is
performable without labeling. In this presentation, we propose an optical system with confocal
detection to obtain higher spatial resolution in the surface plasmon microscopy.
In our optical system, radially polarized light with ring distribution is given to the entrance pupil of an
oil immersion objective lens to illuminate a substrate fabricated as Kretschmann configuration by a
Bessel beam. The reflected light from the substrate is detected by a point detector placed at a conjugate
plane of the substrate surface with polarization conversion to linear at a conjugate plane of the exit pupil
of the objective lens. By this system, the surface plasmons are excited in a microscopic region where
the point detector is observing the reflection. Detected signal represents coupling efficiency of the light
having a certain spatial frequency to the surface plasmon in the microscopic region, therefore the image
reflects the refractive index distribution on the substrate.
We numerically evaluate the imaging property of the microscope against a point like object. We
calculate complex amplitude distributions of the electric field produced by the illumination light and
the image of the point detector on the substrate surface. The intensity distribution obtained from the
product of these amplitude distributions expresses the imaging property. Figure 1 shows the distribution
by assuming a substrate coated by gold with a thickness of 47.45nm covered by air, annular pupil
illumination with a numerical aperture of 1.048 to 1.058, circular pupil detection with a numerical
aperture of 1.4, and light with a wavelength of 632.8 in vacuum. In Fig. 1, one can see a single peak
with the full width at the half maximum (FWHM) of 153 nm. The inset shows profile of the main peak
along the dashed line and the corresponding plot assuming non-confocal system which employs a large
detector. We confirmed that FWHM of the confocal system is narrower by 31.9% from the nonconfocal system.
We also present an experimental images of micro particles by the confocal and non-confocal systems
to clarify the efficacy.

Figure 1. Intensity distribution obtained from the product of amplitude electric field distributions on the
substrate surface produced by the illumination light and the back propagated light from the point detector.
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We present the novel type of microscopy – photo-induced force microscopy (PiFM) [1, 2] and its
applications. The photo-induced force, enhanced by the plasmonic field, depends on the local
response of the media, i.e. local polarizability as well as the local absorption which resulted in the
chemical selectivity with a spatial resolution of a few nanometers [3]. The advantage of this approach
is that any optical transitions linear and nonlinear of molecules can be probed directly as a far-field
free manner. This new form of microscopy operates in a regime of non-contact/tapping mode which is
away from the hard-contact mode. In this work, we present theoretical and experimental analysis of
linear and nonlinear optical responses such as Raman vibrational molecular states [4], the excited
state absorption [5] in single molecular clusters, IR vibrational transition [3] and surface plasmon
polaritons [6] in photo-induced force microscopy. The ability to apply AFM's for nanometer scale
optical spectroscopic analysis will open new opportunities in materials science and biology by
investigating the chemical and optical nature of individual molecules.

Figure 1. Schematic of pump-probe photo-induced force microscopy

[1] I. Rajapaksa, K. Uenal, H.K. Wickramasinghe, Applied physics letters, 97 (2010) 073121.
[2] J. Jahng, D.A. Fishman, S. Park, D.B. Nowak, W.A. Morrison, H.K. Wickramasinghe, E.O. Potma,
Accounts of chemical research, 48 (2015) 2671-2679.
[3] D. Nowak, W. Morrison, H.K. Wickramasinghe, J. Jahng, E. Potma, L. Wan, R. Ruiz, T.R.
Albrecht, K. Schmidt, J. Frommer, Science advances, 2 (2016) e1501571.
[4] I. Rajapaksa, H. Kumar Wickramasinghe, Applied physics letters, 99 (2011) 161103.
[5] J. Jahng, J. Brocious, D.A. Fishman, S. Yampolsky, D. Nowak, F. Huang, V.A. Apkarian, H.K.
Wickramasinghe, E.O. Potma, Applied Physics Letters, 106 (2015) 083113.
[6] J. Jahng, F.T. Ladani, R.M. Khan, X. Li, E.S. Lee, E.O. Potma, Optics letters, 40 (2015) 50585061.
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To spatially separate the electric and magnetic fields of the illumination light is a feasible strategy for
identifying electric dipole- and magnetic dipole-related phenomena without a priori knowledge about
the sample. The field separation can be achieved in a standing wave illumination, which gives an
additional advantage of super-resolution according to the principle of structured illumination
microscopy. In this work, we conduct polarization resolved measurements on scattering from single
gold nanoparticles with the standing wave illumination. The p- and s-polarized scattering intensities
are measured to be out of phase with each other, from which Mie theory analysis separates the electric
dipole, magnetic dipole and even higher order multipole excitations. From the polarization resolved
images of the gold nanoparticles, we obtain super-resolution images of the multipole distributions.
Our microscopy provides a way of super-resolution far-field mapping for optical magnetism or higher
order multipole related phenomena.

Figure 1. (a) Simple sum (left), s-polarization SIM (center), and p-polarization SIM (right) images for the gold
nanoparticles of 400 nm diameter. The simple sum image is obtained by summing the three dark field images
used in the image processing for s-polarization SIM. (b) X-axis intensity profiles of the red-boxed regions in the
simple sum (black line), s-polarization SIM (blue line), and p-polarization SIM (red line) images. Both the
intensity profiles of the two polarizations are normalized with the maximum value of s-polarization SIM.
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The interaction of light with nanostructures including nanoparticles (0D), nanowires (1D) and 2D
materials is a domain of research arising fundamental and technological interests. Given the
increasing use of these materials in technological applications, it is highly desirable to study and
experimentally characterize their optical properties. In this work, we introduce a new technique
allowing the quantitative optical characterization of nanostructures [1]. This technique named
quadriwave lateral shearing interferometry (QLSI) is a real time, wide field and quantitative lightmicroscopy technique enabling imaging of electromagnetic fields, providing complete information
about both their intensity and phase. The interferometric nature of the measurements makes this
technique highly sensitive; QLSI can easily detect wavefront distortions smaller than 1 nm. These
attributes make QLSI a powerful tool for imaging and characterization of nanostructures. In this work,
we focalize on the study of nanoparticules (0D) and 2D materials.
"0D materials" such as metallic and dielectric nanoparticles are of particular interest thanks to their
capacity to control light in sub-wavelength scale. With an increasing use of nanoparticles in optical
application, it is highly desirable to be able to characterize their optical response which is
fullydescribed by the optical complex polarizability. The polarizability of a nanoparticle depends both
on the constituent material and on the particle size and shape. For some known geometries, the
polarizability can be predicted analytically [2]. However, a small deviation from the specified
geometry allows a significant change of the optical properties. We show in this work how QLSI is
perfectly adapted to measure the complex polarizability without a prior assumption about the nature
or the geometry of the considered nanoparticle.
2D materials, like graphene, are atomic structures arranged in 2D plane with thicknesses lower than
the nanometer scale. These emergent materials have been used in a large variety of applications.
However, the characterization of 2D materials is still not straightforward as they are extremely thin
and almost transparent. We show here that QLSI allows a morphological characterisation of 2D
materials with a high contrast. In addition to that, thanks to the recorded intensity and phase images,
we are able to determine and map locally the optical properties of the 2D material, namely the
complex refractive index and the complex optical conductivity in the whole visible range [1].
[1] S. Khadir, P. Bon, D. Vignaud, E. Galopin, N. McEvoy, D. McCloskey, S. Monneret, G. Baffou. ACS Photonics 4,
3130–3139 (2017).
[2] H. C. van de Hulst, Light Scattering by Small Particles (Dover, 1981).
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The nature of insulator to metal transition in VO2, after more than half a century of investigations still
remains under debate, though the convenient temperature of the transition attracts people to utilize it
in many applications, especially in the field of plasmonics, as for example all-optical modulation or
sensing. Thus there is a need for a precise prediction of temperature dependent optical properties in
this material.
In this study, we concentrate on the macroscopic model which would describe the temperature
dependence of optical constant over the transition in thin film VO2. We confirm the Bruggeman
effective medium approximation [1] as a proper model describing the temperature dependence of
optical constants of the material in visible and near infrared range even around the transition
temperature. Using a depolarization factor, which is related to the shape of the inclusions, as a free
parameter, we obtain an improvement in overall mean square error of the model. In particular it
results in a perfect match between the volume fraction of the BEMA and the critical fraction from
percolation theory for such systems.
In addition, we observe that the depolarization of light in the sample is also temperature dependent.
Moreover, it is linked to the observed transition and correlates with the filling fraction of metallic
phase derived from the BEMA model. Thus it is an interesting observable to investigate the transition
in terms of disorder induced by shape and size in the granular thin films.

Figure 1. Measured ellipsometric parameters and for both cooling and heating cycle at different wavelengths.
The Black dashed curve represent the BEMA model fit. Bottom right, temperature dependence of the shape
factor for heating and cooling cycles.

[1]J. Rozen et al., Applied physics letters (2006), 88, 081902.
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During last two decades Fourier microscopy technique is widely applied in detection of molecular
orientation, observation of scattering diagram of single nanostructure or nanostructured materials.
With increasing complexity of microscopy systems, the contribution of artefacts in the Fourier image
plane also increases.
In this work, we explore deeper the image formation in Fourier microscopy by using fast-physical
optics modeling with field tracing and particularly pay attention in possible artifacts. The Local Plane
Interface Approximation (LPIA) algorithm, a free space propagation algorithm and the Fourier Modal
Method (FMM) are all combined in the calculations. As samples under investigation we use a single
molecule with three different dipole moment orientations and a photonic crystal. We modelled
different Fourier microscopy systems based on various commercial objectives in combination with
different Bertrand lenses. By comparing the calculated results obtained for an ideal system with that
of obtained with real ones we show that the real systems with high-NA objectives experience
apodization due to Fresnel losses depended on polarization and diffraction from the aperture. Field of
view will add another constrain on the image quality of Fourier imaging microscopy. The artefacts
should be properly taken into account and compensated in the reconstruction algorithms. The results
of our modeling showed to be in good agreement with the experimental observations reported in the
literature.

Figure 1. Fourier images of a molecule with dipole moment orientation of [1,0,1] obtained by an (a) ideal and
(b) real microscopy systems.
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3D mode-matching is a powerful theoretical concept to understand and optimize the optical coupling
between an arbitrary emitter and a plasmonic resonator. By introducing a second mode matching condition
with an additional single emitter we take into account that the power transfered to the plasmonic resonator
often is to be re-emitted efficiently to a receiver or detector (see Fig. 1a)). This allows to identify optimal
geometries providing plasmonic modes, which are optimized to work as optical antenna, transducing and
routing optical energy between light and matter[1]. Here, two applications of double mode-matching will
be presented:
1) The coupling between a point-like two-level quantum emitter (QE) and the continuum of radiative modes. This leads to a set of novel optical antenna design guidelines for QE emission enhancement.
Accordingly, a plasmonic cavity antenna (PCA) geometries is derived (see Fig. 1b)) and compared to an
established dipolar two-wire antenna geometry (see Fig. 1c); [1]).
2) The the far-field coupling of nanometer-sized metal helices[2] to circular polarized light shows a rich
and complex behavior. However, a 1D model based on 3D mode-matching can describe qualitatively the
scattering behavior of the helical plasmonic nano resonator (see Fig. 1d)), providing a simple access to the
design and fabrication of chiro-optical devices..

Figure 1: Double 3D mode-matching. a) An optical antenna (OA) couples to both a sending/detecting farfield dipole S/D with currents j f and an near-field dipole (QE) showing currents jd . The coupling can be
described by the fields of the antenna mode Eν , and of the dipoles E f , Ed . b) Antenna design carrying a
doubly matched resonant mode. The originally rotational symmetric geometry is shown with a 90◦ cutaway
for improved visualization. Additionally, the near-field intensity (greyscale) as well as the current direction
(light arrows) are overlaid for a quarter cross section. c) Near-field intensity enhancement spectra in the
center of b) as well as at the center of a two-wire dipole reference antenna (black). The small insets show
the xy-plane cross section of both geometries. d) Numerically retrieved spectra (lines) of a plasmonic helix
excited with even (dashed) and odd (solid) handedness as well as calculated coupling of 1D Fabry-Perot
modes via 3D mode-matching (dots). The inset shows the charge density of the lowest order resonance.

References
[1] Feichtner, T., Christiansen, S., Hecht, B. (2017). Physical Review Letters, 119(21), 217401.
[2] Haverkamp, C., Höflich, K., Jäckle, S., Manzoni, A., Christiansen, S. (2017). Nanotechnology, 28(5), 55303
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The study of optical microcavity, the key component of optoelectronic integration, is very
important. Microcavities containing media that couple strongly to light can enter a regime of
strong coupling which produces new admixed quasiparticles, the polaritons. The Whisper
Gallery Mode (WGM) resonance is a new type of optical microcavity which is convenient for
highly integration. Instead of passive microcavity structures, such as oxides and metal materials,
we focus on the active tubular microcavity based on 3D nitride material system. Recently, we
fabricated a microtube cavity based on wide band gap semiconductor GaN/InGaN quantum
wells using stress induced self-rolling method. The WGM lasing was observed at room
temperature for the first time. Active laser microcavity with high quality factor, low threshold
and single-mode and high polarization at room temperature has been realized. Threshold of
2mJ/cm2 and quallity factor of more than 1000 were characterized. The major scientific
problems and key technologies related to material growth, device fabircation and optical
properties will be carefully investigated. In the end, the application of our microtube in roomtemperature operation biological detection will be discussed.

Fig. 1 (a) 5 μm diameter GaN/InGaN quantum well microtube , (b) spontaneous and stimulated emission
of the microtube under 337nm laser excitation. Inset shows the simulated electrical field distribution
along the tube wall.
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Topology has established itself as an invaluable tool to elucidate the properties of physical systems
and to discover novel physical phenomena. Recently, topological concepts have been transferred from
the realm of electrons to that of light and various mechanism to generate nontrivial topological states
in photonic systems have been put forward [1].
In this contribution, we will present a novel class of photonic-crystal-based nanostructures which
display nontrivial topological properties. These structures are based on the idea of an effective
“bichromatic potential” for light, i.e., a spatial distribution of the dielectric index characterized by the
superposition of two different periodicities [2,3]. This distribution can be realized in practice by
starting from a standard photonic crystal waveguide and modifying the lattice constant only in the
waveguide region (see Fig. 1a). We will demonstrate that the resulting bichromatic structures embody
a photonic analogue of the two-dimensional integer quantum Hall effect [4] and, in fact, inherit its
nontrivial topological properties. The nontrivial topology of the optical spectrum is illustrated by the
formation of topologically protected, strongly localized boundary states when a finite-size extent of
the waveguide is embedded in a larger photonic crystal (Fig. 1b). These boundary states are
equivalent to the edge states of the integer quantum Hall effect [5,6]. We will present a numerical
characterization of the boundary states and discuss their robustness to optical losses and disorder. Our
results show that bichromatic photonic crystals are simple, yet nontrivial, systems displaying a rich
and intriguing physics. Therefore, they represent an ideal platform for investigating novel states of
light and demonstrating fascinating physical phenomena.

Figure 1. (a) Scheme of a bichromatic photonic structure: a photonic-crystal-slab waveguide with a different lattice constant
than the surrounding crystal. (b) The computed spectrum of a finite-length bichromatic waveguide with a’/a = 0.833,
showing the presence of boundary state across the bandgap. These states are strongly localized at the edges of the structure.

The authors acknowledge financial support from the Marie Skłodowska-Curie individual
fellowship BISTRO-LIGHT (No. 748950) and the European Research Council (ERC Advanced Grant
No. 340438-CONSTANS).
[1] L. Li, J.D. Joannopoulos & M. Soljačić, Nature Photon. 8, 821-829 (2014).
[2] F. Alpeggiani, L.C. Andreani, & D. Gerace, Appl. Phys. Lett. 107, 261110 (2015).
[3] A. Simbula et al., APL Photonics 2, 056102 (2017).
[4] D. J. Thouless, M. Kohmoto, P. Nightingale and M. den Nijs: Phys. Rev. Lett. 49, 405 (1982).
[5] L. Lang, X. Cai, & S. Chen, Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 220401 (2012).
[6] Y. Kraus, Y. Lahini, Z. Ringel, M. Verbin, & O. Zilberberg, Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 106402 (2012).
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Ultra-narrow Nanoslit Cavities for High-Q Resonances in the
Visible Range
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Nanoapertures, the inverse counterparts of solid nanoparticles, provide an alternative method to
engineer novel plasmonic nanostructuresbased on Babinet’s principle. Various nanoapertures, such as
slots, bowties, and nanoholes, have been proposed and applied in numerous applications.
Here, we propose and fabricate asymmetric open-ended plasmonic nanoslit cavities that show multiresonances in the visible range [1]. The nanoslit cavities were fabricated by milling of singlecrystalline gold flakes with the Helium Ion Microscope (HIM). The superior capability of HIM
enables routine fabrication of nanoslits with width down to 5 nm. We characterized the nanoslits with
one-photon photoluminescence and observed multiple resonant modes in a single nanoslit in the
visible wavelength range, which cannot be achieved in the traditional nanogap antennas. Furthermore,
high quality factors up to 24 were observed, as shown in Figure 1b, in these Fabry-Pérot-type modes
due to the low radiative losses with the modes, the high-fidelity nanofabrication as well as the singlecrystal nature of the gold.
The fact that we can achieve multiple high-Q resonances in a single nanoantenans makes nanoslit
cavities very unique and remarkable platforms for various light-matter enginieering even down to the
quantum regime. Integration of such nanoslit cavities with quantum emitters is expected to realize
ultra-strong light-matter coupling that can lead to fascinating phenomena in quantum nano-optics.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration (not to scale) of asymmetric nanoslit cavities fabricated by milling with
helium-ion microscope (HIM). Fabry-Pérot-type resonances appear inside the cavities leading to multi-order
plasmon modes in the visible wavelength range. (b) Q-factors of the resonant modes of different orders from the
nanoslit cavities with 5 nm width. The Q-factors are calculated as the ratio between the resonance frequency
and the peak FWHM.

The authors acknowledge the financial support from Alexander von Humboldt Foundation.
[1] Chen, K.; Razinskas, G.; Vieker, H.; Gross, H.; Wu, X.; Beyer, A.; Gölzhäuser, A.; Hecht B., submitted
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Electric field sensor based on a tunable Fano-resonance with a
high quality factor in lithium niobate photonic crystal
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After the revolutionary progress in photonic technology, optical components are more considered in
the nanotechnologies aiming for more complexity in the electronic systems. Light is incredibly
versatile for measuring all kinds of physical quantities: electric field, magnetic field, temperature etc.
Beside the massive change in high-speed fiber optic communications and cleaner energy harvesting,
photonics have shaped a new landscape in many domains such as higher data rate optical
interconnection in electronic chips, new generation of compact and highly sensitive sensors etc.
Here, we propose a photonic crystal engraved into a Lithium Niobate (LN) membrane. We use the
ferroelectric material, Lithium Niobate, due to its excellent electro-optic, nonlinear optical and
piezoelectric properties. The coupling of a Bloch photonic crystal mode with a guided mode of the
membrane gives a sensitive, sharp and asymmetric resonance, referred to Fano resonance [1]. Fano
resonance, the well-known resonance from atomic physics, possesses tunable quality factor Q and a
high dip-peak transmission and reflection difference. A Fano resonance insures an excellent
electromagnetic field confinement needed to enhance the LN electro-optic coefficient.
Photonic crystal based sensor was already proposed [2] by our team and fabricated on a thin film
lithium niobate membrane with a Suzuki phase lattice. The experimental sensitivity was estimated to
be 0.77 nm/°C similar to the sensitivity predicted by simulations. Whilst, here, we work on a square
lattice photonic crystal of a conical cylinder pattern with radius r, conicity α, height h and period p
engraved within a LN membrane of 2xh thickness as shown on the figure 1a. Our theoretical studies
reveal the opportunity to develop an electric field sensor with a high sensitivity and tunable Fano
resonance (see figure 1b) depending on the geometry of the structure with a high quality factor Q (up
to 105) and robust extinction factor (50%). Our Fano resonance could make a revolution in developing
high sensitivity sensors like electric field sensors within electro-optic materials.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic view of the proposed structure. (b) Transmission spectrum at normal incidence
[1] Miroshnichenko, Andrey E. and Flach, Sergej and Kivshar, Yuri S. Miroshnichenko, A. E.; Flach, S. & Kivshar, Y. S.
“Fano resonances in nanoscale structures,” Rev. Mod. Phys., American Physical Society, 2010, 82, 2257-2298
[2] W. Qiu, A. Ndao, V. Vila, R. Salut, N. Courjal, F. Baida, and M. Bernal, "Fano resonance-based highly sensitive,
compact temperature sensor on thin film lithium niobate," Opt. Lett. 41, 1106-1109 (2016).
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Tuning the dielectric-metal transition in Indium Tin Oxide thinfilms
and probing the crossover by modal interference of optical fibres
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Dynamic tunability of optical properties of materials is a highly desirable attribute for furthering applications
in optical data processing and communication. Conducting oxides, especially indium tin oxide (ITO) is one
such material with electrical conductivity, comparable to that of metals, due to the exceptionally high free
electron density possible by doping [1]. The physical origin of this conductivity arising from interplay of the
dynamic oxidation state of the soluble tin ions and the oxygen non-stoichiometry, renders it fine-tunable by
controlling the latter. We present experimental results that show ‘reversible’ tuning of the dielectric properties
of commercially available ITO thin-films, resulting in a change of its plasma frequency (𝜔𝜔𝑃𝑃 ) from 0.99 – 0.4
eV (fig. 1(a)), corresponding to a change in electron density by approximately an order in magnitude. The
experimentally obtained dielectric constant (𝜖𝜖 ) shows a dielectric to metal transition differentiated by a
crossover wavelength (frequency) 𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 (𝜔𝜔𝑜𝑜 ), at which Re(𝜖𝜖) = 0 [2]. For 𝜆𝜆 > 𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 , the ITOs behave as metals
making them amenable for plasmonic applications in the near IR, though the progressively increasing Im(𝜖𝜖)
offers limitations that are explored in this investigation.

Figure 1: Experimentally obtained (a) dielectric constant of processed 120 nm ITO thinfilms showing tunability of 𝜔𝜔𝑃𝑃 ,
ATR spectra of (b)120 nm and (c)20 nm films evidencing plasmon excitation at 𝜔𝜔𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 and 𝜔𝜔𝑜𝑜 , (d) Shift in modal
interference pattern of fibre in contact with ITO samples across the dielectric-metal transition (S1 – S4).

The reversibility of the ‘doping’ process is discussed in conjunction with its carrier mobility and x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy measurements for comprehending the underlying physical process. Plasmonic
response of the samples are investigated via attenuated total reflection spectroscopy that distinctly evidences
excitation of surface plasmon mode at 𝜔𝜔𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 in the 120 nm film and the epsilon near zero mode close to 𝜔𝜔𝑜𝑜 in
the thinner 20 nm sample [3]. The doping dependent tunability of the ITO films and their wavelength
dependent dielectric to metal crossover is further explored and exploited in the context of modal interference
between the fundamental HE11 and HE12 modes of a 11𝜇𝜇m diameter silica fibre laid flat (in contact) with the
thin films. Fig. 1(d) shows the shift in the interference pattern across four samples, where S1 is a dielectric
with refractive index of 1.05 and S2 – S4 with increasing |Re(𝜖𝜖)|, thus metal like response; the corresponding
dielectric constant data are labeled in fig.1(a). Interestingly, coincident with the 𝜆𝜆 dependent dielectric-metal
transition, the fibre–ITO junction evidences nontrivial wavelength dependence of ‘gap modes’ that are being
investigated independently.
[1] H. Kostlin, R. Jost, and W. Lems, Phys. Stat. Sol. A 29, 87–93 (1975).
[2] I. Hamberg and C. G. Granqvist, Journal of Applied Physics 60, R123 (1986).
[3] S. Campione, I. Brener, and F. Marquier, Phys. Rev. B 91, 121408(R) (2015).
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Shaping the spatial and spectral phase with reflectives nanoresonators
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Since the work of Federico Capasso in 2011 [1], metasurfaces for optics, or how to structure a surface to
provide optical properties (focusing, deflection, dispersion, etc.), have been proposed for numerous applications.
The function of an optical component is determined by the local modification it induces on an incident
electromagnetic field. The goal is to control the phase of a transmitted or reflected field by texturing the matter
at the sub-wavelength scale and minimizing the influence on the amplitude (at least in the spectral band of
interest).
A solution to this problem is the use of MIM (Metal-Insulator-Metal) nano-antennas [2], which consists in
metallic rods deposited on a layer of transparent material itself deposited on a metal mirror. Such a structure can
only work in reflection because of the metallic mirror and behaves like an horizontal Fabry-Perot resonator
whose resonance is controlled mainly by the length of the rod and which is accompanied by a significant phase
jump up to 2π. Here we use two properties of these structures, the chromaticism induced by the resonance and
the interaction surface which is greater than the geometrical surface of the nano-rod [3], to combine the different
dimensions of nano-antennas locally in order to create two optical functions on the same surface.

Figure. (a) Illustration of the proposed dual prism. (b) Illustration of one period of the dual prism and associated phase ramps. (c) Phase
response of the nano-antennas according to their lengths in function of the wavelength. The colors correspond to the ones of previous
figure.

Our proposed structure is illustrated in figure (a), it deflects the incident beam at 3µm in one direction and the
one at 5µm in the opposite direction. This prism is composed of four periodic areas, each of them adding a π/2
delay to the previous one by modifying the length of antennas. As shown in figure (b) these nano-antennas
create two opposite phase ramps at two different wavelengths. This is possible thanks to the chromaticism of
MIM structures and the fact that they interact with the light included in an effective section much larger than
their dimensions.
As we can see on figure (c) the phase response of a given structure varies with the wavelength. We use the fact
that when the resonance is localized at 5µm (respectively at 3µm) the introduced phase at 3µm (respectively at
5µm) is negligible. That is to say that the three smallest patterns will modify locally the phases at 3µm only and
the three greatest patterns will do the same for 5µm only. This dual prism paves the way to the creation of more
complicated dual optical functions metasurfaces.
The authors acknowledge the financial support from a DGA-MRIS scholarship.
[1] Nanfang Yu, Patrice Genevet, Mikhail A. Kats, Francesco Aieta, Jean-Philippe Tetienne, Federico Capasso, and Zeno Gaburro, Light propagation with
phase discontinuities: Generalized laws of reection and refraction, Science 334 (2011), no. 6054, 333-337.
[2] Shuyan Zhang, Myoung-Hwan Kim, Francesco Aieta, Alan She, Tobias Mansuripur, Ilan Gabay, Mohammadreza Khorasaninejad, David Rousso, Xiaojun
Wang, Mariano Troccoli, Nanfang Yu, and Federico Capasso, "High efficiency near diffraction-limited mid-infrared flat lenses based on metasurface
reflectarrays," Opt. Express 24, 18024-18034 (2016)
[3] Patrick Bouchon, Charlie Koechlin, Fabrice Pardo, Riad Haïdar, and Jean-Luc Pelouard, "Wideband omnidirectional infrared absorber with a patchwork of
plasmonic nanoantennas," Opt. Lett. 37, 1038-1040 (2012)
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Normal mode expansion for lossy resonators in open systems
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Figure 1: (a) Normal modes describe variations of Green’s tensor in both position and orientation of
source and detector. (b) Normal modes of an arbitrary structure can be obtained semi-analytically using
the modes of an analytically solvable system.

Green’s tensor G(r,r') is fundamental to electrodynamics as it contains full information about the
optical system, providing access to all observables such as light scattering and enhancement of
spontaneous emission rates of optical nano-resonators. Furthermore, knowing the spatial variation of
G(r,r') over both coordinates r and r' is useful for a wide range of applications, from radiative heat
transfer, and van der Waals forces, to second harmonic generation. Numerical simulations of Green’s
tensors are conceptually simple and can be performed using FDTD or FEM by introducing a radiating
dipole. However, if the location or orientation of the dipole is varied, the whole simulation must be
repeated, so obtaining G(r,r') for a nano-optical system is a time-consuming task.
We employ the GEneralized NOrmal Mode Expansion (GENOME) method [1] for solving Maxwell’s
wave equation with a source current, ∇×(∇×E)+k2ϵ(r)E=iωμ0J(r), thus yielding the Green’s
tensor. Recently, there has been considerable interest in developing modal expansions for open
systems based on quasi-normal modes, or resonant states, which are the eigen-solutions of Maxwell’s
equations with complex eigen-frequencies [2]. GENOME instead operates at real frequencies and
uses normal modes of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation with the permittivity playing the role of the
eigenvalue. This approach retains the simplicity of standard normal mode expansion and has a
number of advantages over quasi-normal expansions. For example, GENOME is applicable to any
source configuration (see Fig.1(a)), including the important case of when the source is exterior to the
scatterer. Furthermore, the normalization of modes is similar to that of a closed system.
For a given frequency, only a single calculation of the normal modes is necessary (which can be done
e.g. using a FEM implementation in COMSOL) providing full spatial variation of G(r,r') as a function
of both r and r'. A robust and efficient semi-analytic “perturbation” method is also possible (see
Fig.1(b)), for arbitrary perturbation strengths, so that the modes of any optical system can be
generated. Subsequently, the electric field E(r) produced by any current distribution J(r) can be
efficiently calculated. Typically, few eigenmodes are required, with over 90% of the response often
captured by only one mode due to the small feature sizes of nano-optics, enabling analytic insight.
Implementation of GENOME is remarkably simple, which is key to its practical utility. We
demonstrate a COMSOL implementation for the modes, using a simple substitution trick, and the
“perturbation” process, which involves only evaluating overlap integrals, and diagonalizing a small
dense matrix. We demonstrate convergence of GENOME against direct simulation methods, showing
that agreement to arbitrary accuracy can be achieved.
[1] D. J. Bergman and D. Stroud, PRB 22 35273539 (1980), A. Farhi and D. J. Bergman, PRA 93 063844 (2016).
[2] M. B. Doost, W. Langbein, and E. A. Muljarov, PRA 90, 013834 (2014), C. Sauvan, J. P. Hugonin, I. S. Maksymov, and
P. Lalanne, PRL, 110 237401, (2013).
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Nanospectroscopy of infrared phonon resonance enables to
locally quantify electronic properties in doped SrTiO3 ceramics
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Complex metal oxides enable a plethora of novel electronic functionalities beyond conventional Si
technology.[1] Due to its well-known defect chemistry, SrTiO3 acts as a role model to study relevant
applications, such as the formation and tuning of two-dimensional electron gasses or resistive
switching. In both cases, the local interaction of defects and charge carriers remains elusive. Hence,
new characterization techniques have to be developed to enable novel device concepts.
We exploit the subwavelength spatial resolution of scattering-type Scanning Near-field Optical
Microscopy (s-SNOM)[2] to perform a nm-scale analysis of the infrared response of doped
Sr1-xLaxTiO3 ceramics.[3] The usual approach to derive information about the electronic properties of
a material from the so called near-field ‘plasma resonance’ near the plasma frequency is not
applicable in this case. For SrTiO3 the plasma frequency is at much lower frequencies due to a high
effective mass and could only be addressed by synchrotron radiation. However, Huber et al. showed
that the phonon near-field resonance is in principle also sensitive to electronic variations.[4] In
combination with a home-built long-wavelength broadband laser system, we perform a detailed
spectroscopic analysis (λ = 7 - 18 μm) of the influence of free charge carriers on the near-field phonon
resonance in SrTiO3. Thus, we demonstrate how plasmon-phonon coupling[4] can be exploited, to
quantify the electronic properties of a complex oxide from an analysis of the phonon near-field
resonance.
By correlating near-field optical images to Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) maps, we could
analyze infrared spectra from a single grain boundary. As a major result, we reveal for the first time
electron accumulation at interfaces in donor-doped SrTiO3, resolving a long-standing hypothesis (and
conflict[5]) in the framework of oxide electronics and classical defect chemistry. We even
demonstrate the applicability of our analysis to investigate resistive switching devices. Our proof-ofprinciple imposes an important step for future in-operando, nm-scale mapping of defects and charge
carriers in technologically relevant applications of SrTiO3 and can be transferred to other relevant
wide band-gap materials like GaN, SiC and TiO2.
The authors acknowledge the financial support from the DFG (German Science Foundation) within
the collaborative research center SFB 917 “Nanoswitches”.
[1] H. Takagi and H. Y. Hwang, Science 327, 1601–1602 (2010).
[2] F. Keilmann and R. Hillenbrand, Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society 362, 787–805 (2004).
[3] M. Lewin, C. Baeumer, F. Gunkel, A. Schwedt, F. Gaussmann, J. Wueppen, P. Meuffels, B. Jungbluth, J. Mayer,
R. Dittmann, R. Waser and T. Taubner, manuscript submitted (2018)
[4] A. Huber, N. Ocelic, T. Taubner and R. Hillenbrand, Nano Letters 6, 774–778 (2006).
[5] R. Moos and K. H. Härdtl, Journal of applied physics 80, 393–400 (1996).
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Tunability of ferroelectric superlenses in the mid-infrared regime
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In far-field microscopy, diffraction limits the resolution to about half the wavelength. Superlenses use
negative permittivity materials to beat this diffraction limit by re-amplification of evanescent
waves [1], e.g., close to phonon resonances at IR frequencies [2–5]. A major limitation of superlenses,
however, is their narrow bandwidth [2,3,6]. Especially for imaging and spectroscopy, one needs a
much broader bandwidth and, yet, well-tunable center wavelengths.
Here, we explore this tunability by investigating ferroelectric superlenses [3–5] adjusted through
external electric fields. Moreover, in order to observe sub-wavelength-sized superlens images, we
combine scattering scanning near-field optical microscopy (s-SNOM) with the free-electron laser
FELBE at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR) [3,7]. FELBE is a narrow-band light
source that is precisely tunable to wavelengths from 4 to 250 µm.

Figure 1. From left to right, the sub-figures display: Sketch of the different superlensing samples used, topography image, near-field images at the superlensing wavelength, and an image of the ferroelectric domain
structure. (1) Domains in the top (spacer) layer A do not affect superlensing, while (2) domains in the superlensing layer B show significant impact.

The ferroelectric superlenses investigated in the work presented here are either based on epitaxiallygrown thin films [3,4] or on free-standing lamellae [5]. Domains with different ferroelectric polarization show near-field resonances at different spectral positions [8]. Figure 1 displays how domains in
the distinct layers A and B of our superlens structures affect superlensing. As shown, the influence of
ferroelectric domains in the superlensing layer B indicates potential employment for tunable superlenses. When applying electric fields to a ferroelectric bulk material, we prove that we can purposely
switch and influence the ferroelectric polarization and, hence, adjust the B-layer permittivity tensor.
We present both near-field optical imaging and spectroscopic analysis upon such domain switching.
Our experiments thus clearly demonstrate the suitability of ferroelectric perovskites as potential
materials for broadband IR superlensing.
We acknowledge funding through DFG Research Grant KE 2068/2-1.
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J. B. Pendry, Phys. Rev. Lett. 85, 3966 (2000).
T. Taubner et al., Science 313, 1595 (2006).
S. C. Kehr et al., Nat. Commun. 2, 249 (2011).
S. C. Kehr et al., Opt. Mater. Express 1, 1051 (2011).
S. C. Kehr et al., ACS Photonics 3, 20 (2016).
M. Fehrenbacher et al., Nano Lett. 15, 1057 (2015).
S. C. Kehr et al., Synchrotron Radiat. News 30, 31 (2017).
S. C. Kehr et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 256403 (2008).
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FTIR nano-spectroscopy and –imaging of phospholipid and
surfactin monolayer domains
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Nano infrared (IR) microscopy and spectroscopy in combination with AFM imaging is nowadays
routinely employed for chemical identification with a spatial resolution on the nanoscale [1]. A novel
method for enhancing the near-field imaging contrast of organic monolayers of < 5 nm thickness
employing plasmon interferometry is proposed and demonstrated [2]. In this technique, the organic
layer is deposited on monolayer graphene substrates which support propagating surface plasmons.
Plasmon reflections arising from changes in the dielectric environment provided by the thin organic
layer lead to a contrast mechanism caused by the substrate in addition to the near-field signal
generated by the sample. An example is shown in Figure 1 (right part).

Figure 1: d-DSPC/surfactin monolayer domains on epitaxial graphene substrate. The AFM topography is
shown on the left. Optical signal amplitude demodulated at the 4 th harmonic, s4, at 𝝂̃ = 𝟗𝟕𝟖 cm−𝟏 is plotted on
the right. The substructure corresponds to surface-plasmon polaritons (SPP) supported by the graphene
monolayer and confined by the organic layer on top of graphene. Regions populated by the material sensitive
SPP are different from the topographical morphology of the domains.

A cell membrane model system consisting of mixed monolayers of the biologically relevant
phospholipid DSPC and the antibiotic surfactin is studied using this approach combined with FTIR
nano-spectroscopy using synchrotron radiation [3–5]. In particular, the contrast enhancement of
plasmon interferometry enables to identifiy the interfacial transiton region between the surfactin and
the phospholipid. Thus we conclude that IR nano-imaging of thin organic layers on top of graphene at
appropriate doping levels is a contrast enhancing method for detecting changes in material
composition and molecular orientation, influencing the dielectric environment and doping properties
of graphene, respectively.
We gratefully acknowledge discussion with Vladimir A. Zenin and Alexander A. Govyadinov. We
thank Thomas Ederth at Linköping University (Sweden) for help with the IRRAS spectra and Eric
Tyrode at KTH (Sweden) for support with the VSF spectra.
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Plasmon Resonances of Mid-IR Antennas on an Absorbing
Substrate: Optimization of Localized Plasmon-Enhanced
Absorption upon Strong Coupling Effect
L. Břínek1,2, M. Kvapil1,2 T. Šamořil1,2, M. Hrtoň1,2, R. Kalousek1,2, V. Křápek1,2, J. Spousta 1,2,
P. Dub1,2, P. Varga1,2, and T. Šikola1,2*
1 Central European Institute of Technology, Brno University of Technology, Purkyňova 123, Brno, 612 00, Czech Republic
2 Institute of Physical Engineering, Brno University of Technology, Technická 2896/2, Brno, 616 69, Czech Republic

*sikola@fme.vutbr.cz
We report on the surface plasmon resonances of mid-infrared Au antennas deposited on an absorbing
silicon-rich oxinitride (SRON) layer, and on their utilization for enhancement of a spatially localized
absorption of IR radiation in SRON. The antenna resonances were experimentally determined from
far-field IR reflection spectra measured over a broad mid-IR range. Due to a strong coupling of
localized surface plasmon resonances with vibration modes-phonon resonances in SRON these
spectra generally show up the Rabi splitting of the reflection peaks which results in two hybrid
branches of resonance wavelengths scaling nonlinearly with the antenna arm length [1]. To maximize
spatially localized plasmon-enhanced energy absorption in SRON, a compromise wavelength between
that one related to optimum antenna resonances and the SRON resonant absorption wavelengths must
be chosen. We stress that the principles of this method can be utilized in other dielectric or
semiconductor materials resonantly absorbing in the mid-IR range, and, more generally, in other
spectral regions, including the visible (e.g. due to excitons). Hence, in addition to the spatially
localized heating, the principles can be exploited in optimization of the efficiency of IR and light
detectors, solar cells, biosensors and other applications.

Figure 1. Left: Plasmon resonance wavelengths vs. antenna arm lengths (L). Black points represent the
experimental data and the blue curve corresponds to numerical (FDTD) simulations. The red curve is yielded
by the analytical formula lres = nSRON (lres) × 2L. Right: Simulated spectra of the relative power absorbed in the
SRON domain beneath the antenna gap with respect to that one absorbed in the identical domain of the sample
without the antenna for different arm lengths of dimmer antennas.

[1] Törmä P. and Barnes W. L., Rep. Prog. Phys. 78 013901, 2015.
We acknowledge the support by the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic (grant No. 15-21581S and
17-33767L), Technology Agency of the Czech Republic (grant No. TE01020233), MEYS CR (grant
No. LQ1601 – CEITEC 2020 and LM2015041 – CEITEC Nano+). Dielectric function of SRON was
determined experimentally by Josef Humlíček from Masaryk University.
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Near-field radiative heat transfer experiments for
thermophotovoltaic conversion
C. Lucchesi1, R. Vaillon1,2, D. Cakiroglu3, J.-P. Perez3, T. Taliercio3, E. Tournié3, and P-O.
Chapuis1
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2

Instituto de Energía Solar, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, 28040 Madrid, Spain
3

IES, Univ. Montpellier, CNRS, F-34090 Montpellier, France
christophe.lucchesi@insa-lyon.fr

Abstract
Thermophotovoltaic (TPV) cells convert infrared radiation power emitted from hot sources into
electrical power. The radiative heat flux absorbed by the cell can be increased by several orders of
magnitude when the distance between the receiver and the emitter is decreased to values smaller than
the characteristic wavelength of thermal radiation (4 µm at 730 K). This near-field effect is expected to
enhance the performances of TPV devices. In the aim of demonstrating this effect, we perform nearfield radiative conductance measurements between a spherical emitter and a substrate. The spherical
emitter is glued to the electrically-resistive part of a doped-silicon probe used in Scanning Thermal
Microscopy (SThM). Measurements are made under vacuum to avoid heat transfer through air or
residual moisture. The probe electrical resistance is measured according to the distance between the
emitter and the substrate for record temperature differences larger than 400 K. The emitter temperature
and near-field conductance are inferred from the temperature dependence of the electrical resistance.
We first consider the configuration of an emitter and a substrate both made of silica already studied in
the past with smaller temperature differences. We observe radiative conductance enhancements for
distances smaller than 3 µm which are consistent with the proximity flux (also called Derjaguin)
approximation, however some differences are remarked. In the TPV devices, the substrate will be
replaced with an indium antimonide p-n junction cylindrical in shape. In this work, impacts of (i) the
geometry of the absorber and (ii) materials of the emitter and absorber on the near-field radiative
transfer are highlighted.

This work is supported by the French National Research Agency (ANR) under Grants No. ANR-16CE05-0013 and ANR-11-EQPX-0016.
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Tuning the electric field enhancement at fibre taper and Indium Tin
Oxide thinfilm junction across the epsilon-near-zero wavelength
Akhileshwar Mishra, Ben Johns, Navas M P, Harikrishnan G., Ravi Pant and J. Mitra*
School of Physics, Indian Institute of Science Education and Research, Thiruvananthapuram, India
*
j.mitra@iisertvm.ac.in
Optical field enhancement in nanoscale gaps between dielectrics, metals and metal-dielectric structures
[1,2] have been investigated for a wide range of applications, from tip enhanced raman spectroscopy, nanolithography to creating hot-spots for heat assisted magnetic recording. Here, we investigate wavelength
dependent optical field enhancement and confinement between a silica optical fibre taper and indium tin
oxide (ITO) sample, with varying separation (d) of a few nanometers to 100 nm (fig.1(a)). The dielectric
properties (𝜖𝜖) of ITO, well described by the Drude model, undergoes a dominantly dielectric to metal like
transition differentiated by a crossover wavelength, 𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 , at which Re(𝜖𝜖) changes sign (fig.1(b)). Importantly,
𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 for ITO can be continuously tuned right across the 1550 nm communication wavelength, making it a
rather versatile platform for nano-photonic investigations.

Figure 1: (a) Schematic of the fibre taper–ITO setup, (d: fibre–ITO gap) (b) Complex refractive index and dielectric
constant (inset) vs. wavelength. Crossectional HE12 mode E field plots showing interaction with ITO at (c) 1300 nm
and (d) 2500 nm for d=20nm. (e) Lateral (x) variation of junction field Ez as a function of wavelength on ITO surface.

In the taper-air-ITO configuration (fig.1(a)), light passing though the taper waist, polarised
perpendicular to the surface, senses the presence of ITO which significantly alters the evanescent coupling
of the HE11 and HE12 modes of the taper, importantly the coupling being a strong function of wavelength.
Fig. 1(c) and (d) plots the cross sectional electric field of the HE12 mode at 1300 nm and 2500 nm,
respectively. While the dielectric ITO (Re(𝜖𝜖)>0) at 1300 nm (𝜆𝜆 < 𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 ) ensures tighter mode confinement to
the fibre, the metal like ITO (Re(𝜖𝜖)<0) at 2500 nm (𝜆𝜆 > 𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 ) enhances the evanescent field significantly
thereby coupling the mode more efficiently to the environment i.e. makes the fibre leaky at longer
wavelengths. Fig.1(e) shows the lateral (x) variation of the junction field (in the air gap between fibre and
ITO), Ez as a function of wavelength. The field strength and profile changes from a dielectric confined gapmode to a plasmonic gap-mode, with wavelength increasing across 𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 . While the lateral field profile is
‘gaussian’ in the dielectric regime, the plasmonic regime is characterised by secondary structures that
clearly evolve for 𝜆𝜆 > 𝜆𝜆𝑜𝑜 . Thus the presence of ITO not only increases coupling of the fibre modes to the
environment it also provides a wavelength dependent ‘switch’ to control the leaked strength. The proposed
structure fibre-gap-dielectric/metal is envisaged to have significant applications in optical and plasmonic
sensing of analytes localised in the junction, and may indeed be able to exert significant gradient force to
initiate localisation of polarisable analytes into the junction [3].
[1] Mark W. Knight,Yanpeng Wu, J. Britt Lassiter,Peter Nordlander, and Naomi J. Halas, Nano Letters, 9, 2188 (2009)
[2] Zhong-Jian Yang, Ruibin Jiang, Xiaolu Zhuo, Ya-Ming Xie, Jianfang Wangd, Hai-Qing Lin, Physics Reports, 701, 1 (2017)
[3] Shao-cheng Yan and Fei Xu , J. Micromech. Microeng. 27, 093001 (2017)
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Infrared near-field nanoscopy study of all-semiconductor
plasmonic gratings near plasma frequency
Yi HUANG1, David Legrand1, Franziska Barho2, Derek Nowak3, Renaud Bachelot1, Thierry
Taliercio2, Aurélien Bruyant1*
1

Université de Technologie de Troyes, L2N, 12 rue Marie Curie-CS42060,
10004 Troyes, France
2
Université de Montpellier, IES, UMR 5214, CNRS, IES, UMR 5214, France
3
Molecular Vista Inc., 6840 Via Del Oro, San Jose, California 95119, United States
*
aurelien.bruyant@utt.fr
Highly doped semiconductor (HDS) holds great promise for plasmonic application in the infrared
devices because of its compatibility with Si technology and its possible integration with infrared
source and detectors. Herein, we present a near-field nanoscopy study of HDS grating [1] (cf. Fig1) in
the vicinity of the plasma frequency, where the material behaves as an epsilon-near-zero material.
In our work, both phase-sensitive scattering type nanoscopy (sSNOM) [2] and Photoinduced force
microscopy (PiFM) [3] are used to investigate the peculiar nature of the signal scattered by nanoantenna when the permittivity approaches zero, as well as Localized Surface Plasmon Resonances
observed at small negative permittivity. In this presentation, the interests of both techniques are
experimentally compared. The PiFM signal exhibited better sensitivity to the dielectric function
variation while s-SNOM can provide additional phase information. For both microscopies, the
experimental near-field spectra are in agreement with simulations based on a similar formalism based
on dipole-image dipole approach.

Figure 1. (a) Sketch of near-field zone from where the light scattered by the antenna probe is collected (s-SNOM). An exponential field
decay from the surface induces an attractive photoinduced force (PiFM); (b) SEM image of highly doped semiconductor (HDS) strips on a
dielectric substrate (GaSb); (c) Near field signal on InAsSb grating relative to GaSb substrate.

The authors acknowledge the financial support of CSC, Nano’mat and ANR (ANR-14-CE26-0015).
[1] Franziska B Barho, Fernando Gonzalez-Posada, Maria- Jose Milla, Mario Bomers, Laurent Cerutti, Eric Tournié, and
Thierry Taliercio. Highly doped semiconductor plasmonic nanoantenna arrays for polarization selective broadband
surface-enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopy of vanillin. Nanophotonics, 2017.
[2] A Al Mohtar, J Vaillant, Z Sedaghat, M Kazan, L Joly, C Stoeffler, J Cousin, A Khoury, and A Bruyant. Generalized
lock-in detection for interferometry: application to phase sensitive spectroscopy and near-field nanoscopy. Optics
express, 22(18):22232–22245, 2014.
[3] Derek Nowak, William Morrison, H Kumar Wickramasinghe, Junghoon Jahng, Eric Potma, Lei Wan, Ricardo Ruiz,
Thomas R Albrecht, Kristin Schmidt, Jane From- mer, et al. Nanoscale chemical imaging by photoinduced force
microscopy. Science advances, 2(3):e1501571, 2016.
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Infrared/THz near-field nanoscopy of graphene layers
Sophie Eliet1, Dominique Vignaud 1, and Jean-François Lampin1*
1

Institute of Electronics Microelectronics and Nanotechnology, University of Lille, CNRS,
Centrale Lille, ISEN, University of Valenciennes, UMR 8520-IEMN, Villeneuve d’Ascq, F59652 France
*
jean-francois.lampin@iemn.univ-lille1.fr

Electromagnetic waves at mid-infrared (MIR) and terahertz (THz) frequencies exhibit strong
interaction with matter, in particular with charges and dipoles. Consequently they can be used for
material characterization, but the diffraction limits the resolution to a few µm. Characterization of free
carriers in graphene thanks to MIR and THz is particularly useful if it can be done at the nanoscale
and without contact. MIR scanning probe near-field nanoscopy has been demonstrated and extended
to the THz range [1-3].
Our experimental set-up is based on an atomic force microscope (AFM) coupled with an apertureless
scanning near-field optical microscope (SNOM). The optical source is a MIR quantum cascade laser
(QCL) or a THz molecular laser. The detector is a MIR mercury-cadmium-telluride (MCT)
photoconductor or a THz InSb hot electron bolometer (HEB).

Figure 1. Infrared s-SNOM image of graphene nanocrystals (second harmonic, 966 cm-1).

Figure 1 shows a MIR image of graphene nanocrystals. The graphene layer was grown on copper by
CVD and the growth was stopped before the coalescence of the nanocrystals. Then they were
transferred on SiO2. This optical near-field image was done at 966 cm-1. THz images will be shown at
the conference.
This work has been benefited from the facilities of the ExCELSiOR Nanoscience Characterization
Center (http://www.excelsior-ncc.eu) and the RENATECH network.
[1] R. Hillenbrand, T. Taubner and F. Keilmann, Nature 418, 159 (2002).
[2] A. J. Huber et al., Nano Letters 8, 3766 (2008).
[3] Z. Fei, et al., Nature Nanotechnology 8, 821 (2013).
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Flexible Infra-Red wire grid Polarizer fabrication by metal angleddeposition
Sania CHIBLY1,*, Anna RUMYANTSEVA1, Sylvain BLAIZE1, Loic LE CUNFF, Aurélien
BRUYANT1, Valéry PETITON2 and Gilles LERONDEL1

1

Laboratoire Lumière, nanomatériaux, nanotechnologies (L2n), Institut Charles Delaunay,
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2
SURYS, 22 Avenue Europe, 77600 Bussy-Saint-Georges, France
*

sania.chibly@utt.fr

Sub-diffractive structures are of a great interest for light polarization control. We report on an IR
wire-grid polarizer with a 500nm pitch fabricated on a flexible polymer substrate (Polyethylene) by
depositing Aluminum metal on the sidewalls of the gratings at oblique angle to enhance the TM
transmittance.
The transverse magnetic (TM) polarization transmittance of the fabricated polarizer is greater than
55% in the 2.5-3.2 μm and 7.5-13 μm wavelength range, 65% in the 4-6.5 μm and 70% in the
wavelength range of 14.5-24.5 μm, with an extinction ratio more than 20 dB (without the
antireflection coating), which confirms the good characteristics of this polarizer. In order to
understand the limitation of the current technology FDTD and RCWA modellings were used. It was
found that the extinction ratio is strongly dependent on the metallic layer cross section profile.
This flexible nanowire-grid polarizer can be easily implemented in many integrated optical devices
for different applications.
As a result, this fabricated WGP showed good performance in a wide range of IR wavelength.
This work has been conducted within the frame of the joint UTT-SURYS laboratory, In-Fine, Center
for Industrial Nanostructured Foils.
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Nanospectroscopic characterization of surface relief gratings on
azo-functionalized polymer brushes
Katerina Kanevche1, Emanuel Pfitzner1, Nino Lomadze2, Alexey Kopyshev2, Svetlana Santer2
and Joachim Heberle1
1
Freie Universität Berlin, Exp. Molecular Biophysics, 14195 Berlin, Germany
2
University of Potsdam, Institute of Physics and Astronomy, 14476 Potsdam, Germany
Polymer brushes functionalized with azobenzene surfactants are an excellent platform for
manufacturing photosensitive materials with topography that can be efficiently patterned using light.
The extraordinary optical properties of azo-molecules upon photoisomerization allow macroscopic
mass transport in polymer thin films and polymer brushes, resulting in surface relief gratings (SRGs)
[1]. Characterization of such photosensitive materials has routinely been performed using atomic force
microscopy (AFM) giving excellent overview of their topography on nm scale [2]. The major
drawback persists to be the lack of chemical composition specificity, challenge which can be
overcome by combining AFM and infra-red spectroscopy in a powerful novel technique – nano
Fourier transform infra-red spectroscopy (nano-FTIR) [3].

Figure 1. A Home build sSNOM and nano-FTIR setup. B PSPMK polymer treated with light sensitive surfactant.
C AFM images of the treated polymer brushes before and after exposure to crossed interference pattern in three
steps. D nanoFTIR spectra of the polymer brushes before and after surfactant treatment – upper panel; and of
SRGs on two spots on the patterned surface – lower panel. Near-field phase plotted in degrees [°]

We have applied this technique to investigation of SRGs fabricated by illumination with UV
interference pattern. The nano-FTIR spectra was recorded using a home build near–field microscope
(Fig. 1 A). The light sensitive polymer brushes, after treatment as shown in Fig. 1 B, were exposed to
crossed interference pattern to obtain the surface grating. In addition to AFM topography images (Fig.
1 C), near–field spectra was recorded to reveal the chemical composition of the brushes and the SRGs
(Fig. 1 D). Spectra taken on various spots on the SRGs show no evident chemical composition
difference across the surface, despite the high amplitude pattern (Fig. 1 D, lower panel). Furthermore,
from the lack of the bands characteristic for the surfactant in the SRGs spectra can be concluded that
after the illumination steps, the light sensitive azo groups are absent, thus the SRGs rendered optically
inactive.
Further efforts will be put in elucidating the link between the SRG formation mechanism and various
sample preparation parameters such as the chemical and electronic properties of the chosen polymer–
surfactant combination and their exposure on crossed interference pattern.
[1] Schuh, C. et al. Photomechanical Degrafting of Azo-Functionalized Poly (methacrylic acid) (PMAA) Brushes. J. Phys.
Chem. B 2011 115(35), 10431–10438
[2] Kopyshev, A. et al. Light-Induced Reversible Change of Roughness and Thickness of Photosensitive Polymer Brushes.
ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2016 8(29), 19175–19184
[3] Huth, F. et al. Nano-FTIR absorption spectroscopy of molecular fingerprints at 20 nm spatial resolution. Nano Lett. 2012
12 (8), 3973–3978
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Aluminum-doped zinc oxide nanotrench hyperbolic
metamaterials as a mid-infrared sensing platform
Evgeniy Shkondin, Taavi Repän, Andrei V. Lavrinenko and Osamu Takayama*
DTU Fotonik – Department of Photonics Engineering, Technical University of Denmark,
Ørsteds Plads 343, DK-2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark
*
corresponding.otak@fotonik.dtu.dk
Mid-infrared (IR) wavelength region between 2.5 – 20 µm (4000 – 500 cm−1) offers a unique labelfree sensing applications, namely, mid-IR absorption spectroscopy [1,2]. Mid-IR spectroscopy has
been widely used for the detection of specific molecules thanks to their specific absorption band of
each molecule in specific wavelengths in the mid-IR region, leading to a wide variety of applications
from gas sensing for environmental monitoring to the clinical and biomedical analysis. However, due
to the huge difference between the wavelengths of mid-IR light ( µm) and molecules ( nm), their
interaction is weak, and therefore absorption signature of molecules is small, resulting in low
sensitivity. Here, we demonstrate the enhancement of IR absorption in hyperbolic metamaterials
(HMMs) composed of aluminum-doped zinc oxide (AZO) plasmonic trenches whose features are
deep subwavelength. AZO HMM structures support both surface waves and bulk plasmon waves [3].
As a proof of concept, we use a 5 nm thick silica layer as a model analyte conformally coated around
the plasmonic trenches, which absorbs light with wavelengths around 8 µm. The enhanced absorption
is achieved by the combination of bulk plasmon modes in the trenches and large surface area of the
nanotrench structure. We achieved about 9 % absorption [4]. Such plasmonic nanotrench structures
may lead to a highly sensitive bio/chemo sensing platform for mid-infrared absorption spectroscopy.

Figure 1. (a) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of fabricated AZO trenceh-based HMM structures
and (b) its schematic illustration. (c) SEM image of trench structures and reflection from AZO trenches with
and without 5nm thick silica layer as a model analyte at the incident angle of 12° with TM-polarized incidence
light. Colored shade represents an error bar.
[1] S. Law, V. Podolskiy and D. Wasserman, Nanophotonics 2, 103–130 (2013). .D. Gerard and S.K. Gray, Journal of
Physics D: Applied Physics 48, 184001 (2015).
[2] J. Haas and B. Mizaikoff, Annu. Rev. Anal. Chem. 9, 45–68 (2016).
[3] O. Takayama, E. Shkondin, A. Bodganov, M. Esmail Aryaee Panah, K. Golenitskii, P. Dmitriev, T. Repän, R.
Malureanu, P. Belov, F. Jensen and A. V. Lavrinenko, ACS Photonics 4, 2899–2907 (2017).
[4] E. Shkondin, T. Repän, M. Esmail Aryaee Pahah, A. V. Lavrinenko and T. Takayama, ACS Appl. Nano. Mater.,
accepted, DOI: 10.1021/acsanm.7b00381 (2018).
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Designing metamaterials using Deep Learning
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Designing structural components for desired properties has been a major challenge in the
metamaterials field. Recently, several data-driven design methods have provided novel systematic
approaches[1-3], where deep neural networks are utilized to design metamaterials. However, all
previous efforts have been limited to constraints where basic structures are predefined and the DNNs
predict only structural parameters. Here, we report the first demonstration of designing metamaterials
components that are not constrained to basic structure[4]. A deep neural network is used to learn the
correlation between structural images and their corresponding reflection spectra. After the neural
network is trained, it provides a design for the desired reflection spectrum in the form of an image
with very low computational cost. The predicted images are not limited to predefined structures, but it
can also generate deviated structures which show good agreement with ground truths. The results
provide a noteworthy contribution to systematic design methodology, leading to significant advances
in metamaterials with vast applications such as cloaking, imaging, and sensing.

This work is supported by the National Research Foundation (NRF) grant of Korea(NRF)France(STAR) collaboration research (NRF-2017K1A3A1A21011645) and engineering mathematics
strategic research (NRF-2017R1E1A1A03070501) funded by the ministry of Science and ICT
(MSIT), Korea. SS acknowleges global Ph.D fellowship (NRF-2017H1A2A1043322) from the NRFMSIT, Korea.
[1] J. E. Peurifoy, Y. Shen, L. Jing, F. Cano-Renteria, Y. Yang, J. D. Joannopoulos, and M. Soljacic. Optical Society of
America (2017).
[2] I. Malkiel, A. Nagler, M. Mrejen, U. Arieli, L. Wolf, and H. Suchowski. arXiv preprint arXiv:1702.07949 (2017).
[3] D. Liu, Y. Tan, E. Khoram, and Z. Yu. ACS Photonics (2018).
[4] S. So and J. Rho. Designing metamaterials using deep learning (in preparation).
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Fano resonances in all-dielectric multilayer structure
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Optical properties of all-dielectric nanostructures composed of dielectrics with high refractive
indices are rising topics in nanophotonics. Especially, Fano resonances, characterized by asymmetric
line shapes, are currently attracting much interest. Becasue of the intrinsically low ohmic loss of alldielectric nanostructures, it is possible to realize the Fano resonance with a high quality factor.
Furthermore, magnetic dipole modes supported by all-dielectric nanostructures lead to a new type of
Fano resonance (magnetic Fano resonance).
We have recently studied theoretically [1] and experimentally [2] the Fano resonance in simple
planar metal/dielectric multilayer structures in the angle-scan attenuated total reflection (ATR) spectra
(Kretschmann configuration). In these structures, the coupling between a surface plasmon polariton
(SPP) mode and a planar waveguide (PWG) mode results in the Fano resonance.
In this work, we demonstrate that the excitation of SPP is not a prerequisite condition for the Fano
resonance in multilayer structures. We show that, in contrast to the SPP-mediated Fano resonance, a
novel all-dielectric multilayer structure shown in Fig. 1(a) exhibits the Fano resonance under spolarized incidence as well as p-polarized incidence. Figure 1(b) presents an ATR spectrum measured
under s-polarized incidence. We can see a sharp peak with an asymmetric line shape (inset) in a broad
reflectance dip. The spectral shape is typical of the Fano resonance. A similar asymmetric line shape
is observed also with p-polarized incidence. The electromagnetic (EM) calculation reveals that the
Fano resonance originates from the interference between a PWG mode supported by the highrefractive index and lossy Ge-doped SiO2 layer and another PWG mode supported by the highrefractive index and transparent Al2O3 layer. We demonstrate experimentally that the Fano line shape
depends strongly on the thickness of the Ge-doped SiO2 waveguide layer. We can generate a variety of
asymmetric line shapes having different values of Fano parameters, including electromagnetically
induced transparency.

Figure 1. (a) Sample structure used in this study and (b) Measured ATR spectrum (s-pol.).
[1] S. Hayashi, D. V. Nesterenko and Z. Sekkat, Journal of Physics D: Applied Physics 48, 325303 (2015).
[2] S. Hayashi, D. V. Nesterenko, A. Rahmouni and Z. Sekkat, Appl. Phys. Lett. 108, 051101 (2016).
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Near-field Coupling between Double-layer Metallic Patterns
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Near-field coupling plays an essential role in near-field optics. Optimized near-field coupling can
efficiently improve the system or device performance. In the metamaterial with subwavelength
metallic structures, the control of the near-field coupling in between metallic patterns, especially in
between difference layers of metallic patterns, can bring novel functionalities to metamaterial devices
for optics. In this paper, we analyze the near-field coupling within a unit of double-layer metallic
patterns to show a new strategy for metamaterial devices in terahertz (THz) optics.
Metamaterials with single layer metallic patterns [1], such as the very popular split ring resonator
(SRR), have demonstrated their ability to form several different types of meta-devices among the
spectra from microwave, THz, infrared, to visible. While the in-plane single layer metamaterial
design within a unit SRR or in between the SRRs usually limits the engineering capability on the
near-field coupling, which results in the limitation of the metamaterial functionality. The out-of-plane
near-field coupling among multilayer metallic patterns provides additional freedom for the device
design [2]. Figure 1 presents a metamaterial unit of double-layer SRRs and its numerical simulations
on the surface currents under THz wave incidence with different polarizations. With particular
distance designed between the double-layer SRRs to control the near-field coupling, it shows different
behaviors under TE and TM modes. Specifically, for TE mode, the loop currents associated with LC
(inductor-capacitor) resonance on the top and bottom are in-phase, which makes the double-layer
SRRs work effectively as a single SRR. On the other hand, at frequency 0.98THz off from the LC
resonance, though the loos currents are apparent (Fig. 1(c)), the phase delay between the top and
bottom appear, indicating the propagation feature. For TM modes, dipole resonance occur at 0.98THz,
The dipole currents associated with the dipole resonance are out-of-phase (Fig. 1(d)), which
effectively form net-loop currents with top and bottom SRRs, providing the magnetic response.
Meanwhile, both for TE and TM modes, the incident THz wave shows high transmittance, from which,
a high performance THz-wave quarter-wave plate is expected.

Fig.1 (a) Metamaterial unit of double-layer SRRs. (b) Developed film metamaterial device. (c) Surface currents
distribution with TE mode at 0.98THz. (d) Surface currents distribution with TM mode at 0.98THz.
Acknowledgements: The authors would like to thank the micro system integration center (μSIC) of Tohoku Univ. for facility
usage and discussions. This work was partly supported by RIKEN SPDR program and JSPS Kakenhi (17K18368).
[1] Hou-Tong Chen, John F. O’Hara, Antoinette J. Taylor, Richard D. Averitt, C. Highstrete, Mark Lee, and Willie J. Padilla,
Opt. Express 15, 3, 1084-1095 (2007).
[2] Z. Han, S. Ohno, Y. Tokizane, K. Nawata, T. Notake, Y. Takida and H. Minamide, Opt. Express 25, 25, 31186-31196
(2017).
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Since 2000, our perspective on incandescent sources has completely changed. On the one hand,
highly directional sources have been demonstrated thanks to the spatial coherence [1]. On the other
hand, quasi-monochromatic sources have been realized using the temporal coherence of thermal
radiation [2]. Two ways exist to modulate the radiation of such a source: modulating the emissivity,
which has been done electrically [3,4], and modulating the temperature of the emitter [5].
To enable a fast modulation, we heat a nanoemitter placed in the gap of a plasmonic dimer
nanoantenna. An impedance matching condition between the antenna and the emitter allows to
enhance the power extracted from the hot nanoemitter by more than three orders of magnitude [5].
In order to produce a device, a periodic array of antennas and emitters can be fabricated, resulting in a
metasurface, whose emissivity reaches 1. Thus, it emits the same amount of power as a blackbody but
can be modulated up to the megahertz range.
b)
a)

Figure 1. a) Design of the metasurface. b) Emissivity spectrum of the metasurface.
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Nanoantennas have the ability to manipulate light, in particular they can concentrate light in
subwavelength volume. This property is particularly adapted for exalting light-matter interactions,
and thus nonlinear effects. Here we introduce high nonlinear susceptibility metasurfaces based on the
use of a high χ² crystal (GaAs) included into a plasmonic resonator. These metasurfaces realize modematching in the plasmonic resonators by coupling Fabry-Perot mode, guided modes and TE resonance
modes to obtain efficient Difference Frequency Generation (DFG). For this we addressed several
challenges:
- The orientation of the crystal (100) imposes a nonlinear polarization orthogonal to the
structure (Pz); the numerical simulation with this particular polarization induces unusual
boundary conditions which adds up a complexity order in the calculation steps. We were able
to tackle this first issue by detailing the Pz non linear B-spline modal method used for
simulating the optical response of the resonator [1].
- the conception includes dimensioning for the mode-matching, with challenging fabrication
steps (epitaxy, electronic lithography). We introduced the resonator represented in Figure 1a:
unlike a classic waveguide, our structure is illuminated with a light coming from the top of
the structure.
We studied DFG with incident TM- and TE-polarized fields. The grating permits the existence of TE
guided modes which couple to a TM Fabry-Perot resonance to produce the nonlinear orthogonal
polarization Pz in a GaAs layer. As shown on Figure 1b, we demonstrated that this waveguide
structure is 30 times more efficient than a reference made of a simple GaAs layer, of similar
thickness, deposited on gold (i.e. without the grating).

Figure 1 : (a) Waveguide resonator: w = 260 nm, d = 463 nm, t = 40 nm, h = 170 nm in DFG case.
(b) Efficiency map of the waveguide against a reference without the gold grating for ω1 = 1.064 µm,
ω2 = 1.65 µm, ω3 = 3 µm
[1] Héron, S., Pardo, F., Bouchon, P., Pelouard, J. L., & Haïdar, R.. Modal method for second harmonic
generation in nanostructures. Journal of Optical Society of America B, 32(2), 275-280. (2015)
[2] Héron, S., Bouchon, P., and Haïdar, R.. Mode matching in second-order-susceptibility metal-dielectric
structures. Phys. Rev. A 94, 033831 (2016)
[3] L. Soun et al., in preparation
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Metaphotonics is an emergent multidisciplinary field of optical sciences that studies the manipulation
of the electromagnetic field in nanostructured metamaterials, considering both, electric and magnetic
field interactions. This research field covers many subjects, such as nano-plasmonics, magnetoplasmonics, chiral optics, plexitonics and spin-photonics [1]. An ultimate aim is to design systems for
light-controlling at the nanoscale through the integration of different components combined into a
single device, i.e., to design optical circuits analogues to the electronic chips, to increase data speed
processing and also to for lab-on-a-chip applications.
In this way, plasmonic resonances in metallic nanostructures have been presented as a good candidate
for light manipulation at the nanoscale. However, light suffers optical losses in metals caused by Joule
effect. One possibility to overcome this situation is by exciting the plasmonic resonances through the
photonic modes of a dielectric waveguide. Hence, for the design of these hybrid photonic-plasmonic
integrated devices, it is fundamental to study the conditions to achieve a confined and efficient
excitation of the plasmonic resonances [2].
In this contribution, we present the symmetry conditions required to efficiently excite the localized
surface plasmon resonances of a single nanoparticle through the photonic modes of a dielectric
waveguide [3]. By modifying the symmetry of the nanoparticle and the hybrid system, we
demonstrate how it is possible to excite Fano resonances that lead to the analogue of
electromagnetically induced transparency. With these results, we expect to open new perspectives in
the design of more efficient and minimalistic integrated metaphotonic devices for biosensing and
optical communication applications.

Figure1. (a) Schematic representation of a metallic nanopar ticle on top of a dielectric waveguide. (b) Typical
transmission spectrum for the integrated system and (c) transmission spectrum when the symmetry of the
nanopar ticle is modified to excite Fano resonances.

Acknowledgment: This work was partially conducted with the resources of the HPC Centre ROMEO,
Grand Est region Center.
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[3] R. Tellez-Limon, B. Bahari, L. Hsu, JH Park, A. Kodigala and B. Kanté, Optics Express 24 (13), 13875-13880 (2016).
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Among alternative nanomaterials for energy related photonic applications, one-dimensional
semiconductor nanowires are of a great interest due to their physical properties coming from
electronic or quantum confinement [1]. In particular, ZnO nanowires (or nanorods) has been
widely investigated since ZnO has many unique properties such as wide direct band gap, large
exciton binding energy and relatively high refractive index [2]. Large optical gain [3] also
makes ZnO a well suited material for energy transfer in hybrid systems and especially optical
energy transfer [4]. There are however two issues remaining to be addressed, one is related to
the control in size and dispersion in nanowires array and the other is related to the modeling
of nanowires arrays. In this study, we report on a theoretical study on ZnO nanowires, in
order to reach a better understanding of the mechanisms that govern the light propagation in
nanowires arrays.
A phenomenological model has been developed and discussed. The model is able to describe
the experimentally measured light transmission and potentially reflection of nanowires arrays.
A slab of nanospheres and rough layers with thickness waviness were combined to simplify
the nanowires structure description. This phenomenological description was proved to be
feasible by fitting the experimental data. As a conclusion, light transmitted by randomly
distributed Nanowires can be explained by the combination of Mie theory and a rough Fresnel
reflection at the interfaces.
(a)	
  

(b)	
  

Fig. 1: (a). Transmission curves of the substrate and the nanowires sample with the crosssection view of the ZnO nanowires thin films (inset image). (b). Transmission curves
of combined model (inset image), and the fit with the experimental data.
[1] J. Hu, et al., Accounts of chemical research. 32, 435-445 (1999).
[2] ZL. Wang, Chinese Science Bulletin. 54, 4021-4034 (2009).
[3] A.-S. Gadallah et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 102, 171105 (2013).
[4] R. Aad et al., ACS Photonics. 1, 246 (2014).
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Combining the optical nonlinear efficiency of dielectric media with the electromagnetic field
enhancement of double resonant plasmonic nanostructures [1] is a promising way towards nanosized
nonlinear photonic devices, with potential applications in quantum optics. However, previous studies
on nanostructure arrays [2, 3] have not yet shown significant nonlinear efficiency increase.
In this work, we first characterize the Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) response of double
resonant aluminum antennas [4]. Finite Element Method simulations of SHG, extended by taking into
account focusing and collection by large NA objectives as well as substrate effects, quantitatively
accounts for the experimental data allowing inferring the origin of the response. These simulations
have been applied to the case of aluminum nanoantennas / KTP nonlinear nanocrystal hybrid
structures and predict a strong enhancement of SHG. Such structures have been realized with
monocrystalline KTP [5] and investigated at the single particle level: each crystal’s 3D orientation is
characterized experimentally and its position and shape precisely determined with Scanning Electron
Microscopy, before adding plasmonic structure in its vicinity with electron-beam lithography.
Comparison with simulations underlines the crucial role of crystalline orientation and positioning with
respect to the plasmonic structure. Under optimized conditions, enhancement factor of at least two
orders of magnitude is expected for the SHG response of such structure compared with each isolated
component.
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Figure 1. SHG simulated cartography of (left) a single 400nm-long aluminum antenna
and (right) the same antenna with an 80nm-wide nonlinear crystal at its apex.
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The generation of second harmonic (SH) light by plasmonic nanostructures is an ongoing topic of
research in nano-optics. A lot of work has been done by studying linear and nonlinear responses of
metallic nanoparticles. However, most of these theoretical works rely on continuous excitation,
obstructing the dynamical interplay between linear and nonlinear processes occurring for short pulse
excitations. On the other hand, experimental works often rely on ultra-short pulse excitations, although
the information obtainable at the femtosecond time scale is limited and usually restricted to pump-probe
experiments.
In this presentation, using a full-wave surface integral equation method, we study numerically the linear
and SH responses of plasmonic nanoparticles in the time domain for ultrashort excitations, i.e. <100fs
pulse duration. We use a far-field multipolar decomposition to analyze the temporal response at both
linear and nonlinear stages, revealing complex dynamical evolutions of these responses as well as
interferences between different eigenmodes. For specific pulse durations and central wavelengths, only
one eigenmode is excited and the corresponding field evolutions are extremely well reproduced by a
damped harmonic oscillator model based on the eigenmodes central wavelength and spectral width,
Fig. 1. For a pulse centered at a resonance, one can observe the typical 90° phase difference between
the driving force and the response of the system, Fig. 1(b). On the other hand, when the excitation
vanishes, the excited eigenmode evolves freely according to a damped harmonic oscillator model, Fig.
1(c). This dynamical behavior is observed for both the linear and SH fields, each process allowing
observing different modes. These results provide new insights into the dynamics of the SHG and can
help in the design of plasmonic systems for ultrafast optical signal processing.

Figure 1. (a) Electric far-field linear response (blue curve) of a silver nanorod for a femtosecond pulse (black
curve) centered at the dipolar plasmon resonance. (b) Forced part of the dynamics where the response has a
phase of 90° compared to the excitation. (c) Free part of the dynamics, where the dipolar eigenmode evolves
freely. A damped harmonic oscillator model is fitted to the curve with the dipolar eigenmode parameters and
shown as circles and dotted line.
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In the last decade nonlinear crystals have become a common tool for frequency conversion. A
commonly observed second order nonlinear optical process is the so-called second harmonic
generation (SHG). The interaction of two photons with e.g. a nonlinear crystal allows the creation of
one photon with twice the energy. The efficiency of this nonlinear process can be enhanced using
localized surface plasmons (LSPs).[1] At the resonant wavelength of LSPs excited within metallic
nanostructures, a strong electric near-field is created in their close vicinity, which improves the
nonlinear optical process.[2,3,4] We investigate the interaction of a nonlinear crystal (LiNbO3) with gold
nanodiscs and compare the measured spectra with those of gold nanodiscs on ITO-coated glass. The
structures are fabricated by electron beam lithography and gold lift-off. The scattered intensities and
resonance frequencies are depending on the size, shape and dielectric environment and are detected
by a dark-field setup (linear optical signal). A pulsed femtosecond laser with a wavelength of 774 nm
in a parabolic mirror setup is used to excite the gold nanodiscs on LiNbO3 (nonlinear optical signal).
Additionally we simulate the optical properties of such nanodiscs in the far-and near-field. The SHG
intensity at the position of the nanostructures is compared to the nonlinear signal of the unstructured
crystal surface and the gold nanodiscs on ITO-coated glass. At resonant gold nanodiscs we obtain an
enhancement factor of more than 2.5 compared to the bare crystal and more than 65 times compared
to gold nanodiscs on ITO-coated glass.
References
[1] DUTTO, F., et al. Enhancement of second harmonic signal in nanofabricated cones. Nano Letters, 2013, 13 (12), 60486054.
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nano-antenna arrays. Optics Express, 2013, 21 (24), 29165-29178.
[3] REICHENBACH, Philipp, et al. Nonlinear optical point light sources through field enhancement at metallic
nanocones. Optics express, 2014, 22 (13), 15484-15501.
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Gold nanostructures exhibit nonlinear photoluminescence (N-PL) emission under near infrared pulsed
illumination [1,2]. Moreover, recent studies have shown the delocalization of the N-PL in extended
nanostructures (Fig. 1), suggesting a close relationship with the propagating surface plasmon polariton
modal landscape [3,4].
Here, electron beam lithographed gold nanowires of different lengths are excited at one end with a
tightly focused femtosecond laser. A complete spaced-resolved analysis of the spectral signature of
each nanowire is carried out (Fig. 1c). The extension of the nonlinear response in the nanowire is
produced by two additive contributions. On one hand, we show evidence that the plasmon excited
and propagating at the pump wavelength is locally producing a N-PL. The photoluminescence
distribution and spectral content bear the characteristic of the fundamental mode [3]. One the other
hand, we find also that N-PL produced in the first micrometers systematically red-shifted as the
nanowire length increased. This indicates a coupling at the input of multiple plasmons excited within
the broadband N-PL continuum and propagating with different attenuation lengths. Finite element
method simulations are in agreement with these observations.
Our study shows that the delocalization of the nonlinear response throughout the modal landscape has
two contributions, which may be spatially discriminated by the dispersive nature of the material.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. Optical image of the (a) linear propagation and (b) N-PL emission of a 4.5 m long gold nanowire,
scale bars correspond to1m. (c) Space-resolved spectrum of the same nanowire.

The research leading to these results has been supported by the Indo-French Centre for the
Promotion of Advanced Research, project No. 5504-3.
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Frequency upconversion (UC), a process whereby several low energy (long wavelength) photons are
absorbed and a high energy (short wavelength) photon is emitted, has many applications in bio
imaging, lasers, solar cells, and 3D displays [1-3]. Plasmonic resonant antennas, acting as acceptors,
efficiently confine the near infrared around their surface to increase the interaction between light and
upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs). The corresponding process is quite intricate and can lead to
higher luminescence and higher quantum yield [4,5]. In this study, we will demonstrate how to
engineer the plasmonic resonant antenna response to boost the upconversion efficiency. Experimental
results supported with numerical simulations will highlight the interplay between the different optical
resonances supported by the antenna and the different absorption and conversion channels in the
UCNPs. Tuning the optical antenna can produce very significant upconversion efficiency, as
illustrated in Fig. 1(f).

Fig. 1: (a-c) SEM images of silver dimers with different dimensions. (d-f) Corresponding
upconversion luminescence intensity recorded experimentally.
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Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) is nowadays a renowned technique for the backgroundfree and non-damaging investigation of living tissues. In the miniaturization process of nonlinear
sources, the field enhancements provided by plasmonic nanostructures can effectively compensate
for the lack of phase-matching at the nanoscale, making sensing platforms based on plasmonic
nanoantennas as nonlinear sources a viable technological option [1, 2]. In fact, nonlinear optical
processes are expected to boost the sensitivity of plasmonic sensing platforms [3].
During the last decade, the design criteria that plasmonic antennas should satisfy to provide a
suitable SHG efficiency have been the subject of a thorough optimization. We recently reported a
multi-element single-crystalline gold nanoantenna designed for efficient SHG at the nanoscale in
the near-infrared spectral region [4], and we expanded its paradigm for SHG enhancement to
extended metasurfaces of single-element nanoantennas that can be fabricated by standard electronbeam lithography for the specific purpose of nonlinear sensing applications. This allowed realizing
a nonlinear platform that can be excited by a weakly-focused light, suitable for integration in
standard sensing devices employing low NA optical components [5].
Our prototypical sensing platform integrates
these arrays of plasmonic nanoantennas in a
microfluidic chip, as sketched in Figure 1. By
monitoring the SHG and reflectance signal
variations in response to the flow of solutions
with different refractive indices, we characterize
the linear and nonlinear sensing performance of
the device. We also exploit the normalization to a
real-time reference signal kept at a constant
refractive index to compensate for possible
fluctuations of the pump laser, thus increasing the Figure 1: Sketch of the sensing platform. The antenna
stability of our measurements. We compare the arrays in the channel are used as sensors, while their
linear and nonlinear sensing performance of our reference copy is kept at a constant refractive index nref,
platform through a figure of merit (FOM) that under PDMS. The nonlinear emission (2ω) along with the
accounts for the relative change in the measured reflectance (ω) from the sensor depends on the refractive
index of the flown solutions (n1, n2, n3).
intensity against the variation of the
environmental refractive index n, while the resolution is quantified as the minimum detectable
refractive index variation (Δ𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑛). Although the signal-to-noise ratio achieved in both regimes
allows attaining the same resolution of Δ𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑛 ~ 10−3, the platform operation in the nonlinear regime
features a sensitivity (i.e. the FOM) that is up to 3 times larger than the linear one.
Thanks to the surface sensitivity of plasmon-enhanced SHG, our results show that the
development of SHG sensing platforms with sensitivity performance exceeding that of their linear
counterparts is within reach.
[1] J. Butet, P.-F. Brevet, O. J. F. Martin, ACS Nano 9 (11), 10545–10562 (2015).
[2] M. Mesch, B. Metzger, M. Hentschel, H. Giessen, Nano Lett. 16 (5), 3155–3159 (2016).
[3] J. Butet and O.J. F. Martin, Nanoscale 6, 15262-15270 (2014).
[4] M. Celebrano, et al., Nat. Nanotechnol. 10, 412-417 (2015).
[5] M. Baselli, et al., Plasmonics 12 (5), 1595–1600 (2017).
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High harmonic generation in plasmonic nanoparticles: Active
control and strong enhancement in tunneling gaps
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The ability of plasmonic nanoparticles to strongly localize electromagnetic fields at optical frequencies provides an advantage for optoelectronic applications. The strong electric fields near the plas monic nanoparticle surface can increase the efficiency of non-linear processes [1,2] making them nice
building blocks for optical engineering solutions at the nanoscale.
Using Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory (TDDFT) we perform a parameter-free study of
the generation of light at high-harmonic frequencies of the excitation laser. We first demonstrate that
for Al spheres (unable to generate even harmonics due to their centrosymmetric symmetry), the intensity of the 2nd and 4th harmonic generation can be actively controlled via an externally applied static
field (Fig. 1a) [3]. Furthermore, because of the high frequency of the Mie resonance of Al nanoparticles (~9 eV), matching the 4 th harmonic frequency to the plasmon resonance allows for an efficient
generation of UV light.
Dimers of nanoparticles are also of interest because they enable further enhancement of the nearfields and thus allow for stronger non-linear effects. Interestingly, when the gap between the nanoparticles reaches sub-nanometer distances, the onset of electron tunneling is reached. As electron tunnel ing is a highly non-linear process, we investigate here how it affects the 2 nd and 3rd harmonic generation of dimers of Al particles and find that for adequate conditions the efficiency of the frequency
conversion process can be increased by several orders of magnitude due to the tunneling currents (Fig.
1b) [4]. These results can thus contribute to the design of new non-linear optoelectronic devices
working at optical frequencies.

Figure 1. (a) Induced dipole on an Al particle at the 2nd and 4th harmonic frequencies as a function of the externally applied static field (active control). By matching the 4 th harmonic to the plasmon resonance we achieve
similar performance as for the 2nd harmonic [3]. (b) Induced dipole at the 2nd harmonic frequency on a dimer of
polarized Al particles as the gap between the nanoparticles d gap is progressively closed. The strong increase for
less than ~5 Å gaps is due to the non-linear tunneling currents [4].
[1] M. Kauranen, A.V. Zayats, Nature Photonics, 6, 737-748 (2012).
[2] J. Butet, P.-F. Brevet, O.J.F. Martin, ACS Nano 9, 10545-10562 (2015).
[3] G. Aguirregabiria, D.C. Marinica, R. Esteban, A.K. Kazansky, J. Aizpurua, A.G. Borisov, ACS Photonics, 4, 613-620, (2017)
[4] G. Aguirregabiria, D.C. Marinica, R. Esteban, A.K. Kazansky, J. Aizpurua, A.G. Borisov, Physical Review B, 97, 115430 (2018).
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Dispersion and anisotropy effects on second harmonic generation
in plasmonic nanomaterials
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Due to a power-law dependence on the optical near-fields, second harmonic generation
(SHG) is a sensitive probe for the properties of plasmonic nanomaterials. Here, we
demonstrate how SHG probes the anisotropy in chiral metamaterials. We also show
that SHG is strongly enhanced by surface lattice resonances (SLR), paving the way for
SLR enhanced SHG in chiral nanomaterials.
The confinement of light to nanoscale volumes by plasmonic antenna results in strong
electric near-fields, which are known to be beneficial for enhancing nonlinear optical
processes, such as SHG. Furthermore, SHG is a highly sensitive probe of symmetry,
particularly, at surfaces and interfaces [1]. This symmetry sensitivity makes SHG a valuable
tool for studying nano/meta-materials. Here, we present studies of the anisotropy and
dispersion of the nonlinear optical response in nano/meta-materials.
Altering geometric parameters, such as the sample azimuthal angle or angle of
incidence, reveals a plethora of complex behaviors in the nonlinear optical response. For
example, by changing the angle of incidence, we resonantly tune the enhancement of SHG,
due to the dispersion of SLR, in nanoparticle arrays, Fig 1. [2]. We are also able to tune the
SHG-CD of metamaterial nanohelices by utilizing the anisotropy of their nonlinear response
[3]. Overall, we demonstrate how varying the geometric parameters in our SHG experiments
probes anisotropy and SLR in plasmonic nanomaterials. This work extends the benefits of
SLRs to chiral nano/meta-materials.

Figure 1. Second harmonic generation enhanced by surface lattice resonance dispersion. a) The angle of
incidence is varied to produce a surface lattice resonance at the fundamental pump wavelength. b) Second
harmonic generation is only enhanced at the angle of incidence around the surface lattice resonance.
[1] J. T. Collins, C. Kuppe, D. C. Hooper, C. Sibilia, M. Centini, V. K. Valev, Advanced Optical Materials 5, 1700182
(2017).
[2] D. C. Hooper, D. Wang, W. Wang, T. W. Odom, V. K. Valev, In preparation (2018).
[3] D. C. Hooper, A. G. Mark, C. Kuppe, J. T. Collins, P. Fischer, V. K. Valev, Advanced Materials 29, 1605110 (2017).
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Extreme plasmon-assisted nonlinear optics in graphene
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High-harmonic generation (HHG) is an extreme nonlinear optical phenomena that usually necessitates
cumbersome laser amplification schemes to reach the enormous incident electric field intensities it requires. The
realization of efficient HHG in solid-state systems in anticipated to pave the wave for compact ultraviolet and
ultrafast light sources, and to provide fundamental insight into quantum many-body electron motion [1-4]. Here
we argue that the incident light intensity needed for HHG can be dramatically reduced by exploiting localized
plasmons in doped graphene nanostructures. In particular, we show that the synergistic combination of strong
plasmonic near-field enhancement and a large intrinsic nonlinearity originating from the anharmonic chargecarrier dispersion of graphene result in efficient broadband HHG within a single material platform [5]. We
extract this conclusion from rigorous time-domain simulations using complementary nonperturbative
approaches based on atomistic one-electron density matrix and massless Dirac-fermion Bloch-equation pictures,
where the latter treatment is supplemented by a classical electromagnetic description of the plasmonic near-field
enhancement produced by the illuminated nanostructure. High harmonics are predicted to be emitted with
unprecedentedly large intensity by tuning the incident light to the localized plasmon resonances of ribbons and
finite islands, which in turn can be actively modulated via electrical gating. In contrast to HHG in atomic
systems, we observe no cutoff in harmonic order, while a comparison of graphene plasmon-assisted HHG to
recent measurements in solid-state systems suggests that the HHG yields from bulk semiconductors can be
produced by graphene plasmons using 3-4 orders of magnitude lower pulse fluence. Our results support the
strong potential of nanostructured graphene as a robust, electrically-tunable platform for HHG.

FIG. 1. High-harmonic generation (HHG) assisted by graphene plasmons. (a) Schematic illustration of a
doped graphene nanoribbon illuminated by an intense optical pulse that is resonant with the ribbon transverse
dipole plasmon. The latter produces strong in-plane electric field intensity enhancement (see color scale) that
boosts the generation of high-harmonics. (b) Absorption cross-section of a 20-nm wide armchair edgeterminated graphene nanoribbon doped to a Fermi energy EF=0.4 eV, as predicted by atomistic tightbinding/random phase approximation (TB-RPA, red curves) and classical electrodynamic (CEM, local-RPA
conductivity at 300 K, blue curves) simulations for transverse light polarization (see upper graphic). (c)
Spectral decomposition of the light emission energy under illumination by a normally-incident pulse (100 fs
FWHM duration, centered at the frequency ωp of the ribbon plasmon), as calculated in the time-domain for
three different pulse peak intensities (see legend) within the atomistic (TB-RPA, filled curves, ħωp=0.336 eV)
and massless Dirac fermion/classical electromagnetic (MDF-CEM, unfilled curves, ħωp=0.330 eV)
descriptions. Each curve is normalized to its own maximum value around the fundamental frequency.
[1] S. Ghimire, A. D. DiChiara, E. Sistrunk, P. Agostini, L. F. DiMauro, and D. A. Reis, Nature Physics 7, 138 (2011).
[2] O. Schubert et al., Nature Photonics 8, 119 (2014).
[3] T. T. Luu, M. Garg, S. Yu. Kruchinin, A. Moulet, M. Th. Hassan, and E. Goulielmakis, Nature 521, 498 (2015).
[4] J. D. Cox, A. Marini, and F. J. García de Abajo, Nature Communications 8, 14380 (2017).
[5] M. Baudisch, et al., Nature Communications 9, 1018 (2018).
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Amplifying LSP-enhanced nonlinearities with NLO polymers
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Great attentions are drawn to localized surface plasmons (LSP) on metal nanoparticles from many
perspectives of the nanophotonic applications. The expansions to nonlinear optics (NLO) are one of
the most important directions in them. It is of significance to explore the nonlinear active materials for
supporting the nonlinear plasmonics. Most of the previous studies have taken advantage of the surface
nonlinearities of the metal nanoparticles, where the LSPs were created. The present paper
demonstrates that the nonlinear optical (NLO) polymer, consisting of the nonlinear chromophores in
amorphous polymers, are useful for amplifying the surface nonlinearities of the metal nanoparticles.
Fig. (a) is the schematics of the model system, or the NLO polymer thin films grown on the Au
nanoparticles. The NLO properties of the model system were examined with second harmonic
generations (SHG) method. The shape of the nanoparticles was equilateral triangular prism and their
non-centrosymmetric geometries were suitable for the second-order nonlinearities. Here, the particles
with different triangular side length L, or different LSP resonance wavelength λSP, were prepared. The
NLO polymer consisted of the chromophores in Fig. (b) doped in poly (methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA). The energy diagram of the NLO polymer/Au nanoparticle hybrid system was determined
by Vis/NIR linear absorption and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (Fig. (c)). The HOMO level
of the chromophores was approximately by 1.7 eV higher than Fermi level of the Au.
Fig. (d) presents the SHG intensities from the model system against triangular side length L for
λex=800 nm-excitation wavelength. The λSP against L is also presented in the same figure. The data
was also presented for the reference system made of pristine PMMA/Au nanoprisms, in which the
nonlinearities were only due to the metal particles. In both of the model and references, the SHG
intensities were the highest when λSP agreed with λex. The LSP-enhanced SHG intensities of the
model was 7 times higher than those of the reference. The results indicated that the NLO polymer was
useful for amplifying the LSP-enhanced nonlinearities of the Au nanoprisms.
The SHG signals were studied with other excitation wavelengths λex from 750 to 900 nm. In both of
the model and references, the SHG intensities were the highest when λex agreed with λSP. The SHG
from the former was much higher than the latter. Again, the LSP-enhanced nonlinearities were further
amplified by coating NLO polymers on the surfaces of the Au particles. The enhancement factors ζ,
or the ratios of the SHG intensities from the model to the reference, is plotted against the SP
resonance energy ESP=hc/λSP in Fig. (e). The ζ slightly increased with an increase in ESP.
From the energy diagram, Eex approached more to the energy difference between HOMO of the
chromophores and Fermi level of the Au at higher Eex. The molecule-metal charge transfer excitations
were promoted more from the molecular HOMO to the unoccupied levels of the Au at higher Eex. It
was concluded that the amplifications of the LSP-enhanced SHG due to the NLO polymers resulted
from the molecule-metal charge transfer excitations accelerated by the SP-enhanced optical fields.

Figure (a) Schematics of NLO polymer/Au nanoprism system. (b) Structure of chromophores in NLO polymers.
(c) Energy diagram of NLO polymer/Au nanoprism hybrid system. (d) SHG intensities of NLO polymer/Au
nanoprisms and pristine PMMA/Au nanoprisms against triangular side length at 800 nm-excitation wavelength.
(e) Enhancement factors of SHG emissions due to NLO polymer against SP resonance energy.
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Comprehensive theory of frequency conversion from nanoparticles
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Frequency conversion is a basic nonlinear optical phenomenon [1]. The fundamental requirements for efficient conversion in waveguide geometries are phase-matching and mode-matching. The former ensures that
phase accumulation of all frequency components involved is equal, while, the latter ensures that the associated
transverse mode profiles have an optimal spatial overlap. Ideally one requires both the conditions to be satisfied
simultaneously for eﬃcient conversion. In a diﬀerent class of configurations, involving a single nanoparticle,
phase matching is usually considered unimportant for subwavelength particle size due to the small dimensions.
Recently, the link between the infinite waveguide geometries and single nanoparticles has been established
using Transformation Optics [2]. We use conformal transformations to show that unlike the common belief,
phase-matching plays a major role in frequency conversion in nanoparticles of sub-wavelength dimensions. We
note that the mode-matching condition together with the phase-matching condition determines the frequency
conversion eﬃciency, and in fact, the diﬃculty to achieve them simultaneously explains the low conversion
eﬃciencies demonstrated so far.

Figure 1: (a) Schematics of single nanoparticle (for example, two touching cylinders) relating to waveguide
geometry using conformal transformation. (b) Second-harmonic (SH) generation from the touching wire system,
2ω
Hz,T
W (second-harmonic magnetic field solution) on the circumference of the right (close to the touching point)
as the function of angle θ. The analytical and numerical solutions are shown in red and blue curves, respectively.

Furthermore, we use the conformal transformation to provide accurate analytical solutions for a range of
complicated nanostructures which a priory were expected to yield highly eﬃcient broadband response. Using
state-of-the-art numerical simulations that overcome the limitations of existing commercial software, we show
that our solution is in excellent agreement with numerical results. We further discuss ways to improve the
frequency conversion eﬃciency using the insights provided by our analytical solution.
As an example, we solve for surface second-harmonic generation from the two identical touching metallic
cylinder system using conformal transformation [see Fig. 1(a)]. Fig. 1(b) shows the agreement between our
analytical and the numerical solution. This perfect agreement validates our analysis.
Our results provide the means to enable the optimization of the frequency conversion process, which is
crucial for enabling many applications such as nonlinear microscopy, holography, quantum (nano-)optics.

References
[1] R. Boyd, Nonlinear optics, Academic Press, 2nd ed., 2003.
[2] J. B. Pendry et al., Transformation Optics and Subwavelength Control of Light, Phil. Mag. (1892), 34,
481-502.
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The so-called localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR)
phenomenon in gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), caused by the
collective oscillation of their conduction electrons upon
light excitation, has raised a remarkable interest for its
applicability in multiple fields. Beyond, shining AuNPs
with ultrashort laser pulses tuned to their LSPR induces a
series of energy exchange phenomena which modulates the
optical properties of the material where they are dispersed
on a very short timescale [1,2]. In the present
communication, we study both the stationary and transient
optical properties of gold decorated silica nanowires
(NWs) [3]. Disordered silicon NWs have been grown on a Figure 1. Scanning Electron Microscope image
transparent quartz substrate by vapor–liquid–solid method of silica nanowires decorated with AuNPs.
and then transformed into silica NWs under thermal
oxidation at 900°C. After evaporating a thin (5 nm) layer of gold onto the silica NWs and dewetting it
at 500°C, every NW is covered by a distribution of AuNPs on all over its surface (Figure 1).
The spectral dependence of the ultrafast transient optical absorption of this sample has been studied by
broadband pump-probe spectroscopy [4]. This transient response stems from the modulation of the
dielectric function of gold, following the photo-induced dynamics of the electron distribution [1,5].
Hence, in order to support the experimental results, we have developed a two-step model which
calculates the transient optical response of the AuNPs-decorated SiO2 NWs after ultrashort laser pulse
absorption. It provides a spectral dependence of the transient absorption profile in agreement with the
one obtained experimentally, except that the experimental spectral signature is broader, which can be
attributed to the non-uniform shape distribution of the nanoparticles in the real sample. The influence
of such a distribution on the theoretical results is finally demonstrated.
[1] X. Wang, Y. Guillet, R. S. Periasamy, H. Remita, and B. Palpant, J. Phys. Chem. C 119.13 (2015): 7416-7427.
[2] X. Wang, R. Moreira, J. Gonzalez and B. Palpant, Nano Letters 15 (2015): 2633–2639.
[3] A. Convertino, M. Cuscuna, F. Martelli, M.G. Manera, and R. Rella,v J. Phys. Chem. C 118 (2014): 685-690.
[4] L. Tian, L. di Mario, V. Zannier, D. Catone, S. Colonna, P. O’Keeffe, S. Turchini, N. Zema, S. Rubini, and F. Martelli,
Phys. Rev. B 94 (2016): 165442.
[5] T. Labouret and B. Palpant, Phys. Rev. B 94.24 (2016): 245426.
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Nonlinear plasmonics is a recent research field where nonlinear processes are enhanced though optical
excitations in metal nanostructures by an external field. Here, we study nonlinear collective behaviors
in periodic arrays of silver spherical nanoparticles embedded into a silica matrix. The system is excited
by a longitudinally polarized field slightly detuned with respect to the frequency of the localized surface
plasmon resonance. These nanoparticles have a Kerr-like nonlinear response. The slowly varying
envelop of the optical response of the nanoparticles is described by coupled equations for amplitudes
of the particle dipole moments [1]. This model has been shown to exhibit bistability and modulation
instability phenomenon. Nonlinear behaviors, include solitons generation, oscillons and domain walls
[1,2] are also observed with this model. We have extended this work by analyzing the linear stability
of the stationary states with respect to weak spatiotemporal perturbations (figure (a)), and have
characterized the dynamics of this system in term of spatiotemporal chaos (figure (b)).
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Figure: (a) Dependence 𝑃"∥ on 𝐸"∥ at Ω = −0.07; (b) Dynamics of 𝑃-∥ $ obtained by numerical simulation
for a finite chain excited with different intensity.

We will show how emergence of this spatiotemporal chaos impacts the plasmonic properties of the
array of nanoparticles, in particular the coherence range of the optical response fluctuations [3], and
finally present the slop of the latter as a function of our control setting to see the consistency of our
system.

[1] Noskov, R. E., Belov, P. A. & Kivshar, Y. S. Subwavelength modulational instability and plasmon oscillons in nanoparticle
arrays. Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, (2012).
[2] Noskov, R. E., Belov, P. A. & Kivshar, Y. S. Subwavelength plasmonic kinks in arrays of metallic nanoparticles. Opt.
Express 20, 2733–2739 (2012).
[3] Clerc, M. G., Ferré, M. A., Coulibaly, S., Rojas, R. G. & Tlidi, M. Chimera-like states in an array of coupled-waveguide
resonators. Opt. Lett. 42, 2906 (2017).
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Control and manipulation of electromagnetic waves in subwavelength volumes with surface
plasmon polaritons has fueled the interest of many researchers over the last decade in the field of
nanoscience. When localized surface waves exist, the electromagnetic field causes oscillations of
charges. These oscillations are responsible for a heat dissipation process. So far, most work in the
field of plasmonics has sought to minimize this aspect. However, recently, research efforts are shifted
to controlling these losses in plasmonic structures to generate useful heating. This emerging branch of
plasmonics is called Thermoplasmonic [1-3] and has several fields of application (medicine, magnetic
recording, chemical catalysis, thermotronics).
Our study is focus on the three-step mechanism involves at different timescales during the
absorption process of a short pump pulse on a periodic nanoparticles array: electronic absorption
(~fs), electron-phonon thermalization (~ps) and external diffusion (~ns). By comparing the transient
transmittance T of the ground and excited states, T*, we can thus obtain the transient spectra ∆T for a
pump-probe delay. The figure 1.a show the transient transmittance map over a 7 ps window for an
array of gold nanorod (80x140 nm) on glass substrate. Three profiles extracted with wavelengths
corresponding to extrema are shown and will be discussed in regard of absorption spectra of
nanoparticules array. Several periods were explored to take care of coupling effect between
nanoparticules.

Figure 1. a) Transient transmittance map of nanorod array (Tinit= 298K, λpr=795nm, Fp=9 nJ) and b) profiles
at three wavelength with an inset of SEM picture of nanorod (80 x 140 nm) array with Px=240 nm and
Py= 190 nm.

Further experiments with a variation of the fluency and the thickness of the gold film have been done.
Results are compared with same experiments on uniform gold film.
[1] A. O. Govorov and H. H. Richardson, Nano Today, 2, nᵒ 1, p. 30 38 (2007).
[2] G. Baffou, R. Quidant, and C. Girard, Applied Physics Letters, 94, nᵒ 15, p. 153109, (2009).
[3] P. Ben-Abdallah, S.-A. Biehs, and K. Joulain, Physical Review Letters, 107, nᵒ 11, (2011).
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We develop an ab-initio multiscale computational approach [1] that describes light-matter interactions
in nano-structures. Figure 1(a) shows a coordinate system used in our simulation. Using the grid
system in the left panel, we solve Maxwell’s equation for the vector potential AR(t) that describes the
electromagnetic fields of the pulsed light. A finite-difference time-domain method is used to solve the
equation. Microscopic electron dynamics is described by ab-initio time-dependent density functional
theory (TDDFT). At each grid point R in the medium, the time-dependent Kohn-Sham (TDKS)
equation for the Bloch orbitals uRkb(r,t) is solved using the microscopic grid system that is shown in
the right panel. Solving quantum electron dynamics in real time and real space, our simulation method
takes full account of nonlinear optical responses without any perturbative truncations.
We implemented the method for the case of 1D Maxwell and 3D TDDFT in our free, open source
software SALMON that is downloadable at our website [2], and applied it to ultrafast electron
dynamics in thin films of dielectrics induced by few-cycle femtosecond laser pulses, collaborating
with attosecond-experiment groups [3,4]. The method has been quite successful and useful to uncover
the electron dynamics that takes place in attosecond time and less than nanometer spatial scales.
We have recently carried out large-scale calculations for ultrafast nano-optics, the light propagation/
scattering by semiconducting (Silicon) nanostructures: nanosphere and bow-tie nanogap, solving 3D
Maxwell and 3D TDKS equations simultaneously. An intense and ultrashort pulsed light is chosen:
maximum intensity 1012 W/cm2, less than 10 fs duration, and 1.55 eV photon energy. Figure 1(b)
shows the electronic excitation energy profile around the gap region of the bow-tie nanogap.
Although the photon energy is much lower than the direct bandgap of silicon, optical hotspot-induced
electron excitations due to multiphoton absorption processes are clearly visible at the tip of the
nanostructure.
(a)

(b)

Macroscopic System

Microscopic System

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of multiscale grid system and (b) ab-initio calculation for electron
excitations around the bowtie nanogap structure of silicon induced by intense and ultrashort pulsed light.
[1] K. Yabana et.al, Phys. Rev. B85, 045134 (2012).
[2] SALMON Project (Scalable Ab-initio Light-Matter simulator for Optics and Nanoscience), http://salmon-tddft.jp/
[3] A. Sommer et.al, Nature 534, 86-90 (2016).
[4] M. Lucchini et.al, Science 353, 916 (2016).
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Gold nanocrystals (Au NCs) have attracted tremendous attention owing to their extraordinary optical
properties and potential applications in many areas. Chemically synthesized Au NCs possess great
advantages on controlling their sizes, shapes and in turn various plasmonic properties. Au nanorings
are one type of intriguing nanocrystals being studied owing to their particular geometry, highly tunable
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) from the visible to near-infrared region, and large and
uniform electromagnetic field enhancement inside the inner circular region. Herein we present the
synthesis of colloidal Au nanorings by a method modified from a reported procedure using circular Au
nanodisks as templates [1], where we have developed a robust chemically synthetic approach for
colloidal Au nanodisks [2,3]. In addition, we also present the preparation of colloidal Au nanoringbased heterodimers and split Au nanorings to realize Fano resonance and magnetic plasmon resonance.
Plasmonic Fano resonance is an intriguing physical phenomenon and promising for many plasmonbased applications, such as sensing, switching, electromagnetically induced transparency, light slowing
and stopping. Fano resonance can be tailored by employing Au NCs of different sizes [4]. Because of
the unique geometry of Au nanorings, their inner region can hold other optical components, which can
vice versa perturb the plasmon resonance on the nanoring. Several studies have been reported on the
appearance of strong Fano resonance in lithographically fabricated ring/disk nanostructures [5]. In
comparison with physically fabricated metal nanostructures, chemically grown metal nanocrystals
possess better plasmonic properties owing to their better crystallinity [6]. We have successfully
prepared heterodimers of colloidal Au nanorings and nanospheres where one nanosphere is situated
inside a nanoring. Single-particle dark-field scattering spectroscopy in conjunction with numerical
simulations indicates that such heterodimers exhibit strong Fano resonance. The observed Fano
resonance is found to strongly depend on the exact position of the Au nanosphere inside the nanoring.
Our method will facilitate the exploration of such metamolecules in the construction of advanced
metamaterials and in the development of high-performance Fano-based sensing devices.
Nature lacks materials that can support strong magnetic resonance in the optical region, yet magnetic
resonance is generally required for producing metamaterials, which have many breakthrough
applications, such as negative refraction, optical cloaking and superlensing. Magnetic resonance was
first realized in plasmonic metal nanostructures fabricated by physical methods, such as split-ring
resonators. It has remained challenging to prepare high-quality plasmonic nanocrystals with strong
magnetic resonances through simple chemical methods. We have synthesized colloidal Au nanorings
with controllable sizes. Through thermal treatment, we have been able to break the nanorings to produce
split nanorings with a rough control on the opening size. Experiments and systematic numerical
simulations have revealed the occurrence and the evolution trends of magnetic plasmon resonance along
with the size of the portion that is cut off. We believe that our study offers a route to the chemical
synthesis of plasmonic units with strong magnetic plasmon resonances.
[1] H. J. Jang, S. Ham, J. A. I. Acapulco, Y. Song, S. Hong, K. L. Shuford and S. Park, Journal of the American Chemical
Society 136, 17674-17680 (2014).
[2] F. Qin, T. Zhao, R. B. Jiang, N. N. Jiang, Q. F. Ruan, J. F. Wang, L. -D. Sun, C. -H Yan and H. -Q. Lin, Advanced Optical
Materials, 4 76-85 (2016).
[3] X. M. Cui, F. Qin, Q. F. Ruan, X. L. Zhuo and J. F. Wang, Advanced Functional Materials DOI: 10.1002/adfm.201705516 (2018)
[4] F. Qin, X. M. Cui, Q. F. Ruan, Y. H. Lai, J. F. Wang, H. G. Ma and H. -Q. Lin, Nanoscale 8, 17645-17657 (2016).
[5] F. Hao, P. Nordlander, Y. Sonnefraud, P. V. Dorpe, and S. A. Maier, ACS Nano 3, 643-652 (2009).
[6] L. Shao, Y. T. Tao, Q. F. Ruan, J. F. Wang and H. -Q. Lin, Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 17, 10861-10870 (2015).
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Surface-assisted laser desorption/ionization (SALDI) is an emerging ionization techniques in mass
spectrometry (MS) for bio-analysis. In SALDI, nanomaterials/nanostructures are used to collected the
energy of laser puleses and faciliate the desorption/ionization process. It is agreed that the
performance of a SALDI substrate relies on the rapid temperature increase upon laser radiation. It is
therefore important to find a way to engineer the optical, structural and thermal properties of a
nanostructure in order to produce a high performance SALDI substrate.[1] Meanwhile, exciting
progresses have been achieved in the field of nano-optics recently. With proper designs,
nanostructured plasmonic thin-films can reach near-perfect absorption.[2] Together with the very low
thermal capacitance of the nanometer thin-film, plasmonic absorbers often exhibit outstanding
optothermal properties, which have brought many applications, including photothermovoltaics,
desalination of sea water, and biomedicine.
Inspired by the advances, in this work, we investigate the SALDI effect on Au/AAO substrates,

a highly porous plasmonic absorber. Significant improvement of ionization efficiency was
observed when the pore size of AAOs was changed from 40-70 nm to 200-300 nm. Strong
SALDI-MS signals of neurotensin was obtained with a very low background, and the signalto-noise ratio reached 394, which was more than 4 times better than the result obtained with
the widely used conventional matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionizaiton-MS.[3] To
understand this high ionization efficiency, light absorption and laser-induced temperature
increase measurements were performed on Au/AAO substrates with different pore sizes. The
results indicate that the dramatic performance improvements of SALDI are largely caused by
the pore size dependent light absorption, thermal conductance and thermal capacity of the
Au/AAOs. In addition, we found that the Au/AAO sample with larger pores shows much less
fragmentation of the analyte in SALDI-MS measurements than the case with smaller pores.
We believe that this work will provide a useful foundation towards ideal SALDI substrates
for bio-/chem-analysis with high ionization efficiency, low background and no fragmentation.
The authors acknowledge the financial support from National Key Technologies R&D
Program of China (No. 2016YFA0201104) and National Natural Science Foundation of
China (No. 11374152 and 11574142)
[1] C. K. Chiang, W. T. Chen and H. T. Chang, Chem. Soc. Rev. 2011, 40, 1269 (2011).
[2] P. Feng, W.-D. Li and W. Zhang, Opt. Express 23, 2328 (2015).
[3] J.-J. Zhu, M. Xiao, C. Zhang, B. Jie, Z. Lu, Y., Liu and W. Zhang, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 20, 3424 (2018).
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Scattering of structured light from plasmonic nanowire
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Plasmonics has emerged as an important area of nanophotonics in engineering light
at subwavelength scale. Light-nanostructure interaction is defined by parameters of light such as
polarization, wavevector, optical phase etc, and the geometry of nanostructure and its local
environment. Confining, directing and waveguiding light at this scale have been realized using a
variety of plasmonic nanostructures, of which plasmonic nanowires made of silver has attracted a lot
of emphasis. This is due to the fact that they can be produced in single-crystalline form, and facilitates
plasmon propagation in one-dimension with minimal scattering losses due to minimization of defect
on its surface. Exploring optical scattering of coherent and incoherent light sources with individual
plasmonic nanowire is vital not only to understand fundamental optical interactions, but also to
applications such as nanowire detectors and sensors. To this end, our group has been studying
different aspects of coherent light and SPP scattering in silver nanowire (Ag NW) architectures. For
example, we have shown how by coupling Ag NW with a plasmonic nanoparticle, the gap between
the composite structures can function as an optical antenna [1]. Recently, we have also shown how Ag
NW placed on a gold mirror can selectively direct molecular fluorescence and Raman emission due to
gap plasmon cavity effects [2].
In this poster, we wish to present our work on interaction of structured light with plasmonic
nanowire. We experimentally study far field scattering of Hermite Gaussian (HG) beam from Ag NW
using dual-channel Fourier-plane microscopy [3]. We explore polarization as a control parameter of
scattering from NW. Scattering of circularly polarized HG beam shows preferential radiation
direction proportional to the handedness of polarization in comparison to linearly polarized beam [4].
We also study the effect of orbital angular momentum (AOM) in Laguerre Gaussian beam on the
scattering of light from Ag NW and compare it with beams that do not carry AOM (HG and Gaussian
beams). Experimental findings are corroborated with full-wave 3D Finite Element Method (FEM)
simulations. Our study highlights some novel aspects of interaction between structured light and
individual plasmonic nanowire, and may have implications in chiral nanowire photonics and chirooptical spectroscopy.
Acknowledgement: The authors acknowledge funding from the DST-Nano mission Grant
(SR/NM/NS-1141/2012(G)), Center For Energy Science (DST Nano mission project) and CEFIPRA
Grant.
References:
1.

Danveer Singh, Arindam Dasgupta, V. G. Aswathy, Ravi P. N. Tripathi, and G. V. Pavan Kumar, Opt. Lett. 40,
1006-1009 (2015)

2.

Adarsh B. Vasista, Harshvardhan Jog, Tal Heilpern, Matthew E. Sykes, Sunny Tiwari, Deepak K. Sharma,
Shailendra K. Chaubey, Gary P. Wiederrecht, Stephen K. Gray, and G. V. Pavan Kumar, Nano Letters 18, 650655 (2018).
Danveer Singh, Deepak Kumar Sharma, Shailendra Kumar Chaubey, G.V. Pavan Kumar, Optics
Communications 398, 112-121(2017) .
Author names as in paper, Opt. Lett., Manuscript under review
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Localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPR) are generated when light interacts with a metallic
nanoparticle [1]. LSPR have a broad range of applications in sensing, lasing, healthcare, tumor
treatment, etc. It depends on different factors like the nanoparticles size, shape and material, the
refractive index of the surrounding medium, the light polarization and the incidence angle [2]. In the
literature, experimental surface plasmon resonances vary when nanoparticles with similar morphologies
are considered, showing spectral shifts, broadening and other effects. The goal of this work is to study
numerically and experimentally the optical response of nanoparticles of various sizes, and to identify
by different characterization techniques the factors causing variations in extinction/scattering spectra.
Especially, we compare dark field scattering spectra of single nanoparticles and angle resolved
extinction spectra of one micron separated nanoparticles arrays. Gold cylindrical nanoparticles of
different diameters (130-200nm) were fabricated by electron beam lithography. We demonstrate a
method to explore a single particle optical response using arrays of nanoparticles. We also show a novel
approach to observe the plasmonic excited modes using angle resolved extinction technique and darkfield spectroscopy using spatial filtering. The Fig.1 show the experimental and the simulated results
obtained for 170 nm-diameter gold nanoparticles. The commercial software of Lumerical Solutions,
Inc is used for numerical simulations, based on the finite difference time domain method [3].

Figure 1. (a) Angle resolved experimental extinction spectrum of 170nm diameter and 50nm height gold
nanocylinder. Illumination is at 50 degree respectively to the normal, (b) corresponding numerical simulation.
[1] Maier, S. A, Plasmonics: fundamentals and applications, Springer Science & Business Media, (2007).
[2] Novotny, L., & Hecht, B. Principles of nano-optics, Cambridge university press, (2012).
[3] Gedney, Stephen D., Introduction to the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method for electromagnetics, Synthesis
Lectures on Computational Electromagnetics 6.1, 1-250 (2011).
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The surface plasmon resonance of a noble metal particle is determined by its size and shape.
However, when placed in an array, the optical properties of the individual scatterer are influenced by
the scattered fields from neighbouring nanoparticles. Here, we investigate nanoparticles arranged
randomly with a short-range order, meaning that the inter-particle separation is larger than a minimum
center-to-center (CC) distance. In such nanoparticle arrays a characteristic oscillatory behavior of
resonance energy and scattering to absorption ratio is observed, leading to improved capabilities in
tailoring the optical properties of plasmonic nanomaterials [1-5]. However, the initial works considered only effects occurring in arrays of identical nanoparticles without accounting for inherent size
dispersion, which is typical for practically any nanofabrication method.

Figure 1. Optical properties of amorphous arrays as a function of minimum center-to-center distance for
varying standard deviation of nanoparticle size: a) resonance wavelength b) scattering-to-absorption ratio.
Mean nanoparticle size is 60 nm and nanoparticle material is silver.

In this work we quantify the influence of nanoparticle size dispersion on the average properties of
amorphous arrays determined by the interaction between particles. We have developed a coupled
dipole based theoretical approach and performed numerical analysis using T-Matrix method to
evaluate the resonance energy, spectral width and scattering to absorption ratio. In size-dispersed
arrays, small nanoparticles may cluster around larger ones leading to modified interaction term and
nanoparticle number density. We determine that the (well-known due to size dispersion) broadening
of plasmon resonances and oscillatory behavior of resonance energy and scattering to absorption ratio
extrema are shifted to smaller CC values with increasing nanoparticle size dispersion. At the same
time, the amplitude of peak shift and scattering to absorption ratio are decreased. This finding has profound implications on tailoring optical properties of amorphous arrays of nanoresonators which suffer
from inherent defects introduced during fabrication.
We gratefully acknowledge financial support from the Polish National Science Center via the project
2017/25/B/ST3/00744.
[1] T. J. Antosiewicz, S. P. Apell, M. Zäch, I. Zorić, C. Langhammer, Physical Review Letters 109, 247401 (2012).
[2] T. J. Antosiewicz and S. P. Apell, Optics Express 22, 2, 2031-2042 (2014).
[3] T. J. Antosiewicz, T. Tarkowski, ACS Photonics 2, 12, 1732-1738 (2015).
[4] A. Jouanin, J. P. Hugonin, and P. Lalanne, Adv. Funct. Mater. 26, 6215-6223 (2016).
[5] S. De Zuani, M. Rommel, R. Vogelgesang, J. Weis, B. Gompf, M. Dressel, A. Berrier, Plasmonics 12, 1381-1390
(2017)
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Plasmonic metal nanoantennas are attracting an ever growing attention since their ability to strongly
enhance electromagnetic fields and consequently improve weak nonlinear optical processes that take
place on the nanoscale [1]. Recent works highlighted that coherent second-harmonic generation
emitted from optical antennas loaded with a nonlinear material can be controlled by electrostatic
means [2].
The objective of this work is to investigate the influence of a time-varying electric field on the
intrinsic incoherent nonlinear response of an unloaded electrically-contacted gap antennas. In
particular, we are interested at modulating the yield at which incoming photons are up-converted by
means of an electrical control of the surface charge density.
In our experiment, gold optical gap antennas are excited with a tightly focused near-infrared
femtosecond laser beam resulting in the broadband emission of nonlinear photo-luminescence (N-PL)
[3,4]. A nano-capacitor is formed by applying an electric field between the two constitutive nanowires
of the optical antenna, creating thereby localized regions of electron accumulation and electron
depletion (Fig. 1a).
We show that the evolution of the N-PL yield depends on the electron gas temperature at the surface
which is directly influenced by the charge density. Hence, the precise location of the focused laser
beam on the antenna with respect to the polarity and the strength of the controlled field completely
modify the N-PL generation. A modulation depth larger than 100% is observed in the N-PL signal for
a few volts. We will discuss the mechanisms at play and their effects on the bandwidth at which the
nonlinear signal can be modulated.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic representation of the experiment. A gold optical gap antenna is illuminated with a near
infrared femtosecond laser. The N-PL signal is modulated by an applied bias between the two constitutive gold
nanowires of the optical antenna. (b) Time trace of the N-PL signal emitted by the antenna operated with a 10
ms pulse voltage train.

The research leading to these results has been supported by the Indo-French Centre for the Promotion
of Advanced Research, project No. 5504-3.
[1] M. Kauranen and A. V. Zayats, Nature Photonics. 6, 737- (2012).
[2] W. Cai, A. P. Vasudev and M. L. Brongersma, Science. 333, 1720-1723 (2011).
[3] A. Bouhelier, R. Bachelot, G. Lerondel, S. Kostcheev, P. Rover, G. P. Wiederrecht, Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 267405 (2005).
[4] T. Haug, Ph. Klemm, S. Bange, J. M. Lupton, Phys. Rev. Lett. 115, 067403 (2015).
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Aluminum is now regarded as an interesting plasmonic material, notably due to the broad frequency
range where it can sustain plasmonic resonances – from the ultraviolet to the infrared [1]. This broad
spectrum has been evidenced in simple nanostructures (aluminum nanorods) with electron energy loss
spectroscopy [2]. On the other hand, fractal plasmonics has been recently proposed as a way to obtain
scalable plasmonic resonances. Gottheim and co-workers [3] demonstrated broadband and tunable
plasmonic resonances using simple fractal geometries (Cayley trees). By playing with the
mathematical complexity of the structure, fractal plasmonics allow the creation of plasmonic modes
exhibiting a complex spatial distribution, while keeping a relative ease of fabrication.

Figure 1. SEM image of an aluminum Cayley tree.

We designed, fabricated and characterized fractal nanostructures based on Cayley trees and made of
aluminum (Fig. 1). Moreover, by introducing a rotation angle between each generation (i.e. branch) of
the Cayley tree, we created twisted fractals. The resulting twisted structure cannot be superimposed to
its mirror image: it is chiral [4]. We demonstrated that twisted aluminum fractals exhibit circular
dichroism in the visible range, a signature of the chiral nature of the structure. Furthermore, our
numerical calculations evidence the presence of superchiral light around the metallic nanostructures,
i.e. spatial regions where the twist of light is locally enhanced.
[1] D. Gerard and S.K. Gray, Journal of Physics D: Applied Physics 48, 184001 (2015).
[2] J. Martin, M. Kociak, Z. Mahfoud, J. Proust, D. Gerard, and J. Plain, Nano Letters 14, 5517-5523 (2014).
[3] S. Gottheim, H. Zhang, A.O. Govorov and N.J. Halas, ACS Nano 9, 3284-3292 (2015)
[4] J.T Collins, C. Kuppe, D.C. Hopper, C. Sibilia, M. Centini and V.K. Valev, Adv. Opt. Mater. 5, 1700182 (2017)
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Abstract
In comparison to noble metals (gold and silver), aluminum is a sustainable and widely
applicable plasmonic material owing to its abundance in the Earth’s crust and
compatibility with the complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology
for integrated devices. Aluminum has a superior performance in the ultraviolet (UV)
regime with the lowest material loss and reasonably good performance in the full visible
regime. Furthermore, aluminum films can remain very stable in ambient environment due
to the formation of surface native oxide (alumina) acting as a passivation layer. In this
work, we develop an epitaxial growth technique for forming atomically smooth aluminum
films on transparent c-plane (0001) sapphire (Al-on-Sapphire, ALOSA) by molecularbeam epitaxy (MBE). The MBE-grown ALOSA films have small plasmonic losses and
enable us to fabricate and utilize high-quality plasmonic nanostructures in a variety of
optical configurations (reflection, transmission, and scattering). We have measured the
optical dielectric function of epitaxial aluminum films by using spectroscopic ellipsometry
(SE). To illustrate the capability of device applications for the full visible spectrum, we
demonstrate clear surface plasmon polarition (SPP) interference patterns using a series of
double-groove surface interferometer structures with varied groove-groove separations
under white-light illumination. In addition, we show the device performance of zinc oxide
(ZnO) nanowire (UV) and indium gallium nitride (InGaN) nanorod (blue and green)
plasmonic lasers fabricated by using the epitaxial Al films. The measured lasing
thresholds are comparable with the best available data obtained on the Ag films.
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Undoubtly there are numerous techniques used for sensing, and many of them are emloying
methodology based on detecting optical response of the system [1-3]. In particular, optical methods
used to detect the presence of various substances play a significant role in medical diagnostics or
environmental protection.
Our research aims at fabricating and optimizing innovative Surface Plasmon-Coupled Emission
(SPCE) - based sensor that can be used in medical devices, for example in simple and cheap POC
(Point-of-care testing) tests [2]. Directional emission, like SPCE, is the result of manipulating the
propagation direction of emitted photons through coupling dipole radiation in the near-field to nonlocalised surface plasmons and has a great importance for molecular detection [4]. In this context, it is
worth to emphasize other advantages of the SPCE-based methods, especially intensification of
emission signal, which allows for analysis of thin layers of low luminescence quantum yield materials
and compounds, as well as the detection of trace amounts of substances [5]. Moreover, the SPCE
methods can be used in the nanoscale and thus is compatible with analysed objects, such as markers
(usually proteins, enzymes, carbohydrates or lipids) that are captured from any physiological fluids
and bounds on the sensor surface.
Untill now, prism systems have mostly been used for biosensing based on SPCE [3], which does not
provide sufficiently collection efficiency. In this work we developed a novel approach based on
modyfing surface of a fiber with a diameter of the core in the range of few tens of microns. By partilly
removing the cladding layer thereof, and subsequent coating of the surface with metal and dielectric
nanolayers, we demonstrate effective directional emission coupling of fluorophores. Particular
attention was placed on analyzing spectral and angular characteristics of the observed emission. Initial
experimental results not only prove the validity of our research, but suggest its suitability for
extending towards various analytes. The general concept as well as the experimental results have been
analysed theoretically using both Kretschmann and reverse Kretschmann configurations.

The research was financed by the project 3/DOT/2016 funded by the the City of Gdynia
[1] A. Leung, P. M. Shankar, R. Mutharasan, Sensors and Actuators B 125, 688–703 (2007).
[2] C.D. Chin, V. Linder and S. K. Sia, Lab Chip, 12, 2118–2134 (2012).
[3] J.R. Lakowicz, J. Malicka, I. Gryczynski, Z. Gryczynski, Biophys. Biochem. Res. Comm. 307, 435-439 (2003).
[4] J.R. Lakowicz, Anal. Biochem. 324, 153-169 (2004).
[5] S. Rangełowa-Jankowska, D. Jankowski, R. Bogdanowicz, B. Grobelna, P. Bojarski, J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 3, 3626−3631
(2012).
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Plasmonic and surface wave optics are actively developing fields of modern optics [1]. They are
widely applicable for Raman spectroscopy [2], chemical- and biosensing [3], and integrated optics
(optical interconnects [4], modulators [5], waveguide resonators, couplers, filters, etc.) where special
interest is focused on the highly localized waves.
Studies and applications of surface waves and plasmonic waves with high degree of transverse mode
localization encounter the problem of efficient mode excitation with far field [6]. This difficulty is
caused by the mismatch between the field distribution of the waveguide mode, which is localized on a
subwavelength scale, and the field of the exciting radiation, the transverse localization of which is not
less than a few wavelengths. The problem of efficient optical excitation of plasmonic waveguides is
still far from final solution.
In this report we present the investigation of application of the holographic principle to excitation of
various surface waves and plasmonic waves, in particular to excitation of plasmonic waveguides [7].
We show that the excitation by use of surface or volume holograms can be several times more
efficient than usage of excitation systems based on periodic diffraction gratings. Holograms help us to
get the best phase matching and thus they help to match the field distribution of the waveguide mode
with the field distribution of the incident wave [8].
This work was partly supported by the Advanced Research Foundation (Contract No. 7/004/2013–
2018)
[1] A. Angelini, Photon Management Assisted by Surface Waves on Photonic Crystal, (Springer, 2017).
[2] S. Pirotta, X.G. Xu, A. Delfan, S. Mysore, S. Maiti, G. Dacarro, M. Patrini, M. Galli, G. Guizzetti, D. Bajoni, J.E. Sipe,
G.C. Walker, and M. Liscidini, Journal of Physical Chemistry C 117, 6821–6825 (2013).
[3] J. Homola, Chemical Reviews 108, 462–493 (2008).
[4] N. Kinsey, M. Ferrera, V.M. Shalaev, and A. Boltasseva, Journal of the Optical Society of America B: Optical Physics
32, 121–142 (2015).
[5] V.E. Babicheva, R. Malureanu, and A.V. Lavrinenko, Photonics and Nanostructures: Fundamentals and Applications
11, 323–334 (2013).
[6] P.N. Melentiev, A.A. Kuzin, V.I. Balykin, A.I. Ignatov, and A.M. Merzlikin, Laser Physics Letters 14, 126201 (2017).
[7] A.I. Ignatov and A.M. Merzlikin, Optics Communications 410, 83-87 (2018).
[8] A.I. Ignatov and A.M. Merzlikin, Journal of the Optical Society of America B: Optical Physics 35, 308-316 (2018).
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In this contribution, we show that nanoporous gold particles, nanosponges, percolated with a threedimensional network of 10-nm sized ligaments randomly distributed throughout the particle, are
interesting platform for disordered-induced surface plasmon localization [1]. By scattering-type nearfield nanospectroscopic imaging of individual nanosponges, we observed plasmonic hot spots with 10
nm localization length and 20 nm line width, corresponding to Q factors >40 and Purcell factors
exceeding 106. Near field intensity fluctuations with strongly non-Gaussian statistics demonstrate
strong (Anderson type) localization of surface plasmons, resulting from the multiple coherent
scattering of surface plasmon within the disordered porous structure. Our results turn nanosponges
into an intriguing example of a disordered medium that concentrates far field light into a few hot spots
with properties that can be tailored by the geometry of nanosponges. These exceptional optical
properties make such nanosponges an appealing platform for a variety of applications ranging from
nonlinear optics, strong coupling to single molecule SERS.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the scattering-type near-field spectroscopy experiment probing surface plasmon (SP)
localization in individual gold nanosponges. Multiple coherent scattering of SP within the disordered,
percolated sponge structure leads to the formation of localized modes (“hot spots”). (b) Near-field scattering
imaging of a nanosponge showing randomly distributed hot spots. (c) Cross sections of the scattering signal
along the dashed lines in (b), revealing SP localization at 10 nm scale. (d) Histograms of the near field intensity
from a single nanosponge. Strongly non-Gaussian statistics reveal pronounced fluctuations of the local near
field intensity, indicating strong SP localization (g<1). (e) Near-field scattering spectra of individual hot spots,
with linewidths of only 15 - 25 nm and quality factor exceeding 40.

Jinhui Zhong is supported by a Postdoctoral Fellowship of the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation.
The authors acknowledge the financial support from the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (SPP1839
‘Tailored Disorder’).
[1] J. Zhong*, A. Chimeh, A. Korte, F. Schwarz, J. Yi, D. Wang, J. Zhan, E. Runge, P. Schaaf, C. Lienau, Submitted.
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Metallic nanoparticles are keystones for the development of nanoprobes due to their Localized
Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR) appearing in their optical response (scattering and extinction). This
drastically depends on the close environment of the nanoparticles and may present an anisotropic feature
if the nanoparticles are intrinsically anisotropic [1] or if their direct environment is anisotropic [2]. One
can thus imagine exploiting this anisotropic behavior to probe environment, especially the circular
anisotropy which is linked to the chirality of the surrounding medium. Moreover, recent studies have
reported the possibility to enhance this chiral environmental response, due to the enhanced field around
the nanoparticle at resonance [3]. The development of chiral nanoprobes to detect enantiomeric excess
at the nanoscale is therefore relevant but remains challenging. Such enantiomeric detection requires
developments of new technics in optics dedicated to polarization measurements.
Here we report on the development of a new setup combining polarization modulation with
spatial modulation spectroscopy (SMS) [4] to investigate the anisotropic response of individual nanoobjects (fig. 1a). Indeed, the spatial modulation allows to get rid of residual anisotropy of the setup and
to measure only the anisotropy of one nano-object. We first show evidence that the anisotropy of dimers
of 50-nm-radius gold nano-spheres can be totally characterized with this setup thanks to comparisons
with SEM images of the same objects (fig. 1b). Influence of the geometry (size, shape, anisotropic level)
of chiral metallic nano-objects (MNO) on the circular dichroism they exhibit is then investigated
through numerical calculations (using the finite element method) and compared to preliminary
experimental results on MNO produced by nanolithography. In the near future, this new setup will
permit to investigate the coupling between MNO and chiral molecules.
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Figure 1.a: Experimental setup combining polarization modulation with spatial modulation spectroscopy (SMS)
(mono-λ: monochromatic, p.: polarizer, PEM: photoelastic modulator,
p.o.s.: piezo oscillating stage, a.: analyzer, PM: photomultiplier);
1.b: Scanning electron microscopy image of a dimer and corresponding measurements: orientation optically
determined (black), linear dichroism (red) and phase variation (blue)
[1] A. G. Mark et al., Nature Materials, 12, 802-807 (2013)
[2] I. Lieberman et al., Angewandte Chemie International Edition 47, 4855-4857 (2008)
[3] D. Zhai et al., Nanoscale 7, 10690-10698 (2015)
[4] P. Billaud et al., Review of Scientific Instruments 81, 43101 (2010)
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The context of this theoretical and numerical study is the design of efficient plasmonic
waveguides for infrared sensing [1]. The device configuration is fully integrated and based
on a ridge waveguide upon which metallic scattering nano-objects will ensure the coupling
between the guided modes and superstrate of the device. Chalcogenide glasses are chosen
for the main layers due to their high transparencies for infrared wavelengths. Ultimately, the
metallic scatterers are planned to be functionalized in order to react to the targeted chemical
species. The sensing property relies on the subsequent modification of the guidance of the full
structure.
In order to model the response of the resulting 3D guiding structure, we adopt a diffracted
field formulation consisting of two sequential steps, the output of first step being the input of the
second one. First, we determine the guided leaky modes for a fixed frequency, corresponding to
the 7.7 µm wavelength of interest, of the unperturbed 2D waveguide (i.e. without the plasmonic
nanostructures). This is a ridge waveguide made of chalcogenide layers on a silicon substrate,
assumed to be invariant along its propagation axis. We use usual vector FEM method with
the Galerkin approach to solve the associated eigenvalue problem [2]. This first step provides
both the propagation constants (eigenvalues) and the associated modes profiles (eigenvectors).
Second, these guided modes are used as incident fields for the full 3D problem (i.e. with the
metallic nanostructures). The electromagnetic problem to solve for this second step is then a
scattering problem [3]. It is finally possible to define a proper energy balance (transmission
and reflexion into the ridge guide, absorption taking place into the plasmonic rods, radiation
losses) allowing to characterize the efficiency of the device as a plasmonic sensor.
Our method allows to compute all the required energy-related quantities to investigate
quantitatively the behavior of the full structure including the impact of the metal nanoparticles
located on the top of the waveguide and to take into account the way it is excited by the selected
propagating mode. We provide a study of the influence of the nano-particle parameters on the
output field as well as a study of more complex nano-structuration on top of the ridge waveguide
consisting of arrays of metallic particles.
Acknowledgment: This work was supported by the LOUISE ANR-15-CE04-0001 project.
References:
[1] A. Gutierrez-Arroyo et al., “Optical characterization at 7.7 µm of an integrated platform
based on chalcogenide waveguides for sensing applications in the mid-infrared”, Opt. Express, vol. 24, no. 20, pp. 23 109–23 117, Oct. 2016.
[2] F. Zolla et al., “Foundations of photonic crystal fibres”, in, 2nd ed. World Scientific, 2012,
ch. Finite element Method.
[3] G. Demésy et al., “All-purpose finite element formulation for arbitrarily shaped crossedgratings embedded in a multilayered stack”, JOSA A, vol. 27, no. 4, pp. 878–889, 2010.
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Abstract
The first objective of this project is to synthesize nanoparticles of transition metal
nitrides (TMNs) and to control their optical properties with the control of metal/nitrogen
stoichiometry. The study at low temperature and under strong magnetic fields of the
optical properties will be done in order to study the plasmonic properties in different
magnetic states.
Recently, new metals have been proposed to deal with emerging applications in
plasmonics (i.e. high temperature applications) for which gold and silver do not have
all the required properties such as the high temperature durability [5, 3]. An alternative is the use of TMNs instead of gold and silver [1].
TMNs offer many advantages such as thermal and chemical stabilities and, for these
reasons, TMN materials can be very good candidates for many plasmonic applications.
In addition, in TMNs, optical properties including plasmonic, can be changed with
stoichiometry [4, 2] and thus it should be possible to tune the plasmon resonance from
the visible to the near infrared without changing the sizes of the TMN nanoparticles.
This project focuses on the fabrication of various TMNs, their characterization
and the analysis of their different remarkable properties. In the poster I will present
my Ph.D. topic, I will describe briefly the fabrication of TMN nanoparticles and the
results that I obtained so far on structural and optical properties.

References
[1] U. Guler, V. M. Shalaev, and A. Boltasseva. Nanoparticle plasmonics: going
practical with transition metal nitrides. Materials Today, 18(4):227 – 237, 2015.
[2] G. Naik, J. Schroeder, X. Ni, A. Kildishev, T. T. Sands, and A. Boltasseva. Titanium nitride as a plasmonic material for visible and near-infrared wavelengths.
Opt. Mater. Express, 2(4):478–489, Apr 2012.
[3] G. V. Naik, V. M. Shalaev, and A. Boltasseva. Alternative plasmonic materials:
Beyond gold and silver. Advanced Materials, 25(24):3264–3294, 2013.
[4] A. Perry, M. Georgson, and W. Sproul. Variations in the reflectance of tin, zrn
and hfn. Thin Solid Films, 157(2):255 – 265, 1988.
[5] P. R. West, S. Ishii, G. V. Naik, N. K. Emani, V. M. Shalaev, and A. Boltasseva.
Searching for better plasmonic materials. Laser & Photonics Reviews, 4(6):795–
808, 2010.
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Absorption and reemission of light by a molecule or nanoparticle are processes of
lightmatter interaction that can be altered by the local environment [1].
However, until now, the studies of the modification of the luminescence properties have
focused mainly on electronic deexcitation rate such as Purcell effect [2, 3] and on the
quantum efficiency [4]. Therefore, it is still unclear what are the relevant parameters in a
description including absorption and emission processes.
Based on the Mie theory, the optical properties of the Spherical NanoParticle(SNP)emitter
systems are determined by the scattering coefficients, calculation of the LDOS, the Quantum
efficiencies and absorption amplification. We analyze different scenarios using the spectral
dependencies of the Mie mode [5] versus the relative positions of the absorption and
emission peaks of the emitter.
Finally, we discuss the applications.
The authors acknowledge the financial support from Région Champagne Ardenne and Labex
ACTION
[1] E. Castanie, R. Vincent, R. Pierrat, and R. Carminati, Intern. J. Opt. 2012, 452047 (2012).
[2] S. Derom, R. Vincent, A. Bouhelier and G. Colas des Francs. Resonance quality, radiative/ohmic losses and
modal volume of Mie plasmons, EPL. 98, 47008 (2012).
[3] G. Colas des Francs, S. Derom, R. Vincent, and co. Mie plasmons: modes volumes, quality factors and coupling
strengths (Purcell factor) to a dipolar emitter, Intern. J. Opt. 2012, 175162 (2012).
[4] X. Zhou, et al., R. Bachelot, Nano Letters 15(11):74587466 ∙ October 2015 Nano Letters 15(11), 74587466.
[5] X. Zhou, C. Deeb, R. Vincent, T. Lerond, P.M. Adam, J. Plain, G. P. Wiederrecht, F. Charra, C. Fiorini, G. Colas
des Francs, O. Soppera, R. Bachelot, Applied Physics Letters 104, 023114 (2014).
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Aluminum is now widely regarded as a promising plasmonic material, especially in the
ultraviolet spectrum.[1-3] We propose rapid thermal annealing (RTA) as a simple method to
significantly decrease the amount of intrinsic losses in aluminum nanoparticles. We study the
structural and optical properties of aluminum nanoparticles before and after RTA at different
temperatures. Our results unveil how RTA affects the plasmonic properties of Al
nanoparticles through the competition between the reduction of the number of grain
boundaries and oxidation. If RTA is performed below a threshold temperature of 400 °C, then
oxidation is extremely weak and the plasmonic resonances sustained by Al nanoparticles are
blueshifted with a decrease in their full width at half-maximum. This improvement is due to a
diminution of the number of grain boundaries inside the metal core. Hence, RTA appears as a
simple, cost-effective, and up-scalable technique to improve the plasmonic properties of
aluminum. In contrast, above the threshold temperature, oxidation becomes predominant,
resulting in a detrimental effect on the plasmon resonance. This effect should be taken into
account in any industrial process involving heated Al nanoparticles.

Figure 1. Schematic image of the RTA process and the resulted improvement to the extinction
spectrum
[1] Zhang F, Proust J, Gérard D, et al. Reduction of plasmon damping in aluminum
nanoparticles with rapid thermal annealing [J]. The Journal of Physical Chemistry C, 2017,
121(13): 7429-7434.
[2] Gérard D, Gray S K. Aluminium plasmonics [J]. Journal of Physics D: Applied Physics,
2014, 48(18): 184001.
[3] Martin J, Proust J, Gérard D, et al. Localized surface plasmon resonances in the ultraviolet
from large scale nanostructured aluminum films [J]. Optical Materials Express, 2013, 3(7):
954-959.
[4] Martin J, Plain J. Fabrication of aluminium nanostructures for plasmonics[J]. Journal of
Physics D: Applied Physics, 2014, 48(18): 184002.
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Launching and manipulation of light in Van der Waals materials has recently been seen as a
promising strategy for many optoelectronic applications, such as molecular spectroscopy,
photodetection and lasing among others. Particularly, the emergence of highly confined and
diffraction unlimited hyperbolic polaritons has an enormous interest for guiding of light on deeply
subwavelength scales (e.g. nano- and sub-nano scales in the terahertz and infrared frequency ranges)
[1,2]. An efficient coupling to these polaritons is however hampered due to a large momentum
mismatch between hyperbolic polaritons and free space photons. Here on the example of hyperbolic
phonon-polaritons (HPhPs) in hBN slabs, we use resonant optical antenna to overcome the
momentum mismatch. We reveal a strong coupling between Fabry-Perot plasmonic resonances in the
gold antenna and phonons of h-BN in the upper Reststrahlen band. We find that some of the antenna
modes can leak into propagating HPhPs, thus favoring the launching of the latter [3].
Additionally, we introduce a deeply subwavelength two-dimensional phonon-polaritonic crystal,
based on a structured thin h-BN slab. In such a phonon-polaritonic crystal HPhPs can form Bloch
modes, with remarkably flat polaritonic bands. The latter lead to angle-independent Bragg resonances
of high quality factors, which we prove with far-field and near-field experiments. By near-field
experiments we manage to image the spatial structure of the highly-localized Bloch modes with
nanoscale resolution [4].
Our findings demonstrate novel insights into use of van der Waals materials in photonics,
particularly for control of light below the diffraction limit, on the nanoscale. Particularly, resonant
antennas combined with these materials constitute a versatile technology that can be integrated into
ultra-thin optoelectronic devices.
[1] T. Low et al, Nature Materials 16, 182 (2016)
[2] D. N. Basov et al, Science 354, 1992 (2016)
[3] P. Pons Valencia et al, in preparation
[4] F. J. Alfaro Mozaz et al, in preparation
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Metamaterials are raising a lot of attention for the fine control of the optical properties they offer. They
have demonstrated good performance on applications such as color filters [1], polarizer [2], or
transparent electrodes [3]. However, combining all these properties usually requires stacking layers.
This leads to a thicker device, a complicated fabrication process, and cumulative optical losses.
Here, we introduce a new design based on metallic thin films with arrays of subwavelength slits. It acts
as an angle tolerant polarizing color filter and an electrode. The presented design achieves performance
on par with state-of-the-art metamaterials for each application, while remaining under 0.5 μm thick.

Figure 1. The structure acts as an angle tolerant polarizing color filter (a) and the resonance is independent
from the alignment of the layers (b).

The resonance mechanism is based on waveguide modes in the slits, which usually requires very narrow
slits. However, using two layers relaxes this constraint. At most, the slits require an aspect ratio of 1:3.
Moreover, the resonance does not rely on the alignment of the two layers, relaxing even more the
fabrication constraints.
By combining all the functionalities into a compact format, this design fits well in the trend of the
display technology industry to go thinner with less and less layers.
This research is supported by LG Display.
[1] Chen, Qin, and David RS Cumming. "High transmission and low color cross-talk plasmonic color filters using triangularlattice hole arrays in aluminum films." Optics express 18.13 (2010): 14056-14062.
[2] Ahn, Seh-Won, et al. "Fabrication of a 50 nm half-pitch wire grid polarizer using nanoimprint lithography."
Nanotechnology 16.9 (2005): 1874.
[3] Wu, Hui, et al. "A transparent electrode based on a metal nanotrough network." Nature nanotechnology 8.6 (2013): 421
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Plasmonic nanoantennas featuring nanoscale gaps can exhibit strongly enhanced optical near-fields
that have been extensively used in surface enhanced spectroscopy (Raman and Fluorescence) and in
biosensing. However, deterministic nanostructures do not provide numerous degrees of freedom to
control optically these local field enhancements: phase modulation has been shown to turn on or off
single hotspots in plasmonic dimers or trimers [1,2]. By comparison, wavefront shaping techniques in
disordered scattering media provide numerous degrees of freedom to control light focusing in space
and time [3]. In order to associate local field enhancements and far-field wavefront control, we use
disordered plasmonic surfaces close to the percolation threshold that feature both hotspots [4] and
propagating plasmon modes that can be controlled using a spatial light modulator [5].
In this presentation, we demonstrate how controlling the phase of an incoming femtosecond pulsed
laser on a disordered gold surface allows us to optimize the two-photon induced luminescence (TPL)
at a chosen position. Importantly, the TPL signal has been shown to provide a far-field image of local
field enhancements in nanoantennas [6]. Our results therefore demonstrate a far-field optimization of
the optical near-field in disordered plasmonic metasurfaces.
In practice, the incoming wave is shaped by a spatial light modulator (SLM), conjugated to the sample
surface (see Figure 1-a). This provides us with a full control of the phase of the EM wave on the
metasurface while maintaining a uniform illumination. Figure 1-b is a typical example of a widefield
TPL image when exciting a sample with a gold filling fraction of 0.6 with a random phase pattern.
When optimized, the TPL signal is strongly enhanced in a chosen diffraction-limited area as
demonstrated in Figure 1-c.
The average TPL intensity enhancement reaches 30 for disordered metal metasurfaces that are close
to percolation (see Figure 1d). When the filling fraction of gold is far from percolation, the
enhancement factors decrease dramatically, demonstrating that the morphology and level of disorder
at the nanoscale of the plasmonic surface play an essential role in the wavefront control of nonlinear
luminescence. Furthermore, we show that TPL intensities can be enhanced at any position of a
percolated film. These results open exciting perspectives for the wavefront engineering of plasmonic
hot-spots in nanoscale disordered metasurfaces.

Figure 1. (a) Excitation and imaging setup. The metasurface (scale bar = 100 nm) is illuminated by a wavefront
controlled femtosecond pulsed laser while the TPL signal is observed in full field with an EMCCD camera. Typical
TPL image of the excited plasmonic metasurface before (b) and after (c) iterative optimization (scale bar = 2 µm).
(d) Average TPL enhancement factor as a function of the metal filling fraction of the plasmonic metasurface.
[1] G. Volpe, S. Cherukulappurath, R. J. Parramon, G. Molina-Terriza, and R. Quidan, NANO LETTERS
2009 Vol. 9, No. 10 3608-361
[2] Y. Zhang, G. Demesy, M. Haggui, D.Gérard, J. Béal, S. Dodson, Q. Xiong, J. Plain, N. Bonod, and R.
Bachelot, ACS Photonics, 5, 3 (2018)
[3] M. Mounaix, D. Andreoli, H. Defienne, G. Volpe, O. Katz, S. Grésillon, S. Gigan, Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 253901
(2016).
[4] S. Grésillon and al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 82, 4520 (1999).
[5] P. Bondareff, G. Volpe, S. Gigan and S. Gresillon, ACS Photonics 2, 12 (2015).
[6] P. Ghenuche, S. Cherukulappurath, T. H. Taminiau, N. F. van Hulst, and R. Quidant, Phys. Rev. Lett. 101,
116805 (2008)
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Polaritons in 2D materials have been extensively studied over the past decade due to their
fundamental interest and as a platform for applications in telecommunications and sensing.
The wavelength of these polaritons is generally very small compared to that of a photon of
the same frequency, and thus these excitations evolve in electrostatic regime. This property
makes them attractive to manipulate light at deep-subwavelength distances, although it
simultaneously implies that their in/out-coupling to propagating light is intrinsically weak.
In this work, we address some fundamental limits in the coupling of radiation to 2D
polaritons. We find a generalization of the optical theorem to 2D polaritons that we express
as a maximum possible value of the effective polarizability of any dipolar scatterer placed in
their vicinity. Remarkably, this value is independent of material and we write the result as a
universal curve that is applicable to any material thickness in the electrostatic approximation.
Additionally, this result leads to a maximum light-polariton coupling cross-section. We
formulate our results for both 0D and 1D scatterers, including material edges.

Figure 1. (a) 2D polariton wave scattered by a point defect on a thin film. (b)
Fundamental limits to the extinction, absorption, and elastic scattering in the system
depicted in (a).

This work has been supported in part by the Spanish MINECO (MAT2017-88492-R and SEV20150522) and the European Commission (Graphene Flagship 696656, Marie Skłodowska-Curie 713673).
Eduardo Brioso Dias acknowledges support from a “la Caixa” INPhINIT Fellowship Grant.
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Ultrafine particulates with diameters smaller than hundreds of nanometers are believed to have more
aggressive health implications than larger particulates. The usually used PM2.5 mass concentration
always dominant by larger particulate matters, seriously underestimates the hazard induced ultrafine
particulates. Here, we demonstrate a low-profile and cavity-free size spectrometer for probing fine
and ultrafine particulate matter by using the particle scattering in strong optical evanescent fields of
nanofibers. The unprecedented size resolution reaches 10 nm for detecting single 100-nm-diameter
nanoparticles by employing uniform nanofibers and controlling the polarizations of the probe light.
This size spectrometry was tested and used to retrieve the long term size distribution of particulate
matter in the air of Beijing, and consistent with the officially released data. This nanofiber based
probe shows potential for the full monitoring of air pollution and for studying early-stage haze
evolution and can be further extended to explore nanoparticle interactions.
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Figure 1. The size distribution (a) and the mass concentration (b) of the particulate matters from December
11th, 2015 to January 12th, 2016. The symbols and the solid curve indicate the experimental PM1.0 data and the
official PM2.5 data reported by BJMEMC.

[1] G. Oberdörster, E. Oberdörster and J. Oberdörster, Environ. Health Perspect. 113, 823-839 (2005).
[2] L. Tong, R.R.Gattass, J. B. Ashcom, S. He, J. Lou, M. Shen, I. Maxwell and E. Mazur, Nature 426, 816-819 (2003).
[3] X.-C. Yu, B.-B. Li, P. Wang, L. Tong, X.-F. Jiang, Y. Li, Q. Gong and Y.-F. Xiao, Adv. Mater. 26, 7462-7467 (2014).
[4] X.-C. Yu, Y. Zhi, S.-J. Tang, B.-B. Li, Q. Gong, C.-W. Qiu and Y.-F. Xiao, Light Sci. Appl. 7, 18003 (2018).
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Plasmonic Origami
S. Wang*1, A. Bruyant1, S. Kostcheev1, A. Hmima1, Y. Hadjar1, R. Prasad1, S. Blaize1,
M. Proteau 1, R. Vincent*1
1

Institut Charles Delaunay – Equipe Lumière Nanomatériaux Nanotechnologies (ICD – L2N), CNRS
UMR 6279, Universitéde Technologie de Troyes, 12 rue Marie Curie CS 42060, 10004 Troyes Cedex,
France
*

Remi.vincent@utt.fr, Shijian.wang@utt.fr

Abstract:
The paper arts of origami (‘ori’, fold; ‘kami’, paper) are scalable and increasingly used by
scientists and engineers to create structures from the macro- to the microscale1. Here we are
folding a thin gold layer in order to create an original plasmonic nano-structure. Thanks to an
original technique using a Silicium matrix, we've fabricated gold structures of 10–100 nm
thickness with a periodicity of 400-1000 nm (see top Figures). Their optical responses are
calculated using RCWA (Rigorous Coupled Wave Analysis). The originality of the response
comes from the presence of regular ripples with high local field enhancement factors2 that
couple into a plasmonic chain mode. Compared to a simple gold slab, the origami structure
show a greater complexity in the spectral dependance of the reflection coefficient (bottom
Figures).

Figure: Top figures: Geometry, materials and SEM image (50 nm thickness, 1-micron
periodicity) of the Origami structure. Bottom figures: TM-Reflexion spectra under different angles
(colored lines) of illumination in Kretschmann-Raether configuration; left image for a gold slab,
right image for the Origami structure (30 nm thickness, 1-micron periodicity, origami angle 64°,
nsub=1.4).

Reference
1. M. K. Blees, A. W. Barnard, P. A. Rose, S. P. Roberts, K. L. McGill, P. Y. Huang, A. R.
Ruyack, J. W. Kevek, B. Kobrin, D. A. Muller & P. L. McEuen, Nature 524, 204–207 (2015)
2. R. Vincent, J. Juaristi, and P. Apell, (2011), arXiv:1103.2086
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Accordion-like Plasmonic Silver Nanorod Array for Multiple
Electromagnetic Responses
Mooseong Kim, Jungho Mun, Dusik Bae, Gumhye Jeon, Myeong Cheol Go, Junsuk Rho
and Jin Kon Kim*
National Creative Research Center for Smart Block Copolymers,
Department of Chemical Engineering
Pohang University of Science and Technology, Kyungbuk 790-784, Korea
E-mail:jkkim@postech.ac.kr

We realized a high-density array of “accordion-like” plasmonic silver nanorods over a large
area (~cm2) exhibiting multiple electromagnetic responses in visible and near-infrared (NIR)
wavelengths. This array of “accordion-like” silver nanorods was fabricated by confining
lamellar-forming polystyrene-block-poly (methyl methacrylate) copolymer (PS-b-PMMA)
inside cylindrical pores of aluminum oxide (AAO) template grafted by thin neutral brush
layers. PS and PMMA lamellar nanodomains with the sizes of ~15 nm were alternatively
stacked along the nanorod direction. After the AAO template was removed, a 5 nm thick layer
of silver was thermally deposited on only PS nanodomains. Due to the multiple resonances
exhibited in the visible and NIR regimes, the array could be used for multi-analyte detection.
Furthermore, this concept of fabricating sophisticated nanoscale architectures by utilizing
block copolymer self-assembly and incorporating plasmonic metals into one nanodomains
could be applied to realize large-scale metamaterials working at visible and NIR wavelengths.
Keywords : Block copolymer self-assembly, Anodized aluminum oxide, Plasmonic
nanostructure
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Probing optical anisotropy of nanometer-thin van der waals
microcrystals by near-field imaging
De-Bo Hu1*, Mengkun Liu2, Qing Dai1
1

National Center for Nanoscience and Technology, China
2
Stony Brook University, USA
*
hudb@nanoctr.cn
Abstract

Most van der Waals crystals present highly anisotropic optical responses due to their strong in-plane
covalent bonding and weak out-of-plane interactions. However, the determination of the polarizationdependent dielectric constants of van der Waals crystals remains a nontrivial task, since the size and
dimension of the samples are often below or close to the diffraction limit of the probe light. In this
work, we apply an optical nano-imaging technique to determine the anisotropic dielectric constants in
representative van der Waals crystals. Through the study of both ordinary and extraordinary
waveguide modes in real space, we are able to quantitatively determine the full dielectric tensors of
nanometer-thin molybdenum disulfide and hexagonal boron nitride microcrystals, the most-promising
van der Waals semiconductor and dielectric. Unlike traditional reflection-based methods, our
measurements are reliable below the length scale of the free-space wavelength and reveal a universal
route for characterizing low-dimensional crystals with high anisotropies.

Fig. 1 Probing optical anisotropy of van der waals microcrystals by s-SNOM
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Modification of Förster Resonance Energy Transfer using
Plasmonic Nanogaps
Abdullah O. Hamza1*, Francesco N. Viscomi1, Jean-Sebastien G. Bouillard1, 2, 3 and Ali M. Adawi1, 3
1
School of Mathematics and Physical Sciences, Department of Physics and Mathematics, University
of Hull,
Cottingham road, HU6 7RX, Hull, UK.
2
Department of Physics, King’s College London, Strand, London, WC2R 2LS.
3
G. W. Gray Centre for Advanced Materials, University of Hull, Cottingham road, HU6 7RX, UK
*A.Hamza@2013.hull.ac.uk

Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a fundamental phenomenon in photosynthesis,
organic photovoltaics and biosensing. FRET is a non-radiative energy transfer process from an
excited molecular donor into a nearby molecular acceptor and its efficiency is dependent on the
inverse sixth power of the distance between donor and acceptor pair. The rate and range of FRET
processes between two quantum emitters can be enhanced by controlling the photonic environment
defined by the local density of optical states (LDOS). Successful control over such energy transfers
can open the way to range of applications in integrated nano-photonic devices and nano-sensors.
In this work, we present a silver nano-gap, consisting of a sliver nanoparticle coupled to an
extended silver film, designed to enhance Förster resonance energy transfer. We considered
nanoparticles of diameters 100 and 200 nm to form nano-gaps of width 30 nm doped with the laser
dye Uranin LC 5520 and the molecular dye Rhodamine 6G as the donor-acceptor pair.
Experimentally, up to 14-fold enhancement in acceptor fluorescence emission intensity and 3.6fold enhancement in the FRET rate were observed in the presence of nano-gaps. To support the
experimental observations, the optical properties of the plasmonic nano-gaps were studied using
FDTD calculations giving deeper insight in the energy transfer in the presence of plasmonic
nanogaps.
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Modes investigation in metal-insulator-metal plasmonic
nanostructures by ellipsometry with high spatial resolution.
E. Bortchagovsky 1*, R. Kenaz 2, R. Rapaport 2, F. Dai 3,4, M. Fleischer 3, and P.-M. Adam 4
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4
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*
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2

Ordered arrays of plasmonic nanostructures separated by a dielectric spacer from a metallic layer
supporting propagating plasmons demonstrate a rich tunable spectrum of interacting electromagnetic
excitations. The material, lateral size and height of the nanoparticles, the type and pitch of the lattice
as well as the spacer thickness are parameters allowing to manage the spectral positions of excitations,
their overlapping and interactions in such metal-dielectric-metal (MIM) systems over a wide spectral
range. This allows for engineering the desired behavior and response of such MIM structures.
However, electron beam lithography is usually used for the preparation of ordered plasmonic
nanostructures, which restricts the size of the lattices to few tens of microns in most cases. Therefore,
the investigation of such structures demands devices with high spatial resolution of devices applied
for. A Patent-Pending, home-build fast ellipsometer with spatial resolution of only few microns was
used in our investigations. An example of spectra of one ellipsometric angle Ψ is shown in Figure 1
for different angles of incidence. It clearly displays distinct features, which we prescribe to the Bragg
mode of the lattice, a dispersionless mode coupled with the plasmonic layer that manifests in a wavelike structure and an area where possibly, coupled modes split. More detailed analysis as well as
investigation of the influence of different system dimensions will be discussed in this contribution.

Figure 1. Set of spectra of the ellipsometric angle Ψ for different angles of incidence..

EB acknowledges financial support from the European COST Action MP1302 “Nanospectroscopy”.
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Engineering fluorescence resonance energy transfer with plasmonic nanoantenas
Maria Sanz-Paz1,*, Mathieu Mivelle1,2 and Maria Garcia-Parajo1,3
1

ICFO-Institut de Ciencies Fotoniques, The Barcelona Institute of Science and Technology, Spain
2
Université Pierre et Marie Curie, CNRS, Institut des NanoSciences de Paris, UMR, France
3
ICREA, Spain
*
corresponding author: maria.sanz@icfo.eu

Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) is based in nearfield energy transfer from an excited donor molecule (D) to a
ground state acceptor emitter (A). Since FRET strongly
depends on the distance separation between donor and
acceptor, it is used to accurately measure the nanometric
distance between two fluorescent emitters and it is widely
applied in biology and chemistry. However, since the FRET
efficiency reduces with the inverse sixth power of the D-A
distance, its applicability is limited to a sub-10 nm scale.
Plasmonic antennas enhance and localise optical fields at the
nanoscale and have been used to engineer the local density of
optical states (LDOS) of donor molecules, influencing both the
FRET rate and efficiency [1,2]. Here, we used monopole-on
bowtie antennas [3] in a near-field scanning configuration to
image individual FRET pairs with a spatial field localization of
~30 nm. By using DNA linkers of different lengths to accurately
control the donor-acceptor distances, we demonstrated that
the degree of energy transfer and thus FRET can be
engineered by the use of plasmonic antennas, extending its
range and versatility to distances larger than 10 nm.

[1] P. Ghenuche, J. de Torres, S. B. Moparthi, V. Grigoriev and J. Wenger, NanoLetters (2014)
[2] J. de Torres, M. Mivelle, S. B. Moparthi, H. Rigneault, N. F. Van Hulst, M. F. Garcia-Parajo, E. Margeat
and J. Wenger, NanoLetters (2016)
[3] M. Mivelle, T. S. van Zanten and M. F. Garcia-Parajo, NanoLetters (2014)
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Far-field spectroscopy on single nanoparticles attached on a
substrate: experimental verification of the generalized optical
theorem
M. Pellarin, C. Bonnet, J. Lermé, M.-A. Lebeault, and E. Cottancin
Institut Lumière Matière, Université de Lyon, Université Claude Bernard Lyon 1, CNRS, F69622, Villeurbanne, France

A nanoparticle (NP) placed in a homogeneous dielectric medium and irradiated by a light beam will
extinguished a part of the incident power through absorption and scattering in all directions. In the
case of a plane wave excitation, the optical theorem states that this power loss results from destructive
interferences between the exciting field and the component of the far scattered field propagating
exactly in the same direction [1].
When the NP is supported on a transparent substrate, which concerns most of optical experiments,
measuring its intrinsic extinction cross-section is not so immediate. Actually, accessible quantities are
now the reflected and transmitted beam powers that will be both affected by the presence of the
scattering NP. The total extinguished power will be shared between them, as predicted by the optical
theorem in its generalized form [2].
Knowing that, besides the structure of the near field around the NP, the substrate strongly modifies
the angular distribution of the far scattered light, one may expect that the application of the
generalized optical theorem will provide significant differences in forward and backward extinction
measurements depending if the NP is placed up or down the substrate relative to the incident wave
direction of propagation.

Figure 1 a) Possible configurations for the excitation of a thin film supported NP and for extinction
measurements in forward or backward directions; b) Comparison, as a function of the NP position relative to
the substrate, between measured and calculated cross-sections for the reflected and transmitted beams. The NP
is a 160nm gold cube.

This issue will be discussed here through a comparison between theoretical predictions, numerical
simulations and extinction measurements performed on single supported NP. In particular, we will
establish the unintuitive result that extinction measurements in the forward direction (transmission)
are almost insensitive to the NP position relative to the substrate.
[1] Bohren, C. F.; Huffman, D. P., Absorption and Scattering of Light by Small Particles. Wiley: New York, 1983
[2] Lytle, D. R.; Carney, P. S.; Schotland, J. C.; Wolf, E. Generalized optical theorem for reflection, transmission, and
extinction of power for electromagnetic fields. Phys Rev E 2005, 71.
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Plasmonic coupling in Au@Ag nanorod dimers and in transition metal based
nano-antennas
M.-A. Lebeault1, D. Manchon1, M.Pellarin1 C. Jamois2, T. Zheng2, A. Belarouci2, I. Haidar3, L.
Boubekeur-Lecaque3, N. Félidj3, A. Mosset1, C. Bonnet1, J. Lermé1, and E. Cottancin1
2

1 Institut Lumière Matière, Université de Lyon, Université Claude Bernard Lyon 1, CNRS, F-69622 Villeurbanne, France
Institut des Nanotechnologies de Lyon, Université de Lyon, Université Claude Bernard Lyon 1, CNRS, F-69622 Villeurbanne,
France
3 ITODYS, Université Paris Diderot,
CNRS(UMR7086), F-75013 Paris, France

The Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance
(LSPR) is responsible for the specific near- and
far-field optical response of metallic nanoparticles.
The LSPR structure is closely dependent on the
morphology and chemical nature of such systems.
In order to control the range and the position of the
LSPR we study the intrinsic plasmonic coupling of
Au@Ag
nanorods
via
different
dimer
configurations. Optical investigations by using the
Spatial Modulation Spectroscopy technique1
(SMS) and finite elements analysis (Comsol) were
realized.
Since plasmonic nanoantennas are so far
essentially restricted to gold and silver which sets a
limit on their potential applications it would be a
challenge to extend nanoplasmonics to other
species like transition metals. Unfortunately, their
LSPR is highly dampened and broadened because
of a strong coupling with interband transitions in
the UV range. Nevertheless, it can be observed in
the blue spectral range if nanoparticles are
sufficiently large or in the near-infrared for
elongated nano-objects with high aspect ratios like
nanorods 2,3.
Here we have taken advantage of the plasmonic
coupling in dimers to tailor the LSPR over a broad
spectral range (400-1700 nm) by playing on the
morphology of nano-antennas made of various
transition metals4. Optical investigations on three
types of nano-antennas (Pd, Pt, Cr), elaborated by
nanolithography, have been performed by using
the SMS technique. This latter has been extended
in the infra-red to measure absolute extinction
cross-sections of individual nanoantennas between
400 and 1700 nm. Moreover, the optical response
is correlated to the morphology of the nanoantenna
independently observed by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). Figure 1 displays the optical
extinction spectra of platinum dimers where a clear
enhancement is evidenced for the longitudinal
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excitation. The plasmonic coupling appears even
for rather large interparticle distances and for the
three metals. It should be improved with more
appropriate nanostructure designs.
These results show that the plasmonic properties of
nano-antennas can be extended to almost all
transition metals which opens up the range of
possibilities for potential applications, as for
instance in the field of photo-catalysis5, magnetoplasmonics6, or nano-sensing7.

Figure 1: Experimental absolute extinction cross-sections of
individual platinum nano-antennas for both longitudinal (red)
and transversal excitation (cyan); Insert: Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM) and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
images of the NAs.
P. Billaud et al., Review of Scientific Instruments 81, 43101 (2010)
S. Jung et al., J. Phys. Chem. C 115 (39), 19049-19053 (2011).
3
I. Zoric et al.,ACSNano 5 (4), 2535-2546 (2011).
4
D. Manchon et al., Nanoscale 7 (3), 1181-1192 (2015).
5
S. Baldelli et al., Journal of Chemical Physics 113 (13), 5432-5438
(2000).
6
A. Alu et al., Optics Express 17 (7), 5723-5730 (2009).
7
J. N. Anker et al., Nature Materials 7 (6), 442-453 (2008).
1
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Polarization conversion in L-shaped orthogonal dimer antennas by hybridized modes
and symmetry breaking
Authors: P. R. Wiecha, L.-J. Black, Y. Wang, V. Paillard, C. Girard, O. L. Muskens, A. Arbouet
Noble metal nano-structures support localized surface plasmon (LSP) resonances, enabling strong confinement and
enhancement of electro-magnetic fields. By tailoring the particle morphology, it is possible to engineer various optical
properties like the spectral response, optical chirality, highly localized heat generation or nonlinear effects like second
harmonic generation [1-2]. Beyond these examples, optical nanostructures providing control over the polarization
state of light are of great interest for metasurfaces and subwavelength small nano-optical circuits.
We study polarization conversion by L-shaped plasmonic nanoantennas consisting of two orthogonal arms. We
distinguish two different mechanisms leading to a polarization conversion of the incident light: either through structural
asymmetry, or via mode hybridization induced by strong coupling of the antenna arms. The former can be achieved
simply by designing antennas with unequal arm lengths. The latter is obtained by very short distances between the
orthogonal nano-rods, leading to strong capacitive coupling between the LSP resonances of the orthogonal arms.
Using an analytical model based on field susceptibilities we analyze the behavior of the L-shaped antennas over
a large range of parameters, i.e. for different asymmetry ratios and variable coupling strength. We compare the
theoretical model to full-field electrodynamical simulations as well as to experimental results from single-particle
optical spectroscopy. Both, simulations and experimental data, confirm the predictions of the analytical model:
mode hybridization and structural asymmetry can be used to address different input polarizations and wavelengths,
providing complementary degrees of freedom for polarization conversion on a subwavelength scale.
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FIG. 1. Polarization conversion in L shaped plasmonic nanoantennas. Left: SEM images of selected nanostructures with
different asymmetry ratios. Right: Corresponding measured (center) and simulated (right) polarization conversion scattering
spectra. Top spectra: excitation along OY , detection along OX. Bottom spectra: excitation and detection of the polarization
conversion with the eigenmodes of a symmetric antenna, i.e. along 45◦ and −45◦ (respectively B: “bonding”, A: “anti-bonding”).

[1] Kats, M. A. et al. Giant birefringence in optical antenna arrays with widely tailorable optical anisotropy. PNAS
109, 12364–12368 (2012).
[2] Black, L.-J. et al. Tailoring Second-Harmonic Generation in Single L-Shaped Plasmonic Nanoantennas from the
Capacitive to Conductive Coupling Regime. ACS Photonics 2, 1592–1601 (2015).
[3] Black, L.-J., Wang, Y., de Groot, C. H., Arbouet, A. & Muskens, O. L. Optimal Polarization Conversion in
Coupled Dimer Plasmonic Nanoantennas for Metasurfaces. ACS Nano 8, 6390–6399 (2014).
[4] Wiecha, P. R. et al. Polarization conversion in plasmonic nanoantennas for metasurfaces using structural
asymmetry and mode hybridization. Scientific Reports 7, 40906 (2017).
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Tailoring the energy transfer rate in a donor-acceptor pair by
means of AuNP antennas
Janning F. Herrmann1 and Christiane Höppener1 *
1

NanoBioPhotonics Group, Institute of Physics, Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster,
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christiane.hoeppener@wwu.de

Resonant energy transfer (RET) based on dipole-dipole coupling is a process widely found in natural
materials and artificially designed devices. Processes governed by means of energy transfer comprise
the localization and storage of energy. The principle of RET is also important for multiple sensing
applications. However, the efficiency of the transfer of energy through dipole-dipole coupling is
limited due to its nature being an evanescent process. As a consequence, the range and the
measurement accuracy of, e.g., RET-based distance measurements, are limited. Multiple strategies
have been developed to improve the interaction range. Recently, plasmonic nanoantennas and
microcavities have been widely exploited for the enhancement of the coupling efficiency of donoracceptor species by studying the induced modifications in the energy transfer rate and efficiency.
From the classical point of view, the energy transfer rate of a defined donor-acceptor pair depends on
the electromagnetic field of the donor at the position of acceptor. Taking this into account, plasmonic
nanoantennas with tailored optical properties according to the donor’s emission and acceptor’s
absorption spectrum may impose an enhancement of the energy transfer rate. Here, we approach the
influence of a plasmonic nanoantenna on the energy transfer process by utilizing defined AuNP and
AgNP antennas in the form of monomers and dimers [1,2] (s.f. Figure 1A). This approach enables us
to address individual donor-acceptor pairs, precisely to control the antenna-sample distance and to
adjust the LSPR with respect to the spectral overlap integral of the donor-acceptor pair (s.f. Figure
1B). The results show that all selected antennas enable an increase of the energy transfer rate with the
largest impact imposed by a dimer antenna with a red-shifted LSPR from the donor emission peak.
Although all antennas provide in principle higher energy transfer rates, the energy transfer efficiency
may not be increased. Therefore, the influence of quenching mechanisms and the spectral dependence
of the transition rates for the donor and the acceptor are investigated in addition.

Figure 1. Antenna-enhanced FRET. (A) Scheme of the experiment. (B) Comparison of the overlap
integral of the donor-acceptor pair with the position and bandwidth of the LSPR of different NP
antennas.

The authors acknowledge the financial support from the DFG collaborative research center
TRR 61 (Project C06).
[1] C. Höppener et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 2012, 109, 0174021
[2] P.S. Popp, et al., Small 2016, 12, 2016, 1667
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Laser-assisted deposition of nanoparticles
in the nano-gap of gold antennas
Christophe Pin1, Shutaro Ishida1, Genta Takahashi1, Kota Sudo1, Tuyoshi Fukaminato2, Keiji
Sasaki1*
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Department of Applied Chemistry and Biochemistry, Kumamoto University, 2-39-1
Kurokami, Chuo-ku, Kumamoto, 860-8555, Japan.
*
sasaki@es.hokudai.ac.jp

Recent progress in nano-fabrications have enabled plasmonic antenna to be fabricated with fewnanometer-large gaps. Such nano-antennas make it possible to focus light at the deep subwavelength
scale, which is of particular interest for studying light-matter interactions at the nanoscale. However,
in order to fabricate heterogeneous nanostructures for hybrid plasmonic–nanophotonic devices, it also
requires some additional material, such as nanoparticles, nanotubes, or molecules, to be placed in such
plasmonic nano-gaps with a similar nanometer-accuracy [1]. Among the various methods currently
investigated, optical trapping offers the possibility to directly attract particles in colloidal suspension
and position them at the targeted plasmonic hotspot [2]. Yet, near-field optical forces have a limited
range of action around the gap and usually suffer from additional heat-induced phenomena due to the
light absorption in metals [3].
In this work, we investigate optical trapping of dielectric nanoparticles using gold plasmonic nanoantennas under intense laser irradiation (~103 kW.cm-2). A few-micrometer-high microfluidic
chamber was used in order to hinder any heat-induced convection flow around the antenna. Attraction
and deposition of home-made dye-molecule nanoparticles and commercial fluorescent polystyrene
nanoparticles (30~50 nm diameters in both cases) was achieved. The fast, long-range attraction of the
nanoparticles was attributed to heat-induced thermo-osmotic flow near the substrate’s surface. SEM
observation revealed that few nanoparticles were successfully deposited on the plasmonic nano-gap,
with some part of the nanoparticles being partially melted inside the nano-gap. The experiment was
repeated using CdSe/ZnS core-shell quantum dots in water solution, which resulted in the formation
of large aggregates around the nano-gap area. Although some quenching or photobleaching effect was
observed during the deposition process of polystyrene nanoparticles, bright fluorescence was still
observed after the deposition of dye-molecule nanoparticles and quantum dots.

Figure 1. SEM observation of dye-molecule nanoparticles deposited in the nano-gap of a plasmonic antenna.

We acknowledge financial support from JSPS KAKENHI for Scientific Research on Innovative Areas
(Grant Number JP16H06504,“Nano-Material Optical-Manipulation”).
[1] O. Benson, Nature 480, 193−199 (2011).
[2] Y. Tanaka, S. Kaneda, and K. Sasaki, Nano Letters 13, 2146−2150 (2013).
[3] J. C. Ndukaife et al., Nature Nanotechnology 11, 53–59 (2016).
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Enhancing the radiative quantum efficiency of single thick-shell
CdSe/CdS nanocrystals coupled to a flat gold film by operating at
cryogenic temperature
A. Coste1, F. Eloi1, C. Arnold1, G. Colas des Francs2, X. Quélin1, S. Buil1, A. Bouhelier2, J.
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Plasmonic nanostructures offer the possibility to tune the emission properties of single inorganic
fluorophores. Yet, gold or silver, which are often used, exhibit important losses for visible
wavelengths. They are linked to ohmic losses inside the metal which can be represented by the
imaginary part of the dielectric permittivity.
In this presentation, we show that these losses can be dramatically decreased by operating at
cryogenic temperature. In order to investigate the influence of the temperature on the coupling
between a nanoemitter and a gold film, we consider a colloidal core-shell nanocrystal (NC) deposited
on a flat gold film. To start with, the dielectric function of the film is measured between 11K and
293K by absorption spectroscopy. Using a Drude model with two critical points, we fit the
experimental results and show that the optical losses are divided by 2.5 between 4K and 300K close to
a wavelength of 600 nm.
As a consequence, time resolved experiments carried out with a confocal microscope and a single
photon detection scheme show that the radiative quantum efficiency of a NC is in average three times
higher at 4K when compared to 300 K. The results are in agreement with the predictions of
calculations considering the position of the NC with respect to the gold film, the modification of the
dielectric permittivity with the temperature and based on the reference by Chance et al [1].
Besides the control of the metallic film structure (roughness, crystallinity), our results demonstrate
that cryogenic temperature operation is an efficient approach for quantum plasmonics [2].
The authors acknowledge financial supports from the French National Research Agency (ANR) as
part of the “Investissements d’Avenir” program (Labex NanoSaclay,Grant No. ANR-10-LABX-0035)
and from the grant QDOTICS (Grant No. ANR-12-BS10-0008). Calculations were performed using
HPC resources from DSICCuB (Université de Bourgogne).
[1] R. R Chance, A. Prock and R. Silbey, Adv. in Chem. Phys. 37, 1 (1978)
[2] A. Coste, F. Eloi, C. Arnold, G. Colas des Francs, X. Quélin, S. Buil, A. Bouhelier, J. C. Weeber, M. Nasilowski, B.
Dubertret, and J. P. Hermier, Phys. Rev. B 96, 195416 (2017)
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In this paper, we investigated the gap-dependent resonances of MIM nanostructures. These
plasmonic nanoantennas consist of a gold film, an insulating layer, and a periodically structured gold
layer. MIM nanoantennas have lots of interesting properties. In particular their resonance wavelengths
are proportional to their width and they confine the electromagnetic field down to the deep subwavelength scale. Reducing the thickness of the insulating gap layer enables coupling between the
plasmons of the top and bottom metal surfaces. Consequently, the effective index of the optical mode
reaches very high values1 and the confinement of the electromagnetic field becomes even higher2.
However, as the gap thickness is shrinked down to the sub-nanometer scale, tunneling effect starts
emerging, reducing therefore the near-field enhancement and the optical mode confinement3,4.
Additionally, the effective index of the optical mode is reduced compared to classical and local
models.

C

Figure 1. Scheme of the nanogap MIM antennas.

To study this effect, we fabricated nanogap MIM antennas with various widths and thicknesses.
The thickness of the insulating nanogap was controlled down to the sub-nanometer scale through
atomic layer deposition (ALD). We examined the optical properties of the nanogap antennas and
deduced the effective index of the fundamental mode for various ALD thicknesses. The effective
index values were then compared to RCWA calculations. We noticed some discrepancy between the
measured and simulated values of the effective refractive index. Below 2 nm, the measured effective
index is lower than the classically calculated one. Furthermore, we determined the ‘best’ nanogap
thickness that is thin enough to maintain a high coupling between the plasmons and thick enough to
avoid the drop of the field confinement. Our study reveals the effect of tunneling on plasmons
coupling.
[1] Collin, S., Pardo, F., & Pelouard, J. L. (2007). Waveguiding in nanoscale metallic apertures. Optics Express, 15(7),
4310-4320.
[2] Alaee, R., Menzel, C., Huebner, U., Pshenay-Severin, E., Bin Hasan, S., Pertsch, T., ... & Lederer, F. (2013). Deepsubwavelength plasmonic nanoresonators exploiting extreme coupling. Nano letters, 13(8), 3482-3486.
[3] Esteban, R., Borisov, A. G., Nordlander, P., & Aizpurua, J. (2012). Bridging quantum and classical plasmonics with a
quantum-corrected model. Nature communications, 3, 825.
[4] Savage, K. J., Hawkeye, M. M., Esteban, R., Borisov, A. G., Aizpurua, J., & Baumberg, J. J. (2012). Revealing the
quantum regime in tunnelling plasmonics. Nature, 491(7425), 574.
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2Sorbonne

Electric and magnetic optical fields carry the same amount of energy. Nevertheless, the efficiency
with which matter interacts with electric optical fields is commonly accepted to be at least 4 orders of
magnitude higher than with magnetic optical fields [1]. Here we experimentally demonstrate that
properly designed photonic nanoantennas (figure 1a and b) can selectively manipulate the magnetic
versus electric emission of luminescent nanocrystals. In particular, an enhancement of magnetic
emission from trivalent europium-doped nanoparticles can only by observed in the vicinity of
nanoantennas featuring a magnetic resonance. Moreover, by controlling the spatial coupling between
emitter and nanoresonator using a Near-field Scanning Optical Microscope (NSOM), local
distributions of both magnetic and electric radiative local densities of states can be readily recorded
with nanoscale precision (figure 1c and d), revealing the modification of the quantum environment
induced by the presence of the nanoantennas. This manipulation and enhancement of magnetic light
and matter interactions is a turning point in nanophotonics, opening up new possibilities for the
research fields of opto-electronics, chiral optics, nonlinear & nano-optics, spintronics and
metamaterials, amongst others.

Figure 1. a, schematic and b, SEM image of a coaxial silicon antenna (CSA) holding a magnetic resonance and
coupled experimentally to a trivalent europium doped nanoparticle. c and d, distribution of the magnetic (𝞀m),
and electric (𝞀e) radiative local densities of state in close proximity to the CSA, respectively.
[1] L. D. Landau, E. M. Lífshíts, and L. Pitaevskii, Electrodynamics of continuous media, 1984, 8
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Plasmonic cavities are powerful for important applications such as plasmon–exciton strong
coupling [1], surface-enhanced molecular spectroscopy [2], and ultimate miniaturization of
photonic components for quantum optics [3]. When the gap distance in the cavity becomes
ultrasmall, quantum mechanical behaviours of both light and matter emerge. However, the
fabrication of such ultrasmall gap is in general very challenging. Very recently, it has been shown
that by bridging the gap with conductive molecules, the electron tunnelling rate can be greatly
increased at both DC and optical frequencies. Charge-transfer plasmons (CTPs) can therefore be
excited at moderate gap distances [4]. The molecular junctions can further tune the tunnelling
barrier and as a result enable the fabrication of quantum plasmonic devices and the control of
plasmons by moelcular electronic means [5].
Here, we report a large-scale bottom-up fabrication of molecular-tunnel-junctions-bridged
plasmonic nanocavities with high quality from single-crystalline metal nanostructures and use
them as a platform for quantum plasmonics study. Specifically, we observed the excitation of
high-order charge transfer plasmon modes. We also found the effect of quantum tunneling on the
peak shift of other plasmon resonances and the Fano interference between different plasmon
modes. The experimental results can be well reproduced by a theoretical model. We believe that
our results will be very useful for the design of molecular quantum plasmonic devices and the
study of quantum plasmonics of molecular-tunnel-junctions-bridged nanocavities.

The authors acknowledge the financial support from CUHK Direct Grant (Ref. No. 2016–17, Project
Code 4053238; Ref. No. 2017–18, Project Code 4053307)
[1] R. Chikkaraddy, B. de Nijs, F. Benz, S. J. Barrow, O. A. Scherman, E. Rosta, A. Demetriadou, P. Fox, O. Hess, and J. J.
Baumberg, Nature 535, 127 (2016).
[2] W. Q. Zhu and K. B. Crozier, Nat. Commun. 5, 5228 (2014).
[3] W. Q. Zhu, R. Esteban, A. G. Borisov, J. J. Baumberg, P. Nordlander, H. J. Lezec, J. Aizpurua, and K. B. Crozier, Nat.
Commun. 7, 11495 (2016).
[4] S. F. Tan, L. Wu, J. K. W. Yang, P. Bai, M. Bosman, and C. A. Nijhuis, Science 343, 1496 (2014).
[5] W. Du, T. Wang, H.-S. Chu, L. Wu, R. R. Liu, S. Sun, W. K. Phua, L. J. Wang, N. Tomczak, and C. A. Nijhuis, Nat.
Photonics 10, 274 (2016)
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In geophysics it is common to utilize measured topographic structures to simulate physical effects. So far
such a technique has not been applied in the field of plasmonics. Mostly simplified or single structures are
investigated when explaining physical effects [1–4] . In this study we are presenting a method that uses
topographic information from SEM (or AFM etc.) images to describe the plasmonic response of complex
systems. For this purpose a silver island nanoparticle film was investigated by SEM and dark field
microscopy to obtain topographic and optical information. This information was then directly
parametrized and transferred to calculate the far- and near-field response of the structure. Comparing the
modelling results with the experiments a good agreement of the far-field response was found.
Furthermore, local effects like bonding-, anti-bonding- and even Fano-modes were localized in the model
calculations of such arbitrary metal cluster films. Thus, also coupling effects important for SERS and
TERS experiments can be investigated for real plasmonic substrates and directly compared to
experimental results.
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Semi-continuous metallic films displaying unique optical properties linked to plasmonic resonances
have been widely studied. Around the percolation threshold, the plasmon resonances induce very
intense hot-spots which have been used in Raman Spectroscopy [1], Single Photon Emission [2] or in
near-field optics [3]. However, the identification of the modes in these films is still unclear [4]. On the
one hand, some studies report delocalization of the modes and on the other hand, other studies present
huge local fields. In this contribution, we address this identification. The nature of the modes is
probed by an ATR (Attenuated Total Reflexion) set-up similar to a Kretschman configuration. Several
films are synthesized by evaporation of silver on a glass substrate. By varying the effective thickness
of the deposition, the samples evolve from separated NanoParticles (NP) to a continuous film.
Our ATR experiments have been carried out on all samples in TM polarization. For low and high
densities of silver, the localized plasmon and the propagating surface plasmon resonances are
retrieved. In the intermediate regime just before the percolation threshold, unexpected behaviors have
been identified. For supercritical angles, a strong absorption is demonstrated. At the total reflexion
angle, we show evidence of a very thin angular emission characteristic of an important coherence in
the system. This latter mode also presents an unexpected spectral broadening. We explain this
behavior by considering the transverse localized resonances of the NP that interact coherently with the
confined evanescent field. To confirm this assumption, a Dyadic Green formalism has been used to
model our system [5]. Three figures of merits (decay rate, scattering intensity and angular emission)
have been extracted and display a superradiant behavior. The superradiance is maximum just before
the percolation threshold due to an important density of NP. Finally, when increasing the quantity of
silver, the NP coalescence and the superradiant state is destroyed due to electric connection between
NP.
This project is partially supported by the project SCUSI n°1700936601 of the region Auvergne
Rhone-Alpes.
Figure. Evolution of normalized
reflectivity maps, obtained in TM
configuration, with incidence angle
and wavelength for equivalent
thickness varying from 1 nm to 47
nm.

[1] K. Kneipp et al PRL, 84, 3470 (2000).
[2] I. Mallek-Zouari, APL 97,053109 (2010).
[3] J. Laverdant et al, J. Luminescence.127,176 (2007)
[4] M. I. Stockman et al PRL, 87, 167401 (2001).
[5] J.J. Choquette et al PRA , 82, 1 (2010).
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Photosystem I (PSI) and II (PSII) are key membrane protein complexes that absorb light and transfer
the energy to the reaction center to perform light-induced electron transfer reactions, and leading to
the splitting of water [1]. A deeper understanding of the energy transfer process in PSII will be helpful
for the development of artificial photosynthesis. Fluorescence spectra parameters, like emission
spectrum, intensity, quantum yield, lifetime, and polarization, give different state information of the
chlorophyll antenna system.
Fluorescent proteins coupled to plasmonic nanostructures have attracted much attention in recent
years due to their broad potential applications. It has been shown that metallic nanoparticles can
highly enhance fluorescence emission and Raman scattering of coupled fluorophores [2-4]. We
present a large-scale gold nanoparticles substrate with high density of hot spots and high tunability [5].
Localized surface plasmon resonance frequencies can be tuned continuously in one substrate. The
fabrication process is simple and timesaving. The high tunability is attributed to the size variety of the
nanoparticles. This tunability offers diverse environments to reveal an easy screening platform for the
optimisation of the resoanance conditions and therefore, the diagnosis of various events.
Fluorescence emission of PSII coupled to metallic nanoparticles will be shown. Thanks to the high
tunability, optimized plasmonic nanostructures can be rapidly screened. The spectra properties will be
discussed in detail to explore changes in the excitation energy transfer induce by the coupling of PSII
to the nanostructures.

References：
[1] Y. Umena, K. Kawakami, J.-R. Shen, and N. Kamiya, Nature 473, 55 (2011).
[2] F. Schleifenbaum, S. Peter, and A. J. Meixner, J. Phys. Chem. A 114, 143 (2009).
[3] J.B. Nieder, R. Bittl, and M. Brecht, Angewandte Chemie International Edition 49, 10217 (2010).
[4] I. Ashraf, A. Konrad, H. Lokstein, S. Skandary, M. Metzger, J.M. Djouda, T. Maurer, P.M. Adam, A.J. Meixner, and M.
Brecht, Nanoscale 9, 4196 (2017).
[5] M.Y. Khaywah, S. Jradi, G. Louarn, Y. Lacroute, J. Toufaily, T. Hamieh, and P.-M. Adam, J. Phys. Chem. C 119, 26091
(2015).
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Metal nanoparticles can serve as optical antennas to enhance the reception and emission of light from
quantum emitters such as a quantum dots or dye molecules. The coupling efficiency of a quantum
emitter and a plasmonic antenna depends strongly on their relative positions. One of the challenges in
studying emitter-plasmon coupling is the required positioning accuracy of the two components. In our
work, we study an active plasmonic system based on DNA origami nanotechnology. This structure
consists of two 60 nm gold spheres, which act as a gap antenna, and a DNA walker carrying a single
Atto 647N dye. After addition of a trigger molecule, the dye molecule will be transported
autonomously into the hotspot of the plasmonic antenna.

Figure 1. (a) Increase in fluorescence brightness of a single device as a function of time after start of walking.
(b) Change of fluorescence decay for the same device as in (a) as a function of time after start of walking.

We use fluorescence microscopy to track the motion of the dye molecule. After triggering the walker,
fluorescence lifetime and brightness of each molecule is measured at regular time intervals (Fig. 1).
Our key observation is that the molecules show a clear reduction of fluorescence lifetime as a function
of time from start of walking (see Fig. 1b). The change of lifetime agrees well with the value obtained
from finite element method simulations, and the walking speed matches the value obtained from
ensemble fluorescence assay. In summary, our result shows that the walker structure undergoes a
unidirectional walk and we observe an increase of the fluorescence decay rate when it enters the
plasmonic hotspot. This demonstrates a promising approach to develop novel plasmonic devices
where single quantum emitters can be dynamically positioned.
The authors acknowledge the Volkswagen Stiftung for financial support.
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Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) is a powerful method to probe the changes that occur
in a molecule in contact with a metal. However, the molecules interacting with a plasmonic substrate
make a complicated picture of the vibrational spectra. Understanding the different contributions
requires a multi-dimensional approach involving the spectroscopic investigation under various
experimental parameters such as plasmonic nanostructure material, density and kind of hotspots,
substrate temperature, laser energy, and molecular layer density (from bulk crystals to ultrathin 1 and
2 nm thick layers). In this contribution, we report our findings deduced from a systematic
investigation of all these parameters. The new insights deduced from this analysis include the
equivalency between Cu and Au nanostructures. For these two materials, we found that it is not the
chemistry what makes the largest changes but the density and geometry of hotspots and electric field
amplification. The chemical contribution is evidenced in Ag and bimetallic nanostructures under
resonance and non-resonance excitations. The temperature-dependent investigations indicate that the
temperature coefficients and minima in intensity vs. T curves observed for some molecule-plasmonic
nanostructures can be correlated to perturbations in the electronic structure of the molecule. These
results show that controlling internal and external parameters in plasmon-enhanced spectroscopy
allows deducing novel insights on the chemical and electromagnetic effects in these hybrid
organic/inorganic systems.
(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Sketch (non-scaled) of the plasmonic nanostructures using polystyrene nanospheres as templates
for metal deposition. (b) Raman spectra showing the enhancement afforded as well as the Raman vibrations that
change due to the molecule-metal interaction.

We thank Ayomikun J. Adeoye for help with the data analysis, and Mahfujur Rahaman and Stefan
Moras for assistance with the sample preparation. The authors acknowledge the DFG Research Unit
SMINT FOR1317, the Cluster of Excellence “Center for Advancing Electronics Dresden” (cfaed),
and the Tomsk Polytechnic University Competitiveness Enhancement Program. This work would not
have been possible without the support from the European COST Action MP1302 Nanospectroscopy.
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The detection of chirality in organic and biochemical compounds in the nanoscale is challenging
due to the poor enantioselectivity of optical fields. The enantiomeric response can be enhanced by
increasing the local field density by plasmonics or photon confinement effects, or by enhancing the optical
𝑐𝐶
chirality density of the local fields. The local dissymmetry factor, 𝑔 = 𝑔𝐶𝑃𝐿 2𝑈 𝜔, where C is the optical
chirality density, represents the degree of optical chirality, and 𝑔̂ = 𝑔

𝑔

𝐶𝑃𝐿

𝑒

> 1, indicates a greater chirality

than that of circularly polarized light.[1] These superchiral fields can enhance the differential interaction
between a local excitation field and chiral molecules.[1] The enantiomeric excitation rate of a chiral medium
depends strongly on the local dissymmetry factor of the excitation field.[2] By generating strongly confined
near fields with 𝑔̂ > 1, the enantiomeric response may be enhanced to the limit of single molecule detection
of chirality. A novel system is proposed in which whispering-gallery-mode second harmonic generation
resonances are coupled with a plasmonic helix to generate strongly confined chiral near fields.
a)

(a)

b)

(b)

(c)

!"

100 nm

Figure 1. (a) Model of simulated 1 µm tall conical GaN structure with helical metallic strip. (b) Simulated
normalized dissymmetry factor at the tip of the structure (maximum value of ~3 at the tip of the cone). (c) A SEM
image of chiral plasmonic tip of GaN nanopyramid coated with platinum nanoribbon helical spirals for detection of
optical isomers or enantiomers.

We have demonstrated that GaN micropyramids can support whispering gallery modes (WGM)
which are generated at the second harmonic (SHG) frequency and lead to an enhancement of the effective
SHG intensity from the tip of the pyramid [3]. A chiral plasmonic structure with platinum helical nanowire
deposited around the nonlinear GaN micropyramid structure was fabricated (Fig.1c). The plasmon field
from the helical structure is utilized to manipulate the SHG light generated within the tunable WGM cavity
coupled. FDTD simulations on a 1 µm tall cone of GaN with a 20 nm in diameter helical nanoribbon of
silver wrapped around the exterior of the cone is shown in (Figure 1a). A particle swarm optimization
routine with respect to cone radius and helix pitch was performed to maximize the normalized local
dissymmetry factor at the tip of the cone to approximately 3 (Figure 1b). The structure is sensitive to right
or left handed polarized light field which can differentiate between optical isomers. The large electric field
enhancement due to field confinement and high localization of the field chirality density at the tip may
afford relatively facile detection of single chiral molecules.
[1]
[2]
[3]

Tang, Y. and Cohen, A. E., Science. 1784(April), 333–337 (2011).
Tang, Y. and Cohen, A. E., Phys. Rev. Lett. 104(16), 1–4 (2010).
Butler, S., Jiang, H., Lin, J., Neogi A.; Advanced Optical Materials, 245, (2017)
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Abstract

Raman scattering holds great promise in being able to rapidly probe intrinsic fingerprint
information of chemicals in food supply chains, security control and biomedical sensors [1].
To reach an extreme-low detection limit, plasmonic nanoantennas have been shown to boost
Raman scattering at single molecule regime due to large optical fields generated in subwavelength volumes. However, most Raman photons have to be collected in the far field
where an expensive microscope becomes unavoidable. Meanwhile, waveguides enable signal
routing from nanoantennas and permit the propagation of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs)
for on-chip sensing [2]. Here we design and demonstrate gold nanogap waveguides equipped
with a single plasmonic hotspot, shown in Figure 1a. This device is optimized to maximise
electric field enhancement at the hotspot and outcoupling of the propagating SERS signal
addressed via dipole bar antennas tuned at 785nm [3,4] in a fully plasmonic system, an
advantage for field enhancement over hybrid or fully photonic systems [5,6]. To perform
Raman spectroscopy measurements, the devices are coated with a monolayer of selfassembled 4-Aminothiolphenol (4-ATP), which is a standard measure of Raman enhancement
factor (EF) and the related near field. We then experimentally investigate in/out coupling
performances over the device typically at the hotspot, gold pad and dipole antennas by
surface enhanced Raman EFs of 4-ATP. Our results will expand the knowledge on the Raman
scattering nature and coupling challenges on integrated plasmonic Raman waveguide sensors,
paving a practical path towards on-chip Raman routing.

Figure 1 (a) Schematic of gold plasmonic Raman waveguide. A layer of 4-ATP was functionalised on the whole surface of
the guide and substrate. (b) Example of SEM image of one of the fabricated waveguides demonstrating gaps on the order
of a few tens of nanometers.

[1] Lin, K.-Q.; Yi, J.; Zhong, J.-H.; Hu, S.; Liu, B.-J.; Liu, J.-Y.; Zong, C.; Lei, Z.-C.; Wang, X.; Aizpurua, J. Plasmonic Photoluminescence for
Recovering Native Chemical Information from Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering. Nat. Commun. 2017, 8, 14891
[2] Ho W. Lee, Georgia Papadakis, Stanley P. Burgos, Krishnan Chander, Arian Kriesch, Ragip Pala, Ulf Peschel, and Harry A. Atwater,
Nanoscale Conducting Oxide PlasMOStor, Nano Letters 2014 14 (11), 6463-6468.
[3] Jer-Shing Huang, Thorsten Feichtner, Paolo Biagioni, and Bert Hecht, Impedance Matching and Emission Properties of Nanoantennas in
an Optical Nanocircuit, Nano Letters 2009 9 (5), 1897-1902.
[4] M. Cohen, R. Shavit, and Z. Zalevsky, Enabling high efficiency nanoplasmonics with novel nanoantenna architectures, Sci. Rep. 5, 17562
(2015).
[5] Ashim Dhakal, Pieter C. Wuytens, Frédéric Peyskens, Karolien Jans, Nicolas Le Thomas, and Roel Baets, Nanophotonic Waveguide
Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy of Biological Submonolayers, ACS Photonics 2016 3 (11), 2141-2149, DOI: 10.1021/acsphotonics.6b00593
[6] Frédéric Peyskens, Ashim Dhakal, Pol Van Dorpe, Nicolas Le Thomas, and Roel Baets, Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy Using a
Single Mode Nanophotonic-Plasmonic Platform, ACS Photonics 2016 3 (1), 102-108DOI: 10.1021/acsphotonics.5b00487
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Recently, mesoporous thin films with highly controlled pore systems has a significant technological
value because it has emerging applications in sensing, thermoelectric energy conversion, thermal
isolation, microfluidics and solar cells. Most of these application require a complete optical and thermal
characterization [1]. In this work, we propose to studying the sorption, optical and thermoplamsonics
properties of mesoporous films in which local heating is induced by plasmon of nanorods of gold
(GNRs). Indeed, recent investigations have shown that GNRs can serve as a local source of heat [2].
Particularly, the basic system consists to fabricate a nanocomposite optical thin films composed by
GNRs surrounded by mesoporous silica. The functioning of the device is based on thermo-optical
properties of GNRs. In this context, we developed and optimized synthesis method that allowed us to
obtain a hybrid nanostructures containing gold nanoparticles coated with silica (Figure 1(a)).
Mesoporous silica is grown on CTAB stabilized GNRs, silica shell can be grown in one step using the
GNRs as a nucleation sites, since the capping surfactant (CTAB) is also used as a template for the
formation of the porous silica. After synthesis, the colloidal particles were deposited using
capillary/evaporation regime during dip coating procedure. The nanocomposite system was
characterized by SEM, TEM and by in-situ ellipsometric analysis. The evolution of LSPR of GNRs
during capillary condensation and desorption of water and toluene is investigated as a function of
Relative Humidity (%RH). The measurements are performed in an environmental chamber allowing
control of (%RH). We have quantified a 40 nm red shift with our nanocomposite system in the empty
porosity (n= 1.2) – full porosity (n= 1.45) (Figure 1(b)). Moreover, these measurements are investigated
by exciting of LSPR of GNRs inducing thermal heating. The porous SiO2 coupled with nanorods could
be used as a nanoprobes for measure local temperature for GNRs and a sensitive chemical sensor to
detect a contaminant of air.
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Figure 1. (a) TEM image of Au narods @ SiO2. (b) Variation of LSPR of GNRs as a function of (%RH) during

absorption of water.
[1] C. D. S. Brites, M. C. Fuertes, P. C. Angelomé, E. D. Martínez, P. P. Lima, G. J. A. A. Soler-Illia, and L. D. Carlos,
Nano Lett. 17, 4746−4752 (2017).
[2] G. Baffou, R. Quidant, Laser & Photonic Reviews 7, 171-187 (2013).
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Nanoscale Optical Absorption Imaging by Thermo-expansion
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Despite the history of near-field optics exceeding already more than three decades, the measurement
of local absorption remains a challenging task up to now. In 2005, it was proposed to use atomic force
microscopy (AFM) for the registration of thermal expansion [1]. This idea enhanced by the use of
tip’s mechanical resonance leads to the development of local IR spectroscopy of molecular structures
with nanoscale resolution [2]. We generalize this approach to the visible spectral range demonstrating
selectivity and higher spatial resolution than AFM itself.
An example is shown in Fig.1 for a carbon nanotube bundle on Au measured using Agilent AFM with
self-made Au tip having eigenfrequencies less than 10 kHz and with mechanically chopped 633 nm
excitation from an He-Ne laser. Fig.1a manifests the thermal expansion registered under modulated
external illumination as the resonant amplitude image while Fig.1b presents the topography of that
sample obtained in contact mode. Profiles of both maps along the indicated lines are included in
Fig.1c demonstrating a rather different behavior. First, the nanoscale imaging results that are shown in
Fig.1 indicate the absence of topographical artifacts in the registered signal of the photothermal
expansion. Secondly, our results reveal different structure for carbon nanotubes in different parts of
the bundle. Some other results reflecting the robustness of this approach in the visible spectral range
as well as the limitations and perspectives of our method will be discussed in this contribution.
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Figure 1. (a) Photo-thermal expansion and (b) height images of carbon nanotube bundles on an Au substrate.
(c) Cross-section profiles from regions indicated in (a) and (b) images.

EB acknowledges the financial support from TU Chemnitz.
[1] A. Dazzi, R. Prazeres, F. Glotin, and J. Ortega, Opt. Lett. 30, 2388-2390 (2005).
[2] F. Lu, M. Z. Jin and M. A. Belkin, Nature Photonics 8, 307-312 (2014).
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Temperature-related effects on a nanoresonator: reshaping and
mechanical properties of the environment
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Gold nanorods (GNRs) are efficient hypersound generators due to the high confinement of their
optical and mechanical modes. After an optical pulsed excitation, coherent modes in the range of GHz
are generated and detected on single rods with a non-degenerate pump-probe scheme. GNRs are
synthesized here with a seed-mediated growth [1] and then deposited on glass substrates [2]. The
optical absorption produces an ultrafast change in the lattice temperature followed by the heat flow to
the surroundings, which in the case of air environment has a long dissipation time, the equivalent of
having a stationary rising of the temperature. Then, the whole process comes together with a
continuous reshaping of the particle as the time proceeds, even using very low pump irradiance. This
effect occurs at temperatures well below the melting point and produces a shift in the frequency and
quality factor of the mechanical modes. In the case of the extensional mode, the frequency increases
because of the shortening of the length produced by the curvature-induced atomic surface diffusion
[3,4]. The quality factor increases as well due to the decoupling of the oscillator from the glass
substrate caused by laser heating. We thus monitor this reshaping by measuring the increments in the
GNRs extensional frequency along time and in that way estimate the variation in their aspect ratio.
On the other hand, if the rods are covered by a polymer film (PMMA) we observe a lowering in the
frequency of the extensional mode with the temperature growing. The faster heat dissipation from the
GNR to the environment in this case, increases the temperature of the polymer and produces a
softening of its elastic properties. At the same time, the presence of the polymer itself reduces
drastically the surface gold atoms mobility. As a result, the frequency of the mechanical mode is
mainly determined by the temperature dependence of the mechanical properties of the polymer in the
GHz range.
[1] X. Ye, C. Zheng, J. Chen, Y. Gao and C.B. Murray, Nano Letters 13, 765-771 (2013).
[2] M.V. Gutiérrez, M.Y. Paredes and A.F. Scarpettini, Matéria 20 (3), 731-738 (2015).
[3] F.A. Nichols and W.W. Mullins, Journal of Applied Physics 36, 1826-1835 (1965).
[4] A.B. Taylor, A.M. Siddiquee and J.W.M. Chon, ACS Nano 8, 12071-12079 (2014).
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Synchronized nano-dynamics:
quantum thermodynamics viewpoint
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Non-resonant excitation transfer phenomena have played important roles in nano-fabrication, energy
up-conversion, and spin-carrier dynamics in nano-structures [1], as resonant phenomena such as
FRET did in molecular and nano science. Recently an intriguing prediction has been reported on the
interplay between thermal and coherent phonons at the nano scale that results in collective quantum
dynamics synchronized with non-equilibrium local environments [2]. While it would be a promising
candidate to solve heat problems and efficient quantum transport in downsizing to nano-devices, it
also provides fundamental issues, for example, how microscopic phenomena correspond to
macroscopic ones, and whether microscopic processes are stablly connected to macroscopic ones
measured experimentally. In this paper, we present a full quantum formulation [1,2] to describe nonresonant collective nano-dynamics including dynamic phonon environments, and investigate the
stability of predicted processes from a quantum thermodynamics (QTD) viewpoint.
Two TLSs (two-level systems) coupled via an optical near field are considered, each of which
interacts with a local dynamic phonon system and input/output system. Newly derived nonlinear and
non-Markovian master equations predict three kinds of collective quantum dynamics, which are
judged from (a) transfer time and (b) 2nd-order time correlation function for a measure of coherent
phonon, as shown in Fig. 1. The results correspond to nanoscopic phenomena, and we do not know
how they are connected to macroscopic experimental observations that can be thermodynamicaly
understood in terms of entropy. According to the steepest-entropy-ascent QTD framework [3] based
on a microscopic foundation for entropy, the current system is examined whether the initial nonequilibrium state, as a whole, approaches along its relaxation towards stable equilibrium.

Figure 1. Non-resonant collective quantum dynamics and manifestation mechanism.(a) transfer-time
dependence on energy difference between TLSs normalized by the phonon energy, (b) 2nd-order time
correlation function

This work was partially supported by KAKENHI (17K06379) from the Ministry of Education,
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, Japan.
[1] K. Kobayashi and A. Ishikawa, Progress in Quantum Electronics (2018) in press.
[2] A. Ishikawa, R. Okada, K. Uchiyama, H. Hori, and K. Kobayashi, J. Physical Society of Japan (2018) in press.
[3] S. Cano-Andrade, G. P. Beretta, and M. R. von Spakovsky, Physical Review A 91, 013848 (2015).
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Local near-field induced heating and plasmon enhancement in
tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy revealed by stokes/anti-stokes
intensity ratios
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Tip enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) is a technique that enables coupling the rich structural
information available in vibrational spectroscopy with the spatial resolution and imaging capabilities
of an atomic force microscope, thanks to the electric field enhancement caused by the formation of a
localized plasmon at the tip apex. This improves the Raman signal to the point of reaching the
possibility of single molecules detection. [1] Besides enabling nanometer scale characterization of
various types of materials, [2] plasmons have also shown their ability to induce the so-called “hot
electrons” that catalyze various types of chemical reactions. [3] For all these applications, the local
temperature felt by the molecules situated directly in the “hot spot” is of major interest due to its
potential role at inducing changes in the system. Unfortunately, evaluating this parameter is a fairly
challenging task.
In far-field Raman spectroscopy, stokes/anti-stokes intensity ratios and Boltzmann distribution can
be used for local temperature evaluation. In SERS and TERS, the intensity ratio is influenced by both
the temperature and the amplitude of the plasmon enhancement at a given wavelength. Stokes and
anti-stokes bands are probed for two systems, namely cysteine and 16-mercaptohexadodecanoic acid
self-assembled as monolayer on ultra-flat gold plates (to take advantage of the gap mode). For this
investigation, several bands situated between 200 and 1000 cm-1 and probed in a single spectral
acquisition are used. Probing of the bands close to the Rayleigh line, where the shape of the plasmon
resonance has only a small impact on the results, show that the local near-field heating is small,
generally below 60 ºC in our investigated experimental conditions. Furthermore, values as high as 800
ºC were quantified for bands situated at higher wavenumbers. The evolution of the quantified
temperature as a function of the wavelength, and for two incident laser lines, is used as a tool for
extracting the amplitude and position of the plasmon resonance. Moreover, strong signal fluctuations
of both stokes and anti-stokes bands are observed on a time scale as small as 500 ms. The
appearance/disappearance of bands is believed to be related to small fluctuation of the plasmon band
position as a function of time and this, mainly due to the extremely high nanoscale spatial resolution
associated with the use of TERS.

Acknowledgment.
We gratefully acknowledge support from the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DEP4TERS,
FR1348/19-1), the COST Action MP1303 Nanospectroscopy and the Thüringer Aufbau Bank (No.
2011SE9048) and the National Sciences and Engineering of Canada (NSERC)
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Alternative strategies in HAMR: hybrid- and gap mode-plasmons
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This contribution seeks to stimulate consideration of alternative schemes for implementing heat
assisted magnetic recording (HAMR), namely a) the use of hybrid plasmon guided waves (HPGW) or
b) gap mode plasmons (GMP) for the localised delivery of electromagnetic energy to the magnetic
medium. HPGWs constitute a hybrid excitation of a guided wave and a propagating surface plasmon
which exhibit a propagation length greater than that of the ‘parent’ surface plasmon along with field
confinement significantly more localised than achievable with a standard dielectric waveguide.[1]
They may be supported in a thin-film plasmonic metal/low-n dielectric/high-n dielectric structure,
here Ag/SiO2/Si. Derived from their surface plasmon character HPGWs do not exhibit a cut-off
wavelength, offering considerable design flexibility. Modelling of this structure in nm proximity to a
magnetic stack structure (Fig 1(a)) shows that ~8% of the incident energy is deposited in the magnetic
storage layer, a comparable efficiency to other near-field transducer schemes.
The GMP term tends to be used rather loosely and is often misapplied
to the case where a metal particle or antenna supports a plasmon
resonance which is perturbed due to probing, say, a planar sample
across a narrow (nm-scale) gap, as in HAMR. However, the
distinguishing feature of GMPs is that a dipole moment should be
developed directly across the gap. It thus becomes critically important
that the gap is engineered to support such a resonant mode and it is not
clear that any of the current HAMR schemes achieve this.
Interestingly, a favoured material for the magnetic medium in ultrahigh density recording is FePt-C which, optically, has the
characteristics of a dissipative dielectric[2,3] rather than a metal. This
prompts us to examine whether FePt-C could form the gap between a
plasmonic tip and underlying (metal) film, so ensuring concentration of
the
input energy exactly where it is needed – in the magnetic medium.
Fig. 1. HAMR set-up showing
We
start from a simplified system based on finite-element modelling of
schematic of magnetic relight
emission in scanning tunnelling microscopy[4] where the tip (Au
cording stack with localised
nanosphere)
is held 1 nm above DLC-coated FePt-C on a Au
light delivery using
(a) Ag (50 nm)/SiO2 (10 nm)/ ‘substrate’ which, following Jubert et al.[5], represents the combined
Si (100 nm) HPGW structure underlayer and heat sink in the recording stack (Fig 1(b)). The DLC
(b) gold nanoparticle (25-50 and FePt-C are treated as having the same value of n (initially lossless)
nm radius) positioned to and constitute the major part of the optical gap between the Au
support gap mode plasmons.
elements. The serendipitous nature of a high-n (~3.0) gap is evidenced
by the existence of gap modes for wavelengths > 600 nm that would otherwise be absent were the
DLC/FePt-C replaced by air. From this we progress to consider losses in the DLC/FePt-C portion of
the gap and thence to explicitly treat, i.e. separate out, the DLC coating and underlayer to give critical
assessment of the potential of GMPs in HAMR and the material properties required to achieve this
goal. A successful implementation should far exceed existing systems in terms of efficiency of
heating the magnetic layer, while minimizing heating of the near-field transducer component itself.
Support from US-Ireland grant USI-043 and UK-India Education and Research Initiative is acknowledged.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
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THERMAL IMAGING BY USING GOLD NANOPARTICULES
AND WAVEFRONT SENSING FOR THE STUDY OF THERMAL BIOLOGY
AT THE SINGLE CELL LEVEL
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Nowadays, thermal studies in cell biology remain complicated to implement. Usually, scientists
heat the entire sample, or even the whole microscope, to study the temperature dependence of
the metabolism of living cells. The approach has limitation: all the cells are heated at once at
the same temperature, and the heating exhibits a large thermal inertia.
We developed an approach to locally heat using gold nanoparticules at the micrometric scale,
and control the temperature using an optical wavefront sensor [1]. Furthermore, our setup is
able to simultaneously acquire quantitative phase and confocal fluorescence images which
allows us to combine morphological and functional informations.
I will illustrate the capabilities of this technique by presenting two recent works.
RPE1 (Retinal pigment epithelial) cells were transfected by a HSF1 (heat stress factor 1)
plasmid labeled with a GFP fluorophore. The HSF1 proteins have the property to agglomerate
in the nucleus if we heat them at 43°C for a few minutes. We managed to heat single cells and
observe the agglomerate formation (see Fig 1).
d)
Microtubules are long hollow filaments that are part of the cytoskeleton.
c) They have many
functions like maintaining the cell shape or proteins transport. It has been shown that
microtubules can depolymerize at 4°C and polymerize again at 37°C. I will show in my
presentation that we can locally modify the polymerization of microtubules within single cells.
a)

Fig 1: a) Quantitative phase image of RPE1 HSF1-GFP cells b) Temperature map of the field c)
Fluorescence image of cells before heating and d) after 5 min of heating at 43°C
Scale bar=20µm, white rectangle=field of fluorescence microscope, white circle= heated area

[1] G. Baffou et al., "Thermal Imaging of Nanostructures by Quantitative Optical Phase
Analysis" ACS Nano 6, 2452 (2012)
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Fano resonances in all-dielectric multilayer structure
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Optical properties of all-dielectric nanostructures composed of dielectrics with high refractive
indices are rising topics in nanophotonics. Especially, Fano resonances, characterized by asymmetric
line shapes, are currently attracting much interest. Becasue of the intrinsically low ohmic loss of alldielectric nanostructures, it is possible to realize the Fano resonance with a high quality factor.
Furthermore, magnetic dipole modes supported by all-dielectric nanostructures lead to a new type of
Fano resonance (magnetic Fano resonance).
We have recently studied theoretically [1] and experimentally [2] the Fano resonance in simple
planar metal/dielectric multilayer structures in the angle-scan attenuated total reflection (ATR) spectra
(Kretschmann configuration). In these structures, the coupling between a surface plasmon polariton
(SPP) mode and a planar waveguide (PWG) mode results in the Fano resonance.
In this work, we demonstrate that the excitation of SPP is not a prerequisite condition for the Fano
resonance in multilayer structures. We show that, in contrast to the SPP-mediated Fano resonance, a
novel all-dielectric multilayer structure shown in Fig. 1(a) exhibits the Fano resonance under spolarized incidence as well as p-polarized incidence. Figure 1(b) presents an ATR spectrum measured
under s-polarized incidence. We can see a sharp peak with an asymmetric line shape (inset) in a broad
reflectance dip. The spectral shape is typical of the Fano resonance. A similar asymmetric line shape
is observed also with p-polarized incidence. The electromagnetic (EM) calculation reveals that the
Fano resonance originates from the interference between a PWG mode supported by the highrefractive index and lossy Ge-doped SiO2 layer and another PWG mode supported by the highrefractive index and transparent Al2O3 layer. We demonstrate experimentally that the Fano line shape
depends strongly on the thickness of the Ge-doped SiO2 waveguide layer. We can generate a variety of
asymmetric line shapes having different values of Fano parameters, including electromagnetically
induced transparency.

Figure 1. (a) Sample structure used in this study and (b) Measured ATR spectrum (s-pol.).
[1] S. Hayashi, D. V. Nesterenko and Z. Sekkat, Journal of Physics D: Applied Physics 48, 325303 (2015).
[2] S. Hayashi, D. V. Nesterenko, A. Rahmouni and Z. Sekkat, Appl. Phys. Lett. 108, 051101 (2016).
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Multi-dielectric resonant stacks supporting giant field
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In 2010, we have developed a synthesis method based on the admittance formalism and
reaching 100% of absorption to optimize multi-dielectric thin films stack. Such stacks can
support huge electromagnetic fields inversely proportional to low imaginary indices (some
10-4-10-6) of dielectric materials [1]. Recently, we revisited the synthesis by introducing the
concept of zero admittance layer [2]. Theoretically, the enhancement is not bounded if one
does not consider non-linear aspects or optical damage. Nevertheless, this giant optical
resonance, extremely strong and sharp, needs a drastic control over the illumination spectral
and angular bandwidths. This constitutes an experimental key limitation. We have fabricated
multi-dielectric stacks, using assisted thin film deposition, and optimized for different
illumination conditions (incidence and wavelength). Indeed, our synthesis method also allows
flexibility and adaptability of dielectric resonance under any illumination conditions. This is
actually a great advantage wrt plasmonic thin films. We present here optimized multidielectric stack to be resonant with a low enhancement factor equal to 1000, for a 633 nm
illumination with an incidence of 45° and a TE polarization. We will report on near field and
far field measurements to characterize the field enhancement. Photon scanning tunneling
microscopy was done under classical near field mapping mode as well as recording intensity
as a function of sample-tip distance. We will report on the polarization and incidence
influence over the evanescent field [3-5]. The differences between experiment and the
predicted enhancement are mainly explained by the experimental illumination conditions. We
will numerically briefly evaluate the losses as a function of the light source spectral
bandwidth and angular divergence [6]. Finally, we have recently estimated the figure of merit
of such resonant multi-dielectric layer in Kretschmann configuration wrt surface plasmon
resonance and Bloch surface wave. We have demonstrated an increase by 2 decade wrt to
SPR of the figure of merit when considering angular shift of the resonance peak [7]. This is
of importance for sensing applications.

Fig. Characteristics light cone in the reflected beam
at the resonance. The inset gives the reflected
response out of resonance

The authors acknowledge the CNRS, Aix-Marseille University, région PACA for financial supports.
[1] C. Ndiaye, F. Lemarchand, M. Zerrad, D. Ausserre and C. Amra, Appl. Opt. 50, C382 (2011)
[2] C. Amra, M. Zerrad, F. Lemarchand, A. L. Lereu, et al Phys. Rev. A 97, 023819 (2018)
[3] A. L. Lereu, M. Zerrad, C. Ndiaye, F. Lemarchand and C. Amra, Appl. Opt. 53, A412 (2014)
[4] A. L. Lereu, M. Zerrad, M. Petit, F. De Fornel and C. Amra, Proc of SPIE Optics+Photonics 9162, 916219 (2014)
[5] C. Ndiaye, M. Zerrad, A. L. Lereu, et al, Appl. Phys. Lett. 103, 131102 (2013)
[6] M. Zerrad, A. L. Lereu, C. Ndiaye, F. Lemarchand and C. Amra, Opt Express 25, 14883 (2017)
[7] A. L. Lereu, M. Zerrad, A. Passian and C. Amra, Appl. Phys. Lett. 111, 011107 (2017)
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Black metal coatings are metallic coatings that exhibit high absorption in a certain region of the
electromagnetic spectra. They are of interest in a wide range of applications such as radiative heat
exchangers, solar energy absorbers, photovoltaic cells electrodes, separators to avoid cross effects in
optical devices, thermal light emitters, or biosensors electrodes, to name a few. In particular, gold is
frequently used due to its high resistance to oxidation.
In the last few years, we have fabricated metallic coatings with nanocolumnar morphology by means
of glancing angle deposition with magnetron sputtering [1-4]. This technique allows for obtaining
nanostructured coatings onto any kind of flat substrates and it can be scaled up to large areas.
Depending on the deposition parameters (such as gas pressure, tilt angle, substrate rotation, etc.), the
nanocolumnar structure can be controlled, giving rise to different properties.
In this work, we report the fabrication of black gold coatings in the visible range with this fabrication
technique [5]. We will present the optical properties of the nanostructured films, showing that high tilt
angle is needed to achieve the black metal behaviour (see Figure 1) with reflectivity below 10% in the
400-700 nm range for Au films deposited on Si. We will analyse the morphological characteristics of
the samples in order to understand the main features responsible for this black metal behaviour.

=87º

=75º

Figure 1. Au samples prepared by glancing angle deposition with magnetron sputtering onto Si substrates with
deposition angles 87º (left, black coating) and 75º (right).

The authors acknowledge MINECO (Projects MAT2014-59772-C2-1, MAT2015-69035-REDC and
CSIC13-4E-1794) and EU (FEDER, FSE) for financial support.
[1] J.M. García-Martín et al., Applied Physics Letters 97, 173103 (2010).
[2] R. Alvarez et al., Nanotechnology 24, 045604 (2013).
[3] R. Alvarez et al., Journal of Physics D: Applied Physics 49, 045303 (2016).
[4] I. Izquierdo-Barba et al., Acta Biomaterialia 15, 20 (2015).
[5] A. Vitrey et al., Beilstein Journal of Nanotechnology 8, 434 (2017).
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Tetrahedron nanostructures for broadband, multi-resonant
absorption in ultrathin solar cells
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Laurent Lombez3, Jean-François Guillemoles2,3, Negar Naghavi3 and Stéphane Collin1,3
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3
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Reducing the thickness of photovoltaic devices is a major challenge for low-cost and highefficiency solar cells. It requires efficient light trapping to counter-balance the low absorption of
ultrathin semiconductor layers (thicknesses in the 50-200 nm range). Our approach is to use an array
of nanostructures in order to create numerous overlapping resonances, resulting in enhanced
absorption over a broad spectral range [1].
In this work, we present the principle of multi-resonant absorption with an array of
tetrahedron nanostructures integrated in solar cells. We show the beneficial effect of symmetry
breaking (asymmetric tetrahedrons with no more than one plane of symmetry) and high refractive
index contrast between the tetrahedrons and their environment. We demonstrate numerically that
numerous resonances can be excited in 50nm-thick InGaAs semiconductor layers and lead to
broadband absorption with low parasitic losses (Fig. 1(a)). The use of tetrahedrons allows absorbing
80 % of the incident power (green line) compared to 57% for a flat Ag mirror (red line on Fig. 1(a))
and 40 % compared to a solar cell without back mirror (red dotted line on Fig. 1(a)).
We will present the fabrication process of tetrahedron nanostructures (Fig. 1(b)) and the
absorption measurements of ultrathin CIGS of III-V semiconductor layers.

Figure 1. (a) absorption in 50 nm InGaAs photovoltaic solar cells on InGaAs substrate (red dotted line) on Ag
flat mirror (red line), on tetrahedron mesh (green line). The black dotted line shows the AM1.5G normalized
solar irradiance. (b) SEM images of tetrahedron mesh in PMMA.
[1] Collin, S., Goffard, J., Cattoni, A., Colin, C., Sauvan, C., Lalanne, P., Guillemoles, J.-F. Multi-resonant light trapping:
New paradigm, new limits, in: Photovoltaic Specialist Conference (PVSC), 2015 IEEE 42nd. IEEE, pp. 1–3.( 2015)
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Large-Scale and Low-Cost Fabrication of Silicon Mie Resonators
Wajdi Chaabani 1,2, Julien Proust 2, Artur Movsesyan2, Abdallah Chehaidar 1 and
Jérôme Plain 2*
Laboratoire de Physique-Mathématiques et Applications, Université de Sfax, Faculté des Sciences
de Sfax, B.P. 1171, 3000 Sfax, Tunisia.
2Light, Nano Materials and nanotechnologies (L2n), ICD, Université de Technologie de Troyes, 12 rue
marie Curie-CS 42060 – 10004 Troyes Cedex, France.
1

*jerome.plain@utt.fr

High index dielectric nanoparticles have been proposed for many different applications. However,
widespread utilization in practice also requires large-scale production methods for crystalline silicon
nanoparticles, with engineered optical properties in a low-cost route. Here, for the first time, we
demonstrate a facile, low-cost, and large-scale fabrication method of crystalline silicon colloids Mie
resonators using a simple blender. The obtained nanoparticles show an almost spherical shape with
diameters ranging from 100 to 250 nm. Then, the size distribution of silicon nanoparticles enables
broad extinction from UV to near infrared, confirmed by Mie theory when taking into account in
calculation. Thanks to photolithographic and drop-cast deposition techniques allowing to locate the
precise position of single resonator on the substrate, we experimentally demonstrate that the
individual silicon nanoresonators show strong electric and magnetic Mie resonances in the visible
range [1, 2]. This low-cost fabrication method can open up range of new possibilities for other
applications.
a)

b)

Figure 1.a) Dark-field microscope image of Si nanoparticles

onto
glass substrate. b) Experimenatl and simultaed scattering spectra of Si nanoparticles with differents diamertes.

1. J. Proust, F. Bedu, S. Chenot, I. Soumaharo, I. Ozerov, B. Gallas, R. Abdeddin, N. Bonod, Adv. Opt. Mater.
3, 1280 (2015).

2. H. Sugimoto, M. Fujii, Adv. Opt. Mater. 5, 1700332 (2017).
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Imprinted polymer inverse opals for the detection of
nanoparticles
Sarra Gam-Derouich1.2, Céline Bourdillon1, Soraya Lakhdar Chaouche1, Laurent Coolen1,
Agnès Maître1, Claire Mangeney2,3 and Catherine Schwob1*
1
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Paris (France)
3
Université Paris Descartes, Laboratoire de Chimie et Biochimie pharmacologiques et
toxicologiques, 45 rue des Saints-Pères 75006 Paris (France)
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Because of their small size, nanoparticles present specific properties and are extensively present in
our everyday life. They are used in many industrial fields (paintings, cosmetics, food industry).
Toxicity and especially eco-toxicity of these particles are not well-known yet and further data on their
impact on human health and on the environment are absolutely needed. Nevertheless, effects such as
airway inflammation or disruption of neuronal functions have been established by experiments on
animals. Consequently, the development of sensitive devices for measuring exposure to nanoparticles
with selective recognition and size measurement is absolutely needed.

Figure 1. SEM image of the surface of a polymer inverse opal

The sensor of nanoparticles we have developed combines the concepts of imprinted polymer –
commonly used in the case of molecules[1,2]- and of photonic crystal. More precisely, it consists in a
nanoparticle-imprinted polymer inverse opal. The selectivity is ensured by the fact that the target
nanoparticle is imprinted in the material composing the sensor [3]. The signature of the nanoparticle
consists in the swelling of the polymer, which leads to a modification of the photonic crystal
periodicity, measured by reflection spectroscopy. As a proof of concept, we have synthetized a sensor
of colloidal nanocrystals. This device presents high performances in terms of sensitivity, specificity
and selectivity in size and surface chemistry [4].
[1] N. Griffete, H. Frederich, A. Maître, C. Schwob, S. Ravaine, M. M. Chehimi, C. Mangeney, J. Colloid Interface Sci.
364, 18-23 (2011).
[2] N. Griffete, H. Frederich, A. Maître, M. M. Chehimi, S. Ravaine, C. Mangeney, J. Mater. Chem. 21, 13052-13055
(2011).
[3] S. Gam-Derouich, C. Bourdillon, W. Daney De Marcillac, L. Coolen, A. Maître, C. Mangeney, C. Schwob, Chem.
Comm. 51, 14933-14936 (2015).
[4] S. Gam-Derouich, C. Bourdillon, S. Lakhdar Chaouche, L. Coolen, A. Maître, C. Mangeney and C. Schwob,
Angewandte Chemie 56, 9710-9714 (2017).
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Photoinduced force microscopy - a tool for high resolution mode
characterization
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Photoinduced force microscopy (PiFM) is an innovative optical near-field technique based on the
optical excitation of a sample and detecting the resulting photoinduced force between tip and sample.
Since the magnitude of this force depends on the photo-induced molecular polarizability in the
sample, PiFM demonstrates spectroscopic sensitivity. As photo-induced forces are spatially confined
on the nanometer scale, a high spatial resolution (<10 nm) can be obtained in ambient conditions.[1]
The imaging properties of PiFM have been recently demonstrated by mapping electromagnetic field
distributions of conventional AFM cantilever probes.[2] This provides on the one hand the
opportunity to map and characterize the electromagnetic field distribution of a tightly focused laser
beam with different incident polarization states, like linear, azimuthal or radial polarized light. The
experimental results for conventional AFM tips are in very good agreement with theoretical models
(Fig.1 left) and thus empowering predictions towards field distributions of TERS tips. On the other
hand, since the activity of plasmonic silver evaporated AFM tips (TERS tips) is unknown, we apply
this approach to map the field distribution with nanometer resolution with respect to the incident
wavelength according to the plasmon resonance of the TERS tip (Fig.1 right). Measurements were
performed on a glass substrate by direct detection of the optical forces between the TERS tip and its
induced image dipole, thus providing a fast and non-destructive verification of TERS tips.

Figure 1. Left: Spatial distribution of the optical force with polarization along x axis. Right: PiFM measurement
of a TERS tip, indicating an intact plasmonic active TERS tip.
[1] J. Jahng, D. A. Fishman, S. Park, D. B. Nowak, W. A. Morrison, H. K. Wickramasinghe, and E. O. Potma, Acc. Chem.
Res. 48, 2671–2679 (2015).
[2] F. Huang, V. Ananth Tamma, Z. Mardy, J. Burdett, and H. Kumar Wickramasinghe, Sci. Rep. 5, 10610 (2015).
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Plasmon resonance energy transfer
from a plasmonic tweezer to a trapped particle
Jeonghyeon Kim1and Olivier J.F. Martin1*
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*
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Plasmon resonance energy transfer (PRET) is a mechanism describing the energy transfer between two
plasmonic systems. A donor plasmonic system may transfer energy to an acceptor via near-field coupling. So
far, PRET has only been observed between a plasmonic nanostructure and a molecule [1], where it is analogous
to Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) [2]. Although it is well-known that closely placed plasmonic
systems interact together through their strong near-field coupling, the energy transfer from one plasmonic
system to another has not yet been observed. Here we describe such energy transfer phenomenon by engineering
the plasmonic resonances of the donor and acceptor. For the theoretical investigation, we use a gap nanoantenna
formed by two adjacent nanorods as a donor system which traps a particle and we study the interaction between
the gap nanoantenna and trapped Drude particles. Various physical quantities such as optical cross-sections and
charge distributions are evaluated to analyze the energy transfer phenomenon. The experimental verification of
PRET will be based on nanostructures combining different plasmonic materials.

a

b

Figure 1. Plasmonic hybridization and resonance energy transfer. a. The individual resonances of a gap
nanoantenna and a Drude particle are very close spectrally, so that the two modes are hybridized to form
bonding and anti-bonding modes when the two systems are interacting. A sharp drop at the anti-bonding mode
is observed, which is the signature of PRET. b. The trapped particle absorbs a great amount of energy,
producing a significant drop both in the scattering and absorption of the nanoantenna. This can be interpreted as
an energy transfer from the antenna to the particle.
[1] Y. Choi, T. Kang, and L.P. Lee, Nano Letters 9, 85-90 (2009).
[2] P.G. Wu and L. Brand, Analytical biochemistry 218, 1-13 (1994).
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Silicon photonic waveguides and cavities for on-chip optical
trapping and manipulation
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At the micro- and nanoscale, optical forces provide an efficient, contactless way to mechanically
interact with objects subject to Brownian motion in a liquid environment. More especially, near-field
optical forces generated by evanescent fields in the vicinity of photonic and plasmonic nanostructures
enable stable optical trapping and deterministic manipulation of micro- and nano-particles, including
biological objects, in integrated optofluidic platforms [1,2]. We focus here on our recent progress in
the development of silicon photonic solutions for on-chip optical trapping and related lab-on-a-chip
applications.
Among the large variety of photonic structures that have been used for on-chip optical manipulation,
waveguides are usually employed for particle transport while photonic micro- and nanocavities
provide stable near-field optical traps. Photonic crystal cavities are particularly efficient for on-chip
particle analysis and processing as they can isolate single nanoparticles and bacteria, assemble
clusters of particles, or rotate and orientate the trapped particles [1-7]. A precise analysis of the
trapping potential experienced by the targeted particle is however required in order to take into
account all the surface interactions and the non-Gaussian intensity distribution of the near-field of
most of the photonic resonant modes. We have shown that the trapping potential experienced by
fluorescent microbeads can be affected by the sub-wavelength near-field patterns of the cavity mode
[6,7].
On the other hand, photonic waveguides have been mostly employed for transporting, analysing, and
sorting particles. The momentum transfer taking place between the propagating light and the trapped
particle apply a pushing force along the light propagation direction. Although stable trapping and
controlled transport of nanoparticles has been recently demonstrated, it required the formation of a
standing wave and thermo-optic phase modulation in a silicon waveguide loop. [2,7] In this
presentation, we will introduce our recent work on on-chip parallel trapping and manipulation of large
numbers of particles and bacteria using the light propagating in a few-mode silicon waveguide.
The authors acknowledge the financial support from the Labex ACTION program (contract ANR-11LABX-0001-01), and from the “Plateforme Technologique Amont” of Grenoble, funded through the
CNRS Renatech network.
[1] D. Erickson, X. Serey, Y. F. Chen and S. Mandal, Lab on a Chip 11, 995-1009 (2011).
[2] J.E. Baker, R.P. Badman and M.D. Wang, WIREs: Nanomedicine and Nanobiotechnology e1477 (2017).
[3] C. Renaut et al., Applied Physics Letters 100, 101103 (2012).
[4] C. Renaut et al., Scientific Reports 3, 2290 (2013).
[5] C. Pin, B. Cluzel, C. Renaut, D. Peyrade, E. Picard, E. Hadji and F. de Fornel, Applied Physics Letters 105, 171108
(2014).
[6] C. Pin, B. Cluzel, C. Renaut, E. Picard, D. Peyrade, E. Hadji and F. de Fornel, ACS Photonics 2, 1410−1415 (2015).
[7] C. Pin, C. Renaut, M. Tardif, J.-B. Jager, E. Delamadeleine, E. Picard, D. Peyrade, E. Hadji, F. de Fornel and B. Cluzel,
Proceedings SPIE 10252, 1025212 (2017).
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Three-dimensional enantiomeric recognition of optically trapped single
chiral nanoparticles
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We demonstrate three-dimensional stable optical trapping of single artificial gold nanopyramids (NPys)
in both enantiomeric forms using a standing wave optical tweezer. Simultaneously, the enantiomeric
form of the trapped NPy is recognized through a far-field Stokes vector-based polarization analysis of
the scattered light inside the trap, at the single particle level. From a broad perspective, our results
illustrate the usefulness of the conservation law of optical chirality for probing three-dimensional
structural chirality [2, 3]. This unique combination of optical trapping and chiral recognition, all
implemented within a single setup, opens new perspectives towards the control, the recognition and the
manipulation of chiral objects at nanometer scales.

Figure 1. S3 Stokes measurements for two dispersions of chiral nanopyramids of opposite handedness. The red
points correspond to different chiral +Npy labeled from 1 to 3 while the blue points are 3 different left enantiomers. Errorbars represent the standard deviation in measuring the S 3 parameter of each trapped
nanopyramid.

[1] G. Schnoering, L. V. Poulikakos, Y. Rosales-Cabara, A. Canaguier-Durand, D. J. Norris and C. Genet. Submitted.
[2] L. V. Poulikakos, P. Gutsche, K. M. McPeak, S. Burger, J. Niegemann, C. Hafner, and D. J. Norris, ACS Photonics 3,
1619 (2016).
[3] G. Nienhuis, Phys. Rev. A 93, 023840 (2016).
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Massive parallel optical trapping of nanoparticles
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Since the demonstration that the local field enhancement produced by plasmonic nanostructures can
be used to trap nanoparticles, various implementations of this micromanipulation technique have been
implemented [1]. Plasmonic trapping structures can be divided into two categories: optical dipole
antennas, where the particles are usually trapped in the gap of the antenna, and apertures that directly
strap particles in their centre or along their rim. In this presentation, we use the latter geometry and we
fabricate extremely large arrays of apertures that can trap a high number of nanoparticles in parallel.
The apertures are realized in a metallic film using focused ion beam milling, Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Scanning Electron microscope image of nanoaperture arrays fabricated by focused ion beam. An inset
shows an idividual nanoaperture of 287 nm in diameter.

A detailed numerical analysis study elucidates the link between the material used for the film, the
shape of the aperture and the optical forces. Since our aim is to trap a large number of particles in
parallel, we also explore the different coupling regimes between neighboring apertures and show how
near-field crosstalk can be avoided. This study sets the ground for sorting and purifying nanoparticles
on an unprecedented scale.

The authors acknowledge the financial support from the European Research Council (ERC-2015AdG-695206 Nanofactory)
[1] Juan, M. L., Righini, M., & Quidant, R, Nature Photonics, 5(6), 349 (2011).
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Thermal effects on transient optical trapping of gold nano
particles in single and dual fiber-tip tweezers
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Over the last years, we have developed an optical fiber tip tweezers, which was shown to be well
adapted for stable and reproducible trapping of small particles. Different fiber tip geometries, all
obtained by chemical wet etching, and with distinct emission profiles are used. In this context, we
have demonstrated trapping of dielectric micro and nanoparticles using Gaussian [1] and quasi-bessel
beams [2].
Our original optical tweezers consists basically of two tapered fiber tips facing each other (see Fig. 1).
The trapping properties are determined from videos by applying a dedicated particle tracking
algorithm. In the case of trapping we are using Boltzmann statistics and power spectra analysis for
calculating the trap stiffness. For particle manipulation, the Langevin equation is used to determine
the force acting on the particle.
Here, we present our recent results on optical manipulation of gold nanoparticles in our fiber tip
tweezers. Specific attention is given to thermal effects and their interplay with the optical forces. In
particular, we have shown that single fiber tip trapping is possible at a distance of some micrometers
from the tip and at light powers below 10 mW. This trapping is explained by the equilibrium between
the attractive thermal forces and the repulsive optical scattering force. Moreover, the influence of the
fiber emission profile, such as Gaussian and quasi-Bessel beam is presented.

Fiber tip
(Polarized beam splitter)

Figure 1.Schematic of optical fiber tweezers setup

nanoparticle

Figure 2.Au nanoparticle in front of the fiber tip

We acknowledge financial support by an Indo-French CEFIPRA Raman-Charpak Fellowship
(Rashmi A Minz) and CSIR Raman Fellowship (Umesh Kumar Tiwari).
[1]
[2]

J.-B. Decombe, F. J. Valdivia-Valero, G. Dantelle, G. Leménager, T. Gacoin, G. Colas des Francs, S. Huant, and J.
Fick, “Luminescent nanoparticle trapping with far-field optical fiber-tip tweezers,” Nanoscale, 8, (2016).
J. B. Decombe, S. K. Mondal, D. Kumbhakar, S. S. Pal, and J. Fick, “Single and multiple microparticle trapping
using non-gaussian beams from optical fiber nanoantennas,” IEEE J. Sel. Top. Quantum Electron., 21,(2015).
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